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Abstract  
Adipose tissue constitutes about one fourth of a healthy adult human’s body mass and 

is involved in a large variety of (patho-)physiological processes. Especially in the era 

of ‘diabesity’, a thorough understanding of human adipose tissue has become more 

important than ever. Yet, research on human adipose biology is hampered by a lack of 

predictive model systems. Even though many valuable insights could be gained from 

animal models, they often fall short of predicting human physiology. Then again, 

unusual characteristics of mature adipocytes, such as buoyancy, fragility, and large 

size, make conventional cell culture approaches challenging. In recent years, organ-

on-chip (OoC) technology has emerged from a synergy of tissue engineering and 

microfluidics approaches. OoC systems integrate engineered tissues into physiological 

microenvironments supplied by a vasculature-like perfusion. Yet even though OoC 

technology is thriving regarding other organ systems, there has only been very little 

focus on adipose tissue so far. Hence, the objectives of this thesis were to design, 

develop and characterize adipose tissue-on-chip models. To achieve this, designs, 

biomaterials and fabrication approaches were developed leading to three generations 

of microfluidic platforms specifically tailored to the needs of human adipose tissues. 

Moreover, protocols and logistics for sourcing, isolating, and utilizing almost all adipose 

tissue cell types from one donor were established. Together, this enabled the 

generation of white and beige adipose tissues (WAT and bAT, respectively) on chip 

either by injecting mature adipose cell types (in case of WAT) or by inducing 

adipogenesis on chip (in case of bAT). Along the way towards a highly complex, 

immunocompetent autologous model integrating almost all adipose-associated cell 

types, a mix-and-match strategy was established allowing for a flexible combination of 

cellular modules to fit-for-purpose models serving a specific scientific question. 

Moreover, a toolbox of readout methods was compiled that enabled a comprehensive 

characterization of on-chip adipose tissue structure and function, demonstrating 

functional on-chip WAT culture times beyond one month. Case studies on compound 

screening and immune responses highlighted the models’ suitability as tools for target 

identification in drug discovery or for studies on immunometabolism. All in all, the 

developed models hold great potential for mechanistic studies on adipose tissue 

biology or disease modelling in the context of obesity and diabetes, as well as for 

personalized or precision medicine due to its fully autologous character. 
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Zusammenfassung  
Fettgewebe macht etwa ein Viertel des Körpergewichts eines gesunden, erwachsenen 

Menschen aus und ist an einer Vielzahl von (patho-)physiologischen Prozessen 

beteiligt. Vor allem im Zeitalter der „Diabesity" ist ein gründliches Verständnis des 

menschlichen Fettgewebes wichtiger denn je. Studien an menschlichem Fettgewebe 

werden jedoch durch einen Mangel an prädiktiven Modellsystemen erschwert. Obwohl 

viele wertvolle Erkenntnisse aus Tiermodellen gewonnen werden konnten, können 

diese oft nicht die menschliche Physiologie vorhersagen. Hinzu kommt, dass der 

Auftrieb, die Fragilität und die Größe reifer Fettzellen eine Herausforderung für 

herkömmliche Zellkulturansätze sind. Im letzten Jahrzehnt ist die Organ-on-Chip 

(OoC)-Technologie an der Grenzfläche des Tissue Engineering und der Mikrofluidik 

entstanden. OoC-Systeme integrieren künstlich hergestellte Gewebe, durch eine 

gefäßähnliche Perfusion versorgt, in physiologische Mikroumgebungen. Obwohl es 

viele Beispiele für OoC-Modelle anderer Organsysteme gibt, gibt es bisher wenige 

Ansätze für Fettgewebe. Ziel dieser Arbeit war es daher, Fettgewebe-on-chip-Modelle 

zu konzipieren, zu entwickeln und zu charakterisieren. Dazu wurden Designs, 

Biomaterialien und Mikrostrukturierungsansätze entwickelt, die in drei Generationen 

von speziell auf die Bedürfnisse des menschlichen Fettgewebes zugeschnittenen, 

mikrofluidischen Plattformen resultierten. Darüber hinaus wurden Protokolle und 

Logistik für die Beschaffung, Isolierung und Verwendung fast aller Fettgewebe-

Zelltypen von einem/r Spender/in etabliert. Dies ermöglichte die Erzeugung von 

weißem und beigem Fettgewebe (WAT bzw. bAT) „on-chip“, entweder durch Injektion 

reifer Fettzelltypen (für WAT) oder durch Adipogenese „on-chip“ (für bAT). Neben 

einem komplexen, immunkompetenten autologen Modell, das fast alle Fettgewebe-

assoziierten Zelltypen integriert, wurde eine „Mix-and-Match“-Strategie entwickelt, die 

eine flexible Kombination zellulärer Module zu „fit-for-purpose“ Modellen, 

maßgeschneidert für die jeweilige wissenschaftliche Fragestellung, ermöglicht. 

Zusätzlich wurde eine Toolbox von Analysemethoden etabliert, die eine umfassende 

Charakterisierung der Struktur und Funktion des Fettgewebes „on-chip“ ermöglichte. 

Fallstudien zum Wirkstoffscreening und zu Immunreaktionen betonten die Eignung der 

Modelle als Werkzeuge für die Arzneimittelforschung und für Studien zum 

Immunmetabolismus. Für die Zukunft bieten die entwickelten Modelle großes 

Potenzial für mechanistische Studien zur Fettgewebe-Biologie, für die Modellierung 

von Krankheiten sowie für die personalisierte Medizin. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Organ-on-Chip Technology 
Organ-on-chip (OoC) systems, more broadly called microphysiological systems (MPS), 

are microfluidic devices capable of reflecting physiological functions of human (or other 

animals’) organs or tissues at the smallest biologically acceptable scale. Living cells are 

cultured in continuously perfused, micrometer-sized chambers in order to create in vitro 

minimal functional units emulating the tissue- or organ-level functions at question1,2. A 

detailed definition of OoCs was drafted by the European Organ-on-Chip Society 

(EUROoCS) delineating an OoC as a “„fit-for-purpose microfluidic device, containing 

living engineered organ substructures in a controlled microenvironment, that recapitulates 

one or more aspects of the organ’s dynamics, functionality and (patho) physiological 

response in vivo under real-time monitoring”3.  

The OoC technology emerged from the convergence of the research fields of tissue 

engineering (TE) and microfluidic technologies, such as the lab-on-a-chip technology4. 

TE broadly focuses on recreating organs, or parts of organs, mainly for their application 

in regenerative medicine, and comprises the following three fundamental aspects: 

engineering of (i) cells, (ii) tissue architectures and (iii) extracellular matrix (ECM) or ECM-

like biomaterials5. Microfluidics is defined as the science and technology of manipulating, 

processing or analyzing small volumes of fluidics in microscale channel structures6. Most 

advantageous, thereby, are the demand of only small quantities of samples and/or 

reagents and associated low costs, high sensitivity and resolution, shorter analysis times 

as well as smaller footprints of analytical devices6,7. Moreover, due to the microscale 

dimensions, flow regimes are almost exclusively laminar6. Over the last two decades, the 

lab-on-a-chip technologies has prospered immensely and finds many (bio-)medical 

applications8,9, including point-of-care diagnostics10, single cell analysis11, and, likewise, 

OoCs. Notably, the term “chip” in OoC and lab-on-a-chip might be misleading; the 

platforms differ significantly from computer microchips. The term “chip” originates from 

the originally applied fabrication methods to generate microfluidic platforms, which are 

modified versions of photolithographic etching used to manufacture computer 

microchips1. Together, the microfabrication approaches, microfluidic characteristics and 

tailored biomaterials enable the reflection of a physiological microenvironment in vitro, 

which permits a precise control over physicochemical cues and cell- and tissue 

organization.  
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A key feature of OoC platforms, facilitated by their organization in microchannels (and -

chambers), is the mimicry of vascularization12 – one of the biggest challenges impeding 

traditional TE13. The vascular-like perfusion channels implement physiological transport 

processes, including nutrient supply and clearance of metabolized or secreted factors, 

such as signaling molecules, and provide travelling routes for circulating immune cells, 

for instance. Besides the in vitro imitation of individual organs (or organ-substructures), 

another unique potential of the OoC technology is the capability to combine various OoC 

systems to so-called multi-organ chips2,14–17, which can reflect interorgan crosstalk or 

even systemic effects. Strategies, and associated considerations, for creating flexible 

mix-and-match toolboxes for combining individual OoC devices into multi-organ chips 

were proposed in a perspective drafted within the framework of this thesis (see 

Publication [1]). Thus, by merging complex tissue architecture featuring vascular-like 

perfusion, human genetic background of integrated tissues and even the opportunity to 

reflect organ-organ interactions, the OoC technology unites the advantages of both 

conventional cell-based assays and animal models (Figure 1). Importantly, OoCs have 

become a powerful potential alternative for animal models, since they have the potential 

to be the more predictive models of human physiology obviating the need for interspecies 

translation of findings2. 

 

 
Figure 1: General concept of OoC systems. OoCs combine the advantages of both animal 
models and conventional cell culture in a microphysiological in vitro environment. Microfabrication 
techniques and biomaterial engineering allow for the generation of highly controllable 
physicochemical cues and spatiotemporal parameters. Integration of co-cultures of human cells 
enables the formation of human-relevant complex tissue models. 
 

Even though the technology is still in its infancy, OoCs are up to bringing about game-

changing benefits to a plethora of biomedical applications, including more human-

centered drug/compound discovery and development2,18,19 as well as toxicity screening 

of chemicals20 or environmental toxins21, for instance. Moreover, OoCs are broadly 
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applicable for basic mechanistic research and disease modelling22,23. Upon combination 

with patient-specific cells, OoCs can become powerful tools in the field of personalized 

medicine and precision medicine24, focusing on individual patients or specific patient 

populations stratified by genetic predisposition, age (e.g., children vs. adults), ethnicity or 

simply sex (comprehensively reviewed in Publication [3]), for instance. 

 

1.1.1 General Process for Developing an OoC Model 

The developmental process of a new, fit-for-purpose OoC model (Figure 2) takes off with 

the overall idea. Generally, the human body, specifically the targeted organ and tissue, 

serves as a structural template for the OoC system’s architecture and microenvironment. 

Moreover, it may either directly serve as a source, or at least as a reference, for cells or 

tissues. An integration of the tissue into the microfluidic platform then yields the tailored 

OoC model.  

One of the first steps is the structural design of the microfluidic platform. This is typically 

done using computer-aided design (CAD) software. Next, the drafted design needs to be 

translated into an actual microfluidic platform. At first, the choice of chip material must be 

considered; depending on the future purpose of the developed model, some materials 

might be superior to others. Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) is one of the most commonly 

used materials for chip fabrication, since it features advantages for both fabrication and 

cell culture: rapid prototyping of PDMS can easily be implemented using photolithography 

and replica molding. Moreover it is long-term biocompatible, permeable to oxygen, 

optically transparent and relatively inexpensive25. However, the application of PDMS can 

become problematic because it readily absorbs small hydrophobic molecules26–29, which 

might impact the availability of substances in the medium for the on-chip tissues, or, vice 

versa, distort measurements of substances secreted from the tissues, requiring 

simulations to predict absorption of specific molecules30. Moreover, uncured oligomers 

might leach from the bulk of the polymer29, which can alter cell behavior31. From a 

fabrication perspective, PDMS has only a limited capacity for manufacturing scale-up 

making it an unfavorable material for chip production at industrial proportions26,32. Hence, 

alternative, non-absorbing materials and associated fabrication processes for OoCs are 

sought after; one promising alternative is the use of thermoplastic polymers, such as 

poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA), polycarbonate (PC) or glycol-modified polyethylene 

terephthalate (PET-G). They are less absorbing and less prone to leaching of monomers, 

but still long-term biocompatible and easy to use for rapid prototyping. However, one of 
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the biggest challenges of using thermoplastics for OoC applications is their compromised 

oxygen permeability posing the challenge of oxygen availability for tissues on-chip.32 A 

class of materials that has recently been discovered for OoC fabrication are thermoplastic 

elastomers (TPEs)33, which combine certain advantages of both PDMS and 

thermoplastics (e.g. better oxygen permeability than thermoplastics but less absorbing 

than PDMS34), but up until recently they tended to have laborious handling protocols33.  

After deciding for a chip material, protocols for chip fabrication must be established. 

Moreover, prior to tissue integration, the microfluidic platform itself should be 

characterized in terms of flow profiles and transport processes that can be accompanied 

by finite element method (FEM)-based modeling.  

In parallel to engineering the microfluidic platforms, biological OoC preparations include 

identification and characterization of suitable cell sources and bioactive scaffolds or 

coatings. So far, many biomedical studies have relied on cell lines; while they are 

inexpensive, standardizable and capable to proliferate indefinitely, they are often animal- 

and/or tumor-derived and thereby not (fully) resembling original organ-specific cell types. 

Primary cells, as an alternative, perform much better in recapitulating desired phenotypes 

and functions, but they are often not proliferative and tough to source resulting in limited 

cell quantities and, by association, limited availability for experiments. Another promising 

alternative is the use of stem cells. Especially induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs), 

which harbor the advantages of both cell lines (proliferation and standardizable) and 

primary cells (human, physiological function and morphology), turned out to be an asset 

for the OoC technology35, potentially even with organoids as intermediate step36. 

Alongside the cellular aspect, the mechanical properties and chemical composition of on-

chip used scaffolds should resemble that of the native ECM. In vivo, the ECM composition 

and the portion of the main components – collagen and elastin fibers, glycoproteins and 

polysaccharides –varies depending on its organ-specific functions, among them being 

mechanical support, regulation of cell shape, resistance to external forces or signal 

transduction37. To model the ECM in vitro, many TE approaches make use of hydrogels, 

i.e., crosslinked (bio-)polymer networks holding high water contents38. They can be 

engineered from a broad range of natural and/or synthetic materials and usually offer 

tunable properties regarding mechanical strength and chemical composition39, making 

them favorable, and broadly utilized scaffold materials for three-dimensional (3D) tissues 

in microfluidic platforms40–42.  
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The next step, tissue integration, combines the biological- and engineering branches of 

OoC development. It involves the development of customized tissue injection and on-chip 

culture protocols, which lead to the generation of the target structures (monolayer/barrier 

tissues vs. 3D volumetric constructs) and the preservation of viability and functionality of 

the on-chip tissues. Further, the proliferation state of the cells needs consideration; while 

proliferating cells require proper confinements by the device to prevent overgrowth, post-

mitotic cells already need to be injected at physiological (high) densities. To be able to 

assess the quality of the established procedures, the development of on-chip tissue 

readout methods is essential. While many readouts must be organ-specific, they also 

need to address more general aspects such as the monitoring of on-chip viability, 

morphology and structure. The monitoring can happen on different levels: (i) online (also 

frequently labeled as ‘in-line’ or ‘in situ’) monitoring usually implies non-invasive real-time 

assessment of the on-chip situation realized through optical interrogation or the 

integration of sensors; (ii) at-line measurements are based on analyses of samples 

removed from the perfusion medium after contact with the on-chip tissues (i.e., the 

‘effluent medium’) and thereby generate discrete data points; (iii) off-line measurements 

occur at the end of the process and usually involve invasive methods43,44. When a 

versatile spectrum of on-chip tissue readout methods is established allowing for an 

evaluation of different key aspects of organ functionality and structures, the last stage 

before model application is its functional validation; one of the most crucial steps, 

resolving the question of whether the model will serve its specific, intended application 

purpose.  

Importantly, OoC models are usually developed to serve a defined purpose. Before 

utilizing this model for another application, all the aspects of the OoC development should 

be carefully re-considered in terms of their reasonableness for the new purpose. At each 

stage of the process, one should be prepared to take one or more steps back to re-iterate 

the process. Following this strategy, many prominent OoC models emulating either barrier 

tissues, such as lung-on-chip45, gut-on-chip46, or kidney-on-chip47 devices, or complex 

3D tissues such as heart-on-chip48, liver-on-chip49 and even brain-on-chip50 platforms 

have been successfully proposed. Concerning adipose tissue research, however, the 

attempts of adipose tissue-on-chip platforms are scarce and marked by challenging 

demands of this special type of tissue. 
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Figure 2: Typical development process of a fit-for-purpose OoC model. The cellular 
composition and architecture of the microfluidic platform are designed to emulate the human in 
vivo situation. Alongside designing the chip architecture, developing the microfluidic platform 
involves evaluating a chip material (and fabrication methods thereof) suitable for the model’s 
intended purpose. Similarly, the biological components, including cells and biomaterials (e.g., 
ECM), are selected. Next, tissue injection and on-chip culture protocols are established. To 
assure preservation of tissue viability and functionality, a range of tailored readout methods is 
developed. Finally, before the OoC model can be applied, its functionality needs to be confirmed 
via the assays established in the previous step. OoCs’ applications are broad ranging from drug 
testing and toxicity screening to clinical research, including the fields of personalized and 
precision medicine, and mechanistic biomedical research, such as disease modeling. 
R&D: research and development. 
 

1.2 Human Adipose Tissue 
For a long time, the physiology of adipose tissue was of little interest, and the tissue was 

simply labeled as passive storage site for fats. However, the increasing prevalence of 

obesity, and its associated co-morbidities, has caught researchers’ interests in 

understanding physiological mechanisms underlying adipose tissue (dys-)functions. 

Nowadays, adipose tissue is a well-recognized master regulator of energy balance and 

nutritional homeostasis, not only through storage of fuels but also in functioning as an 

endocrine organ secreting signaling molecules that control systemic functions. Moreover, 

adipose tissue can exert non-shivering thermogenesis, i.e., generation of heat, to prevent 

hypothermia.  

The functional diversity of adipose tissue is reflected in its cellular heterogeneity (Figure 
3). Adipocytes are the main parenchymal cell type and make up around 90% of adipose 

tissue volume but less than 50% of the cellular content51. The stromovascular fraction 
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(SVF) encompasses all adipose tissue-associated cell types except for adipocytes 

themselves, and thereby is a dynamic, heterogeneous cell population with changing 

degrees of maturity and diverse functions. It includes adipose-derived mesenchymal stem 

cells (AdMSCs), vascular and adipocyte precursor cells, mature vascular cells, 

fibroblasts, and several types of tissue-resident immune cells. 

 

 
Figure 3: Schematic of human adipose tissue anatomy. Adipocytes are the main parenchymal 
cell type in adipose tissue. Yet, adipose tissue exhibits a great cellular heterogeneity owing to its 
dense vascularization (endothelial cells), innervation (sympathetic neurons) and contribution of 
the immune system (circulating and tissue-resident immune cells). 
 

Given adipose tissue’s prominent heterogeneity regarding function and cellular 

composition, it goes without saying that an abnormal amount or metabolic dysfunction of 

adipose tissue may lead to, or at least predispose to, the development of various 

disorders, including cardiovascular complications52, hepatic diseases53, diabetes 

mellitus54 or cancer55,56. Moreover, excessive, malfunctioning adipose tissue – the clinical 

picture of obesity – directly impacts the immune system’s capacity to respond to 

infections, e.g., to severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus-2 (SARS-CoV-2) 

threats (discussed at length in Publication [9]).  
 

1.2.1 Types of Adipose Tissues and Their Functions 

In line with the multifaceted functions of adipose tissue, there are different types of 

adipose tissues, distinguished by their morphology, specific functions, and location: white 

adipose tissue (WAT), beige or brite adipose tissue (bAT), and brown adipose tissue 

(BAT) (Figure 4). Their distinct morphologies are closely linked to their functions. 
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Figure 4: Main types of adipocytes and their origins. Adipocytes are classified into three 
morphologically and functionally distinct subtypes: white, beige and brown adipocytes (examples 
of cell type-specific markers presented in italic; putative, beige-/brown-exclusive markers in 
gray57–61). All three subtypes are endocrinologically active and play major roles in systemic 
metabolic homeostasis. One of the key functions of white adipocytes is storage and distribution 
of energy; beige and brown adipocytes dissipate energy through thermogenesis. White and beige 
adipocytes develop in WAT depots from mesodermal stem cells. Brown adipocytes, by contrast, 
develop during embryonic development from the dermomyotome and thereby have common 
precursors with skeletal muscle cells. Beige adipocytes develop upon stimulation through various 
environmental cues; their biogenesis happens de novo from precursors (pathway 1) or through 
transdifferentiation/reinstallation from ‘dormant’, white-like adipocytes (pathway 2). It is still under 
debate whether white precursors – when stimulated – can give rise to beige adipocytes (dashed 
line).  
ASC-1: Asc-1 neutral amino acid transporter; UCP1: uncoupling protein 1; PRDM16: PR/SET 
domain 16; PGC-1a: peroxisome proliferator activated receptor g coactivator 1a; DIO2: 
Iodothyronine deiodinase 2; CD137: cluster of differentiation 137; Tmem26: Transmembrane 
protein 26; ZIC1: Zic family member 1; LHX8: LIM homeobox 8. 
 

White adipocytes contribute to metabolic homeostasis by storing excess dietary energy 

in the form of fat and redistributing this stored energy upon the body’s needs. To perform 

this function best, white adipocytes are equipped with a single large lipid vacuole. The 

large (25-200 µm) spherical cells arise in visceral and subcutaneous fat depots. Beige 

and brown adipocytes contribute to homeostasis through thermogenesis; to do so, they 

comprise large numbers of mitochondria, the sites where most of the thermogenic 

mechanisms occur. They are smaller than white adipocytes and contain multiple (small) 

lipid droplets. While beige adipocytes are dispersed within WAT depots, brown adipocytes 

are located in cervical, axillary, mediastinal, paraspinal and abdominal depots in the adult 

human body62,63. Because of its high metabolic activity, depots of thermogenic adipocytes 

can be radiologically detected in vivo via 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose positron emission 

tomography combined with computed tomography (FDG-PET/CT) (i.e., radiolabeled 
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glucose uptake)64. Importantly, BAT is innate and develops from dermomyotomal 

progenitors while bAT is adaptive and arises through de novo differentiation of distinct 

beige precursor cells65–67 or through transdifferentiation of white adipocytes, upon 

stimulation57,68–71. After withdrawal of the beiging stimulus, beige adipocytes directly 

acquire a white-like morphology (i.e., without involvement of a dedifferentiation step); one 

hallmark of beige-to-white transition is autophagy, the loss of mitochondria72. Although 

sharing several functions and phenotypic characteristics, brown and beige are considered 

distinct cell types because of different developmental origin, location and regulation57. 

Of note, Giordano et al. recently described a new subset of adipocytes – milk-producing 

pink adipocytes, which presumably arise from transdifferentiation of subcutaneous 

mammary white adipocytes during pregnancy and lactation73,74.  

Since the focus of this thesis was the development of white and beige in vitro models, 

these two types of adipose tissue are discussed in greater detail in the next sections. 

 

1.2.1.1 White Adipose Tissue 

In healthy human adults, WAT comprises approximately 20-25% of total body mass. In 

obese individuals, the contribution of WAT to total body mass can become as high as 

50%.75 WAT is a key regulator of systemic energy homeostasis; not only does it constitute 

the main storage site of excess dietary energy, it also takes on endocrine functions 

(Figure 5). In their role as energy depots, white adipocytes sense the body’s energy 

condition and respond by either storing fuel (in the postprandial state) or mobilizing and 

releasing it (in the fasting state). In the fed state, white adipocytes take up glucose – 

mainly through glucose transporter type 4 (GLUT4), the most abundant glucose 

transporter in adipocytes76,77 – and long-chain fatty acids (LCFAs) from the circulation, 

which are then, after de novo lipogenesis, stored in the form of triacylglycerides (TAGs)78. 

In fasting states, white adipocytes receive signals from the sympathetic nervous system 

(SNS) to release fuel for the supply of peripheral organs. In sequential hydrolysis 

mediated by lipases (Figure 5), TAG is broken down to three free fatty acid (FFA) 

molecules and one glycerol molecule, which are then liberated into the circulation.79 

Naturally, lipolysis is triggered by SNS’ release of catecholamines, such as 

norepinephrine (NE), which bind to b-adrenoreceptors (b-ARs) on the adipocytes’ plasma 

membranes. However, lipolysis can also be induced artificially by administration of 

synthetic NE-derivates, such as isoproterenol.  
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Figure 5: Overview of WAT storage- (left) and endocrine functions (right). White adipocytes 
can sense the body’s energy status and respond accordingly, either by storing or releasing fuel. 
In the fed state, white adipocytes take up fatty acids (FAs) and glucose from the circulation by 
converting them to TAGs. Upon signals inducing lipolysis, i.e., the hydrolysis of TAG into three 
FA and one glycerol molecules, liberated fatty acids enter the circulation to supply peripheral 
tissue. The most common mechanism of lipolysis (lower left panel) is triggered by 
catecholamines, such as NE, released from sympathetic neurons in response to fasting. Binding 
of NE to b-ARs initiates a signaling cascade, in which adenylyl cyclase (AC) converts adenosine 
triphosphate (ATP) to cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP). Elevated cAMP levels drive the 
protein kinase A (PKA)-dependent phosphorylation of adipose triglyceride lipase (ATGL) – 
converts TAG to diacylglycerol (DAG) – and hormone-sensitive lipase (HSL) – converts DAG to 
monoacylglycerol (MAG). In the final hydrolysis step, monoacylglycerol lipase (MGL) converts 
MAG to glycerol and FFAs.79  
GLUT: glucose transporter; RBP4: retinol binding protein 4. 
 

The classical energy storage and distribution function of WAT already implies an 

extensive crosstalk with other organs; yet WAT’s inter-organ communication goes way 

beyond simple feedback loops of fasted- vs. fed states (Figure 5). Only less than 30 years 

ago, with the discovery of leptin80, adipose tissue was established as an endocrine organ. 

By now, it is well-recognized that white adipocytes, and other WAT-resident cell types, 

secrete a plethora of signaling molecules, including adipokines (i.e., adipose-associated 

cytokines), bioactive lipids (lipokines), and exosomal microRNAs81. By affecting brain, 

liver, pancreas and immune system, amongst others, the impact of WAT is not limited to 

regulating energy expenditure, appetite control, glucose homeostasis, and insulin 

sensitivity, but includes also contributions to inflammatory events and tissue repair81,82. 

Leptin, adiponectin, adipsin, fatty acid binding protein 4 (FABP4), and neuregulin 4 
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(NRG4), amongst others, are factors exclusively produced in adipose tissues with 

important functions in systemic homeostasis81. Many of them act only locally (i.e., 

paracrine), but especially the adipokines derived from the adipocytes themselves, act on 

a systemic level. Notably, the secretion of signaling molecules depends on energy and 

adipose disease states.81 Adipose dysfunction and adipose-immune interactions are 

covered in section 1.2.2 in greater detail. 

 

1.2.1.2 Beige Adipose Tissue 

Thermogenic biogenesis and -activity of fat are regulated by cold (especially de novo 

adipogenesis) or by chronic b-AR signaling (especially reprogramming of white 

adipocytes)71,83–85. Concerning the b-AR signaling, however, contradictory findings from 

human studies exist; while b3-AR signaling has been reported to induce a reprogramming 

of subcutaneous white adipocytes to beige adipocytes83,84, a recent study identified b1-

AR and not b3-AR (the predominant b-AR in mice) as the predominant b-AR in human 

bAT59. This suggests that thermogenic fat might be regulated differently in humans and 

mice59. Further regulation activities haven been ascribed to systemic hormonal cues86 

and immune cells87. 

Even though they have the machinery to store and distribute lipids, beige adipocytes’ 

main business is not storage of fuel but thermogenesis. They contain abundant 

mitochondria, which feature the distinct skills to oxidize fatty acids at a great pace. To fuel 

thermogenesis, thermogenic adipocytes harness, for instance, metabolites, which would 

typically be stored by white adipocytes. This is made possible by a complex machinery of 

proteins, which is unique to thermogenic adipocytes. This protein complex is 

predominantly controlled by the transcriptional regulator PR/SET domain 16 (PRDM16) 

and co-factor peroxisome proliferator activated receptor g coactivator 1a (PGC1a) – the 

two master regulators of mitochondrial biogenesis, including expression of thermogenic 

proteins, and oxidative metabolism88–93. 

The best-characterized thermogenic mechanism in beige adipocytes is mitochondrial 

uncoupling through uncoupling protein 1 (UCP1)78 (Figure 6). Located at the inner 

mitochondrial membrane, UCP1 dissipates the proton gradient that was formed across 

the inner mitochondrial membrane by the electron transport chain. Thereby, heat, instead 

of ATP, is generated. The thermogenic signal can be propagated among beige adipocytes 

through connexin 43, a gap junction channel94. Interestingly, besides provoking 

thermogenic activity, b-adrenergic stimulation leads to biomechanical signaling in brown 
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and beige adipocytes; the actomyosin-mediated tension that was generated upon b-AR 

signaling was found critical for metabolic activation, mitochondrial uncoupling and the 

preservation of UCP1 expression95. 

 

 
Figure 6: Overview of key functions of bAT. Upon induction, beige adipocytes become 
thermogenic. Exemplarily depicted is one mechanism of thermogenesis involving the 
mitochondrial uncoupling of the respiratory chain from ATP production through UCP1. Moreover, 
beige adipocytes act as a metabolic sink for glucose, FAs, cholesterol and BCAAs and thereby 
contribute to their clearance from circulation. Beige adipocytes also produce messenger 
molecules, i.e., batokines, which act autocrine, paracrine, or endocrine and are involved in bAT-
immune interactions, for instance. 
NADH/NAD+: reduced/oxidized form of nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NAD); FADH2/FAD: 
reduced/oxidized form of flavin adenine dinucleotide (FAD); H+: hydrogen cation; H2O: water; 
ADP: adenosine diphosphate Pi: inorganic phosphate; I-IV: respiratory complexes I-IV; Q: 
coenzyme Q/ubiquinone; C: cytochrome c; FGF21: fibroblast growth factor 21; 12,13-diHOME: 
12,13-dihydroxy-9Z-octadecenoic acid; CXCL14: C-X-C motif chemokine ligand 14. 
 

Besides this UCP1-dependent thermogenic process, there are a couple of UCP1-

independent processes: futile metabolic cycling mechanisms that depend on two 

simultaneous reactions – one ATP consuming reaction and another, inverse energetic 

reaction – which effectively do not lead to net loss of ATP, but still to the generation of 

heat. A number of thermogenic futile cycling mechanisms have been reported: Ca2+-

cycling across the membrane of the endoplasmic reticulum96, creatine-driven futile 

substrate cycling (i.e., phosphorylation and dephosphorylation of creatine)97, as well as 

interconversion between TAG and fatty acids. Since beige adipocytes have a higher ATP 

production capacity than brown adipocytes, bAT can even maintain thermogenesis in the 

absence of UCP1 just by ATP-dependent futile cycling96,98. Consequently, UCP1 cannot 

be classified as universal marker for thermogenic adipocytes, since it is not necessarily 

expressed by all beige adipocytes.71 Interestingly, beige adipocytes display heterogeneity 

not only regarding mechanisms of thermogenesis, but also regarding their source of fuel 

(e.g., ‘g-beige adipocytes’ featuring high glucose catabolism for metabolic fuel – instead 

of FAs).99 
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Importantly, beige adipocytes also take on roles beyond thermogenesis, contributing to 

metabolic homeostasis in several ways (Figure 6). Through their highly active oxidative 

metabolism, for example, beige adipocytes act as ‘metabolic sink’ by clearing substances, 

such as FAs, glucose, cholesterol and branched-chain amino acids (BCAAs), from the 

systemic circulation. Moreover, similar to their white counterparts, beige adipocytes 

secrete a myriad of signaling molecules, called batokines, mediating local (paracrine) or 

systemic and peripheral (endocrine) communication to other organs.71 

Since there is a positive correlation between bAT prevalence and activity, respectively, 

and metabolic health, therapeutic strategies that target thermogenic adipocytes to 

regulate systemic energy homeostasis are becoming increasingly popular. On the one 

hand, this includes the induction of thermogenic adipose tissue through pharmaceuticals; 

on the other hand, options for tissue-based therapies based on implanting ex vivo 

generated grafts are being explored100,101. 

 

1.2.2 Malfunctioning Adipose Tissue & Adipose-Immune Interactions 

Obesity and its sequelae (see section 1.2) are one of the greatest health burdens 

nowadays. In 2016, approximately 13% percent of adults qualified as obese (defined by 

the World Health Organization by a body mass index (BMI) > 30)102. While this number 

likely has continued to rise, the increasing prevalence of childhood obesity is even more 

worrisome102.  

A positive energy balance, caused by overnutrition, leads to enormous accumulation of 

fat in adipocytes (Figure 7). At first, they adapt to this overload by expanding in size 

(hypertrophy) and in number (hyperplasia), and finally by initiating an inflammatory 

response which is intended to alleviate the homeostatic stress.103 However, prolonged 

anabolic stress eventually unleashes a pathological (maladaptive) response, which is 

marked by “metaflammation’, i.e., a low-grade chronic inflammation triggered by an 

altered metabolism104,105. In spite of its low-grade condition, adipose inflammation 

impacts organ function on a systemic level, especially through proinflammatory signaling 

and the strong involvement of the immune system. Even though the initial trigger of the 

inflammatory reaction remains unknown105, it is hypothesized that a rapid expansion of 

adipose tissue, which is accompanied by hypoxia, adipocyte death and changes in ECM 

deposition, could kick off the inflammatory response103. Reams of proinflammatory 

immune cells infiltrate the tissue, among them M1 macrophages106, T helper 1 (Th1) and 

CD8+ cytotoxic T cells107–109. Together with the inflammatory adipocytes, they secrete 
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many proinflammatory signaling molecules, especially proinflammatory cytokines and 

chemoattractants, which are further exacerbating the malfunction. Insulin sensitivity 

becomes impaired, and so do mitochondrial function, beige fat biogenesis and 

consequently thermogenesis. At the same time, fibrosis and “spillover” of lipids due to 

adipocytes dysfunctional storage increase.78,103,105,110  

 

 
Figure 7: Maladaptation of adipose tissue in obesity. Schematic of healthy adipose tissue 
(left) and malfunctioning adipose tissue (right) with their associated (immuno-)phenotypes. 
Healthy adipose tissue is sensitive to insulin and possesses thermogenic beige adipocytes. 
Immune cells associated with healthy adipose tissue have an anti-inflammatory and regulatory 
character. In response to overnutrition, adipose tissue can become malfunctioning. The cells are 
insulin resistant, and mitochondrial- and beige adipocyte biogenesis are impaired. ECM is 
produced excessively leading to fibrosis, which is further aggravated by hypoxia caused by 
vascular rarefaction. In response, plenty of proinflammatory immune cells infiltrate the adipose 
tissue releasing a plethora of pro-inflammatory molecules. Figure inspired by references78,105.  
CD4/8: cluster of differentiation 4/8; IL-4/6/8/…: interleukin 4/6/8…; MCP1: monocyte 
chemoattractant protein 1; IFN-g: interferon g; pO2: partial pressure of oxygen; HIF-1a: Hypoxia 
inducible factor 1 a subunit. 
 

Macrophages are the master regulators of adipose tissue inflammation105. Adipose tissue 

macrophages (ATMs) exhibit a high degree of plasticity and their activation state is more 

multifaceted than the binary M1/M2 classification106,111. Alongside their phenotypic 

diversity, obese ATMs further exhibit a dual bioenergetic profile by utilizing both glycolysis 

(classically M1) and oxidative phosphorylation (classically M2) simultaneously106. This 

heterogeneity is further reflected in their functions: one of their key tasks upon adipose 

tissue inflammation seems to be engulfing, or scavenging, of dead adipocytes (often by 

the formation of crown-like structures). Hypertrophic adipocytes are prone to pyroptosis 
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(a proinflammatory form of programmed cell death), a process that specifically attracts 

macrophages with substrate buffering capacities. Of note, ATMs are not only well 

equipped for handling lipids, they can also incorporate other substrates, such as 

catecholamines or iron, to clear, or modulate the availability, of these substrates in the 

microenvironment.106,112,113 Moreover, an active, direct crosstalk between adipocytes and 

ATMs has been documented: adipocytes were found to release exosome-sized, lipid-

laden vesicles, which directly modulate ATM activity by inducing a differentiation of 

macrophage precursors114. A further interesting example of adipocyte-macrophage 

interaction was recently reported by Brestoff et al.: in mice, adipocytes were shown to 

transfer their mitochondrial contents to neighboring macrophages, potentially to regulate 

adipose tissue homeostasis. In obesity, this mechanism was impaired.115 

The close connection of adipose tissue to the immune system is not limited to disease 

states: lean adipose tissue, too, is populated with a variety of immune cells, which surveil 

and maintain tissue functions through regulatory, anti-inflammatory activities. Among 

them are M2 macrophages releasing interleukin 10 (IL-10) to maintain adipocytes’ insulin 

sensitivity116, T helper 2 (Th2)117,118 cells promoting activation of eosinophils and type 2 

innate lymphoid cells which release interleukin 4 (IL-4) leading, e.g., to beige adipocyte 

differentiation119,120. Therefore, it is not only the inflammatory pathways that are potential 

therapeutic targets for future obesity/metabolic disease treatments. More attention could 

also be paid to mechanisms supporting the maintenance, or restoration, of the original 

anti-inflammatory mediators. 

 

1.3 Research Landscape of Human Adipose Tissue 

1.3.1 In vivo Research on Adipose Tissue 

In light of the severe global ‘diabesity’ burden, obtaining human-relevant detailed 

mechanistic insights in adipose (patho-)physiology are of great importance for the 

development of prevention strategies and therapeutic interventions. However, in vivo 

human studies on mechanistic levels are associated with unacceptable health risks, 

which is why most of our knowledge of human adipose tissue arose from clinical 

observations and genome-wide association studies (GWAS). By comparison, animal 

models allow for more flexibility regarding experimental interventions and mechanistic 

investigations. Hence, a great part of our current understanding of adipose tissue lead 

back to research on animal models. In order to study adipose mechanisms and to mimic 

human pathologies such as obesity, a variety of rodent models have been developed: the 
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“AdipoChaser” mouse exhibiting inducible, permanent mature adipocyte labeling for 

studying adipogenesis121, the ob/ob mouse as a monogenic model of obesity lacking 

leptin on protein level122,123, and the diet-induced obese  mouse, which, as a polygenic 

model, resembles human obesity closer than monogenic models124. However, despite 

humanization efforts of rodent models, in many cases, findings from animal models 

cannot be translated to human biology. Especially with regard to metabolism and 

immunology, there are immense differences between the different species125–130. 

 

1.3.2 Conventional in vitro Adipose Tissue Models 

Even though human WAT, as compared to other types of tissue, is quite readily available 

for research as a byproduct from cosmetic surgery, working with mature human 

adipocytes in vitro is troubled by culturability challenges: mature adipocytes are non-

proliferating and cannot be cryopreserved, which makes large-scale donor-specific 

studies impractical. Moreover, they are buoyant, large, and extremely fragile, and hence 

cannot be cultured using conventional cell culture methods. Moreover, the use of adipose 

tissue explants as a tissue source is frequently hampered by issues of hypoxia or 

inflammation131,132. To circumvent these obstacles, most studies on adipose tissue rely 

on an in vitro differentiation of stem cells or adipose progenitors. The most commonly 

used, and characterized, cell line in adipose tissue research is the murine 3T3-L1 line133.  

Unlike white adipocytes, human thermogenic adipocytes are not readily available, and in 

vitro research depends on differentiation strategies. Brown adipocytes have been 

differentiated from human pluripotent stem cells recently134; beige adipocytes can be 

derived from human AdMSCs, for instance135. 

Yet, despite rapid progress in the field of stem cell differentiation, maturity of adipocytes 

differentiated in vitro is still inadequate: differentiated adipocytes hardly reach the stage 

of unilocularity and show different cytokine secretion profiles than their in vivo as well as 

mature in vitro counterparts136–138, an important hurdle when studying adipose tissue 

endocrine function. Consequently, as long as differentiation protocols are insufficient, the 

use of isolated mature adipocytes is indispensable for building a physiologically relevant 

WAT in vitro model, which is not specifically designed for adipogenesis research.  

Overall, the landscape of in vitro adipose models is rather sparse, in comparison to the 

one of other organ systems. Moreover, a large part of adipose tissue engineering 

approaches attempts to generate large-scale tissue grafts for regenerative medicine 

instead of focusing on models of adipose (patho-)physiology. A commonly used method 
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to maintain mature white adipocytes in vitro is the concept of ceiling culture. It exploits 

the adipocytes floating properties by presenting them with an adhesion surface at the 

ceiling of the culture vessel; the media supply in assured from below.139–141 However, this 

culture method has its limitation since it induces dedifferentiation of mature adipocytes 

within a few days142–144. Over recent years, a few advanced adipose tissue in vitro models 

have been introduced that enable long-term culture of mature adipocytes by overcoming 

the challenges in mature adipocyte handling and culturability. First, to offer protection and 

ensure structural stability for the buoyant adipocytes, 3D biomaterial scaffolds are broadly 

used145–150. Similarly, other strategies to achieve structural support of adipocytes and 

prevent them from floating have been implemented by sandwiching adipocytes between 

SVF sheets151 or by advanced versions of ceiling culture152. Even though these studies 

present valuable first steps towards the longevity of mature adipocytes in vitro, their 

physiological relevance is limited due to the absence of vascular perfusion or (mostly) 

interactions with other cell types, such as immune cells, for instance.  

 

1.3.3 Organ-on-Chip Systems Integrating Adipose Tissue 

The OoC technology offers the potential to integrate the missing piece of a physiological 

adipose 3D microenvironment. Especially the integration of a vascular component is of 

utmost importance for a physiologically relevant adipose tissue model in the light of its 

high metabolic and endocrine activity. 

Yet, just like conventional adipose in vitro models, adipose tissue-on-chip systems are 

rare, at least compared to other OoC systems, and they are marked by in vitro 

differentiated adipocytes and their shortcomings (see above)136,137,153: although trying to 

recapitulate adipocyte insulin resistance or even adipose tissue immunomodulatory 

function, all existing adipose tissue-on-chip models, to the best of my knowledge, resort 

to differentiating human AdMSCs/preadipocytes154–157 or even murine preadipocytes158–

162 as a cell source. There is a collection of microanalytical fluidic systems targeting 

adipocyte investigation based on microfluidic approaches163–165, which all integrate 

mature adipocytes. However, the devices were specifically designed to measure 

adipocyte secretions at very high resolutions and are less suited for long-term culture of 

adipocytes and recapitulation of physiological microenvironments. Notably, all adipose 

tissue microfluidic systems discussed above aimed to integrate white adipocytes. No 

reports on BAT- or bAT-on-chip platforms were found.  
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2. Objective of the Thesis 
The overall objective of this thesis is to develop human adipose tissue-on-chip systems 

capable of reflecting adipose tissue’s miscellaneous functions in order to address the 

urgent need for physiological, human-relevant in vitro models for adipose tissues 

research. Owing to the enormous heterogeneity of adipose tissue, two distinct types of 

adipose tissue-on-chip models are targeted: 

i. WAT-on-chip models that recapitulate the complex structure and cellular 

composition of WAT in its entirety and in an autologous manner 

ii. bAT-on-chip models that facilitate the process of thermogenic adipocyte 

biogenesis on chip  

To develop these models, a number of intermediate sub-objectives need to be achieved, 

representative of all stages of the OoC development process (Figure 2), ranging from 

conceptualization, design, and fabrication of microfluidic platforms, over development of 

logistics and protocols for cell sourcing, isolation, and chip integration, to functional 

validation of the models via case studies.  

Specifically, the first sub-objective is the technological development of microfluidic 
platforms particularly tailored to the needs of adipose tissue. One the one hand, the 

challenging characteristics of mature white adipocytes, above all buoyancy and fragility, 

have to be addressed. On the other hand, the demands of other WAT-associated cells, 

such as the endothelium, need to be considered. Along the same line, the specific 

demands of differentiation protocols regarding chip materials have to be taken into 

account to enable on-chip beige adipogenesis.  

The second sub-objective is the evaluation and establishment of suitable tissue 
sources. This includes the development of tailored isolation, preparation, and injection 

procedures as well as setting up logistics to source autologous materials.  

The third sub-objective is the establishment of a toolbox of readout methods 

specifically tailored for OoC application and adipose tissue functionalities, including 

online, at-line and off-line analysis tools. 

The fourth sub-objective is the generation and characterization of monoculture on-
chip models incorporating key parenchymal adipose cells such as mature white 

adipocytes and beige adipocytes as well as endothelial barriers.  
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Finally, the fifth sub-objective is the increase in physiological relevance of the WAT-
on-chip model by adding complexity regarding cellular heterogeneity via integration of 

almost all WAT-associated cell types (adipocytes, endothelial barriers, adipose 

progenitors, and tissue-resident immune cells).  
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3. Materials & Methods 
Most methods applied to perform the research experiments of this thesis are 
covered at length in the appended publications and manuscripts, respectively. The 

following chapter describes the methods applied to fabricate and characterize the third-

generation silicone-thermoplastic hybrid adipose tissue microfluidic platform as well as 

the protocols to build and read out beige adipocytes-on-chip models. Materials and device 

utilized for performing these experiments are listed in Table 3 - Table 7 in ‘Materials and 

Devices’.  

 

3.1 Fabrication and Characterization of Third-Generation Microfluidic Platform 

3.1.1 Chip Design and Dimensions 

The 3rd-generation adipose tissue-on-chip device consists of two microstructured layers 

– one layer contains tissue compartment structures while the other contains microscale 

channels for constant media perfusion – separated by a porous membrane (Figure 9a). 

The design of the microstructures was customized to the integration of human adipocytes 

and drafted using CorelCAD [Corel Corporation, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada]. Table 1 

provides an overview of key chip dimensions and associated volumes.  

 
Table 1: Dimensions of the 3rd-generation microfluidic adipose tissue-on-chip platform. 

Tissue compartment 
Entire 

compartment (incl. 
channels) 

Area 37.90 mm2 

Volume 7.54 µL 

Individual tissue 
chamber 

Radius 0.60 mm 
Area 1.13 mm2 

Height 0.20 mm 
Volume 0.23 µL 

Sum of 16 
chambers 

Area 18.10 mm2 
Volume 3.62 µL 

Media compartment 

Entire 
compartment 

Area 125.32 mm2 
Height 0.20 mm 
Volume 25.06 µL 
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3.1.2 Chip Fabrication 

The microfluidic platform is fabricated from multiple different materials tailored to meet 

the requirements of the respective layers, including (i) a glass (to provide optimal optical 

accessibility), (ii) a PDMS tissue compartment layer (to allow for oxygen diffusion through 

the chip’s bulk material) as well as interface layer (to allow tubing connection), (iii) a 

porous polyethylene terephthalate (PET) (to fluidically connect media and tissue 

compartments) and (iv) a PET-G media layer (to limit absorption of small hydrophobic 

molecules from perfused media) (Figure 10a). To microstructure the parts and assemble 

the devices, we used standard soft lithography and replica molding, hot embossing as 

well as wet-chemical- and oxygen plasma surface functionalization (Figure 8).  

Patterned silicon wafers served as positive molding templates for PDMS casting; the 

wafers were produced by common soft lithography (process described in detail in 

attached Publication [7]). The production of PDMS tissue compartment layers, and their 

bonding to glass coverslips (Figure 8b) or microscope slides (in the case of gene 

expression analysis experiments) was performed as described in attached Publications 
[7] and [11]. PDMS interface layers for connection to the external pumping system were 

produced by engraving the chip’s footprint in a ~4 mm thick, unstructured PDMS slab 

using a lasercutter with a 10 W carbon dioxide (CO2)-laser (8% power, 10% speed, and 

1000 pixel per inch). The chip pieces were cut using a scalpel. Inlet and outlet ports were 

punched using a biopsy punch. 

PET-G media channel layers were produced by hot embossing. First, the structured 

silicon master wafer was used to create a PDMS slab with the indented features. This 

PDMS slab was silanized (2 h exposure to trichloro(1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorooctyl)silane in 

an evacuated desiccator) and served as a negative molding template for another PDMS 

slab with protruding features. This slab was cut to the footprints of individual chips, and 

the pieces were placed at 150°C overnight to further harden the PDMS. The resulting 

PDMS pieces served as stamps for the hot embossing process (Figure 8a): A 500 µm 

thick PET-G piece, slightly larger than the final design, was cleaned with isopropanol, 

placed onto the PDMS stamp and clamped between two clean microscope slides using 

foldback clips. The clamped stack was placed for 30 min in a convection oven (preheated 

to 130°C) and subsequently let cool down at RT for at least 30 min. Afterwards, the 

structured PET-G was released from the PDMS stamp. Finally, the PET-G piece was cut 

to the correct size, and all in- and outlet ports were punched open using the biopsy punch. 

For final chip bonding, silane-functionalization and O2-plasma activation was used: first, 
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the PET-G layer was activated with O2-plasma (60 s, 50 W, 0.2 cm3m-1 O2) from both 

sides and immediately submerged in a preheated (50°C) 4% APTES (3-

Aminopropyl)triethoxysilane solution (in ultrapure water) for 20 min. In the meantime, 

after ~15 min, the tissue layer (bonded to the coverslip), membrane and PDMS top layer 

were activated with O2-plasma (30 s, 50 W, 0.2 cm3m-1 O2). After the incubation in 

APTES, the PET-G layer was transferred to ultrapure water, and then blow-dried with 

nitrogen. Finally, the membrane was bonded to the tissue layer (activated membrane side 

facing the PDMS), the prepared PET-G layer was placed onto the tissue layer/membrane 

and the entire module eventually closed off by aligning the top layer (Figure 8b). The 

layers were pressed together by applying manual pressure and placed in a convection 

oven (60°C) overnight to enhance bonding strength.  

 

 
Figure 8: Key fabrication steps of 3rd-generation microfluidic device. a. Media channel 
features are created via hot embossing of a PET-G sheet using a PDMS template. b. Chip 
assembly includes two subsequent bonding steps: the PDMS tissue layer is bonded to glass 
substrate using O2 plasma bonding. The final assembly is based on O2 plasma activation (PDMS 
pieces and PET membrane) and APTES functionalization (PET-G piece). 
 

On the next day, the chips’ bonding quality was tested by flushing DI water into the 

channels and observing the fluid flow for any leakages or discontinuities. Preparation for 

tissue injection, as well as preparation of supplies for connection to the external pumping 

system, was performed as reported in attached Publication [11]. 
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3.1.3 Comparison of Absorption Characteristics: PET-G vs. PDMS 

To study the differences in the partitioning of small molecules into the chip material, chips 

of the same design made entirely from PDMS were fabricated in addition to the hybrid 

chips. In both types of chips, a 100 µM solution of rhodamine 6G in Dulbecco’s 

phosphate-buffered saline without calcium chloride and without magnesium chloride 

(PBS-) was perfused through the media channels (20 µL/h) and monitored using a 

fluorescence microscope [Leica DMi8]. Image sections were chosen to capture two media 

channels (one at each side of the image) bordering bulk material. Using Fiji [ImageJ 

version 1.53c]166, the vertically averaged pixel intensity (specifically, the mean gray value) 

was plotted against the horizontal distance through the image for timepoints 30 min, 

60 min, 90 min and 120 min of dye perfusion.  

 

3.1.4 Characterization of on-Chip Diffusive Transport 

To visualize the diffusion of compounds from the media channels across the membrane 

into the tissue chamber, we perfused a PBS- solution containing 100 µg/mL fluorescein 

isothiocyanate (FITC)-dextran (3-5 kDa) through the system (20 µL/h). Prior to perfusion 

of the tracer, the tissue compartment was filled with hydrogel (HyStem®-C) to keep the 

microenvironment consistent with cell experiments. Six tissue chambers were monitored 

– three that were closer and three that were farther from the media inlet port (i.e., second 

in row of the serial media perfusion). Each position was imaged every 60 s, and in two 

different focal planes – in the lower part of the tissue chamber and in the media channel 

above the same tissue chamber – using a confocal laser scanning microscope [Zeiss 

LSM 710]. For each image, fluorescence intensity (specifically, mean gray value in Fiji 

software) was determined in an ROI (region of interest) in the chamber/media channel as 

well as for the background. After subtraction of background signal, fluorescence intensity 

values were averaged for the three replicates per chamber location and plotted against 

the time of image acquisition.  

 

3.1.5 Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) Modeling 

For numerical modeling of on-chip fluid flow, transport of diluted species as well as 

oxygen supply and consumption, COMSOL Multiphysics [COMSOL Vers.5.5, Stockholm, 

Sweden] was used. We used the model described in attached Publications [5] and [11] 
with slight modifications: In brief, the membrane as well as the hydrogel were treated as 

porous media. With the ‘Free and Porous Media Flow’ module, the free flow was solved 
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by employing the Navier-Stokes equation and the porous media flow by employing 

Darcy’s law. To simultaneously assess the diffusion properties of small molecules solved 

in the media across the membrane and through the hydrogel, the ‘Transport of Diluted 

Species in Porous Media’ module was added. For the membrane with a pore radius 

rp = 1.5 x 10-6 m and a pore density of 6 x 109 m-2, the porosity was calculated to 

r = 4.24%. Using Dagan’s equation167, 

!" = µ
%!"
&3 + 8*

+%!
, 

with fluid viscosity µ, and pore length L, the fluidic resistance of the pores was calculated 

to Rp = 5.9 x 1015 Ns/m6. Further, using  

κ = µ*.
+%!#!!

 

the hydraulic permeability κ was calculated to κ = 1.07 x 10-14 m-2. Diffusion coefficient 

was assumed to be 1 x 10-9 m2/s 168.  

For the hydrogel, we used the following parameters169: porosity r = 0.99, hydraulic 

permeability κ = 1.5 × 10−16 m2 and a diffusion coefficient of 1 x 10-11 m2/s. 

The flow rate was set to 5.56 x 10−12 m3/s (20 μL/h) for simulations including the entire 

chip, or to 6.95 x 10-13 m3/s (2.5 µL/h) for simulations focusing on one of the eighth split 

media channel supplying two tissue chambers.  

For modeling oxygen consumption by the tissue compartment and oxygen supply through 

media flow and diffusion through the chips bulk material, we calculated the oxygen 

consumption to 4.128 x 10-5 mol/s m3 assuming a beige adipocyte O2 consumption of 

4.3 x 10-10 mol/s per mg of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA)170, a DNA mass of 6 pg per 

cell171 and a loading cell density of 1.6 x 1013 cells/m3. The O2 concentration was 

assumed to be saturated (i.e., 0.2 mol/m3) in the perfused media at the chip’s inlet and at 

the surfaces of the chip. The diffusion coefficient of O2 in medium was chosen as 

DO2 = 3 x 10-9 m2/s 172, through PDMS as DO2 = 3.25 x 10-9 m2/s173, and through PET-G 

as DO2 = 1 x 10-12 m2/s174. Of note, the simulations should merely be treated as 

approximations to the actual situation; when modeling O2 availability, for instance, the 

solubility of O2 in the different materials was not taken into the account for calculations. 

Since its solubility in PDMS is higher than in water175, the actual O2 concentrations on-

chip might be higher. 
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3.2 Setup and Characterization of a Beige Adipocytes-on-Chip Model 
Given the scarcity of human sources for mature beige adipocytes, preadipocytes were 

differentiated on-chip to generate a human beige adipocyte-on-chip model. 

Preadipocytes were expanded in cell culture flasks prior to chip injection. On-chip 

differentiation was conducted over the course of 8 days by administration of different 

differentiation media (Table 2, adapted from176). Endpoint analyses were performed on 

day 0 (d0), d3, and d7. 

 
Table 2: Overview of cell culture media used for the beige adipocyte-on-chip model. 
DMEM-F-12: Dulbecco's Modified Eagle Medium/Nutrient Mixture F-12; HEPES: (4-(2-
hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid); FCS: fetal calf serum; bFGF: basic fibroblast 
growth factor; rhEGF: recombinant human epidermal growth factor; IBMX: 3-Isobutyl-1-
methylxanthine; T3: 3,3′,5-Triiodo-L-thyronine. 

Name of 
medium 

Time of 
administration 

Purpose Ingredients 

ZBSQ base - Basis for other media DMEM/F-12 +  
10 µM HEPES +  
10% (v/v) FCS +  
100 U/mL Pen/Strep 

ZBSQ growth Off-chip: expansion 
On-chip: d-1 to d0 

 ZBSQ base +  
5 ng/mL bFGF +  
5 ng/mL rhEGF 

ZBSQ bAT 
induction 

On-chip: d0 to d3 
(off-chip pre-diff.: d0 
to d3) 

Initiating differentiation 
into beige adipocytes 

ZBSQ base +  
597 nM human insulin +  
2 µg/mL dexamethasone +  
500 µM IBMX +  
500 nM Rosiglitazone +  
1 nM T3 +  
125 µM indomethacin 

ZBSQ bAT 
maintenance 

On-chip: d3 to d7 Maintaining and 
promoting 
differentiation 

ZBSQ base +  
597 nM human insulin +  
500 nM Rosiglitazone +  
1 nM T3 

 

3.2.1 Preparation and Injection of Human Preadipocytes 

Cryopreserved primary subcutaneous human preadipocytes were purchased from Zen-

Bio [SP-F-SL, lots: SL0064 and SL0065, both lots are cells pooled from several female 

donors with BMI 25.0-29.99]. Alternatively, stromovascular cells were isolated from 

human skin biopsies with subcutaneous adipose tissue as described in attached 
Publication [11]. Prior to injection, cells were expanded using standard cell culture 

procedures: in brief, preadipocytes were thawed by placing the vial in a 37°C water bath. 

Upon reaching a liquid state, the cell suspension was immediately transferred to 

prewarmed ZBSQ growth medium (Table 2) in a T175 cell culture flask. Seeding densities 
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ranged from 2850 – 6000 cells/cm2. Cells were expanded to a confluency of ~90%. The 

preadipocytes were detached by first rinsing the growth surface with PBS- and 

subsequently incubating for 3 min with TrypLE™ Select Enzyme. The dissociation 

reaction was stopped by adding 10% (v/v) fetal calf serum (FCS). The cell suspension 

was centrifuged at 209 rcf while cells were counted using a hemocytometer. After the cell 

pellet was resuspended to the desired concentration, the preadipocyte solution was either 

split (not more than five times), cryopreserved (1 x 106 cells/mL in FCS with 10% (v/v) 

dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) using a freezing container with a cooling rate of -1°C/min), or 

prepared for chip injection. 

The mvECs for patient-specific beige adipocyte-endothelium co-culture chips were 

isolated, expanded and seeded as described in attached Publication [11]. 
Anthropometric data of the donor in (Figure 17): 41-year-old female with BMI = 30 (at 

maximum weight BMI = 52). Biopsy origin was gluteal.  

 

3.2.2 On-Chip Differentiation of Preadipocytes into Beige Adipocytes 

Preadipocyte injection into the microfluidic platform was performed similar to the injection 

process introduced in attached Publication [11]. In brief, the microfluidic platforms were 

prepared by filling microchannels and -chambers with PBS- and creating a liquid droplet 

on top of the tissue inlet port. Hydrogel (HyStem®-C) components were reconstituted and 

mixed according to manufacturer’s instructions (except for addition of the hydrogel 

crosslinker). Two chips were injected in one injection round; injection rounds were 

repeated until the desired amount of chips was injected. For each round, 0.5 x 106 cells 

were transferred to a 1.5 mL microcentrifuge tube and centrifuged at 209 rcf for 5 min. 

The cell pellet was then thoroughly resuspended in 25 µL of the hydrogel components 

(i.e., 12.5 µL thiol-modified hyaluronan (Glycosil) and 12.5 µL thiol-modified denatured 

collagen (Gelin-S®). When the cells were suspended homogenously among the hydrogel, 

6.25 µL of thiol-reactive crosslinker, PEGDA (Extralink) was mixed to the cell-hydrogel 

mixture. Quickly, 15 µL of the mixture was injected into each of the two chips by (i) 

removing the filled pipette tip from the pipette, (ii) creating a small droplet of cell-hydrogel 

mixture at the tip, (iii) letting the liquid droplets on top of the tissue inlet port and at the 

apex of the pipette tip coalesce, (iv) inserting the pipette tip into the tissue inlet port and 

(v) injecting the cell-hydrogel mixture by applying gentle manual pressure on top of the 

pipette tip. When all tissue chambers were filled, the tissue injection channels were 

cleared from preadipocytes by flushing with a hydrogel mixture without cells as described 
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above. Afterwards, the tissue in- and outlet ports were plugged using cut sterile wire, and 

the chips were supplied by intermediate, hydrostatic pressure-driven media flow by 

inserting an empty pipette tip into the media outlet port and a tip filled with 100 µL of 

ZBSQ growth medium in the media inlet port. After all chips were successfully loaded, 

they were mounted to a constant media perfusion actuated by external syringe pumps 

connected via tubing infrastructure as described in attached Publications [7] and [11] 
(flow rate set to 20 µL/h at all times). After overnight perfusion of ZBSQ growth medium, 

the medium was changed to ZBSQ bAT induction medium to initiate differentiation 

(denoted d0 of on-chip differentiation). On d1 and d2, the perfusing ZBSQ bAT induction 

medium was refreshed. On d3, medium was fully changed to ZBSQ bAT maintenance 

medium, which was in the following exchanged every other day. Importantly, when 

changing media, the medium in both syringe and tubing was replaced. 

Alternatively, to reduce on-chip cell death typically occurring after initiation of 

differentiation, preadipocytes were pre-differentiated until d3 in tissue culture flasks, 

detached and injected as described above. With this method, the cells that died in 

response to initiation of beige differentiation were eliminated prior to injection. After 

injection, the chips were cultured for 5 more days (day of injection was excluded from 

differentiation timeline) with ZBSQ bAT maintenance perfusion (see above). 

 

3.2.3 Monitoring of Viability on-Chip 

On chip viability was determined by measuring the lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) 

concentration from media effluents using the CytoTox 96® Non-Radioactive Cytotoxicity 

Assay (Promega GmbH). Media effluents from the chips were collected every 24 h and 

immediately analyzed with the Cytotoxity Assay in 384 well plate format according to 

manufacturer’s instructions. To determine the possible maximum target LDH release, we 

lysed three of the chips directly after injection for 2 h using 1X Lysis Solution provided 

with the kit in ZBSQ growth medium. Following lysis, the effluents were collected 

thoroughly, diluted to 480 µL (volume expected for 24 h perfusion at 20 µL/h), and 

analyzed. Resulting absorbance values were averaged and used for the normalization of 

the other samples. 

We further performed live-/dead staining on d7 of on-chip culture for differentiated beige 

adipocytes as well as undifferentiated preadipocytes. The cytosol of live cells was 

visualized by fluorescein diacetate (FDA) while propidium iodide (PI) intercalated into the 

DNA of dead cells (with damaged plasma membrane). As counterstain, nuclei of all cells 
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were visualized using Hoechst 33342 staining. The staining procedure was performed as 

described in attached Publication [11], whereby Hoechst solution was added at a 

concentration of 20 µM to the FDA/PI-solution. 

 

3.2.4 Morphological Characterization of Beige Adipocytes on-Chip 

For visualization of the morphological changes during differentiation, lipid droplets and 

mitochondria as well as nuclei and cytoskeleton were stained on d3 and d7. Unless stated 

otherwise, all washing and staining steps were performed via hydrostatic pressure-driven 

flow: an empty pipette tip was inserted into the media outlet, a pipette tip filled with 100 µL 

of the respective solution was inserted into the media inlet, and the solution perfused for 

at least 5 min. All steps were conducted protected from light to prevent bleaching of 

fluorophores. 

Mitochondria were visualized by incubating 2 µM MitoTracker® Deep Red FM in cell 

culture medium (as defined by differentiation state of stained sample) for 1 h at 37°C, 5% 

CO2 and 95% relative humidity (rH). Afterwards, the chips were washed with Dulbecco′s 

Phosphate Buffered Saline with magnesium chloride and calcium chloride (PBS+) twice 

and fixed with ROTI®Histofix 4% for 30 min on ice. Then, the chips were washed twice 

with PBS- and permeabilized/blocked for 15 min with 0.1% (v/v) Triton-X and 0.3% (w/v) 

bovine serum albumin (BSA) in PBS-. For subsequent staining, the chips were incubated 

for 60 min in Antibody Diluent with Background-Reducing Components with 1 μg/mL 

(2.85 µM) 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI), 132 nM Alexa Fluor™ 546 Phalloidin 

and 1 μg/mL (3.82 µM) BODIPYTM 493/503 dye. Finally, the chips were washed three 

more times with PBS-, stored submerged in PBS- in 50 mL centrifuge tubes and imaged 

within 14 days. 

To monitor lipid droplet formation, mitochondria biogenesis, cell number and cytoskeletal 

changes throughout progressing beige differentiation in a quantitative way, all 16 

chambers of all chips were imaged with a fluorescence microscope (Leica DMi8) whereby 

imaging parameters were set for the d7 sample and kept unchanged for imaging of the 

d3 samples. For analysis, mean gray values of image sections within the tissue chambers 

were calculated using Fiji, averaged per day of analysis and plotted against the respective 

day. 

Moreover, fluorescence images were acquired using laser scanning microscopes [Zeiss 

LSM 710 and LSM 880 with Airyscan]. Airyscan images were acquired with the kind help 
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of Aline Zbinden and Daniel Alejandro Carvajal Berrio, both members of the Schenke-

Layland Lab at Eberhard Karls University Tübingen.  

Images were processed using Fiji for adjustment of brightness and contrast, for creating 

maximum intensity projections or orthogonal views of Z-stacks and for insertion of scale 

bars. 

 

3.2.5 Gene Expression Analysis of Beige Adipocytes on-Chip 

To monitor the beige differentiation on a transcriptional level, gene expression of general 

adipogenesis and beige/brown adipose tissue-specific markers was analyzed on d0, d3 

and d7 of differentiation as well as in response to ß-adrenergic stimulation on d7 (with 

5 µM, 10 µM and 20 µM (−)-Isoproterenol hydrochloride for 5 h). Therefore, the 

messenger ribonucleic acid (mRNA) levels of FABP4 and peroxisome proliferator 

activated receptor g (PPARg) (both adipogenesis in general), as well as UCP1, PRDM16 

and PGC-1a (all beige/brown specific markers) were measured relative to peptidylprolyl 

isomerase A (PPIA) (housekeeping gene) levels.  

For ribonucleic acid (RNA) extraction and isolation, the ReliaPrep™ RNA Miniprep 

Systems Kit (Promega GmbH) was used. Since the kit is for well plate format 

experiments, a protocol for on-chip lysis and lysate retrieval was established: chips were 

washed with 100 µL ice-cold PBS- via hydrostatic pressure-driven flow. Then, the chips 

were cut apart at the interface between PDMS tissue layer and PET-G media layer using 

a scalpel. Media layer and PDMS top were discarded. The membrane was carefully 

removed from the tissue layer and placed upside-down in a disposable petri dish. Then, 

50 µL of lysis buffer each (prepared according to the kit’s instructions) were added onto 

the open tissue compartment layer and onto the membrane. The lysis buffer was 

incubated for 10 min on ice. Afterwards, the lysis buffer was thoroughly collected from 

inside the tissue chambers as well as the membrane and collected in an RNAse-free 

microcentrifuge tube. Fresh lysis buffer was applied to the tissue layer and membrane 

once more, and lysis was enhanced by carefully mixing lysis buffer with the contents of 

the tissue chambers. The process was monitored using an inverted bright field 

microscope to ensure cell lysis. When all cells were lysed, the lysis buffer was added to 

the RNAse-free microcentrifuge tube. RNA isolation was then performed according to the 

manufacturer’s instructions. When adding isopropanol to the lysate, 70 µL of isopropanol 

were added to 200 µL chip-derived lysate. In the final step of the protocol, purified RNA 

was eluted into 15 µL of nuclease-free water. RNA concentrations and purity were 
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determined using a NanoDrop™ 2000/2000c Spectrophotometer. The samples were 

stored at -80°C until proceeding with reverse transcription (RT). 

To synthesize complementary DNA (cDNA) molecules from the RNA templates, the 

iScript™ Reverse Transcription Supermix for RT-qPCR (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Inc.) was 

used according to the provided manual; 150 ng of RNA were utilized for each sample. 

Final cDNA samples were kept at -20°C until proceeding with the quantitative polymerase 

chain reaction (qPCR). 

For the qPCR, the Applied Biosystems™ TaqMan™ Universal Master Mix II (no UNG) 

(Thermo Fisher Scientific) was used according to manufacturer’s instructions in 

combination with the probes listed in  
Table 5. The qPCR was performed in a 96 well plate with a reaction volume of 20 µL in 

technical triplicates for each sample and further analyzed with a CFX Connect Real-Time 

PCR Detection System (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Inc.).  

Relative gene expression was calculated from the qPCR data by using the ΔΔCq 

calculation method177,178. In brief, quantification cycle (Cq) values of the house keeping 

gene were subtracted from the Cq values of the target gene to form ΔCq. This value was 

then transformed to the exponential expression 2-ΔCq, replicates were averaged and finally 

normalized to the exponential expression of the treatment control to form ΔΔCq. The 

treatment control was either gene expression of the target gene before differentiation (d0) 

for the differentiation monitoring experiments, or non-stimulated samples, in case of b-

adrenergic stimulation. 

 

3.2.6 Fatty acid uptake monitoring of beige adipocytes-on-chip 

To evaluate FA uptake properties of beige adipocytes on-chip, we monitored the uptake 

of a fluorescently tagged medium-chain fatty acid (Dodecanoic Acid, C12; BODIPYTM 

500/510 C1, C12; Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc.). In general, the FA uptake assay was 

performed and quantified as described in attached Publication [11]. Yet, here, each of 

the 16 individual tissue chambers were imaged every 10 min for 360 min. 

 

3.2.7 Image processing and statistical analysis 

Images were processed using Fiji [Image J version 1.53c]166 to adjust brightness and 

contrast, create maximum intensity projections or orthogonal views of Z-stacks and to 

insert scale bars. Calculations of mean gray values as a measure of fluorescence 

intensity and profile plots were also performed using Fiji.  
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If not stated otherwise, all data is presented as mean ± standard error of mean (SEM) 

with sample sizes (n) stated for each case individually. In case of readouts feasible on 

chamber level, such as optical readout, n denotes number of individual chambers covered 

by the analyse. In case of readouts feasible on chip-level only, i.e., all kinds of effluent 

analyses, n denotes number of chip replicates. Graphs, descriptive statistics and 

hypothesis testing were compiled using OriginPro [Version 2021, OriginLab Corporation]. 

For testing statistical significance, we performed Two Sample t-Tests with the null 

hypothesis mean1 - mean2 = 0 [for gene expression comparison between different lots 

and different differentiation strategies (Figure 14ab); for gene expression comparison 

between untreated and isoproterenol-stimulated cells (Figure 16b) and for comparison 

of morphological beige adipocyte features on d3 and d7 (Figure 15a)] or with null 

hypothesis mean2 - mean1 ³ 0 [for testing if gene expression on d7 was higher than gene 

expression on d0 (Figure 14c)]. P values are denoted with ∗ for p < 0.05, ∗∗ for p < 0.01, 

and ∗∗∗ for p < 0.001.  

 

3.3 Materials and Devices 
In this section, all specific materials and devices utilized for PDMS-thermoplastic hybrid 

chip fabrication as well as within the scope of the beige adipocyte-on-chip project are 

listed. All other equipment and material utilized for projects of this thesis are covered in 

the appended publications and manuscripts, respectively. 

 
Table 3: Materials and chemicals for PDMS-thermoplastic hybrid microfluidic device 
fabrication and characterization. 
Name Catalog number Provider 
3-
Aminopropyltriethoxysilan 

440140 Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, 
Germany 

3M Scotchpak™ (Coated-
foil) 

1022 Release Liner 
Fluoropolymer Coated 

3M, Saint Paul, MN, USA 

Biopsy punch; 
0.75 mm diameter 

504529 World Precision 
Instruments, Friedberg, 
Germany 

FITC dextran, 
3-5 kDa 

FD4 Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, 
Germany 

Foldback clips 2141999 Jakob Maul GmbH, Bad 
König, Germany 

PDMS Silicone Elastomer 
Base and Curing Agent 

SYLGARDTM 184; 
5498840000 

Biesterfeld Spezialchemie 
GmbH, Hamburg, 
Germany 
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PET-G transparent, 
colourless, 0.5 mm 
thickness 

3011211-ST Modulor GmbH, Berlin, 
Germany 

Rhodamine 6G 83697 Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, 
Germany 

Trichloro(1H,1H,2H,2H-
perfluorooctyl)silane 

448931 Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, 
Germany 

 
Table 4: Cells, media and supplements for (on-chip) differentiation, culture and 
monitoring of beige adipocytes. 
Name Catalog number Provider 
21 GA stainless steel 
plastic hub dispensing 
needles 

400-3895 
(Kahnetics - KDS2112P) 

RS Components GmbH, 
Frankfurt am Main, 
Germany 

23 GA stainless steel 
plastic hub dispensing 
needles 

400-8272 
(Kahnetics - KDS2312P) 

RS Components GmbH, 
Frankfurt am Main, 
Germany 

3-Isobutyl-1-
methylxanthine (IBMX) 

I5879 Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, 
Germany k 

3,3′,5-Triiodo-L-thyronine 
(T3) 

T2877 Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, 
Germany 

Cryopreserved, 
Subcutaneous 
Preadipocytes, POOLED 
Lot (2 million cells/vial) 
BMI 25.0-29.99 

SP-F-SL 
Lots:  
SL0064 and 
SL0065 

ZenBio Inc., 
Durham, NC, USA 

Cytiva HyClone™ 
FetalClone™ II Serum 
(USA) 

10326762 Thermo Fisher Scientific, 
Inc., Waltham, MA, USA 

CytoTox 96® Non-
Radioactive Cytotoxicity 
Assay 

G1780 Promega GmbH, 
Walldorf, Germany 

Dexamethasone D1756 Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, 
Germany 

Disposable syringe 
Injekt® With Luer-Lock 
fitting, 2 ml (from B. 
Braun) 

EP95.1 Carl Roth GmbH + Co. 
KG, Karlsruhe, Germany 

DMEM/F-12, no phenol 
red 

21041025 Thermo Fisher Scientific, 
Inc., Waltham, MA, USA 

Dulbecco′s Phosphate 
Buffered Saline with 
magnesium chloride and 
calcium chloride (PBS+) 

D8662 Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, 
Germany 

Dulbecco´s Phosphate 
Buffered Saline: without 
Magnesium, without  
Calcium (PBS- ) 

MS00SG1001 Biowest, Nuaillé, France  

Gibco™ TrypLE™ Select 
Enzyme (1X), no phenol 
red 

50-591-419 Thermo Fisher Scientific, 
Inc., Waltham, MA, USA 
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HEPES 1 M 15630056 Thermo Fisher Scientific, 
Inc., Waltham, MA, USA 

Human EGF 
Recombinant Protein 

PHG0311L Thermo Fisher Scientific, 
Inc., Waltham, MA, USA 

Human FGF-basic (FGF-
2/bFGF) Recombinant 
Protein 

13256-029 Thermo Fisher Scientific, 
Inc., Waltham, MA, USA 

HyStem®-C GS313 CellSystems® GmbH, 
Troisdorf, Germany 

Indomethacin I7378 Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, 
Germany 

Insulin solution human I9278 Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, 
Germany 

(-)-Isoproterenol 
hydrochloride 

16504 Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, 
Germany 

Penicillin-Streptomycin 
(10,000 U/mL) 

15140122 Thermo Fisher Scientific, 
Inc., Waltham, MA, USA 

Rosiglitazone R2408 Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, 
Germany 

TYGON® tubing ND-100-
80/ 

5205508 OMNILAB-
LABORZENTRUM GmbH 
& Co. KG, Bremen, 
Germany 

 
Table 5: Materials and Chemicals for Gene Expression Analysis. 
Name Catalog number Provider 
Applied Biosystems™ 
TaqMan™ Universal 
Master Mix II, no UNG 

44-400-40 Thermo Fisher Scientific, 
Inc., Waltham, MA, USA 

iScript™ Reverse 
Transcription Supermix 
for RT-qPCR  

1708841 Bio-Rad Laboratories, 
Inc., Hercules, CA, USA 

Microseal 'B' PCR Plate 
Sealing Film, adhesive, 
optical 

MSB1001 Bio-Rad Laboratories, 
Inc., Hercules, CA, USA 

Multiplate® PCR PlatesTM 
96-well, clear 

MLL9601 Bio-Rad Laboratories, 
Inc., Hercules, CA, USA 

PrimePCR™ Probe 
Assay: FABP4, Human 

qHsaCEP0058579 Bio-Rad Laboratories, 
Inc., Hercules, CA, USA 

PrimePCR™ Probe 
Assay: PPARG, Human 

qHsaCEP0051687 Bio-Rad Laboratories, 
Inc., Hercules, CA, USA 

PrimePCR™ Probe 
Assay: PPARGC1A, 
Human 

qHsaCIP0026151 Bio-Rad Laboratories, 
Inc., Hercules, CA, USA 

PrimePCR™ Probe 
Assay: PPIA, Human 

qHsaCEP0041342 Bio-Rad Laboratories, 
Inc., Hercules, CA, USA 

PrimePCR™ Probe 
Assay: PRDM16, Human 

qHsaCEP0052327 Bio-Rad Laboratories, 
Inc., Hercules, CA, USA 

PrimeTime® Std qPCR 
Assay; UCP1 Homo 
Sapiens 

Hs.PT.53a.2489606 Integrated DNA 
Technologies, Inc., 
Coralville, IA, USA 
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ReliaPrep™ RNA 
Miniprep Systems 

Z6011 Promega GmbH, 
Walldorf, Germany 

 
Table 6: Materials and Chemicals for Staining. 
Name Catalog number Provider 
Alexa Fluor™ 546 
Phalloidin 

A22283 Thermo Fisher Scientific, 
Inc., Waltham, MA, USA 

Antibody Diluent, 
Background Reducing 

S302283-2 Agilent Technologies, 
Inc., Santa Clara, CA, 
USA 

BODIPYTM 493/503 dye D3922 Thermo Fisher Scientific, 
Inc., Waltham, MA, USA 

BODIPYTM 500/510 C1, 
C12 

D3823 Thermo Fisher Scientific, 
Inc., Waltham, MA, USA 

Bovine serum albumin 
(BSA) 

P6154 VWR International, LLC., 
Radnor, PA, USA 

DAPI solution MBD0015 Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, 
Germany 

Fluorescein diacetate F7378 Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, 
Germany 

Hoechst 33342 Solution 
(20 mM) 

62249 Thermo Fisher Scientific, 
Inc., Waltham, MA, USA 

MitoTracker® Deep Red 
FM 

8778S 
 

Cell Signaling 
Technology, Inc., 
Danvers, MA, USA 

Propidium iodide P4170 Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, 
Germany 

ROTI®Histofix 4% P087.4 Carl Roth GmbH + Co. 
KG, Karlsruhe, Germany 

Triton™ X-100 X100 Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, 
Germany 

 
Table 7: Devices used for PDMS-thermoplastic hybrid chip fabrication and beige 
adipocyte-on-chip characterization. 
Device Model Provider 
Fluorescence microscope DMi8 Leica Microsystems CMS 

GmbH, Wetzlar, Germany 
Laser cutter with 10 W 
CO2 laser 

VLS2.30 Universal Laser Systems, 
Inc., Scottsdale, AZ, USA 

Laser scanning 
microscope 

LSM 710 Carl Zeiss Microscopy 
GmbH, Jena, Germany 

Laser scanning 
microscope with Airyscan 
detector 

LSM 880 with Airyscan Carl Zeiss Microscopy 
GmbH, Jena, Germany 

NanodropTM 
Spectrophotometer 

2000 Peqlab Biotechnologie 
GmbH, Erlangen, 
Germany 

Plasma unit Zepto One Diener electronic GmbH & 
Co KG, Ebhausen, 
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Syringe pump LA-190, 12-channel Landgraf Laborsysteme 
HLL GmbH, 
Langenhagen, Germany 

Thermocycler/qRT-PCR 
device 

CFX96TM Real-Time PCR 
Detection System 

Bio-Rad Laboratories, 
Inc., Hercules, CA, USA 
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4. Results & Discussion 

4.1 Technological Development of Tailored Adipose Tissue-on-Chip Platforms 
A microfluidic platform specifically equipped for housing human adipose tissue needs to 

account for the unique characteristics and resulting demands of human mature 

adipocytes, including buoyancy, fragility and size. Throughout the course of developing a 

tailored adipose tissue-on-chip featuring a microphysiological environment, different 

generations of microfluidic platforms were designed based on a constant optimization and 

re-iteration of chip architecture and associated materials. A key feature of all 

adipose tissue-on-chip platforms is a tissue chamber compartment separated from a 

constantly perfused media channel by a semipermeable membrane (Figure 9a). The 

direct connection of tissue chambers and media flow across the membrane pores 

ensured a continuous supply with nutrients and removal of waste products. At the same 

time, the membrane ensured that tissues were shielded from non-physiological shear 

forces caused by media flow. The restriction of convective flow to media channels could 

be confirmed via CFD approaches. The diffusive transport of dissolved molecules across 

the membrane’s pores was studied by computational modeling and on-chip tracking of a 

fluorescent dye, both demonstrating a quick diffusion that reached the entire tissue 

chamber (see Figure 10d, attached Publication [5] figure 2b, and attached Publication 
[11] figure 2b,d).  

In all developed adipose tissue-on-chip platforms, the cells were injected via common 

injection channels opening into the individual tissue chambers. To compensate for 

adipocyte buoyancy and ensure uniform, 3D filling of tissue chambers, injection channels 

were designed shallower than tissue chambers; when entering the tissue chamber, 

adipocytes thereby fill the chamber from the top to the bottom. Moreover, channel and 

chamber structures were designed without edges to protect fragile adipocytes. Additional 

protection from the shear forces during the injection process was achieved by 

encapsulating the cells in a hydrogel matrix prior to injection into the tissue chambers. 

The hydrogel further assures a 3D tissue formation by providing anchorage and supports 

a proper adipose tissue functionality by generating a physiological ECM-like surrounding. 

In vivo, the ECM comprises about 5% of adipose tissue volume179 and supports adipose 

tissue homeostasis, e. g., by remodeling to adapt to nutritional cues or by controlling TAG 

storage and insulin sensitivity180–182. Unbalanced ECM remodeling, particularly fibrosis, 

can be a principal contributor to adipose tissue pathogenesis in obesity183,184.  
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Since collagens, especially collagen type I, are the most abundant components in adipose 

tissue ECM in vivo 181,185, the hydrogels utilized for the adipose tissue-on-chip  models 

were all either collagen-based or incorporated collagens. 

The three chip generations developed (Figure 9b) are presented in the following 

paragraphs. 

 

 
Figure 9: Engineering of tailored adipose tissue-on-chip microfluidic platforms. a. General 
concept of adipose tissue-on-chip devices in cross-sectional view. b. Schematic of the three 
successive generations of microfluidic devices used in this thesis. Illustration adapted from 
attached Publications [5] and [11]. 
 

4.1.1 First-Generation Platform 

The first version of the microfluidic platform to house human adipose tissue was adapted 

from the lab’s pre-existing murine WAT-on-chip system,158 and is comprehensively 

described in attached Publications [5] and [7]. The platform was fabricated from two 

microstructured PDMS-layers – one featuring tissue channels and chambers and the 

other featuring a media channel for perfusion – that sandwich an isoporous, 

semipermeable PET membrane. Major adjustments regarding size of the chamber- and 

channel features had to be made for converting the platform from a device capable of 

integrating murine preadipocytes to one specifically tailored to house the much larger, 

and more fragile human mature adipocytes. Moreover, the fabrication process was 

optimized to enable advanced optical accessibility for high resolution imaging: the tissue 

layer compartment was generated by an ‘exclusion molding’ process, which lead to tissue 

chamber structures opened to both sides (see attached Publication [5] figure S1). During 

chip assembly, the tissue chamber structures were encased by a glass coverslip on the 

bottom side and the porous membrane providing a barrier to the adjacent vascular-like 

perfusion channel on the top side (Figure 9a). 

The resulting first generation of the human adipose tissue-on-chip platform contains two 

independent, identical systems, which each feature eight individual tissue chambers and 
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a serial media perfusion. Although the suitability of this device to maintain white adipocyte 

viability and functionality for over a month could be confirmed (see attached Publication 
[5]), a variety of design- and material-derived challenges were encountered:  

The design of the tissue compartment – a quite long, arborizing injection channel leading 

to dead-end tissue chambers – presented major difficulties: For once, the length of the 

injection channel made a complete, uniform filling of tissue chambers before onset of 

hydrogel gelation considerably hard, and often required higher pressures. The narrow 

time window made a parallelization of the injection process impossible. Even more 

serious consequences were provoked by the adipocytes remaining in the injection 

channel after loading. Distant from the media perfusion, cells are exposed to low to zero 

nutrient concentrations compared to cells close to the perfusion. If under severe metabolic 

stress, such as nutrient deprivation, cells might become necrotic186 and impact the other 

cells through the release of damage-associated molecular patterns187,188. Another, related 

design issue was the serial media perfusion: Creating nutrient- and waste product 

gradients along the supply route could interfere with the comparability of individual tissue 

chambers. Finally, the choice of rat tail collagen I as adipocyte encapsulation matrix for 

the first adipose tissue-on-chip generation was revised carefully: through its natural origin, 

a batch-to-batch variability was frequently observed. 

 

4.1.2 Second-Generation Platform 

The second generation of the adipose-tissue microfluidic system was optimized regarding 

the abovementioned challenges that manifested throughout application of the first-

generation platform; it is comprehensively described in attached Publication [11]. A 

pivotal advancement was the re-design of the tissue compartment structures: eight 

individual tissue chambers branched off one common injection channel, which ended in 

a thin, high-resistance tissue outlet channel (Figure 9b). Given free flow in the 

superjacent media channel, the injected cell suspension followed the path of lowest fluidic 

resistance filling each chamber sequentially (see attached Publication [11] figure 2a). 

Since resistance grew with increasing chamber filling and eventually led to a diversion of 

flow along another route, the injection process was inherently protected from high 

pressures or ‘overloading’ of chambers. Moreover, by flushing the injection channel with 

hydrogel after injection of the cell suspension, surplus cells could be removed from the 

injection channel through the tissue outlet port. In addition, the media channel was re-

designed to enable a parallel media perfusion ensuring comparable media properties for 
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the eight individual tissue chambers. To achieve higher control and reproducibility 

compared to natural alternatives, a hydrogel matrix with a synthetic backbone was used 

for the second generation of in vitro adipose tissue microenvironment: HyStem®-C 

hydrogel featuring denaturated collagens and a hyaluronic acid (HyA) backbone. HyA can 

signal through direct binding of cell receptors and regulates signaling pathways of 

inflammation, angiogenesis or cell migration183,189. Moreover, the hydrogel scaffold kit 

allows for the adjustment of stiffness to best suit the ECM-like environment to the 

respective cell type. 

 

4.1.3 Third-Generation Platform 

Finally, the 2nd-generation microfluidic platform was further upgraded by revisiting the 

choice of material for the microfluidic system. As covered in the introduction, PDMS 

absorbs small hydrophobic molecules – a potential complication especially for adipose 

tissue research. Throughout the WAT studies, no obvious problems due to the choice of 

PDMS as the chips’ bulk material were encountered. However, key substances required 

for the differentiation of beige adipocytes classify as ‘small hydrophobic molecules’ 

predestined to PDMS absorption. A measure to estimate a substance’s absorption is its 

n-octanol/water partition coefficient (LogP). LogP describes the ratio of a chemical’s 

concentration in the n-octanol phase to its concentration in water (at equilibrium at a 

specified temperature). Especially 3,3′,5-Triiodo-L-thyronine (T3) (predicted logP ~ 3.98; 

MW = 650.97 g/mol) and indomethacin (predicted logP ~ 3.9; MW = 357.79 g/mol) have 

logP values higher than the previously defined threshold of 2.6227 and their MWs are 

similar to those of substances shown to be considerably absorbed by PDMS such as 

estrogen (experimental logP = 3.67; MW = 296.41 g/mol)29, nile red (predicted 

logP ~ 3.98; MW = 318.376 g/mol)28 or rhodamine 6G (logP = 2.62; 

MW = 479.02 g/mol)27. Rosiglitazone, another important substance for beige 

adipogenesis, comes close to the cut-off, too (predicted logP ~ 2.49; MW = 357.43 

g/mol). (All logP values and MWs according to the U.S. Environmental Protection 

Agency’s (EPA) web-based CompTox Chemistry Dashboard190–192). Of note, recent 

studies have shown that molecule absorption is not exclusively determined by 

hydrophobicity, but potentially also by the substance’s topological polar surface area193 

and hydrogen-bond donor number194.  

Hence, an alternative, less absorbing material, such as a thermoplastic32, should be not 

only the material of choice for a platform able to recapitulate beige adipogenesis but 
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generally for all studies involving small hydrophobic substances. However, thermoplastics 

are considerably less permeant to oxygen than PDMS32. To leverage the benefits of both 

materials, i.e., low absorption of thermoplastics and high oxygen permeability of PDMS, 

a PDMS-thermoplastic hybrid microfluidic platform was developed; the media channel 

layer was made from the thermoplastic PET-G while the tissue compartment layer was 

made from PDMS. In addition to the material adaptations for the 3rd-generation device, 

the amount of tissue chambers in one chip was doubled to 16 tissues per chip to increase 

throughput (Figure 10a).  

Tight and leak-free bonding between the different layers of the platform was achieved via 

a tailored fabrication- and assembly process combining multiple previously reported 

approaches195–197. The final fabrication protocol (cf. ‘Chip Fabrication’) included (i) hot 

embossing techniques to imprint channel structures into PET-G sheets and (ii) silane 

functionalization of the thermoplastic for covalent bonding to O2 plasma-treated PDMS 

(Figure 8). PET-G is more commonly used in 3D printing of microfluidic devices198–200, 

but it is also amenable to hot embossing strategies195,201. The surface chemical bonding 

using silane functionalization enables facile bonding with good tensile strength, high burst 

resistance and hydrolytic stability at room temperature and atmospheric pressure196–

198,202,203. All in all, the developed fabrication process is a robust, easy-to-implement 

approach. 

Upon successful chip fabrication, the key properties of the platform were characterized 

experimentally as well as by CFD simulations. Importantly, the chip’s media layer 

compartment made of PET-G was indeed much less absorbing of rhodamine 6G (used 

as a representative for small hydrophobic molecules) than a media layer compartment 

made from PDMS (Figure 10b). Perfusion of the rhodamine solution was monitored for 

120 min by fluorescence microscopy. The partitioning of the dye into the bulk material 

was quantified by creating plot profiles of the vertically averaged pixel intensity against 

the horizontal distance. The O2 supply and consumption on chip was modeled for devices 

made from (i) a combination of PDMS and thermoplastic, (ii) all-PDMS or (iii) all-

thermoplastic (Figure 10c). The simulations demonstrated a much higher O2 supply for 

the hybrid version compared to the all-thermoplastic version, indicating that platforms 

entirely made from thermoplastics might be beneficial in terms of absorption 

characteristics but would not be able to maintain viability and functionality of adipose 

tissue. The hybrid version, however, featured minimal O2 concentrations of 0.15-

0.16 mol/m3 (different from the all-PDMS version, a gradient in O2 concentration between 
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the two serially connected tissue chambers could be detected in the hybrid version: in the 

tissue chambers closer to the media inlet, the lowest O2 concentration was approximately 

0.16 mol/m3 while the tissue chamber farther from the media inlet could drop to 

approximately 0.15 mol/m3). This oxygen availability is slightly higher than values 

determined for human subcutaneous adipose tissue in upper arm and abdomen, where 

the O2 concentration ranged between 0.6 – 0.12 mol/m3 204,205.  

Finally, the general on-chip transport processes of the 3rd-generation platform were 

analyzed (Figure 10d) and confirmed the confinement of convective flow to the media 

channels while nutrients still diffused across the membrane and reach the entire tissue 

chamber. Of note, as already shown in the O2 simulations, the time lag of transport 

between the two serially connected chambers could be confirmed experimentally as well. 

Hence, in a future version of the chip, a re-design of the media channels back to an 

exclusively parallel media perfusion, as for the 2nd-generation adipose tissue-on-chip 

platform, might be worthwhile. 

With the development of the PDMS-thermoplastic hybrid microfluidic platform, an 

important step towards a device with enhanced material properties was taken. 

Hybrid material devices do not only profit from optimized absorption properties, but they 

might also exploit the differences in material rigidity or flexibility, respectively, which 

qualifies them for the OoC technology as much as for microfluidic bioassays such as 

polymerase chain reaction (PCR)206, or the creation of membrane valves207. For use 

within the OoC technology, however, only very few examples on hybrid devices have 

been reported, such as a TPE-PMMA device integrating endothelial cells208, a glass-

polycarbonate OoC which has been tested in combination with intestinal epithelium209 as 

well as a hybrid PMMA-PDMS microdevice for studying glioblastoma migration under 

electrical stimulation210,211.  
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Figure 10: Characterization of the 3rd-generation adipose tissue microfluidic platform. 
a. The device consists of a microstructured tissue compartment layer separated from a perfused 
media channel by a porous membrane. The tissue compartment, featuring 16 individual tissue 
chambers, was designed to enable sequential injection. The chip was fabricated from PDMS and 
a thermoplastic (PET-G) to ensure oxygen supply while at the same time minimize absorption of 
small hydrophobic molecules. b. Absorption of Rhodamine 6G in media channel layers fabricated 
from PET-G (left) or PDMS (right). Fluorescence imaging and extracted corresponding plot 
profiles of fluorescence intensity (bottom), revealed increased absorption of Rhodamine into 
PDMS bulk material. Bulk material captured in the middle of each image section, flanked by dye-
filled media channels to left and right. Scale bar equals 200 µm. c. CFD modeling of on-chip 
oxygen concentration considering oxygen supply (through diffusive and convective transport) as 
well as consumption (by cells in the tissue compartment). d. On-chip transport processes were 
analyzed experimentally and via CFD modeling. Convective transport is confined to the media 
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channels. Diluted species (e.g., nutrients), delivered through a combination of convective and 
diffusive transport, reach the tissue chambers quickly. Both CFD modeling and experimental 
monitoring of the diffusion of a fluorescent tracer molecule (40 kDa FITC-dextran) revealed a time 
lag between the tissue chamber closer to the media inlet compared to the tissue chamber further 
from the media inlet. For experimental condition, n=3 chambers per media channel position. 
Error bars represent ± SEM. 
 

4.2 Cell Sources for Adipose Tissue-on-Chip Systems 
The second major component for a functional and human-relevant adipose-tissue-on-chip 

model besides a platform that provides the microphysiological environment is the 

integration of physiologically relevant cell types. All the different adipose-associated cell 

types used in this thesis were primary human cells, which were derived from human tissue 

samples of subcutaneous adipose tissue with skin. Circulating immune cells, such as 

monocytes and T cells, were isolated from fresh whole blood that was derived from the 

same donor (see attached Publication [11] Figure 1b). 

Choosing a human cell source is an essential part for human-centered research. Although 

discoveries from animal models have elucidated many aspects of adipose tissue (patho-

)physiology in the past, they reach their limits regarding human-relevance with increased 

regularity. Despite efforts on humanization of animal models, there are still dominant 

discrepancies between mice and men, especially concerning metabolism and functioning 

of the immune system125–130. For example, mouse adipose tissue contains more active 

bAT/BAT, which leads to very different lipolytic activity, especially in reaction to lipolysis 

stimulation127. Moreover, there are substantial differences between rodents and humans 

in the active bAT/BAT distribution, cellular composition and responsiveness to b3-

adrenergic stimulation212. Likewise, the many intricate immunological interspecies 

discrepancies span from innate to adaptive immunity and include both cellular and 

humoral defense mechanisms. Among many other disparities, macrophages in mice 

express different markers (such as F4/80, which is absent in humans), and a rodent 

equivalent of IL-8 does not exist128.  

Besides the choice of species, the specific origin of the adipose tissue in the human body 

plays a major role. Different WAT depots, such as visceral (in the abdominal cavity), 

subcutaneous or perivascular WAT, perform different functions and are marked by 

differential cellular compositions213,214. Even regional differences, for instance in 

subcutaneous abdominal versus gluteal adipose tissue, show distinct gene expression 

profiles215. Hence, particularly when focusing on intercellular crosstalk, cells should be 

organotypic. The focus of the WAT parts of this thesis was on recapitulating 
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subcutaneous adipose tissue. The general concept, the developed microfluidic platforms 

and the established processes, however, would likely also enable the generation of 

models for different types of WAT depots.  

Importantly, the tissue donor’s health state needs to be considered carefully since the 

biopsies arise from cosmetic surgeries. Some basic anthropometric information was 

gathered from the tissue donors (see attached Publication [11] Table 2); most of them 

received surgery after massive weight loss, and despite being normal weight or pre-obese 

at the time of surgery, many of them were morbidly obese before losing weight. Despite 

returning to a normal BMI, the so-called ‘obesogenic memory’ poses a risk of prevailing 

adipose tissue inflammation and other obesity-associated dysfunctions216–218. In the 

studies performed throughout this thesis, the potential disease state of integrated cells 

did not seem to impact the functional validation of our model. However, tissue origin 

should be closely re-evaluated when applying the model for profound mechanistic studies 

such as disease modeling. 

 

4.3 Monoculture Models Towards Adipose Tissue-on-Chip Systems 
In a first step towards physiological adipose tissue-on-chip models, the suitability of the 

developed microenvironments for culturing individual adipose tissue-associated cell types 

such as human adipocytes and endothelial cells was evaluated, before progressing 

towards on-chip co- and multi-culture adipose tissue models. On the one hand, on-chip 

3D monocultures of human primary mature white adipocytes were established and 

characterized. On the other hand, to develop an in vitro model of bAT, the de novo 

differentiation of human primary preadipocytes into functional beige adipocytes on chip 

was investigated. Additionally, protocols for creating and characterizing endothelial 

linings to create vasculature-like media channels were developed. 

 

4.3.1 Human Mature White Adipocytes-on-Chip 

Human mature white adipocytes were isolated from skin biopsies with subcutaneous 

adipose tissue and injected into 1st- and 2nd-generation adipose tissue-on-chip platforms 

[comprehensively described in attached Publication [5] (1st-generation) and in attached 

Publication [11] (2nd generation)] no later than 24 h after isolation. Given their unique 

characteristics such as buoyancy and fragility, specially tailored handling- and injection 

methods and protocols had to be developed to maintain viability and integrity of the cells 

(described in detail in attached Publication [7]). The white adipocytes-on-chip model was 
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then thoroughly evaluated with respect to its capability to emulate white adipocyte in vivo 

functionality. To this end, the white adipocytes on chip were characterized 

comprehensively by assessing viability, morphology and functionality. Thereby, not only 

basal conditions were portrayed but the adipocytes were also challenged by drug 

administration or by inducing acute inflammatory stimuli (Figure 11).  

 

 
Figure 11: Toolbox of on-chip analysis of human mature white adipocytes. Adipocyte 
structure, viability and functionality was assessed via a comprehensive toolbox of readouts: non-
invasive online monitoring of optical readouts, at-line measurements of adipocyte secretome in 
the media perfusion as well as terminal staining for structural analysis and identification of white 
adipocyte markers. Adipocytes were assessed both at basal conditions and in response to drug 
exposure or inflammatory stimulation. Images adapted from figures in attached Publications [5] 
and [11]. 
 

Cell viability was confirmed non-invasively by quantification of LDH from media effluents 

(see attached Publication [5] Figure 5a and Publication [11] Figure S1) as well as via 

live-/dead staining based on FDA/PI (see attached Publication [5] Figures 4a & 5b). 

Especially the LDH assay is a convenient means to continuously control the tissues’ 

quality complementary to other readouts, due to its non-invasive character. LDH is a 

ubiquitous cytosolic enzyme, and it is released from cells upon disruption of the plasma 

membrane. Since LDH is stable in common cell culture media, extracellular LDH is an 

indicator of cell damage induced by both endogenously or through exogenous 
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injury.219,220 Alongside LDH concentration, adipocyte morphology was regularly 

monitored using brightfield microscopy.  

For a structural analysis of adipocytes on chip, intracellular lipid vacuoles were visualized. 

Confocal imaging allowed for a close evaluation of the 3D arrangement of adipocytes 

within the tissue chamber (see attached Publication [5] Figure 3a and Publication [11] 
Figure 3a), which confirmed a homogeneous distribution of the adipocytes throughout the 

entire volume of the tissue chamber. More importantly though, this staining showed how 

the lipid content was intracellularly organized; unilocularity, i.e., the storage of lipids in 

one large vacuole, as compared to multilocularity (several smaller lipid vacuoles), is a key 

hallmark of white adipocyte maturity. White adipocytes are prone to dedifferentiate to 

fibroblast-like progenitor states when presented with unfavorable culture conditions 

exposing them to physical stressors221,222 In ceiling culture, a commonly used method for 

culturing mature white adipocytes139–141, the adhesion surface seems to constitute such 

a physical stressor, since adipocytes begin to dedifferentiate within a few days142–144. 

While these dedifferentiated adipocytes have great potential and application areas in 

regenerative medicine, a dedifferentiation would be detrimental when studying 

mechanisms occurring in mature adipocytes. One of the first steps in the dedifferentiation 

process is lipid loss accompanied by a reorganization of the lipid content into several 

smaller lipid vacuoles222. Another important question, which was tackled by intracellular 

lipid staining, was whether the microfluidic devices were able to reflect the in vivo 

heterogeneity of mature white adipocytes or whether they exhibit adipocyte selectivity in 

terms of size or structure. Owing to their unilocularity, quantifying lipid droplet size is an 

indirect measure for adipocytes’ size. Comparing on-chip adipocytes to adipocytes in 

donor-specific explants revealed that both average adipocyte size and distribution of 

individual cell sizes were highly similar between chip and explant (see attached 

Publication [5] Figure 3b). 

Another morphological feature of mature adipocytes is the coating of lipid droplet 

vacuoles with perilipin 1. Perilipin 1 stabilizes larger lipid droplets (> 10 µm) and was 

ascribed a dual role in the regulation of lipolysis: it suppresses basal lipolysis by 

controlling the access of lipases to lipid vacuoles223–225, but enhances lipolysis upon its 

phosphorylation, which is induced by b-adrenergic stimulation223,226. Interestingly, the 

distribution of perilipin 1 on lipid vacuoles has recently been shown to be dynamic and 

dependent on the adipocyte’s lipolytic state: under basal conditions, perilipin 1 localized 

to microdomains/clusters on the lipid droplet (as found attached Publication [11] Figure 
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3a), which are quickly dispersed upon stimulation of lipolysis227. Consequently, 

visualization and localization of perilipin 1 could not only serve as adipocyte maturity 

marker but might also me a readout of lipolytic state when comparing different stimulatory 

states in future experiments. 

Generally, the superior optical accessibility of the adipose tissue-on-chip devices makes 

confocal imaging of (immuno-)fluorescent staining a powerful readout of on-chip 

adipocytes which goes beyond mere marker identification; the organization of intracellular 

lipid droplets reveals adipocyte maturity state, and the localization of adipose-associated 

proteins allows for conclusions on metabolic activity. However, conventional 3D 

volumetric imaging of adipose tissue is unusually complicated: obscuring effects from 

light scattering extensively occur at lipid-aqueous interfaces. Accordingly, adipose tissue 

imaging is highly susceptible to these effects, particularly in deeper layers of the tissue. 

Implementing adipose tissue clearing techniques228,229 for application within OoC 

modules230 could be a strategy to address this issue and achieve good imaging quality 

even in deeper layers of the tissue. 

The optical accessibility of the adipose tissue on-chip further qualifies the microfluidic 

platform for microscopy-based online monitoring of adipocyte functionality: Addition of 

fluorescent FA-analogs to the perfused media allows for real-time assessment of FFA 

trafficking. Thereby it could be demonstrated that on-chip white adipocytes were able to 

take up and release medium-chain fatty acid (MCFA)- as well as LCFA-analogs (see 
attached Publication [5] Figure 4b and Publication [11] Figure 3b). These experiments 

provided valuable insights into the functionality of the white adipocytes on chip: MCFAs 

and especially LCFAs, the most common type of FAs in humans231, cannot merely diffuse 

across the plasma membrane; alongside a diffusive component, their uptake depends on 

protein-mediated entry into the plasma membrane as well as desorption at the inner side 

of the membrane232–235. The FA trafficking assay demonstrated that the FA uptake or 

release of the white adipocytes-on-chip could be modulated by providing different glucose 

concentrations (see attached Publication [11] Figure 3b) or through compound-induced 

lipolysis (see attached Publication [5] Figure 6 and Publication [11] Figure 3b). The 

ability to reflect increased FA content in response to higher glucose concentrations 

indicates the utilization of glucose of the adipocytes on-chip for generating glycerol 

backbones of TAGs in lipogenesis236 and a decreased FA release through uptake of 

glucose237. To further confirm the white adipocytes’ metabolic activity, the concentration 

of adipose-derived metabolites was determined from the effluent media. On-chip 
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adipocytes secreted stable levels of both glycerol and FFAs at baseline conditions (see 
attached Publication [5] Figure 4 and Publication [11] Figure S3), or at elevated levels 

when lipolysis was stimulated (see attached Publication [11] Figure 3b).  

Aside from energy storage/-release functions, the on-chip white adipocytes’ endocrine 

function was investigated by quantifying the concentration of adipokines from the effluent 

media (see attached Publication [11] Figure 3b). Interestingly, only the release of retinol 

binding protein 4 (RBP4) and adipsin was detectable in effluent media; neither 

adiponectin nor leptin secretion could be attested from the white adipocyte-on-chip 

cultures. Yet, as will be addressed in section 4.4, when co-cultured with other adipose-

associated cell types in the full complexity WAT-on-chip models, adipocytes of the same 

donor did release both adipokines.  

In view of WAT’s role in immunometabolism, the white adipocyte-on-chip model was 

investigated regarding the cells’ response to inflammatory stimulation. White adipocytes 

reacted to both tumor necrosis factor a (TNF-a) or lipopolysaccharide (LPS) threats, as 

expected238–240, by increasing their release of the proinflammatory cytokines monocyte 

chemoattractant protein 1 (MCP-1), IL-6 and IL-8 (see attached Publication [11] Figure 

3c). 

Finally, the capability of the developed platforms for enabling long-term culture of adipose 

tissue was investigated. All abovementioned endpoint analyses were performed by day 

12 on chip at latest. While a 12-day culture period is already quite substantial, compared 

to conventional adipocyte in vitro cultures, it is not sufficient to study mechanisms of 

chronic exposures or effects of complex, prolonging hormone dynamics, for instance. 

Therefore, viability and FFA uptake capability of white adipocyte-on-chip systems 

cultured for 36 days was confirmed (see attached Publication [5] Figure 5), 

demonstrating the ability of the platform to maintain viable and functional tissue for more 

than one month. 

Following this comprehensive functional validation of white adipocytes on chip under 

basal and challenged conditions, the applicability of the microfluidic model for drug testing 

was examined. In response to isoproterenol, utilized as a tool compound, white 

adipocytes became lipolytic as reflected by altered FA trafficking dynamics (see attached 

Publication [5] Figure 6) as well as by increased glycerol release in a dose-dependent 

manner (see attached Publication [11] Figure 3b). This proof of concept successfully 

demonstrated the applicability of the model for drug testing and provided a reference point 

for the assessment of compounds with so far unknown effects on FA metabolism. 
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Further, white adipocyte-on-chip experiments hinted to an applicability of the model in the 

fields of personalized- and precision medicine: comparing experimental outcomes from 

different donors implied that the platform was able to capture inter-donor variations not 

only under basal conditions (see attached Publication [11] Figure 3b & S3) but also in 

response to inflammatory stimulation (see attached Publication [11] Figure 3c).  

 

4.3.2 On-Chip Differentiation of Beige Adipocytes 

Unlike white adipocytes, primary human beige adipocytes are not readily available. 

Therefore, the development of a human beige adipocyte-on-chip model requires a 

differentiation process, either by de novo differentiation of precursor cells (Figure 12) or 

by transdifferentiation of mature white adipocytes. To serve as microfluidic platform for 

beige adipocyte differentiation, the 3rd-generation PDMS-thermoplastic hybrid chip 

(Figure 10) was chosen. By injecting human primary preadipocytes into the microfluidic 

platform and exposing them to differentiation media via the perfusion channels, beige 

adipocytes could be generated within 8 days. Prior to injection, the preadipocytes were 

encapsulated in a HyA-based ECM-like hydrogel matrix (HyStem®-C). HyA-hydrogels 

have been successfully used as a scaffold for de novo differentiation of beige adipocytes 

before100. Moreover, the HyStem®-C scaffold kit allows for adjustment of the hydrogel 

stiffness; since ECM stiffness has been shown to regulate differentiation into beige 

adipocytes with stiffer matrices leading to best results241, a hydrogel matrix that is more 

rigid compared to experiments with white adipocytes was generated. 

The beige adipocytes differentiated on-chip were subsequently monitored in terms of 

viability, gene expression, morphology and functionality, as presented in the following 

sections. The data presented are not covered in any of the attached manuscripts. 

 

 
Figure 12: General concept of the human beige adipocyte-on-chip model. Human 
preadipocytes, or pre-differentiated beige preadipocytes (i.e., three days after initiation of beige 
differentiation) were encapsulated in an ECM-like hydrogel and injected into the microfluidic 
platform. Cells were differentiated on-chip to create human beige adipocyte-on-chip models. 
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4.3.2.1 Cell Viability Throughout Beige Adipocyte Differentiation on Chip 

First, the on-chip cell viability by determining LDH concentration in media effluents was 

analyzed non-invasively every 24 h (Figure 13a). Upon rupture of plasma membranes, 

LDH leaks from cytosol into the medium and thereby indicates cell death. On d3 and d4 

of on-chip differentiation, LDH concentrations were always elevated (data from two 

independent runs of beige differentiation on-chip shown exemplarily in Figure 13a with 

~25-60% LDH peaks compared to the expected maximum target LDH release). To 

exclude any viability-compromising effects of the newly developed hybrid material 

microfluidic device (e.g., potential leaching of toxic substances from bulk material), the 

LDH release of preadipocytes cultured in preadipocyte expansion medium was 

additionally examined (‘no differentiation’ condition in Figure 13b). Since the LDH levels 

detected from this culture condition remained low throughout the entire culture period, it 

could be concluded that the d3/d4 peaks in LDH release were likely caused by the 

differentiation process but not by the microfluidic platform. A live-/dead staining 

comparing differentiated beige adipocytes to non-differentiated preadipocytes on d7 of 

on-chip culture further supported an increased cell death during differentiation (Figure 
13b). 

 

 
Figure 13: Cell viability during beige adipocyte differentiation on chip. a. Cytotoxicity was 
analyzed non-invasively by determining LDH concentration in media effluents every 24 h. LDH 
release (relative to the expected maximum target LDH release) was measured from two 
independent runs of on-chip differentiation into beige adipocytes. In addition, LDH release from 
cells which did not undergo differentiation but were supplied with standard preadipocyte 
expansion medium instead was analyzed (‘no differentiation’, run in parallel to ‘differentiation – 
run 2’). b. Live-/dead staining using PI (marks nuclei of dead cells), FDA (stains cytosol of live 
cells) and Hoechst 33342 (marks all nuclei) indicated increased on-chip cell death for 
differentiating beige adipocytes as compared to non-differentiating preadipocytes. Scale bars 
equal 200 µm.  
Error bars represent ± SEM. 
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Cell death through apoptosis is a naturally occurring event in development and cell 

differentiation242–244. Apoptosis is essential to initiate adipogenesis since apoptotic cells 

provide lipophilic components that activate expression of PPARg and other principal 

regulators of adipogenesis. Moreover, they facilitate lipid droplet formation.242 Despite 

being an inherent part of adipogenesis, the considerable amount of apoptosis during the 

early adipogenesis lowered the final yield of beige adipocytes when the differentiation 

was initiated on-chip, since, in contrast to well plate culture, dead cells are not easily 

cleared in the confined tissue arrangement on-chip. Therefore, the injection- and 

differentiation process was adapted from a full on-chip differentiation to an off-chip 

initiation of differentiation for three days followed by cell injection and on-chip continuation 

of adipogenesis from d3. This approach ensured the injection of mostly preadipocytes 

committed to the beige lineage but not apoptotic cells and should thereby increase the 

amount of functional beige adipocytes per tissue chamber. 

 

4.3.2.2 Monitoring of On-chip Beige Adipocyte Differentiation on a Transcriptome Level 

Next, gene expression analysis of on-chip beige differentiation was conducted. The 

expression of PPARg and FABP4 (representatives for general adipogenic 

markers91,245,246) as well as of UCP1, PRDM16 and PGC-1a (representative for 

beige/brown adipocyte markers57–59) relative to PPIA (housekeeping gene) on d7 as well 

as on d0 (prior to differentiation) was analyzed (Figure 14). 

The first step towards gene expression analysis experiments was to establish suitable 

protocols for retrieving the cell’s transcripts from the microenvironment, i.e., microfluidic 

device and hydrogel. Because of the dead-end character of the tissue chambers, cell 

disruption could not be simply achieved by flushing the media channel with lysis solution 

but needed more complex handling. Comparison of different strategies revealed the 

following steps as most successful: (i) removal of the media channel and top layer, (ii) 

application of lysis buffer directly into the tissue chambers and onto the membrane and 

(iii) subsequent mechanical destruction of the cell-hydrogel constructs by trituration. 

Afterwards, RNA was isolated from the lysates using a spin column-based nucleic acid 

purification kit. Thereby, it was possible to retrieve ~ 900 ng of purified RNA from all 16 

microtissues on one chip.  

First, the beige differentiation capacity of two different preadipocyte batches was 

compared (ZenBio Inc., SP-F-SL Lots SL0064, ‘64’, and SL0065, ‘65’) (Figure 14a). All 

analyzed markers were upregulated relative to d0. Yet, while the expression of the 
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general adipose markers PPARg and FABP4 presented comparable among the two 

batches, expression of UCP1 (higher for ‘64’) and PGC-1a (higher for ‘65’) showed 

considerable differences. All further experiments were conducted using preadipocytes 

from ‘64’.  

 

 
Figure 14: Gene expression analysis of on-chip differentiation into beige adipocytes. 
Expression of FABP4 and PPARg (general markers of adipogenesis) and UCP1, PRDM16 and 
PGC-1a (beige/brown adipocyte markers) was analyzed relative to expression of PPIA 
(housekeeping gene) and to respective gene expression on d0. D0 samples were produced for 
three individual chips in a culture format-specific and donor batch-specific manner. a. Comparison 
of marker gene expression for two different donor batches on d7. Due to low UCP1 expression 
after differentiation of the preadipocytes from batch SL0065 (‘65’), all further experiments were 
conducted with cells from batch SL0064 (‘64’). b. Comparison of gene expression from fully on-
chip differentiated beige adipocytes vs. partial on-chip differentiation (i.e., pre-differentiation in 
well plate format; chip injection on d3 after initiation of differentiation). c. Monitoring adipogenesis 
and brown/beige marker expression over the course of differentiation. All genes of interest were 
expressed higher on d7 as compared to d3. Statistical analysis comparing d7 gene expression to 
d0 gene expression. 
Error bars represent ± SEM. ∗p < 0.05, ∗∗p < 0.01, and ∗∗∗p < 0.001. 
 

Further, the d7 gene expression of cells that were pre-differentiated off-chip and then 

terminally differentiated on-chip was compared to the one of cells that were differentiated 
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on-chip without interruption (Figure 14b). Since none of the genes of interest showed 

significant differences in the expression, all following experiments were conducted 

according to the off-chip pre-differentiation protocol. This way, on-chip cell death in 

response to differentiation induction could be avoided (cf. ‘Cell Viability Throughout Beige 

Adipocyte Differentiation’). Finally, the gene expression signature throughout the course 

of differentiation was monitored by analyzing the genes of interest on d0 (prior to 

differentiation), on d3 (i.e., after the differentiation induction phase) and on d7 (Figure 
14c). Transcripts of all genes increased over time indicating a successful differentiation 

into beige adipocytes. The increase in PPARg, FABP4, UCP1 and PGC-1a levels on d7 

was significant compared to d0. Except for PRDM16 expression, which was lower than 

expected, the change in expression of the selected genes of interest after beige 

differentiation resembled gene expression profiles obtained by others differentiating 

human SVF or stem cells into beige adipocytes247,248. Given the small sample size, gene 

expression levels on d3 were not included in statistical analyses. 

Overall, the transcriptional signatures obtained from the beige adipocyte differentiation 

experiments demonstrated an effective development of preadipocytes into beige 

adipocytes. The adipocytes were enriched in key beige/brown adipocyte markers 

verifying the suitability of the PDMS-thermoplastic hybrid OoC platform for on-chip beige 

adipogenesis. Given the recently discovered cellular complexity of beige adipocytes71, 

the spectrum of beige markers used for beige adipocyte characterization could be 

extended in future experiments: iodothyronine deiodinase 2 (DIO2), e.g., is another 

common marker for beige and brown adipocytes57–59. Moreover, it would be interesting 

to assess whether the on-chip beige adipocytes express CD137 and transmembrane 

protein 26 (Tmem26), two markers which are currently assumed to be beige-

exclusive58,61. Yet, a considerable variability concerning the extent of marker expression 

from individual chips of the same condition could be registered, especially regarding the 

beige markers. Hence, the present findings should be backed by expanding sample size 

in future experiments. Additionally, beige differentiation efficiency could be further 

underpinned by expanding the assessment to a translational level. The typical approach 

of utilizing western blot, however, would be difficult to apply due to the required cell 

volume. 

As a matter of fact, the OoC technology is not predestined to be combined with readout 

methods based on the disruption of cells/tissues: for once, OoCs are designed for 

integrating microscale cell- or tissue constructs, and thereby often do not meet the tissue 
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volume requirements needed to isolate sufficient nucleic acid or protein for further 

analysis. More importantly though, a tissue readout downstream of tissue disruption leads 

to loss of information on the morphological and structural context. Since the preservation 

of tissue structure and cellular relationship in a 3D environment are two of the key 

advantages of OoCs, optical readout-based methods, such as fluorescence microscopy, 

for detecting and quantifying transcripts and proteins would be more favorable. One such 

method, which might be a valuable tool for assessing beige adipocytes’ transcriptional 

activity on-chip, could be RNA in situ hybridization since it combines the detection of 

mRNA without loss of spatial information. The RNAscopeTM in situ hybridization assay 

has recently been successfully implemented on an OoC system249. However, especially 

concerning 3D volumetric imaging, the quantification of fluorescence intensity signals 

depends on many external parameters, amongst others microscope settings, detector, 

specimen preparation, and is less accurate and precise than qPCR or western blot 

results. Therefore, a combination of both, conventional, tissue disruption-based gene of 

interest/protein of interest expression analysis methods and fluorescence-based 

detection methods, will most likely be the best way to further characterize the on-chip 

beige differentiation in future experiments. Besides studying beige adipocytes derived 

from de novo adipogenesis, future beige adipocyte-on-chip experiments could also 

investigate whether a transdifferentiation of white adipocyte into beige adipocytes can be 

induced in the microfluidic platform, too. 

 

4.3.2.3 Morphological Characterization of Beige Adipocytes on Chip 

Next, the morphological changes throughout the differentiation of preadipocytes into 

beige adipocytes were monitored. Lipid droplets (via a neutral lipid dye), mitochondrial 

content (via MitoTracker®-labelling), filamentous actin (f-actin) (via phalloidin staining) 

and nuclei (via DAPI counterstaining) were visualized on-chip (Figure 15a-b). 

Quantification of the fluorescence intensities of the different morphological features 

revealed that lipid droplet- and mitochondria signals were significantly increased on d7 

compared to d3. F-actin and nuclei signals, on the other side, significantly decreased from 

d3 to d7. High-resolution imaging using a confocal scanning microscope with an Airyscan 

detector revealed physiological intracellular distribution of lipid droplets (Figure 15b). 

Moreover, the presence of perilipin on the membranes of the lipid droplets could be 

confirmed (Figure 15c). 
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Figure 15: Morphological characterization of beige adipocytes on chip. a. Visualization and 
quantification of key bAT phenotypic features on d3 and d7 of differentiation (n = 16 chambers 
per day of analysis). Fluorescence intensity from lipids and mitochondria staining significantly 
increased with progressing differentiation; f-actin and nuclei signal decreased from d3 to d7. Scale 
bar equals 200 µm. b. High-resolution imaging of beige adipocytes on chip on d7. Scale bar 
equals 10 µm. c. Verification of lipid droplet’s perilipin 1 coating of on-chip adipocytes on d7. Scale 
bar equals 10 µm.  
All morphological characterization experiments were performed with partial on-chip differentiation 
(i.e., pre-differentiation in well plate format; chip injection on d3 after initiation of differentiation).  
Error bars represent ± SEM. ∗∗∗p < 0.001. 
 

Two morphological hallmarks of mature beige adipocytes are their multilocular lipid 

content and their enrichment in mitochondria. Hence, the increase in lipid- and 

mitochondria content from d3 to d7 of beige differentiation is a close reflection of the 

natural morphological changes. To accumulate and organize lipids inside the 

differentiating adipocytes, the cell shape must be adapted through cytoskeletal 

rearrangement. These morphological changes in the progress from a fibroblastic shape 

to the rounded adipocyte morphology are governed by dynamics of the actin skeleton250. 

More specifically, the ratio of f-actin fibers to monomeric globular actin (g-actin) plays a 

decisive role: to achieve a rounded shape, adipogenesis requires the disruption of F-actin 

stress fibers to g-actin250–253, which explains the decrease in f-actin signal registered with 

progressing beige differentiation. Yet, f-actin is not lost entirely; especially the high-

resolution imaging performed on d7 displayed pronounced actin fibers. Unlike unilocular 
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white adipocytes, brown and beige adipocytes were reported previously to maintain an 

extensive cytoskeletal network; on the one hand, this network supports and organizes the 

multilocular lipid droplets and many mitochondria95. On the other hand, actin skeleton 

dynamics were linked to various metabolic adipocyte functions, such as glucose uptake, 

utilization of fat or insulin signaling254,255. A well-developed f-actin framework, for instance, 

is crucial for GLUT4 translocation from storage vesicles to the plasma membrane256–258. 

As discussed in attached Publication [11] (cf. ‘Human Mature White Adipocytes-on-

Chip’), the presence of perilipin 1 on the multilocular lipid droplets brought another proof 

of mature adipocyte identity224. 

 

4.3.2.4 Functional Characterization of Beige Adipocytes on Chip 

Finally, the functionality of beige adipocytes on chip was assessed. By administering a 

fluorescently tagged FA analog (dodecanoic acid with two BODIPYTM 500/510 

fluorophores in the C1 and C12 position), it was possible to monitor the uptake of the FA 

in real-time by measuring the increase in fluorescence intensity. Thereby, the capability 

of the on-chip differentiated beige adipocytes to take up FAs could be demonstrated 

(Figure 16a), a process that is essential for thermogenesis259. LCFAs are required to 

activate UCP1’s H+ transport activity260,261; i.e., only upon LCFA binding, UCP1 increases 

the conductance of the inner mitochondrial membrane, which leads to generation of heat 

rather than ATP261. Moreover, free FAs are an important substrate for fueling 

thermogenesis: not only mitochondrial uncoupling (through maintaining the electrical 

gradient), but also UCP1-independent substrate futile cycling mechanisms (through 

dependency on active ATP synthesis) generate high energetic demands259. While the 

required FAs can be derived from the thermogenic adipocytes’ lipid contents, recent 

studies from mice suggest WAT-derived FAs as main FA source262,263. FAs arrive at the 

thermogenic adipocytes through TAG-rich lipoprotein-(TRL-) and lipoprotein lipase-(LPL-

) mediated processes or as free FFAs from serum; they are taken up by fatty acid 

transport proteins, e.g., CD36 or fatty acid transport protein 1 (FATP1)264–266. Of note, 

lipids are not only the preferred source of fuel, but also important for development, 

intercellular signaling and as structural components of thermogenic adipocytes259. Since 

the FA demand is elevated when thermogenesis is stimulated, a future FA-uptake 

experiment comparing unstimulated versus stimulated beige adipocytes could be 

interesting. 
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Figure 16: Analysis of beige adipocyte functionality on chip. a. Uptake of a fluorescently 
labeled FA analog by beige adipocytes monitored every 10 min for 6 h (for n = 15 tissue 
chambers). Images exemplarily represent timepoints 0 min, 120 min, 240 min and 360 min. Scale 
bar equals 50 µm. b. Beige adipocytes responsiveness to b-adrenergic stimulation with different 
concentrations of isoproterenol (5 µM, 10 µM and 20 µM) in comparison to no treatment (‘NT’). 
Analyzing the change in gene expression relative to the NT-group revealed an increase in UCP1 
expression for stimulation with 5 µM or 10 µM but not 20 µM isoproterenol. Stimulation further 
increased expression of FABP4 (all concentrations) and PPARg expression (at concentration of 
10 µM). PRDM16 and PGC-1a did not seem affected. 
Error bars represent ± SEM. 
 

That the beige adipocytes on chip are responsive to stimulation, specifically a b-

adrenergic stimulus, could also be successfully demonstrated (Figure 16b): By 

comparing the gene expression of tissues stimulated with different doses of isoproterenol 

(i.e., 5 µM, 10 µM and 20 µM) to no-treatment samples (NT, 0 µM), an elevated 

expression of UCP1 was observed in response to the two lower drug doses, but not to 

the high dose, which might be in a cell-toxic range. PPARg-expression was increased 

after the 10 µM isoproterenol treatment, and FABP4-levels were elevated for all 

stimulated conditions. PRDM16 and PGC-1a gene expression levels did, however, not 

appear to be affected by isoproterenol stimulation.  

Isoproterenol is a synthetic, non-specific b-AR agonist that is structurally related to NE. 

Through administration of isoproterenol, the physiologically NE release-mediated 

thermogenic response to cold can be imitated. Adipose tissue is densely pervaded by 

nerve fibers267, which release NE triggered by cold. NE binds to b-ARs on the brown/beige 

adipocyte’s plasma membrane, prompting a signaling cascade involving the activation of 

AC to produce cAMP, which, in turn, activates protein kinase A (PKA). PKA then activates 

cAMP response element-binding protein (CREB), which leads to an increase in UCP1 

and PGC-1a transcription. Moreover, PKA increases the activity of lipolytic enzymes 
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which leads to the release of FAs fueling b-oxidation in the mitochondria.264 Hence, the 

ascending trend in the registered UCP1 expression was expected and confirms previous 

findings133,268; the expected increase in PGC-1a, however, did not occur on-chip. 

PRDM16, which also didn’t show elevated expression on-chip, is involved in the activation 

of UCP1 and PGC-1a in response to isoproterenol269; yet, its gene expression level was 

not expected to change in response to isoproterenol133. FABP4 expression levels might 

be increased for handling the increased FA uptake for fueling the thermogenic response. 

Moreover, FABP4 has been shown to be secreted from lipolytic adipocytes with 

isoproterenol stimulation270.  

Generally, this set of experiments should only be regarded as preliminary assessment of 

the on-chip beige adipocytes’ responsiveness to b-adrenergic stimulation. In future 

experiments, the sample size must be increased to get a clearer picture of beige 

adipocyte stimulation. Moreover, beige adipocyte metabolic functions should be further 

investigated by other readout methods that harness the advantages of the OoC 

technology. On the one hand, this includes non-invasive optical readout methods to 

preserve spatial information: Enhanced thermogenesis could be monitored using 

mitochondrial membrane potential probes, which sense the polarization of the 

mitochondrial membrane271. Metabolic changes in response to stimulation in real-time 

could be monitored marker-free using fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy (FLIM) 

by assessing the momentary proportions of glycolysis and oxidative phosphorylation272. 

Another imaging method that can non-invasively track metabolic changes, and has been 

successfully implemented for OoCs273, is Raman microspectroscopy and imaging, which 

provides in situ molecular information through a spectral fingerprint. On the other hand, 

future experiments should exploit the precise temporal control over the media perfusion, 

which allows high-resolution sampling of cells’ secretions into, or consumptions from, the 

media. More specifically, the release of glycerol and fatty acids could be compared for 

unstimulated versus stimulated beige adipocytes. Furthermore, the consumption of 

glucose in response to treatments could be explored by determining glucose 

concentrations from medium before and after the tissue chambers.  

Another strategy to assess beige adipocyte activity on-chip would be the integration of in-

line sensors determining the local oxygen concentration. First trials with adipocyte-on-

chip experiments featuring integrated optical O2 sensors, applied to the bottoms of tissue 

chambers prior to chip assembly, were successfully conducted and demonstrated the 
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potential of this approach to detect changes on O2 concentration when thermogenesis is 

induced.  

 

4.3.2.5 Towards a Patient-Specific Beige Adipose Tissue-on-Chip Model 

Besides a deeper and more detailed characterization of the beige adipocytes on chip, a 

future bAT-on-chip model should integrate further adipose tissue-associated cellular 

components such as vascularization through endothelial cells or immune cell integration. 

(Multi-cell type adipose tissue-on-chip models of WAT are discussed specifically in the 

chapter ‘Full Complexity Adipose Tissue-on-Chip Models’.) Additionally, a future 

application of the model might be in personalized medicine. In particular, the platform 

could be utilized to test a patients’ stem cells’ potential for beige adipogenesis in general, 

or, specifically, the effect of beiging compounds. In a preliminary experiment towards a 

patient-specific adipose tissue-on-chip model, an autologous endothelial lining of the 

media channel was added to on-chip differentiated beige adipocytes of the same donor 

(Figure 17). To do so, SVF was isolated from a skin biopsy with subcutaneous adipose 

tissue, expanded in preadipocyte growth medium and later injected into the chips and 

differentiated as done for the previous beige adipocyte-on-chip experiments. Following 

beige differentiation, patient-specific microvascular endothelial cells were seeded onto 

the membrane in the media channel according to protocols described in chapter 

‘Recreating Barriers on Chip’. The beige adipocyte-mvEC co-culture chips were then 

constantly perfused for another three days using a 1:1 mixture of bAT maintenance 

medium and endothelial cell growth medium. On d10, the on-chip morphology was 

assessed by staining intracellular lipid droplets (using BODIPY), endothelial cells (with 

anti-CD31 staining) and nuclei: differentiated adipocytes had formed extensive lipid 

droplets and endothelial cells completely covered the membrane above the tissue 

chambers. Of note, for imaging the endothelial coverage of the membrane directly above 

the tissue chambers, the chips had to be inverted. Even though this first experiment on 

patient-specific beige adipocyte-endothelial co-culture was successful regarding on-chip 

morphology after differentiation, there are many more steps to take towards a full 

complexity donor-specific human bAT-on-chip model. One of the first steps would be to 

characterize the differentiation capacity of the donor-derived SVF; there are inter-donor 

variabilities and especially SVF from patients with overweight and insulin resistance 

showed markedly reduced beige differentiation247. Next, it should be investigated whether 

the presence of endothelial cells, or their respective culture medium, has any impact on 
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the beige adipocytes’ functionality, and vice versa. After confirmation of beige adipocyte- 

and mvEC identity and functionality, other bAT-relevant cell types could be added to the 

model.  

 

 
Figure 17: Patient-specific bAT-on-chip model (d10). SVF was isolated from one donor and 
differentiated on-chip into beige adipocytes. After differentiation (d7), autologous endothelial cells 
were seeded into the media channel and covered the membrane. The co-culture was reconnected 
to media perfusion for another three days with a 1:1 mixture of bAT maintenance medium and 
endothelial growth medium. Lipid droplets, endothelial cells (marked by an anti-CD31 antibody) 
and nuclei were visualized by (immuno-)fluorescent staining. For imaging the membrane 
coverage above the tissue chambers, the chips had to be inverted. Otherwise, the ‘shade’ of beige 
adipocytes in the tissue chamber obscured the view of the membrane. Z-stacks were acquired 
for the same tissue chamber from the bottom and from the top of the chip. Images represent 
maximum intensity projections (MIPs) of the stacks. Scale bars equal 200 µm.  
 

4.3.3 Recreating Barriers on Chip 

The human body comprises a multitude of barrier tissues, which either separate the 

internal from the external environment or delineate different compartments inside the 

body. These barriers are formed by epithelial tissues consisting of closely packed 

continuous cell sheets in single or multiple layers. Epithelia serve as selective barriers 

actively modulating the transfer of substances, protect against abrasive effects from the 

environment and secrete different kinds of signaling molecules. Owing to the different 

demand and wide-ranging functions, there are many different types of epithelia, which 

can be classified by their arrangement of cell layers and the shapes of the cells.274 Since 

many OoC platforms feature compartmentalized designs, interfaces and barriers play a 

major role and a physiological recapitulation of barrier function in vitro is essential275,276. 

Besides requiring an appropriate design of chip architecture, a successful integration of 

epithelial linings in OoC platforms entails the establishment of epithelial cell type- and 

platform-specific seeding protocols. Important parameters to be evaluated include (i) the 

necessity of membrane coating to promote cell adhesion, (ii) appropriate cell seeding 

densities to achieve dense cell layers, (iii) optimal adhesion times and (iv) the best ways 

to connect to constant media perfusion. 
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The capability to generate physiological epithelia was demonstrated in a tailored OoC 

platform specifically designed to integrate an human iPSC-derived retinal pigment 

epithelium (RPE)-layer that separates a media flow from a compartment into which iPSC-

derived retinal organoids could be integrated (see attached Publication [4]). The RPE is 

a single layer of cuboidal epithelial cells and, being located between light-sensitive 

photoceptors and the choroid (vascular layer of the eye), an integral part of the blood-

retinal barrier and crucial for maintenance of visual function277,278. Together with Jasmin 

Haderspeck (Institute of Neuroanatomy & Developmental Biology, University of 

Tübingen), a tailored chip platform was designed and cell seeding as well as cultivation 

processes established that enabled the generation of a physiological iPSC-RPE barrier 

on-chip (which served as an integral part of the final, complex retina-on-chip platform): 

Prior to RPE integration, the membranes of the microfluidic devices had to be coated with 

laminin solution. Upon seeding, RPE cells formed a densely packed monolayer within 

24 h. (see attached Publication [4] Figure 3).  

 

Experiences gained from the establishment of the RPE barrier could then be transferred 

to integrate a physiological barrier in the adipose tissue-on-chip models. Here, a 

specialized type of the epithelium is of main interest, the endothelium. In a single layer of 

squamous cells, the endothelium is the innermost lining of all blood and lymphatic vessels 

forming a barrier between vessel lumen and the rest of the tissue. Since the 

microchannels of OoC platforms are designated to mimic in vivo vascular structures, 

lining these channels with endothelial cells is a crucial step towards higher physiological 

relevance by recapitulating not only the perfusion aspect of the vasculature but also key 

barrier- and regulatory functionality of the endothelium.  

In the human body, the endothelium performs both systemic and organ-specific tasks. On 

systemic level, endothelial cells handle oxygen and nutrient supply, immune cell 

trafficking and inflammation279, hemostasis and coagulation280 and angiogenesis281, 

amongst others. Especially the endothelial cells’ control of bidirectional transport of a wide 

variety of molecules across the endothelial barrier is important for OoC applications: 

covering artificial porous membranes with endothelial cells shifts the transport from 

merely diffusive to active transport with endothelial cells operating as metabolic gate 

keeper by regulating and modulating the transport rates of gases, nutrients and 

hormones, including FAs, glucose and insulin282. Of course, for studies involving immune 

cell perfusion, the endothelium is crucial for a physiological recruitment of circulating 
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immune cells to the target tissue. Induced by an inflammatory response, endothelial cells 

express leukocyte adhesion molecules, such as vascular cell adhesion molecule 1 

(VCAM-1)279, which capture circulating leukocytes and initiate their transendothelial 

migration via a process called diapedesis, i.e., paracellular or transcellular leukocyte 

extravasation283. Besides their systemic functions, endothelial cells take on organ-specific 

tasks which are induced by the organ-specific microenvironment (e.g., shear stress or 

hypoxia)284. Murine studies exploring endothelial cell heterogeneity through single-cell 

transcriptome analyses found that among all endothelial cells (arterial, venous, 

lymphatic), the capillary endothelial cells had the highest heterogeneity285.  

Due to adipose tissues’ considerable plasticity, adipogenesis is highly reliant on 

angiogenesis, governed by active endothelium286. However, functions performed by 

quiescent endothelial cells are as important for adipose tissue function and homeostasis: 

adipose microvascular endothelial cells (mvECs) communicate with adipocytes to 

oversee PPARg-associated pathways and thereby directly impact the adipocytes’ 

capacity to take up and store lipids287. Adipose-associated mvECs can even take up a 

limited amount of lipids themselves; however, they cannot undergo adipogenic 

differentiation upon exposure to adipogenesis factors287. Hence, the integration of an 

endothelial barrier is highly important for physiologically relevant adipose tissue in vitro 

models. 

 

In a first step towards an endothelialization of the adipose tissue-on-chip models, 

monoculture models of endothelial barriers were created and characterized inside the 2nd-

generation microfluidic platform (comprehensively described in attached Publication 
[11]).  
Microvascular endothelial cells (mvECs) were isolated from the dermal part of the 

subcutaneous adipose/skin biopsy since the adipose tissue itself was required as a 

source for donor-specific adipocytes, SVF and tissue-resident immune cells. Yet, despite 

originating from neighboring but different tissue types, previous reports indicated that 

adipose- and skin-derived mvECs demonstrate high similarity exhibiting, amongst others, 

identical endothelial marker expression and inflammatory response288. After isolation, 

mvECs were expanded for at least seven days to allow for proliferation and purification 

from non-endothelial cell types. Prior to injection into the microfluidic platform, the tissue 

compartment needed to be filled with the HyStem®-C hydrogel, to maintain on-chip 

mechanical properties and to provide adhesion sites for the endothelial cells. Best results 
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of endothelial lining were obtained when letting endothelial cells adhere to the media 

channel’s membrane overnight before connecting the media perfusion and by 

subsequently ramping up the flow rate in a stepwise manner. As for adipocyte 

characterization, a toolbox of endothelial readout methods was established to appraise 

on-chip viability, endothelial identity and function, as well as barrier integrity under basal 

and inflammatory conditions (Figure 18).  

 

 
Figure 18: Toolbox of on-chip analysis of human endothelial barriers. Endothelial structure, 
viability and functionality was assessed via a comprehensive toolbox of readouts: non-invasive 
online monitoring of optical readouts, at-line measurements of EC secretome in the media 
perfusion as well as terminal staining for structural analysis and identification of EC markers. 
Endothelial barriers were assessed both at basal conditions and in response to inflammatory 
stimulation. Images adapted from figures in attached Publication [11]. 
 

As can be seen in the live-/dead staining of the endothelium on chip, the mvECs formed 

dense layers which were viable for at least one week (attached Publication [11] Figure 

S2). Moreover, the endothelial identity of the cell barrier was confirmed by visualizing the 

expression of CD31 [also: platelet endothelial cell adhesion molecule 1 (PECAM-1); a 

junctional molecule highly expressed on the surface of endothelial cells], CD309 [also: 

vascular endothelial growth factor receptor 2 (VEGFR-2)] and endothelial nitric oxide 

synthase (eNOS) (attached Publication [11] Figure 4a & S4a-b). Importantly, the anti-

CD31 staining not only verified identity but also demonstrated a tight barrier formation 

throughout the entire media channel.  
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As one of the most important intercellular junction proteins in endothelial cells, CD31 was 

reported to maintain endothelial integrity, to control leukocyte trafficking and to act as 

mechano-sensor289,290. An alignment of endothelial cells in the direction of media flow 

could not be observed but was also not expected since the shear forces on the 2nd-

generation microfluidic platform (approx. 4x10-3 dyn/cm2, attached Publication [11] 
Figure 2c) are considerably lower than physiological shear forces (usually 0.1–60 

dyn⁄cm2)291. An increase in flow rate to increase shear forces was not possible in the 

scope of this study, because it would dilute secreted molecules significantly hampering 

their detection in the media effluents. Future design generations of the microfluidic 

platform could focus on creating more physiological shear stress, e. g., by modifying 

media channel heights, since fluid shear stress is an important modulator of endothelial 

cell structure and function292–294. 

Analysis of the permeability of the endothelial barrier on chip was conducted using 

macromolecular tracers: the transendothelial flux of differently sized, fluorescently labeled 

molecules across the endothelial barrier was assessed in comparison to the transport 

across acellular membranes (attached Publication [11] Figure 4b & S4c). An equilibrium 

in fluorescence signal between media channel and tissue chamber occurred much slower 

in the presence of a vascular barrier, indicating a retention of molecules in the media 

channel mediated by the endothelial cells. Although measuring the permeation of 

fluorescent macromolecules to assess barrier integrity is an easy and robust methods, it 

is not sensitive to rapid or transient changes in barrier function295. Hence, when studying 

mechanisms eliciting these rapid or transient changes, alternative methods for assessing 

permeability should be utilized. Transepithelial/endothelial electrical resistance (TEER) 

measurements, especially in combination with impedance spectroscopy296, can 

sensitively and non-invasively quantify barrier integrity and can be integrated into 

OoCs275,297. 

Finally, in light of the endothelium’s crucial role in inflammatory processes, the on-chip 

vascular barrier’s response to proinflammatory stimuli was studied. Upon 

proinflammatory activation, e.g., through TNF-a, endothelial cells respond in vivo by 

altering their angiocrine profile279, growth factor expression and surface expression of 

leukocyte adhesion molecultes279,298. The endothelium in the adipose tissue-on-chip 

platform demonstrated a matching response (attached Publication [11] Figure 4c & 

S4d): after 24 h exposure to TNF-a, the endothelial cells expressed significantly more 

VCAM-1 and released the proinflammatory cytokines IL-6 and IL-8 as well as the 
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endothelial activation-associated growth factor angiopoietin 2. Moreover, the capacity to 

take up, or to retain, acetylated low-density lipoprotein (Ac-LDL) was diminished with 

TNF-a stimulation.  

 

Furthermore, the established concepts and methods to create, and characterize, on-chip 

endothelial barriers for adipose tissue-on-chip platforms could be successfully transferred 

to other microfluidic platforms: 

As described in detail in attached Publication [10], channels of organ-disc systems were 

lined with endothelium (human umbilical vein endothelial cells, HUVECs) and perfused 

via a newly developed, integrated peristaltic pump which allowed for closed loop perfusion 

(developed by Stefan Schneider; MicroOrganoLab, Fraunhofer IGB/Eberhard Karls 

University Tübingen). In cooperation with Stefan Schneider, a set of experiments 

exploring the on-disc endothelia’s responsiveness to pro-inflammatory stimuli, a 

successful activation of the endothelium, as reflected by increase in VCAM-1 expression 

and elevated levels of the proinflammatory secretions IL-6, IL-8 and angiopoietin 2, could 

be shown. Moreover, it could be shown that, upon perfusion of whole blood through the 

channels of the organ-disc, platelets adhered to the endothelial lining as visualized by 

labelling platelets with an anti-CD41 antibody prior to perfusion (attached Publication 
[10] Figure 4d-g). 

As described in detail in attached Publication [8], electrospun membranes were 

integrated into OoC modules by Johanna Chuchuy (MicroOrganoLab, Fraunhofer 

IGB/Eberhard Karls University Tübingen) in an effort to create on-chip barrier properties 

which resemble in vivo ECM and basement membrane better than the commonly used, 

artificial PDMS- or PET-membranes. To confirm the electrospun membrane chips’ 

suitability for cell culture mvECs were seeded onto the membranes and their viability and 

identity assessed on-chip. By adopting processes and protocols established for the 

adipose tissue-on-chip platforms, mvECs formed a viable endothelium that stained 

positive for CD31 (attached Publication [8] Figure 4ab & 5a). 

 

4.4 Full Complexity Adipose Tissue-on-Chip Models 
In view of adipose tissue’s considerable heterogeneity, adipocytes-on-chip alone do not 

make a well-rounded model. To obtain a model that recapitulates WAT in its entirety, a 

high-complexity WAT-on-chip was developed integrating almost all WAT-relevant cell 
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types (Figure 19). The model is based on the 2nd-generation microfluidic platform (cf. 

‘Second-Generation Platform’). Autologous and organotypic stromovascular cells were 

isolated from the same tissue biopsy as adipocytes themselves. SVF was either co-

injected in its entirety or served as a source for tissue-resident immune cells. In addition, 

mvECs were isolated from subcutaneous adipose tissue-attached dermis to line the chips’ 

media channels with endothelium.  

Readout methods established within the scope of monoculture experiments on the white 

adipocytes-on-chip (cf. ‘Human Mature White Adipocytes-on-Chip’) and the endothelial 

barrier-on-chip systems (cf. ‘Recreating Barriers on Chip’), were successfully transferred 

to assess the complex adipose tissue-on-chip co- or multi-culture models. The range of 

methods was further extended by SVF- and immune cell-specific readouts (covered in 

detail in attached Publication [11]). 
 

 
Figure 19: Concept of high-complexity WAT-on-chip models. Almost all WAT-relevant cell 
types (except for sympathetic innervation components) were integrated into the microfluidic 
platform. To tailor the WAT-on-chip models to fit a specific purpose, a modular mix-and-match 
approach was established. Degree of complexity can thereby be flexibly adjusted by choosing 
only scientific question-relevant cellular components. Adapted from attached Publication [11]. 
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4.4.1 Co-Culture Logistics and Considerations 

Since each individual cell type brings along its individual culture requirements, several 

logistics- and cell handling-related aspects had to be taken into consideration when 

setting up high-complexity WAT-on-chip models (see attached Publication [11] Figure 

7): as discussed above (cf. ‘Human Mature White Adipocytes-on-Chip’), mature white 

adipocytes require sophisticated in vitro culturing strategies that provide structural 

support while at the same time prevent physical stressors. Hence, adipocytes had to be 

injected no later than 24 h post isolation. Stromovascular cells (or tissue-resident immune 

cells) were injected the day after isolation, too, because their cellular composition was 

reported to change immensely with culturing and passaging299–301; therefore, they were 

encapsulated in the injected hydrogel together with the adipocytes. Patient-specific 

endothelial cells, however, had to be expanded and purified from other, non-endothelial 

cell types, such as fibroblasts, for instance, in traditional adherent cell culture for at least 

seven days. Consequently, autologous endothelial barriers were established on d7 of 

adipocyte (-SVF-) on-chip culture. 

Another aspect that had to be considered was the choice of culture media to meet the 

needs of all the different cell types. For this study, each cell type was cultured in their cell-

type specific media as long as they were in monoculture. Upon combination with other 

cell types, cell type specific media were mixed in a 1:1 ratio. Whenever tissue-resident 

immune cells were present in the culture systems, i.e., as part of the SVF or by 

themselves, media were supplemented with granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating 

factor (GM-CSF) to support viability and induce differentiation of monocytes to 

macrophages. Even though the established approach for media preparation allowed the 

establishment of the model systems and the conduction of a broad range of experiments, 

future experiments could focus on the influence of individual media components onto 

each cell type and on the optimization towards a universal medium. Generally, the 

concentrations of ingredients should be revised in terms of reflection of physiological 

states: most commercially available cell culture media, for instance, were designed for 

static cell culture and not continuous perfusion and hence contain, e.g., very high glucose 

concentrations to compensate for consumption. 

 

4.4.2 Mix-and-Match Toolbox for Autologous WAT-on-Chip Models 

By uniting mature white adipocytes, SVF and endothelial barriers, all derived from the 

same tissue donor, on the 2nd-generation microfluidic platform, a physiologically highly 
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relevant in vitro model of human WAT was generated. Yet, the increase in model 

complexity at the same time increases the associated amount of work and costs and 

thereby limits throughput. Moreover, when focusing on specific bilateral interaction of two 

distinct adipose-associated cell types, for instance, the presence of multiple other cell 

types might interfere. Thus, to allow researchers to choose the cell types of interest and 

individually adjust the level of complexity to fit their specific research question, a flexible 

mix-and-match toolbox was established, including the following co- and multi-culture 

platforms (Figure 19): white adipocyte-only systems (‘A’; cf. ‘Human Mature White 

Adipocytes-on-Chip’), white adipocyte-endothelial barrier co-culture systems (‘AE’), white 

adipocyte-SVF co-culture systems (‘AS’), and white adipocyte-SVF-endothelial barrier 

multi-culture systems (‘ASE’). Owing to WAT’s important contributions to the immune 

functions, white adipocyte-CD14+ cells co-culture systems (‘AM’) were established to 

allow for focused studies on adipocyte-monocyte/macrophage crosstalk. Moreover, a 

further layer of complexity was added by perfusion of circulating immune cells in the 

media channels allowing to study immune cell recruitment and infiltration.  

The various co- and multi-culture WAT-on-chip models were characterized by assessing 

on-chip viability, cell identity, tissue morphology and structure, release of signaling 

molecules as well as FA trafficking properties.  

An overall low LDH release into the effluent media indicated that the 2nd-generation 

microfluidic device could preserve the viability of all integrated cell types for at least 

12 days (attached Publication [11] Figure S1). Physiological tissue structure on chip was 

confirmed by (immuno-)fluorescent staining approaches, e.g., on day 12 of an ASE on-

chip culture (attached Publication [11] Figure 5b): mvECs formed a tight cell layer on 

the media channel’s membrane (visualized by anti-CD31 staining), white adipocytes were 

unilocular and evenly distributed throughout the tissue chamber (visualized by lipid 

droplet staining using a neutral lipid dye), and SVF (labeled with a cell tracker prior to 

injection) were dispersed among the adipocytes.  

Time-lapse monitoring of SVF after injection indicated the presence of a heterogeneous 

cell population with part of the cells dynamically moving throughout the tissue chamber 

while the other part remained settled among the white adipocytes. Leveraging the 

established FA trafficking assay, differences in FA uptake rates were registered for the 

different culture conditions (attached Publication [11] Figure 5c): In the presence of on-

chip endothelial barriers (exemplarily shown for AE systems), FA uptake by adipocytes 

was approximately 50% less compared to endothelium-free systems (shown for AS and 
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A) suggesting an actively controlled transendothelial FA transport. Endothelial cells 

actually have been shown to specifically regulate FA and lipoprotein transport302,303, and 

they can even incorporate the FAs themselves287.  

Finally, adipokine secretion profiles by four different culture systems (ASE, AS, AE and 

A) were analyzed after 12 days of on-chip culture (see attached Publication [11] Figure 

5d). Interestingly, even though no other adipose-related cell type besides the white 

adipocytes themselves has been reported to release any of the analyzed adipokines in 

significant quantities81, the ASE condition showed the highest release for all four 

adipokines – adiponectin, leptin, adipsin and RBP4. Especially for the A and AE culture 

systems, adiponectin and leptin were hardly detectable. Provided that the analyzed 

adipokines indeed are exclusively released by the adipocytes, these results emphasize 

the importance of interactions between all adipose-associated cell types for an optimal 

functioning of adipocytes. 

 

4.4.3 Immunocompetency of the WAT-on-Chip Systems 

To demonstrate the immunocompetency of the developed high-complexity WAT-on-chip 

model, first, the release of immunomodulatory cytokines and the impact of 

proinflammatory stimulation were characterized. As demonstrated in sections 4.3.1 and 

4.3.3, white adipocytes and endothelial barriers on chip respond to TNF-a or LPS stimuli 

in the media perfusion by upregulating proinflammatory cytokine release. By analyzing 

donor-specific ASE, AS, AE and A culture systems, the contribution of the other WAT 

cellular components as well as of the intercellular crosstalk to immune responses could 

be investigated (see attached Publication [11] Figure 6a-b). Again IL-6, IL-8 and MCP1 

releases were analyzed. IL-6 performs context-dependent roles and approximately 35% 

of basally circulating IL-6 levels in vivo are derived from adipocytes and AdMSCs304,305. 

IL-8 and MCP1 elevation is usually associated with proinflammatory responses and 

obesity306,307. Surprisingly, there were already differences in the baseline (unstimulated) 

cytokine release between the different culture systems: overall, cytokine release was 

lowest from adipocyte-only (A) systems demonstrating the important contribution of the 

other cellular components in the ASE, AS and AE systems. Moreover, considerable 

differences were found in the basal release of IL-6 and IL-8, which were highest for the 

AS condition. Interestingly, ASE models comprising the same cellular composition plus 

an additional endothelial barrier featured much lower release of IL-6 and IL-8, indicating 

an inhibiting effect of the endothelial cells on IL-6/IL-8 release into the media 
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compartments; this presents a prime example for the need for models that are as 

complete as possible when studying mechanisms orchestrated by multiple cell types. As 

anticipated, in response to 24 h-treatments with TNF-a or LPS, cytokine release was 

elevated in all different culture systems compared to the respective unstimulated systems. 

Interestingly, the response was most pronounced in culture systems with endothelial 

barrier (i.e., ASE and AE), implying a strong contribution of endothelial cells to the 

inflammatory response.  

Next, white adipocytes were co-cultured with patient-specific CD14+-cells (‘AM’ culture 

condition), i.e., mainly monocytes and tissue-resident macrophages, which were isolated 

via MACS from the SVF. As a co-receptor to the LPS receptor, toll-like receptor 4 (TLR4), 

CD14 is strongly expressed on monocytes and macrophages. Yet, due to absence of a 

cytoplasmatic domain, binding of the antibody does not activate signal transduction. 

ATMs rank among the key regulators of adipose tissue inflammation105. In response to 

inflammation, monocytes/macrophages infiltrate WAT through classical recruitment 

mechanisms, but there are also reports on mechanisms of local macrophage proliferation 

in WAT itself, mainly located to crown-like structures308,309. ATMs feature a high degree 

of plasticity, which goes beyond the typical binary M1/proinflammatory- versus M2/anti-

inflammatory classification; many ATMs were found to exhibit mixed activation states 

holding on to both M1 and M2 traits, e.g., hybrid CD11c+ (classically M1) CD206+ 

(classically M2) ATMs, which were correlated with insulin resistance310. Moreover, distinct 

ATM subpopulations have been reported, such as metabolically activated ATMs (MMe) 

or oxidized ATMs (Mox)311,312. Importantly, Jaitin et al. recently discovered a new subset 

of lipid-associated macrophages (LAMs), which were accredited protective functions in 

obese humans by counteracting adipocyte hypertrophy and inflammation. The lipid 

receptor Trem2, which was highly expressed on the new subset of LAMs, was found 

accountable for these protective properties313.  

To provide access to the phenotypic states of ATMs in co-culture with white adipocytes 

on chip, immunofluorescent staining was performed after five days: in addition to 

visualizing CD11c+-, CD206+- and CD86+-cells (all commonly occurring human ATM 

markers), Trem2+-LAMs and generally all leukocytes (CD45+) were uncovered (see 

attached Publication [11] Figure 5e). The staining revealed that the ATMs were located 

3-dimensionally among the adipocytes. Oftentimes, they formed clusters attaching to 

single adipocytes, potentially even enwrapping them as crown-like structures. Lipid 

droplets, visualized by neutral lipid stain as well as by brightfield microscopy, were not 
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only located in adipocytes but also within ATMs indicating lipid scavenging activity. This 

highlights that although the dysregulated metabolism of adipocytes might still the main 

driver of low-grade chronic inflammation in obesity236, the activity of ATMs should not in 

the least be disregarded. Showing the WAT-on-chip model’s capacity to reflect adipocyte-

macrophage interactions is, hence, not only of interest for investigating these interactions 

in greater detail, but also for studying ATMs as therapeutic target. 

Moreover, to reflect monocyte/macrophage recruitment and infiltration into WAT on chip, 

PBMC-derived, fluorescently labeled CD14+-cells were perfused with the medium. 

Circulating CD14+-cells were not able to transmigrate through 3 µm wide pores but could 

infiltrate the adipose tissue compartment in chips built with membranes featuring 5 µm 

wide pores (see attached Publication [11] Figure S6). However, recruitment was scarce 

and the experiments should be repeated using the AM culture systems to provide 

circulating monocytes with chemotactic cues from tissue-resident ATMs, which are a key 

source of proinflammatory mediators314,315 and have been shown to affect circulating 

levels of monocytes316. 

Yet, monocytes and macrophages are not the only immune cells infiltrating WAT upon 

states of chronic inflammation. T cells play a major role in immunometabolism, too, and 

WAT has recently been identified as a hub for various T cell populations, such as tissue-

resident memory T cells with distinct functionality and metabolic profiles118, and adaptive 

CD8+ cytotoxic T cells, which reside in obese WAT107. Therefore, the recruitment of 

autologous CD3/CD28 co-stimulated and fluorescently labeled T cells was studied. T cells 

were perfused with the medium for 18 h, and their infiltration was assessed by confocal 

imaging. Comparing ASE, AS and AE culture conditions, the highest recruitment was 

registered for AS systems. This might be due to the increased release of IL-6 and IL-8, 

since both interleukins were shown to strongly mediate local T cell attraction238,317–319. 

These results show that the developed WAT-on-chip platforms were capable of 

recapitulating T cell infiltration into WAT and therefore are amenable for studying 

interactions of different T cell populations and WAT in greater detail. 
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5. Conclusion 
By combining innovative microfabrication approaches and adipose tissue engineering, 

two major classes of novel adipose tissue in vitro models were successfully established 

within the framework of this thesis: (i) the first human, fully autologous immunocompetent 

WAT-on-chip platform integrating virtually all in vivo WAT-associated cell types as well 

as (ii) a microfluidic model for de novo beige adipocyte biogenesis (beiging) on-chip.  

Throughout the process leading to these two major results, various new procedures and 

protocols were established, which allowed to gain new insights for adipose tissue 

engineering on different levels. Generally, these achievements can be characterized into 

(i) technological development, (ii) cell sourcing processes, (iii) establishment of new 

models and (iv) in vitro recapitulation of human adipose biology.  

 

Technological development of customized adipose tissue-on-chip platforms: Three 

generations of microfluidic devices tailored to the specific needs of adipose tissue 

resulted from a continuous revision- and optimization process regarding designs and 

materials. Consequentially, fabrication processes and microfluidic protocols had to be 

constantly adjusted.  

With respect to chip design, several novel features have proven particularly favorable for 

the injection and culture of adipose tissue: the sequential loading process, the shielding 

from shear forces and the overall rounded architectures of the chip’s tissue compartment. 

Thereby, the systems are well equipped to overcome the two major challenges arising 

from working with human mature adipocytes – buoyancy and fragility. The WAT-on-chip 

platform was initially fabricated from two PDMS layers sandwiching a PET membrane 

using conventional photolithography and replica molding techniques. To improve on-chip 

tissue accessibility by microscopy and entirely separate injection channels (but not tissue 

chambers) from media channels, a custom, exclusion molding process of PDMS was 

established. In terms of materials, the PDMS’ absorption of small hydrophobic molecules 

can become a problem when working with adipose tissue. Thermoplastic alternatives, 

however, raise concerns in terms of oxygen supply for the tissues on chip. Here, hybrid 

devices that balance oxygen availability and bio-inertness of material can be a solution. 

Therefore, new concepts and fabrication approaches for long-term stable hybrid material 

microfluidic platform combining low-absorbing media layers and oxygen permeable tissue 

layers were established.  
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Cell sourcing and logistics: As long as the emerging technology of induced pluripotent 

stem cells cannot yet achieve the differentiation of adipocytes featuring fully mature 

phenotypes and functionality, primary cells are the most physiologically relevant cell type 

for in vitro culture. Moreover, not only complex tissue models integrating immune 

components will benefit strongly from autologous sources. Hence, as an integral 

milestone for building a complex WAT in vitro model, logistics, isolation protocols and 

handling procedures were successfully developed, allowing to source sufficient amounts 

of all required cell types. Here, a key advantage of OoC technology proved particularly 

useful: The microscale footprint of the platforms enabled the generation of a large number 

of models from a relatively small number of cells, allowing the study of many different 

conditions on tissues from only one individuum. On the one hand, this allowed to address 

the challenge that only a limited number of cells can be derived from biopsies; on the 

other hand, it enabled the conduction of entire studies on cells from one donor, which 

paves the way for both circumventing inter-donor variation as well as addressing 

heterogeneities in patient populations. 

 

Establishment of new models: On the way towards a highly complex, immunocompetent 

autologous model integrating almost all WAT-associated cell types, a modular mix-and-

match strategy was established allowing for a tailorable complexity to build fit-for-purpose 

models serving a specific scientific question. The first cell component integrated into the 

microfluidic platforms were mature adipocytes. After successfully demonstrating tissue-

specific morphology and functionality of on-chip mature white adipocytes and endothelial 

barriers, complexity of the models was gradually increased by addition of further cell 

types. The final, highly elaborate WAT-on-chip model accommodated mature white 

adipocytes, an endothelial barrier, adipose precursor cells, as well as tissue-resident and 

circulating immune cells. In parallel, strategies to obtain beige adipocytes from de novo 

adipogenesis on the microfluidic platform were established.  

 

In vitro recapitulation of adipose biology: To assess on-chip functionality and structure, a 

comprehensive toolbox of readouts tailored for adipose tissue as well as on-chip 

application was established. This toolbox includes optical readouts, such as (immuno-

)fluorescent staining of key adipose tissue features or monitoring of tracer molecules, 

analysis of molecules secreted into effluent media, as well as gene expression analysis. 
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Utilizing this toolbox, a range of key adipose tissue functions could be validated: long-

term (> 1 month) viability and functionality on chip (WAT); functional lipid metabolism of 

adipose tissue, particularly uptake and release of different types of FAs (WAT & bAT); 

release of adipokines (WAT); tight, actively selective barrier formation by endothelial cells 

(WAT); cytokine secretion in response to inflammatory stimulation (WAT); 

responsiveness to b-AR stimulation (WAT & bAT); lipid formation and mitochondria 

biogenesis (bAT); gene expression of (beige) markers (bAT). Overall, the results obtained 

from these experiments highlighted that tissue function is not just the sum of the 

contributions from individual cell types but a result of the synergistic interactions occurring 

in the complex interplay of all the different cells in the tissue. 

Importantly, all experiments performed within the scope of this thesis served the purpose 

of characterizing and validating the functionality of the developed adipose tissue in vitro 

models with respect to a physiological recapitulation of in vivo structure and function; an 

extensive, comprehensive description of the models’ advantages and drawbacks 

regarding its different applications is of utmost importance for future studies addressing 

unexplored (patho)physiological mechanisms. 
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6. Outlook 
The different models, processes and assays developed in the framework of this thesis 

open up a variety of possibilities for follow-up projects, pave the way for applications in 

different fields ranging from biological and clinical to toxicological and pharmaceutical 

research as well as lay the foundation for future technology transfer. Some of these 

potential next steps as well as possible further developments to refine the models will be 

addressed in the following, categorized in next generation platforms, future bAT-on-chip 

directions, and future WAT-on-chip directions. 

Next generation platforms: While the latest versions of the developed adipose tissue-on-

chip microfluidic platforms bring along tissue compartment design features highly 

favorable to the demand of adipocytes, the design of the media channel compartment 

could benefit from further refinement. First, the 3rd-generation platform’s media perfusion 

was realized through a combination of parallel and serial channel connections. However, 

since a considerable solute gradient between the two serially connected tissue chambers 

was registered, future design adaptations should aim at an entirely parallelized media 

channel design. Another potential media flow-related advancement could be the 

generation of higher shear forces on the endothelial layer. Since the media perfusion flow 

rates were optimized with respect to metabolite secretion, both the 2nd- and 3rd-generation 

microfluidic platforms fell short on recapitulating physiological shear stresses in the 

perfusion channels. While a functional endothelium was achieved although the shear 

stress in the media channels was below physiological values, tailoring shear stresses to 

reflect physiological conditions for endothelial barriers can be of interest for studies 

focusing, e.g., on obesity-induced endothelial dysfunction320 or perivascular adipose 

tissue characteristics. 

Moreover, increasing adipose tissue volume per chip by increasing the number of tissue 

chambers might be a valuable design refinement, since it will increase tissue output (i.e., 

lower dilution of metabolites in effluent media, more cell lysate for gene expression 

analysis – especially for large white adipocytes).  

In general, a future combination with enabling technologies and scale-up strategies to 

increase throughput might be worthwhile; e.g., the adipose tissue-on-chip design could 

be transferred to the organ-on-disc platform321: besides increasing throughput, this device 

manages media perfusion without the need for external pumps321 (see attached 
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Publication [10]). Furthermore, future advancements should focus on the integration of 

on-chip sensor technology to enable in-line monitoring of AT secretions43,162,164,322. 

Future bAT-on-chip directions: Since the beige adipocytes-on-chip model was not the 

main focus of the thesis and, hence, less comprehensively studied than the WAT-on-chip 

models, the presented model characterization should be complemented by further 

interrogations of the beige adipocyte functionality on chip. Their response to b-adrenergic 

stimulation, for instance, should be investigated in greater detail; potentially shedding 

further light into differences in b-AR signaling between human and murine bAT. Moreover, 

baseline analysis of beige adipocyte secretions into the perfusing media and the impact 

of different kind of stimuli on the batokine levels remain to be conducted. In a next step, 

the complexity, and physiological relevance, of the model could be increased by adding 

further cell types upgrading the model from a monoculture beige adipocyte-on-chip to a 

multi-culture bAT-on-chip model. Just like white adipocytes, beige adipocyte actively 

interact with other adipose tissue-resident cell types, especially immune cells87,323. 

Further, as touched on in preliminary experiments, the concept of beige de novo 

adipogenesis could be transformed into a patient-specific model. This model would be a 

powerful tool for studying patient-specific beige differentiation capacity in general or in 

response to therapeutic beiging agents.  

Future WAT-on-chip directions: In the first instance, future refinements of the developed 

WAT-on-chip models should revise the choice of cell culture media. In the present study, 

cell culture media that were originally designed for static adipose tissue culture 

approaches were used despite the differences that come along with perfused culture. 

Even though this issue did not pose any obvious challenges, the concentrations of media 

ingredients should be compared to physiological values, and, if necessary, adapted. 

Moreover, in the case of multi-culture models, efforts towards a universal medium serving 

all cell types should be conducted. 

In terms of further addition of biological complexity to the multi-cell type WAT-on-chip 

model, the integration of sympathetic neurons would be of high interest. Innervation is the 

only component missing to a full complexity WAT in vitro model. In vivo, WAT is in close 

contact to the central nervous system, not only through leptin, but also through a heavily 

arborized network of afferent and efferent nerves, which densely pervade adipose 

tissue267. Since the interplay between neuroimmunology and immunometabolism is 
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particularly prevalent in adipose tissue, such a model could be an ideally suited stage for 

the up-and-coming field of neuroimmunometabolism324.  

Already without the added aspect of innervation, the WAT-on-chip model can be a 

powerful tool for a broad spectrum of applications.  

One of the greatest advantages, and anticipated future applications, of the OoC 

technology is precision medicine. Owing to the fully autologous character of the 

developed WAT-on-chip model, it fulfills the necessary prerequisites for this field. Within 

the experiments of this thesis, the topic of patient-specific WAT responses could be 

successfully introduced. As a next step, to merge the advantages of this patient-specific 

approach with the ready availability of cell lines, the primary cells in the model could be 

replaced by iPSC-derived ones provided that robust differentiation protocols are available 

that allow differentiation of all adipose tissue-associated cell types in a mature state. 

The immunocompetency of the WAT-on-chip model integrating both tissue-resident as 

well as circulating immune cells allows to study aspects of innate and adaptive immune 

responses. Especially since it is becoming increasingly apparent that adipose tissue plays 

an important role for immune responses by, e.g., serving as a T cell hub and featuring 

unique sub-types of macrophages (ATMs), studies focusing on immune-adipose 

interactions can be of high interest either in the context of investigating the response to 

threads or of pharmaceutical assessment of biologicals. 

The capability of reflecting adipose tissue inflammation, particularly regarding endocrine 

and immunomodulatory activity, makes the platform also a powerful tool for modelling 

adipose tissue-associated diseases, focusing, e.g., on adipocyte insulin resistance or 

dysregulated immune cell infiltration. Given the systemic character of many metabolic 

diseases, an integration into a multi-organ platform as a future application would open up 

even more opportunities. A connection of adipose tissue, liver and pancreas, for instance, 

might constitute a valuable first approach towards identification of treatment options for 

type 2 diabetes mellitus (reviewed in more detail in Publication [2]). 
Another promising disease modelling application is in cancer research: there is a strong 

association between obesity and the incidence as well as mortality of cancer. Potential 

reasons for this correlation are (i) a metabolic symbiosis between cancer-associated 

adipocytes and cancer cells and (ii) the changes in adipose tissue microenvironment – 

two aspects which were found to be very favorable for cancer development and 

progression325,326. Moreover, adipocytes have been shown to sequester and metabolize 

chemotherapeutics eventually making the treatment less effective327. 
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In general, adipose tissue energy metabolism, thermogenesis and immunomodulatory 

functions have become therapeutic targets for combating adipose tissue-associated 

diseases. Controlling FA release from WAT, for instance, has presented a good way to 

achieve higher insulin sensitization. However, since there have been many off-target 

effects when targeting adipose activities so far, it is necessary to find therapeutics aiming 

at pathways exclusive to adipocytes.236 Besides setting sight on the adipocytes 

themselves, other obesity-favorable mechanisms, such as the immune-cell mediated 

inflammatory response, could be targeted using the developed repertoire of adipose-on-

chip models and assays. 
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Abstract: 
The devastating effects and incurable nature of hereditary and sporadic retinal diseases 

such as Stargardt disease, age-related macular degeneration or retinitis pigmentosa 

urgently require the development of new therapeutic strategies. Additionally, a high 

prevalence of retinal toxicities is becoming more and more an issue of novel targeted 

therapeutic agents. Ophthalmologic drug development, to date, largely relies on animal 

models, which often do not provide results that are translatable to human patients. Hence, 

the establishment of sophisticated human tissue-based in vitro models is of upmost 

importance. The discovery of self-forming retinal organoids (ROs) derived from human 

embryonic stem cells (hESCs) or human induced pluripotent stem cells (hiPSCs) is a 

promising approach to model the complex stratified retinal tissue. Yet, ROs lack 

vascularization and cannot recapitulate the important physiological interactions of 

matured photoreceptors and the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE). In this study, we 

present the retina-on-a- chip (RoC), a novel microphysiological model of the human retina 

integrating more than seven different essential retinal cell types derived from hiPSCs. It 

provides vasculature-like perfusion and enables, for the first time, the recapitulation of the 

interaction of mature photoreceptor segments with RPE in vitro. We show that this 

interaction enhances the formation of outer segment-like structures and the 

establishment of in vivo-like physiological processes such as outer segment phagocytosis 

and calcium dynamics. In addition, we demonstrate the applicability of the RoC for drug 

testing, by reproducing the retinopathic side-effects of the anti-malaria drug chloroquine 

and the antibiotic gentamicin. The developed hiPSC-based RoC has the potential to 

promote drug development and provide new insights into the underlying pathology of 

retinal diseases. 
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Merging organoid and organ-on-a-chip
technology to generate complex multi-
layer tissue models in a human retina-on-
a-chip platform
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Abstract The devastating effects and incurable nature of hereditary and sporadic retinal
diseases such as Stargardt disease, age-related macular degeneration or retinitis pigmentosa
urgently require the development of new therapeutic strategies. Additionally, a high prevalence of
retinal toxicities is becoming more and more an issue of novel targeted therapeutic agents.
Ophthalmologic drug development, to date, largely relies on animal models, which often do not
provide results that are translatable to human patients. Hence, the establishment of sophisticated
human tissue-based in vitro models is of upmost importance. The discovery of self-forming retinal
organoids (ROs) derived from human embryonic stem cells (hESCs) or human induced pluripotent
stem cells (hiPSCs) is a promising approach to model the complex stratified retinal tissue. Yet, ROs
lack vascularization and cannot recapitulate the important physiological interactions of matured
photoreceptors and the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE). In this study, we present the retina-on-a-
chip (RoC), a novel microphysiological model of the human retina integrating more than seven
different essential retinal cell types derived from hiPSCs. It provides vasculature-like perfusion and
enables, for the first time, the recapitulation of the interaction of mature photoreceptor segments
with RPE in vitro. We show that this interaction enhances the formation of outer segment-like
structures and the establishment of in vivo-like physiological processes such as outer segment
phagocytosis and calcium dynamics. In addition, we demonstrate the applicability of the RoC for
drug testing, by reproducing the retinopathic side-effects of the anti-malaria drug chloroquine and
the antibiotic gentamicin. The developed hiPSC-based RoC has the potential to promote drug
development and provide new insights into the underlying pathology of retinal diseases.
DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.46188.001
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Introduction
Retinal diseases such as Stargardt disease, age-related macular degeneration, diabetic retinopathies

or retinitis pigmentosa are amongst the leading causes of vision loss in humans (Croze et al., 2014;

Buch et al., 2004). Unfortunate for patients suffering from those diseases, there are currently no

cures available (Shintani et al., 2009; Fine et al., 2000). Moreover, the complex neuro-retinal orga-

nization and the vast blood-supply make retinal tissue susceptible for side effects of compounds

delivered intravitreally or systemically (Penha et al., 2010; Renouf et al., 2012). Retinal toxicities are

a major issue for a wide range of therapeutic substances, especially for targeted anticancer agents

since many of the targets are also expressed in ocular tissues (Renouf et al., 2012). Although animal

models that are used to explore new therapeutic options and assess retinal toxicities resemble the

human (patho-)physiology of vision in certain aspects, they fail to reflect fundamental characteristics

including trichromacy or a fovea centralis, responsible for high visual acuity (Figure 1). In vitro cell

culture assays, on the other hand, are typically based on non-physiological 2D cell cultures, which

cannot reflect the complex architecture and cell-cell interactions as well as the blood perfusion.

More complex approaches such as retinal explants from human donors provide a full-featured

model; however, the limited availability and culturability as well as inter-donor variabilities make it

unsuited for drug development and testing. The invention of physiologically relevant in vitro models

Figure 1. Advantages and limitations of retinal models for drug development and mechanistic research.

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.46188.002
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capable of mimicking the human retinal biology is hence of crucial importance. Recent progress in
the generation of 3-dimensional (3D) organoids derived from human pluripotent stem cells (hPSC)

(derived from both induced (hiPSC) as well as embryonic (hESC) stem cells) enabled the reflection of
distinct types of tissues, such as subsystems of the central nervous system including the retina. Reti-
nal organoids (ROs), also called ‘eyes in the dish’, resemble rudimentary optic vesicle-like structures

with a retinal layering similar to in vivo conditions (Nakano et al., 2012; Zhong et al., 2014). These
ROs contain most relevant retinal cell types in a physiological layering such as ganglion cells, ama-
crine cells, horizontal cells, bipolar cells, Müller glia as well as rods and cones. Nevertheless, hPSC-

ROs are still facing a variety of drawbacks limiting predictive research on for example human retinal
development, function or drug response. Some of the major hurdles are (i) the functional maturation
of differentiated cells, (ii) lack of essential cell types (e.g. microglia), (iii) lack of a physiological inter-

play of the various retinal cell types especially of photoreceptors and retinal pigment epithelia (RPE),
as well as (iv) a missing vascularization (reviewed in Achberger et al., 2019; Yin et al., 2016). Due
to the lack of a physiological perfusion, the delivery of compounds to ROs is uncontrolled and
entirely artificial. Here, general limitations of static cell culture apply including non-physiological cell-

to-media ratio, uncontrolled shear forces during media exchanges, as well as highly variable condi-
tions between media exchanges. In recent years, the short-comings of conventional static cell culture
has led to the emergence of microphysiological systems (MPS), specifically Organ-on-a-Chip (OoC)

platforms. MPSs have evolved into a powerful alternative for classical cell culture and animal models
by providing physiological microenvironments embedded in a vascular-like microfluidic perfusion
(reviewed in Wikswo, 2014; Zhang et al., 2018). This new and promising technology has the poten-

tial to revolutionize drug development and usher into a new era of personalized medicine. Over the
past years, a variety of MPSs have been developed, mimicking, for instance, cardiac (Mathur et al.,
2015; Agarwal et al., 2013), lung (Huh et al., 2010), renal (Wilmer et al., 2016), and hepatic tissue

(Bhise et al., 2016; Nakao et al., 2011). In the context of ophthalmologic research, a variety of
approaches have been introduced that represent partial layers of the cornea (Puleo et al., 2009) or
the retina (Chen et al., 2017; Dodson et al., 2015; Su et al., 2015; Jeon et al., 2016; Mishra et al.,

2015). So far, however, no MPS has been able to successfully recapitulate the complex 3D architec-
ture of the human retina.

In this study, we developed a physiologically relevant 3D in vitro model of the human retina by
combining hiPSC-ROs with hiPSC-derived RPE in a retina-on-a-chip (RoC). This novel microphysio-
logical platform enables enhanced inner and outer segment formation and preservation, a direct
interplay between RPE and photoreceptors as well as a precisely controllable vasculature-like perfu-

sion. In order to provide a high-content platform for basic and applied research, we established a
toolbox comprising in situ analysis approaches as well as terminal endpoints enabling the monitoring
of functionality as well as molecular mechanisms. To demonstrate the applicability for drug screen-

ing, the system was exposed to the drugs chloroquine and gentamicin, which are known to have ret-
inopathic side effects (Elman et al., 1976; Ding et al., 2016; Yusuf et al., 2017; Zemel et al., 1995;
McDonald et al., 1986).

Results

Retinal organoids show rod and cone diversity and simple inner and
outer segment formation
ROs derived from hiPSCs harbor all known major retinal subtypes such as ganglion cells, bipolar

cells, horizontal cells, amacrine cells, Müller glia and photoreceptors (Zhong et al., 2014; Figure 2—
figure supplement 1). Using immunostaining and gene expression analysis, the presence of the reti-
nal cell types, as well as crucial retinal morphological cues such as inner and outer photoreceptor

segment formation, a tightly formed outer limiting membrane (OLM) and a correct layering, was ver-
ified (Figure 2—figure supplement 1). In order to reach a suitable maturation, ROs were differenti-
ated for 180 days. ROs of that age harbor matured photoreceptors which have simple forms of inner

and outer segments, situated on the surface of the ROs, visible in bright field microscopy or by
immunostaining of respective markers (Figure 2b–f). Immunostaining of the respective organoids
demonstrates the presence of a mixed population of rods and cones, identified by specific markers
(rhodopsin for rods and Arrestin-3 for cones, Figure 2c–e, Figure 2—figure supplement 1). In order
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to analyze segment formation, we used ROM1 as it has been previously shown as specific outer seg-

ment marker (Datta et al., 2015) and verified the segment specificity by co-staining with the rod

marker rhodopsin (Figure 2c–d,f). Further, we tested the previously described protein PNA lectin,

which was delineated to specifically bind to cone photoreceptor segments (Blanks and Johnson,

1984). Co-staining of rhodopsin with PNA lectin exhibited that not only cone but also rod segments

in ROs are labeled with PNA lectin (Figure 2e).

Microphysiological retina-on-a-chip
To recapitulate the complex in vivo anatomy of the human retina in vitro (Figure 3a), we developed

a microfluidic platform that enables the culture of hiPSC-derived RPE and ROs in a defined

Figure 2. Characterization of retinal organoids. (a) Brightfield image of a day 180 RO in dish culture. (b) Magnified area of a) highlighting inner and

outer segment-like structures. (c) Day 180 ROs cryosectioned and immunostained for the rod marker rhodopsin (red), the outer segment marker ROM1

(green) and phalloidin (white) visualizing the outer limiting membrane. (d) Day 180 ROs sectioned and immunostained for the rod marker rhodopsin

(red) and the outer segment marker ROM1 (green). (e) Day 180 ROs sectioned and immunostained for the rod marker rhodopsin (green) and for PNA

lectin (red). (f) 3D visualization of whole-mount staining of day 180 RO stained for rhodopsin (red) and ROM1 (green). Bars indicate a) 250 mm b) 50 mm

c) 100 mm d-f) 20 mm. Blue: DAPI.

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.46188.003

The following figure supplement is available for figure 2:

Figure supplement 1. Cell types in dish cultured hiPSC-derived retinal organoids.

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.46188.004
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physiological structure (Figure 2b). Each RoC features four identical micro-tissues connected via a

microchannel and is comprised of two transparent and biocompatible polymer layers. The top layer

features the compartments for the ROs and RPE, whereas the bottom layer provides a channel for a

vasculature-like perfusion enabling a constant supply of nutrients and compounds. Both layers are

separated by a thin porous membrane mimicking the endothelial barrier and shielding the tissues

from shear forces while simultaneously enabling the exchange of nutrients and metabolites

(Figure 3b). The tissue compartments are accessible from above for the initial seeding process and

sealed during the subsequent culture process to avoid evaporation and contamination. A stable tis-

sue comprising ROs and RPE was achieved by first seeding hiPSC-derived RPE cells at a defined

density into each tissue compartment (Figure 3c) and subsequent culture for 24 hr (Figure 3d). This

step was followed by injection of ROs embedded in a hyaluronic acid-based hydrogel (representing

the major component of the interphotoreceptor matrix between RPE and PRC) into the tissue com-

partments (Figure 3e). This led to the formation of a thin hydrogel layer, generating a defined dis-

tance between RPE cells and the outer limiting membrane of the ROs. Thereby, a direct contact

Figure 3. Microfluidic RoC. (a) Schematic representation of the human retinal composition and cell types in vivo. (b) Photo (left) of the RoC and (right)

representation of the RO photoreceptor and RPE interaction. (c) RPE cells are seeded into the device, (d) forming a densely packed monolayer after

24 hr of culture. (e) ROs and the hyaluronic acid-based hydrogel are directly loaded from the top into the well and onto the RPE. Bars indicate (c) 500
mm, (d) 80 mm, (e) 400 mm.

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.46188.005

The following figure supplement is available for figure 3:

Figure supplement 1. Long-term culture of RoC.

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.46188.006
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and, thus, an uncontrolled outgrowth of cells from the ROs during culture was successfully avoided.

ROs and RPE were cultured in the system for at least 3 days prior to further functionality assessment

or experimentation. The controlled culture conditions enabled a stable culture of the RoC for at least

21 days (Figure 3—figure supplement 1).

Specific marker expression and polarization of retinal pigment
epithelial cells in the RoC
A polarized and functional RPE is crucial for the survival of photoreceptors in vivo and a vital part of

the visual cycle shuttling retinoids between the RPE and photoreceptor outer segments (Kevany and

Palczewski, 2010; Marmorstein, 2001). Therefore, the RPE in the RoC was thoroughly tested for its

marker expression and polarization (Figure 4, Figure 4—figure supplement 1). Expression of RPE

markers PAX6 and MITF can be observed after 7–14 days in the chip (Figure 4a–b). Mature RPE inside

the chip displayed cobble stone-like morphology and tight-junction formation visualized by ZO-1

staining (Figure 4c). The melanosome and pigmentation marker Melanoma gp100 (also called

Figure 4. Specific marker expression and polarization of retinal pigment epithelial cells in the RoC. (a-d) Evaluation of RPE cells cultured for 14 days in

the RoC by immunostaining of relevant RPE markers: a) RPE cells stained for MITF (green), (b) PAX6 (green), (c) ZO-1 (green) and (d) Melanoma gp100

(green), ZO-1 (red). (e) Electron microscopic image of polarized RPE cells. RPE cells display apical microvilli (top row) and a basal membrane (bottom

row). (f) Apical microvilli formation is shown using confocal microscopy (orthogonal view of a z-stack) and immunohistochemical staining for ezrin

(green). (g) Fluorescent quantification of VEGF-A secretion using ELISA comparing medium collected from a basal and apical channel in a specialized

version of the RoC (n = 3 chips). Bars indicate a-d) (left) 50 mm, e) 2 mm, f) 20 mm. Blue: DAPI. Error Bars: S.E.M. p=p value (Two-sided student’s t-test).

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.46188.007

The following source data and figure supplements are available for figure 4:

Source data 1. Source data for Figure 4a.

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.46188.010

Figure supplement 1. Characterization of dish and chip cultured human iPSC-derived RPE.

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.46188.008

Figure supplement 1—source data 1. Source data for Figure 4—figure supplement 1a.

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.46188.009
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PMEL17 or Silver locus protein) (Berson et al., 2001; Theos et al., 2005) was highly expressed in chip-

cultured RPE (Figure 4d) indicating a strong pigmentation. Conclusive evidence for the maturation

and proper functionality of RPE is its state of polarization (Marmorstein, 2001; Sonoda et al., 2009).

Electron microscopy analysis revealed not only the strong pigmentation of the RPE but also the pres-

ence of apical microvilli as well as a basal membrane already after 7 days of on-chip culture

(Figure 4e). Further, we observed the polarized expression of ezrin, an apical microvilli marker

(Kivelä et al., 2000) (Figure 4f). Finally, polarized RPE displayed basal secretion of VEGF-A, which

could be measured on-chip by using a double-channel chip in which basal and apical medium could be

collected separately (Figure 4g). The VEGF-A concentration was higher in the basal channel than in

the apical (70 vs 40 pg per chip in 24 hr). Taken together, the RPE in the RoC is strongly pigmented,

polarized, and expresses respective RPE markers.

Physiological secretion kinetics into the vasculature-mimicking channels
The vasculature-like perfusion in the media channels enables both, the precisely controllable delivery

of defined media and compounds to the tissue as well as the transport of secreted factors away from

the tissue, allowing for a time-resolved sampling of the secretion kinetics. In order to analyze and char-

acterize the fluid flow as well as the transport of diluted species in the RoC, we performed computa-

tional fluid dynamics simulations: Due to the fluidic resistance of the porous membrane, the

convective fluid flow is confined to the media channels (Figure 5a). At the same time, nutrients, com-

pounds, and further dissolved molecules are transported to the tissue chamber via diffusion. This rapid

process enables a precisely controllable delivery (Figure 5b) as well as a controlled washout. In order

to verify this, we conducted a proof of concept experiment during which we switched from a colorless

liquid to a colored one and observed a complete distribution of the dye within 300 s (flow rate of 20

ml/hr) (Figure 5—figure supplement 1). Subsequent injection of a colorless liquid again demonstrated

a washout in the same time frame (see Video 1 and 2).
To further elucidate the advantages of the vasculature-like perfusion, we injected media supple-

mented with 10 ng/ml TGF-b1 over 24 hr and subsequently washed the stimulant out again. By sam-

pling the effluent from the media outlets of the RoC, we were able to measure the VEGF-A kinetics

before and during the stimulation as well as after the washout (Figure 5c). Already after 2 hr, we

could observe a 2-fold increase of VEGF-A levels in the effluent medium relative to the baseline level

at 0 hr. After this initial peak, the VEGF-A levels decreased over time resting above the baseline

level. Finally, after 24 hr a second peak was reached. The subsequent washout of TGF-b1 using nor-

mal media led to a steady decrease of VEGF-A levels at the 36 and 48 hr time-point, respectively. In

summary, the vasculature-like perfusion in the RoC enabled the controlled delivery and washout of

the stimulant TGF-b1 without disturbing the culture conditions as well as time-resolved monitoring

of physiological VEGF-A secretion kinetics.

Enhanced outer segment formation in the RoC
The close proximity and the precisely orchestrated interaction of photoreceptors and the RPE layer

is fundamental for vision, ensuring the phagocytosis and processing of shed photoreceptor outer

segments (POS) as well as a supply of nutrients and oxygen (Elman et al., 1976). The RoC device

allows the establishment of a defined interaction site between the segment structures of the RO and

RPE cells without impairing neither structure nor viability of the organoid (Figure 6—figure supple-

ments 1–2). Live cell imaging in the chip was enabled by transducing RPE cells with an IRBP-GFP

viral vector and by marking the surface structures of the organoids with PNA lectin coupled to Alexa

Fluor 568 prior to on-chip culture (Figure 6a). By measuring the distance between lectin-marked

segment tips and GFP-labeled RPE, we found a distance of approximately 5 ± 3.19 mm over different

experiments (Figure 6c). Subsequently, immunostaining using rhodopsin (rod outer segments) and

phalloidin (cytoskeleton of the RPE and the RO including tight junctions) revealed that the segment

structures and RPE cells are in close apposition on-chip (Figure 6b).
To further study the mechanically delicate interaction site between ROs and RPE in cryosections,

we performed immunofluorescence analysis using a specifically tailored chip version (Figure 6d).

After 7 days of on-chip culture, the close proximity of RPE and RO was preserved and no indication

of cell outgrowth or general loss of integrity of the continuous OLM, labeled by the actin-cytoskele-

ton marker phalloidin, was observed (Figure 6d). Further, the hydrogel-filled space between the
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RPE monolayer and the RO was strongly invaded by rhodopsin and ROM1 (outer segment marker)-

positive clusters indicating an increased and cumulated presence of inner and outer segment-like

structures (Figure 6d). A detailed analysis of the interaction site via electron microscopy confirmed

the formation of numerous inner segments with clusters of mitochondria as well as the maintenance

Figure 5. Precisely controllable delivery of stimulants and time-resolved secretion kinetics. (a-b) Analysis of the free and porous media flow and the

transport of diluted species in the RoC: (a) Convective flow is confined to the vasculature-like media compartments and (b) compounds are delivered

rapidly into the tissue chambers via diffusion. (c) Time-resolved monitoring of the secretion of VEGF-A before and after media supplemented with 10

ng/ml TGF-b1 was injected into RoCs (n = 3). After 24 hr, TGF-b1 was washed out using a normal medium. VEGF-A secretion in individual RoCs was

normalized to the baseline secretion at 0 hr. Error bars: S.E.M.

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.46188.011

The following source data and figure supplement are available for figure 5:

Source data 1. Source data for Figure 5c.

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.46188.013

Figure supplement 1. Perfusion-enabled precisely controllable injection and washout.

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.46188.012
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of the OLM (Figure 6e). The distance of outer segment tips and RPE microvilli in this exemplary

image is around 5 mm (Figure 6e), which is in accordance with the data shown above.
Next, we examined whether the formation and preservation of outer segment-like structures are

improved in the RoC in comparison to an RO cultured in the chip without RPE and conventional dish

cultured ROs (Figure 6f). Using electron microscopy, we could find outer segment-like structures in

all conditions (Figure 6f), displaying distinct disk formation (Figure 6g, exemplarily). However, in the

RoC system (RoC), the number of outer segment structures was about three times higher than in RO

chips without RPE (RoC w/o RPE) and in dish cultured ROs (Figure 6h). Interestingly, there was no

difference observed in the RoC chip without RPE and dish culture, indicating a positive effect of the

RPE on outer segment formation and preservation. In summary, the RoC increases the formation of

outer segment-like structures on the RO without disturbing the normal survival and makeup of the

organoid structure.

Modeling key functionalities of the visual cycle
To assess whether the ROs and the RPE can reproduce principle retinal functionality on-chip, we first

assessed the ability of the RO photoreceptors to produce an in vivo like calcium flux. Calcium ions

(Ca2+) are fundamentally important for the function of photoreceptors and involved in many pro-

cesses ranging from photodetection, transduction and synaptic transfer (reviewed in Krizaj and

Copenhagen, 2002). To be able to monitor calcium transients and investigate photoreceptor

metabolism and functionality, we established on-chip calcium imaging as an easy-to-perform read-

out method. By loading RO and RPE on-chip with the calcium dye fura-2-AM, we were able to image

calcium dynamics for individual photoreceptors or RPE cell ROIs over an extended timespan (Fig-

ure 7—figure supplement 1).
Second, we focused on one of the main functions of RPE, the phagocytosis of substances and cell

remnants in the form of membrane stacks produced by the photoreceptors. The general capability

of the hiPSC-RPE to perform phagocytosis was initially verified using bovine retinal outer segments

(Figure 7—figure supplement 2). In the RoC platform, RPE cells were labeled by a promoter-driven

GFP to mark cell bodies. By labeling the organoids with PNA lectin before the RoC was set up, seg-

ment structures were labeled and visualized (as described in Figure 6a). Already after 1 day in cul-

ture, PNA lectin-positive structures were found within the RPE cell bodies, indicating ongoing

digestion of segment particles (Figure 7a). The composition of these particles was examined by

immunostaining for rhodopsin (Figure 7b). This revealed that many of the lectin-positive particles

found in the RPE cells were positive for rhodopsin. Next, we examined whether the particles taken

up by the RPE are found in the early endosomes, which, in a later step, fuse to phagolysosomes for

a full digestion. We labeled RPE cells prior to setting up the RoC with a GFP construct visualizing

early endosome complexes (Figure 7c, red). After on-chip immunostaining of rhodopsin, specific co-

localization of GFP-labeled early endosomes with rhodopsin-positive fragments was detected

(Figure 7c).

Video 1. Bright field microscopy movie depicting the

infusion of a colored liquid into a RoC previously

perfused with color-less liquid (flow rate 20 ml/hr).

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.46188.014

Video 2. Bright field microscopy movie depicting the

wash-out of the colored liquid via perfusion with color-

less liquid (flow rate 20 ml/hr).

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.46188.015
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Figure 6. RO-RPE interaction enhances the outer segment number at the connection site. (a) For live-cell observation of RoCs, hiPSC-RPE was labeled

with a pJG-IRBP-GFP viral vector prior co-culture (green); hiPSC-derived RO-RPCs were labeled with PNA lectin Alexa Fluor 568 (red). RO-RPE

interaction site is illustrated as an orthogonal view (b) Orthogonal view of RO (Day 181) and RPE co-cultured for 7 days in the RoC and subsequently

stained in situ for rhodopsin (green) and phalloidin (red). c) Distance between GFP-labeled RPE and PNA lectin-stained segment tips in a) was assessed

by measurement using orthogonal images (n = 12 chip compartments). (d) Representative cryosection from 7 days co-cultured day 260 ROs and hiPSC-

RPE. Sections were immunostained with ROM1 (green; outer segment marker), phalloidin (white; cytoskeleton) and rhodopsin (red; rods). (e) Electron
microscopic image of a day 190 organoid facing RPE cultured in the RoC. (f) Representative electron microscopic images of inner and outer segments

on the surface of day 181 ROs cultured for 7 days in f1) the RoC, f2) the RoC without RPE and f3) dish-cultured ROs. Black arrows indicate outer

segments identified by stack formation. (g) Exemplary high magnification image of an outer segment-like structure containing organized membrane

disks found in day 181 ROs cultured for 7 days in the RoC with RPE. (h) Number of segments/100 mm RO circumference comparing RoC, RoC without

RPE and dish cultured RO. In the RoC, only the RPE facing side was analyzed (n = 3 RoC, 4 RoC w/o RPE and 3 dish cultured ROs were analyzed). Bars

indicate (a-b) 40 mm, (d) 40 mm, (e-f) 5 mm, (g) 1 mm. Blue: DAPI. IS = inner segment, OS = outer segment. Error Bars: S.E.M. *p-value<0.05.

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.46188.016

The following source data and figure supplements are available for figure 6:

Source data 1. Source data for Figure 6c.

Figure 6 continued on next page
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Finally, we visualized the RPE endosomes in the RoC using electron microscopy. We examined
day 7 RoCs, identifying indigested outer segment-like structures in the RPE (Figure 7d). Here, we
found several membrane stack-structures in the RPE below the RO. These structures displayed multi-
membrane formation (red arrow) as well as small round membrane structures, both strongly reminis-

cent of similar features found in outer segment-like structures in ROs (Figure 7d, right). Taken
together, this strongly indicates functional indigestion of segment structures by the RPE, which is a

major prerequisite for a functional visual cycle and therefore a physiological RPE-photoreceptor
model.

Evaluation of drug-induced retinopathy
In order to highlight the RoC’s applicability for drug development and toxicology assessment, we
exposed the system to the anti-malaria drug chloroquine (CQ) and the antibiotic gentamicin (GM),
which both were previously shown to have pathological side effects on the retina (Elman et al.,

1976; Ding et al., 2016; Yusuf et al., 2017; Zemel et al., 1995; McDonald et al., 1986).
After 3 days of on-chip culture, retinal tissue was exposed to two different concentrations of CQ

(20 mg/ml and 80 mg/ml) for three additional days. Concentrations were chosen based on previously
described effects of CQ on cell viability using the RPE cell line ARPE-19 (Chen et al., 2011), and pre-

liminary experiments using hiPSC-RPE for CQ treatment (Figure 8—figure supplement 1). Subse-
quent to the treatment, the RoCs were stained with propidium iodide (PI) to assess cell death
(Figure 8a). Additionally, they were co-stained with the lysosomal marker protein LAMP2 (Figure 8c)

since lysosomal dysfunction is involved in the pathophysiology of CQ (Chen et al., 2011;
Mahon et al., 2004; Rosenthal et al., 1978). When RoCs were exposed to 20 mg/ml CQ, no signifi-

cant impact on cell viability (Figure 8b) and only a minor increase in LAMP2 signal (Figure 8c) were
observed. However, at a concentration of 80 mg/ml, cell viability was clearly impacted as shown by a

significantly stronger PI staining (Figure 8a,b) compared to controls without CQ treatment. Further-
more, after exposure to 80 mg/ml CQ, a strong LAMP2 signal was visible (Figure 8c), indicating an

enlargement of lysosomes where the drug is accumulating and leading to lysosomal dysfunction.
The increase in LAMP2 was not limited to the RPE but was also very pronounced in the RO

(Figure 8c).
To assess the effect of GM, the antibiotic was added for 6 days to the RoC and to RoC without

RPE (Figure 8d,e). In RoCs without RPE, an increase in cell death was observed at a GM concentra-

tion of 0.5 mg/ml (Figure 8f) and even more prominent in RoCs exposed to a 5-fold higher GM con-
centration (2.5 mg/ml), which was significant in comparison to the controls. In the complete RoC (RO

and RPE), similar effects became apparent: The low GM concentrations led to a profound yet not
significant increase in the PI signal, whereas the high concentration of 2.5 mg/ml GM led to a signifi-

cant strong increase (Figure 8g). Since the quantified PI signal was a combined signal from cells in
RPE and RO, we investigated whether the RO was affected differently by the drug when comparing

the conditions with and without RPE (RoC and RoC w/o RPE). For that purpose, we subtracted the
PI signal localized in the RPE from the calculated values of the entire RoC in the 0.5 mg/ml treated

chips (Figure 8h). Interestingly, we found an increase of PI in the condition without RPE, but an
unchanged PI signal in the RoC-cultured RO. This is in contrast to the results from the RoC without
RPE, where a robust increase was observed when treating the chip with 0.5 mg/ml GM (Figure 8h).

This could indicate a barrier or even protective function of the RPE, shielding the organoid from the
drug and decreasing the toxic effects of the drug on the organoid.

Figure 6 continued

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.46188.019

Source data 2. Source data for Figure 6h.

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.46188.020

Figure supplement 1. Comparison of dish and chip cultured human iPSC-derived retinal organoids.

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.46188.017

Figure supplement 1—source data 1. Source data for Figure 6—figure supplement 1b.

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.46188.021

Figure supplement 2. Comparison of cell death in RO cultured in the RoC or dish.

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.46188.018
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Discussion
Microphysiological OoC platforms have the potential to revolutionize drug development and may

provide new fundamental insights into development and disease. Over the last decade, bioengineer-

ing approaches have led to the development of functionally and structurally highly advanced MPSs

for a variety of organs and tissues. To study degenerative retinal diseases and investigate retinal

Figure 7. Interaction of RO and RPE in the RoC displays phagocytosis of outer segment-like structures. (a) Orthogonal view (x-z projection) and 3D

reconstruction (bottom) of live-cell-monitored ROs and RPE at day 1 of RoC (RoC) culture. RO (red) and RPE (green) marked as described in Figure 6a.

Arrow indicates PNA lectin stained photoreceptor segment fragment internalization by RPE cells. (b) Samples, as described in a) stained with rhodopsin

antibody (red) and PNA lectin (green). RPE (white). Arrows indicate PNA lectin-marked fragments which perfectly co-localize with rhodopsin. The left

image shows a top-view; right image an orthogonal y-z projection (c) Immunofluorescence imaging of RoC (ROs at day 190 of differentiation).

Previously to the chip culture, RPE cells were labeled with an early endosome-GFP construct (red). Chips were thereafter immunostained for rhodopsin

(green). (d) Electron microscopic images of day 7 RoC. d1) shows RPE situated underneath the RO. d2) magnification of d1) as indicated by the dotted

black square. d3) Outer segment-like structure in a day 7 RoC. Red and blue arrows indicate segment-disk structures within the RPE (d2) and the

corresponding structures found in an RO outer segment (d3). Scale bars: (a) 10 mm, (b) 10 mm, (c) 50 mm, (d) 500 nm Blue: DAPI.

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.46188.022

The following figure supplements are available for figure 7:

Figure supplement 1. Phagocytosis assay in dish cultured hiPSC-derived RPE.

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.46188.023

Figure supplement 2. Calcium-imaging in the RoC (at 370 nm) with ratiometric calcium indicator dye Fura-2.

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.46188.024
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Figure 8. The RoC as a pharmacological testing platform. (a) Representative bright-field and fluorescence images of day 243–260 RO cultured in the

RoC with RPE on day three after treatment with chloroquine (CQ). RoC were either not treated with chloroquine as control (CTRL), treated with 20 mg/

ml CQ or treated with 80 mg/ml CQ for 3 days. On day 3, chips were stained with propidium iodide (PI) (red; cell death). (b) Quantification of

fluorescence intensities of PI staining, relative to controls (n = 6–11 chip compartments in three independent experiments). (c) Immunostaining with

Figure 8 continued on next page
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toxicities, an MPS integrating physiologically relevant retinal tissue is of utmost importance. How-

ever, it is extremely challenging if not almost impossible to recapitulate the complex stratified (and

interconnected) tissue architecture of the human retina solely using engineering approaches, com-

monly applied in the field. To create a 3D RoC, we addressed this challenge by combining the bio-

logical self-assembly capabilities of ROs with the precisely controllable assembly in microfabricated

modules provided by engineering strategies. This combination of interdisciplinary approaches

enabled us to successfully create a complex multi-layer structure that includes all cell types and

layers present in the neuroretinal ROs, connected to an RPE layer. All integrated cell types were

thereby derived from the same hiPSCs. For the first time, we demonstrate a retina model success-

fully recapitulating the precisely orchestrated interaction between photoreceptors and RPE in vitro.

This interaction is one of the key characteristics of the visual cycle, and the RPE is essential for the

normal function and survival of photoreceptors, for example via an active phagocytic uptake of pho-

toreceptor outer segments (POS) (Kevany and Palczewski, 2010). In addition, the microfluidic con-

cept of the RoC adds a further important aspect, the vasculature-like perfusion. The precisely

controllable perfusion enables the generation of a physiological transport (both towards and away

from the tissue) of nutrients, compounds, and metabolic products, the maintenance of stable, con-

stant conditions over long time-periods (e.g. nutrient and metabolites levels/gradients), as well as

the capability to probe the secretome and metabolome in a time-resolved manner. Moreover, it

makes the system amenable for the interconnection with further organ-systems enabling the study

of for example systemic effects. The applicability of the RoC for compound screening and toxicologi-

cal studies was demonstrated by i) the successful recapitulation of side-effects of the anti-malaria

drug chloroquine and ii) the mimicry of gentamicin-induced retinopathy revealing a protective effect

of the RPE barrier. Both the tight barrier function of the RPE layer as well as the melanin-binding of

GM (known to be protective in ocular pigmented vs. albino animals (Zemel et al., 1995) could be

the source of this protective effect.
In comparison to the conventionally employed retinal model system, the introduced RoC features

a variety of advantages and novel potential:
Traditional monolayer cell culture assays have been of limited value in retinal research as they

solely include certain cell subtypes, thereby providing a restricted physiological relevance. The more

complex ROs solved this issue partially (Zhong et al., 2014), but were still limited due to the

absence of functional interaction with the RPE. Attempts in recreating the retinal niche in the past

have failed to recapitulate the precise RPE-PR arrangement, and thus, did not yield matured

Figure 8 continued

LAMP2 (green, lysosomes) and HOECHST (blue) after 3 days of drug testing of untreated RoCs (CTRL) and RoCs treated with 20 mg/ml CQ or 80 mg/ml

CQ. (d) Representative bright-field and fluorescence images of day 202 RO cultured in the RoC without RPE. Cells were treated for 6 days with 0.5 mg/

ml gentamicin, 2.5 mg/ml gentamicin or H2O (CTRL). On day 6, RoCs were stained with propidium iodide (PI) (red, cell death). (e) Representative bright-

field and fluorescence images of day 202 RO cultured in the RoC. Cells were treated for six days with 0.5 mg/ml gentamicin, 2.5 mg/ml gentamicin or

H2O (CTRL). On day 6, RoCs were stained with propidium iodide (PI) (red, cell death). (f) Quantification of fluorescence intensities of the PI signal of RO

chip compartments without RPE relative to controls (n = 3 chip compartments per conditions). (g) Quantification of fluorescence intensities of the PI

signal in the co-culture RoC relative to controls (n = 9 chips compartments per condition). (h) Comparison of the fluorescence intensities of PI staining

of RO cultured in the RoC with (left bars) and without RPE (right bars) treated for 6 days with gentamicin (0.5 mg/ml) relative to their individual controls

(CTRL). CQ = Chloroquine, GM = Gentamicin. HOECHST (blue; nuclei). Scale bars: 500 mm. Error bars: S.E.M. *p<0.05, ***p<0.001.

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.46188.025

The following source data and figure supplement are available for figure 8:

Source data 1. Source data for Figure 8b.

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.46188.027

Source data 2. Source data for Figure 8f.

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.46188.028

Source data 3. Source data for Figure 8g.

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.46188.029

Source data 4. Source data for Figure 8h.

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.46188.030

Figure supplement 1. Chloroquine applied on dish cultured hiPSC-RPE.

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.46188.026
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photoreceptors with large formations of membrane disk-containing outer segments. The RoC plat-
form is able to mimic this particular niche and a physiological interaction of RPE and photoreceptor
outer segments (POS), by embedding ROs and RPE in the hyaluronic-based hydrogel in specifically
tailored microfluidic chambers. This arrangement is much more physiological and controlled than
previous approaches employing an unpredictable and unorganized RPE formation during RO gener-
ation. This interphotoreceptor matrix in the RoC provides mechanical stability for the small and frag-
ile developing POS, which would otherwise either be damaged or prevented from outgrowth as in
conventional suspension cultures. In the RoC, hence, numerous outer segments facing towards the
RPE were formed. The flexible and highly controlled tissue assembly paves the way for the modeling
of a variety of disease states, for example by combining ROs derived from patients suffering from
retinal diseases with RPE derived from the same or healthy donors.

Post-mortem human retinal explants are the onlyhuman models that are currently available and
achieve a comparable level of complexity. Those ex-vivo models are, however, greatly limited in
terms of supply, with respect to long-term culture, and due to inter-patient variability. Moreover,
they are not applicable for studies targeting developmental aspects. The introduced RoC system is
entirely based on hiPSCs that are easy to expand and to cryo-conserve. This not only avoids the
problem of limited supply but also provides the capability to create a multitude of genetically identi-
cal systems and sets the foundation for a scale-up to higher throughput systems, provided an appro-
priate framework and an automated process landscape is established (Probst et al., 2018). The
hiPSC technology further paves the way for the generation of disease-specific as well as patient-spe-
cific models opening up future applications in disease modeling and personalized medicine. Addi-
tionally, hiPSC derived ROs exhibit the ability to stay viable for more than a year in vitro. This is a
crucial aspect in terms of answering developmental aspects, studying disease initialization and pro-
gression as well as assessing long-term effects or side effects of drugs.

Both current in vitro and ex vivo models share one major limitation, the lack of vascularization or
vasculature-like perfusion. This aspect of the microfluidic RoC adds a further dimension of physiolog-
ical relevance and advantage over the conventional models as described above.

Animal models are so far the only model systems that feature a blood circulation as well as a
structural tissue complexity. Yet, besides issues of ethical concerns, results from animal models are
often not translatable to humans as none of the small animals used in the field of retina research is
able to fully represent the human retinal system. The human genetic background and recapitulation
of human retinal tissue structure, hence, provide the potential for the RoC model to overcome those
translation hurdles. Animal models, however, still possess structural elements of the visual systems,
for example. optical nerve and inner blood-retinal barrier, which cannot be re-created in vitro, so far.

Taken together, the introduced RoC represents a highly advanced in vitro model, which is not
hampered by many of the limitations of conventional (in vitro, ex vivo, in vivo) model systems and
which can be the first step towards the reduction and replacement of animal models in the field of
ophthalmology. Further development will target challenges of innervation (addition of an optical
nerve), incorporation of blood-retinal barriers, the integration into multi-organ platforms, as well as
the generation of disease-specific systems.

Summary
The scarce availability of physiologically relevant in vitro models of the human retina and the limited
capability of animal models to recapitulate physiological human responses have i) hampered the
development of potential new drugs to treat degenerative diseases such as Stargardt disease, age-
related macular degeneration or retinitis pigmentosa and ii) prevented the detection of retinal toxic-
ities early in the drug pipeline. By combining hiPSC-ROs and -RPE cells in a microphysiological envi-
ronment, the introduced human RoC system provides a physiologically relevant model system that
recapitulates key functionalities of the human retina, which are impaired in patients suffering from
retinal degeneration. Due to a toolbox of in situ and ex-situ analysis options, the platform is
extremely versatile and features potential applications for drug development, toxicity screening, dis-
ease modeling, and personalized medicine.
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Materials and methods

Key resources table

Reagent type
(species) or resource Designation Source or reference Identifiers

Additional
information

Antibody Donkey anti-Mouse IgG
Secondary Antibody Alexa
Fluor 488, polyclonal

ThermoFisher
Scientific

Cat.# R37114
RRID:AB_2556542

IHC(1:1000)

Antibody Donkey anti-Mouse IgG
Secondary Antibody Alexa
Fluor 568, polyclonal

ThermoFisher
Scientific

Cat.# A10037
RRID:AB_2534013

IHC(1:1000)

Antibody Donkey anti-Mouse IgG
Secondary Antibody Alexa
Fluor 647, polyclonal

ThermoFisher
Scientific

Cat.# A-31571
RRID:AB_162542

IHC(1:1000)

Antibody Donkey anti-Goat IgG
Secondary Antibody Alexa
Fluor 488, polyclonal

ThermoFisher
Scientific

Cat.# A-11055
RRID:AB_2534102

IHC(1:1000)

Antibody Donkey anti-Goat IgG
Secondary Antibody Alexa
Fluor 568, polyclonal

ThermoFisher
Scientific

Cat.# A-11057
RRID:AB_142581

IHC(1:1000)

Antibody Donkey anti-Goat IgG
Secondary Antibody Alexa
Fluor 647, polyclonal

ThermoFisher
Scientific

Cat.# A-21447
RRID:AB_141844

IHC(1:1000)

Antibody Donkey anti-Rabbit IgG
Secondary Antibody Alexa
Fluor 488, polyclonal

ThermoFisher
Scientific

Cat.# R37118
RRID:AB_2556546

IHC(1:1000)

Antibody Donkey anti-Rabbit IgG
Secondary Antibody Alexa
Fluor 568, polyclonal

ThermoFisher
Scientific

Cat.# A10042
RRID:AB_2534017

IHC(1:1000)

Antibody Donkey anti-Rabbit IgG
Secondary Antibody Alexa
Fluor 647, polyclonal

ThermoFisher
Scientific

Cat.# A-31573
RRID:AB_2536183

IHC(1:1000)

Antibody Mouse anti-AP2a,
monoclonal

Santa Cruz
Biotechnology

Cat.# sc-12726
RRID:AB_667767

IHC(1:100)

Antibody Goat anti-Arrestin 3
(Cone Arrestin),
polyclonal

Santa Cruz
Biotechnology

Cat.# sc-54355
RRID:AB_2060084

IHC(1:50)

Antibody Goat anti-Brn-3b,
polyclonal

Santa Cruz Biotechnology Cat.# sc-31989
RRID:AB_2167523

IHC(1:50)

Antibody Goat anti-Chx10,
polyclonal

Santa Cruz
Biotechnology

Cat.# sc-21690
RRID:AB_2216006

IHC(1:200)

Antibody Mouse anti-CRALBP,
monoclonal

Abcam Cat.# ab15051
RRID:AB_2269474

IHC(1:250)

Antibody Mouse anti-EEA1,
monoclonal

ThermoFisher
Scientific

Cat.# 14-9114-80
RRID:AB_2572928

IHC(1:500)

Antibody Rabbit anti-Ezrin,
polyclonal

Cell Signaling Cat.# 3145S
RRID:AB_2100309

IHC(1:200)

Antibody Mouse anti-LAMP2,
monoclonal

Santa Cruz
Biotechnology

Cat.# sc18822
RRID:AB_626858

IHC(1:50)

Antibody Mouse anti-Melanoma-gp100,
monoclonal

Abcam Cat.# ab787
RRID:AB_306146

IHC(1:100)

Antibody Mouse anti-MITF,
monoclonal

Exalpha
Biologicals

Cat.# X1405M IHC(1:500)

Antibody Rabbit anti-Pax-6,
polyclonal

Covance Cat.# PRB-278P-100
RRID:AB_291612

IHC(1:100)

Antibody Rabbit anti-PKCa,
polyclonal

Santa Cruz
Biotechnology

Cat.# sc-208
RRID:AB_2168668

IHC(1:500)

Continued on next page
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Continued

Reagent type
(species) or resource Designation Source or reference Identifiers

Additional
information

Antibody Mouse anti-Rhodopsin,
monoclonal

Santa Cruz
Biotechnology

Cat.# sc-57432
RRID:AB_785511

IHC(1:200)

Antibody Rabbit anti-ROM1,
polyclonal

Proteintech Cat.# 21984–1-AP IHC(1:200)

Antibody Mouse anti-RPE65,
monoclonal

Abcam Cat.# ab78036
RRID:AB_1566691

IHC(1:100)

Antibody Rabbit anti-Opsin, blue,
polyclonal

Merck Millipore Cat.# ab5407
RRID:AB_177457

IHC(1:200)

Antibody Rabbit ani-ZO-1,
polyclonal

ThermoFisher
Scientific

Cat.# 61–7300
RRID:AB_138452

IHC(1:100)

Commercial
assay or kit

TUNEL Assay (Click-iT
TUNEL Alexa Fluor 488
Imaging Assay)

ThermoFisher
Scientific

Cat.# C10245

Commercial
assay or kit

CellLight Early
Endosomes-GFP,
BacMam 2.0

ThermoFisher
Scientific

Cat.# C10586

Commercial
assay or kit

VEGF-A Human
ELISA Kit

ThermoFisher
Scientific

Cat. # BMS277-2

Chemical
compound, drug

Alexa Fluor 647
Phalloidin

ThermoFisher
Scientific

Cat.# A12379 1:500

Chemical
compound, drug

PNA lectin-Alexa
Fluor 568

ThermoFisher
Scientific

Cat.# L32458 20 mg/ml

Chemical
compound, drug

PNA lectin-Alexa
Fluor 647

ThermoFisher
Scientific

Cat.# L32460 20 mg/ml

Chemical
compound, drug

Recombinant Human
TGF-b1

Peprotech Cat.# 100–21

Chemical
compound, drug

HOECHST 33342 ThermoFisher
Scientific

Cat.#H3570 1:2000

Chemical
compound, drug

Chloroquine Sigma-Aldrich Cat.#C6628

Chemical
compound, drug

Gentamicin Sigma-Aldrich Cat.#G1397

Recombinat
DNA reagent

pJG-IRPB-eGFP Department of Biological
Structure,
University of Washington
(https://faculty.
washington.edu/tomreh/)

Software,
algorithm

COMSOL Multiphysics COMSOL Multiphysics RRID:SCR_014767

Software,
algorithm

Prism GraphPad RRID:SCR_002798

Software,
algorithm

FIJI RRID:SCR_002285

Fabrication of retina MPS
The RoC consists of two Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) layers and a porous Polyethylene terephthal-

ate (PET) membrane in between, bonded to a thin glass slide (170 mm). First, PDMS master molds

were fabricated. For the media channel mold, SU8-50 photoresist (MicroChem, USA) was spin-

coated onto a previously cleaned 400 silicon wafer to obtain a height of 100 mm. To create the desired

structure, the substrate was exposed to 350 mJ/cm2 of UV light, followed by development in SU-8

developer (Microresist Technology GmbH, Germany) for 6 min. Finally, the wafer was rinsed with iso-

propanol and blow-dried using nitrogen. The second wafer for RO and RPE culture was fabricated in

two steps. Initially, a base layer of 25 mm for the membrane insert was fabricated by spin-coating a

first layer of photoresist SU8. The exposure to UV light, in this case, was 200 mJ/cm2. Subsequently,
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the wafer was developed in SU-8 developer for 4 min, rinsed in isopropanol and blow-dried with

nitrogen. Next, the wafer was coated with a second layer of SU8-3025 to fabricate the tissue chan-

nels with a height of 40 mm. The wafer was exposed to UV light at 250 mJ/cm2 for 10 s and devel-

oped for 4 min. Afterward, both master molds were silanized with chlorotrimethylsilane (Sigma-

Aldrich, Germany). Subsequently, Sylgard 184 PDMS (Dow Corning, USA) was mixed at a 10:1 ratio

of prepolymer to curing agent and molded by using the wafers as a negative master mold. The layer

for the media supply was made by exclusion molding followed by curing overnight at 60˚C. The RO/

RPE culture layer was fabricated by pouring 25 g of the PDMS mixture onto the master mold and

curing it overnight at 60˚C. Next, the PDMS slabs were peeled off the wafers and the media-supply

layers were bonded to a glass slide previously cleaned by a 30 s exposure to oxygen plasma at 50

Watts. Inlets and outlets were punched using a biopsy puncher with a diameter of 0.75 mm. To cul-

ture the cells and organoids, four chambers were punched out of the PDMS with a biopsy puncher

of 2 mm diameter. Semipermeable membranes with a diameter of 20 mm, made from PET (Sabeu

GmbH, Germany) with a pore diameter of 3 mm and a thickness of 10–20 mm, were functionalized

using bis-[3-trimethoxysilypropyl]amine (Sigma-Aldrich, Germany). Before assembly, both PDMS

layers were cleaned with isopropanol and Scotch tape to remove dust particles. Afterwards, both

layers were treated with oxygen plasma at 50 W for 30 s. Then, the membrane was placed into the

inlay of the RO/RPE culture layer. Finally, both layers were aligned to each other using a stereo

microscope and baked overnight at 60˚C to stabilize bonding.

Cell culture
iPSC Culture
All hiPSC cell lines were derived from healthy donors as previously described (Linta et al., 2012)

and tested for stem cell markers and germ-layer differentiation potential. HiPSCs were cultured on

Matrigel (hESC-qualified, BD Biosciences, USA)-coated plates with FTDA medium (Frank et al.,

2012). Cells were passaged every 6–7 days using Dispase (Stemcell Technologies, Canada). Differen-

tiated colonies were removed manually by scraping. All procedures were in accordance with the Hel-

sinki convention and approved by the Ethical Committee of the Eberhard Karls University Tübingen

(Nr. 678/2017BO2). Control persons gave their written consent.

Retinal organoid culture
HiPSC-derived RO were differentiated based on a protocol by Zhong et al. (2014) with some modi-

fications. Briefly, for embryoid body (EB) formation, 2.88 ! 106 hiPSCs were detached on day 0 using

TrypLE (ThermoFisher Scientific, USA) and dissociated to single cells. Cells were then mixed with

PeproGrow (Peprotech, USA) medium, 10 mM Y-27632 (ROCK-inhibitor, Ascent Scientific, USA) and

10 mM blebbistatin (Sigma-Aldrich, USA) and distributed to 96 untreated v-shaped 96-wells (Sar-

stedt, Germany). For re-aggregation, the plate was centrifuged at 400 g for 4 min. On day 1, 80% of

the medium was removed and replaced with N2 medium (DMEM/F12 (1:1)+Glutamax supplement

(ThermoFisher Scientific, USA), 24 nM sodium selenite (Sigma-Aldrich, USA), 16 nM progesterone

(Sigma-Aldrich, USA), 80 mg/ml human holotransferrin (Serologicals, USA), 20 mg/ml human recombi-

nant insulin (Sigma-Aldrich), 88 mM putrescin (Sigma-Aldrich, USA), 1x minimum essential media-non

essential amino acids (NEAA, ThermoFisher Scientific, USA), 1x antibiotics-antimycotics (AA, Ther-

moFisher Scientific, USA)). Medium was changed again on day 4. On day 7, EBs were plated on

Growth-Factor-Reduced Matrigel (BD Biosciences, USA)-coated six well plates at a density of 32

EBs/well and medium was changed daily. On day 16, medium was switched to a B27-based Retinal

differentiation medium (BRDM) (DMEM/F12 (3:1) with 2% B27 (w/o vitamin A, ThermoFisher Scien-

tific, USA), 1x NEAA and 1x AA). On day 24, eye fields were detached using 10 ml tips and collected

in 10 cm bacterial petri dishes (Greiner Bio One, Germany) with BRDM, adding 10 mM ROCK-Inhibi-

tor Y-27632 for one day. After completed formation, ROs were selected and if necessary detached

from non-retinal spheres using microscissors. From day 40 onwards, ROs in BRDM were supple-

mented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS, Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA) and 100 mM taurine

(Sigma-Aldrich, USA). From day 70–100, BRDM with FBS and taurine was further supplemented with

1 mM retinoic acid (Sigma-Aldrich, USA), which was reduced to 0.5 mM during days 100–190 and

removed afterwards.
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Differentiation of retinal pigment epithelial cells
RPE cells were derived as a product from RO differentiation following (slightly adapted) procedures

of Zhong et al. (2014) and Ohlemacher et al. (2015). For this purpose, pigmented areas or spheres

were removed from ROs using microscissors under an inverted microscope. The pigmented areas

were collected in 1.5 ml Eppendorf tubes (Eppendorf, Germany) and washed once with Dulbecco’s

phosphate-buffered saline (PBS, no calcium, no magnesium, Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA). To dis-

sociate the RPE into single cells for adhesion culture, the pigmented spheres were treated with

Accumax (Sigma-Aldrich, USA) for 90 min at 37˚C and 5% CO2 and resuspended every 30 min using

a 100 ml pipette. The reaction was stopped using BRDM with 10% FBS followed by centrifugation at

1500 rpm for 2 min. The derived single RPE-cells were plated on 6-well plates or coverslips in 24-

well plates, treated with a 0.01% Poly-L-Ornithine Solution (Sigma-Aldrich, USA) for 30 min at room

temperature and 20 mg/ml Laminin (Roche, Switzerland) for 4 hr at 37˚C and 5% CO2. For the plating

of the cells, BRDM was supplemented with 20 mg/ml EGF (Cell Guidance Systems, United Kingdom),

20 mg/ml FGF2 (Cell Guidance Systems, United Kingdom), 2 mg/ml heparin (Sigma-Aldrich, USA),

and 10 mM Y-27632 (ROCK-inhibitor, Ascent Scientific, USA) (Ohlemacher et al., 2015; Croze et al.,

2014). In addition, for the first 24 hr, 10% FBS (Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA) was added to achieve

adherence of the cells. When cells had reached confluence, medium was switched to BRDM without

supplementation.

Transduction of RPE cells
To generate green fluorescent iPSC-RPE lines, adherent RPE cultures were incubated with lentiviral

particles generated from pJG-IRPB-eGFP plasmids (Lamba et al., 2010) (Gift from Deepak Lamba,

Thomas Reh) in BRDM + 10% FBS for one day, washed three times with PBS and further cultivated

in BRDM.

RoC culture
Individual systems were sterilized via oxygen plasma treatment for 3 min at 50 Watts and placed into

PBS-filled 50 ml tubes to displace the air in the channels. Before seeding hiPSC-RPE cells into the MPS,

each system was removed from the tube, carefully dried with a paper towel and placed into a 10 cm

dish. Each well was coated for 2 hr with 50 mg/ml Laminin in DMEM/F12 at 37˚C and 5% CO2. RPE cells

were detached and dissociated using Accumax at 37˚C and 5% CO2 for 10–40 min, depending on the

adherence and passage of the cells. To remove cell agglomerates, a 70 mm cell strainer was used. As a

next step, each well was seeded with RPE at a density of 27 000 cells in a volume of 4.5 ml BRDM sup-

plemented with 10% FBS. RoC were incubated for at least 2 hr at 37˚C and 5% CO2 to allow RPE cells

to adhere to the semipermeable membrane. The medium was changed every day for 1–3 days prior

ROs were loaded into the RoCs. ROs were placed onto the RPE covered membrane. Hyaluronic acid-

based hydrogel HyStem-C (ESI Bio, USA) was prepared according to the manual and added to the

well by pipetting. During culture, the chambers were covered by a sterile adhesive tape (optical adhe-

sive covers, Thermo Fischer Scientific, USA) to avoid evaporation. BRDM supplemented with 100 mM

taurine and 10% FBS was supplied at a constant flow rate of 20 ml/h by syringe pump.

Drug treatment
RPE and ROs were seeded into the RoC as described above. Subsequently, ROs and RPE were

either treated for three days with 20 and 80 mg/ml chloroquine (Sigma-Aldrich, USA) in BRDM using

a syringe pump at a flow rate of 30 ml/h or with 0.5 mg/ml and 2 mg/ml Gentamicin (Sigma-Aldrich,

USA) for 6 days. For every treatment, control RoCs were also used, without addition of equal

amounts of the solvent (H2O). After 3 days of treatment, cells in the RoCs were stained using

HOECHST (Thermo Fischer Scientific, USA) and 3 mM propidium iodide (PI, Sigma Aldrich, USA) to

assess cell death. RoCs were washed twice with PBS using a syringe and fixed with 4% PFA for

immunohistochemical staining of LAMP2.

Phagocytosis assay using bovine ROS
Bovine rod outer segments were isolated as previously described (Vogt et al., 2013). For the

phagocytosis assay out-of-the-chip, hiPSC-RPE was plated on cover slips after coating with 0.01%

Poly-L-Ornithine Solution and Laminin as described above. For the phagocytosis assay in the RPE-
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chip, RPE was loaded as described above into the Laminin-coated wells. On the next day, hiPSC-

RPE on coverslips or in the chip were incubated with bovine photoreceptor outer segments (POS) at

a density of 10 POS/RPE in BRDM for 2 hr at 37˚C, then washed with PBS 3x and cultivated for addi-

tional 2 hr in BRDM and then fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde (Carl Roth, Germany) and 10%

sucrose (Carl Roth, Germany) in PBS for 20 min at room temperature for immunohistochemistry.

VEGF-A secretion assays
Specialized double-channel RoCs were generated for apical and basal secretion measurement.

These chips were identical with the previously described setup, except that an additional channel

was included (apical channel) connecting the compartments, with an additional in- and outlet that

allows media flow above the RPE layer, in addition to the media flow below. These double-channel

chips were loaded with RPE cells as described and then cultivated for 14 days using a syringe pump.

Effluent from the upper and lower-channel outlet were collected after 24 hr. The apical and basal

media were analyzed from three different chips and initial volumina were noted for calculation of the

total substance quantity per chip on the apical or basal side.
Stimulation of VEGF-A secretion was measured in regular RoC platforms. To acquire comparable

samples, the effluent was collected over 2 hr resulting in 100 ml volumes (flow rate of 50 ml/h). The

effluent was collected once before TGF-b1 exposure to measure the baseline secretion of VEGF-A.

Subsequently, the RoCs were perfused with medium containing 10 ng/ml TGF-b1 (Peprotech, USA).

Samples were collected every 2 hr for 12 hr and once after 24 hr. After 24 hr, TGF-b1 was removed

from the medium and samples were collected at the 36 and 48 hr time-points, 12 and 24 hr after

starting the washout, respectively.
The collected samples were immediately frozen at !20˚C. The concentration of VEGF-A was mea-

sured after defrosting the samples using the VEGF-A Human ELISA Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific,

USA). The assay was performed according to the manufacturer’s protocol and absorbance was mea-

sured at 450 nm.

Live cell labeling of hiPSC retinal organoids
For live cell labeling of RO photoreceptor segments, ROs were incubated in a reaction tube for 30 min

in BRDM containing 20 mg/ml PNA lectin-Alexa Fluor 568 (Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA) or PNA lec-

tin-Alexa Fluor 647 (Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA) followed by washing with medium four times, prior

to the transfer into the RoC.

Live cell endocytosis and phagocytosis assay
For live cell endocytosis experiments, RPE cells were infected overnight with 10 particles/cell of Cell-

Light Early-Endosomes GFP (BacMam 2.0, Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA) prior to the seeding of

RPE into the RoC. Endosome labeling could be detected for >5 days.

Production of agarose RoCs and cryoembedding
Agarose RoCs were produced from an in-house fabricated mold using 4% Agarose/BRDM + 10%

FBS containing four separate compartments and a semipermeable membrane (as described in the

MPS section) at the bottom of each well. RPE and ROs were loaded into the agarose RoCs as

already described. For fixation, agarose RoCs were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M phos-

phate buffered saline (pH 7.4) (Polysciences, Warrington Pa., USA) for 2 hr. ROs from classic dish cul-

ture were washed with PBS and fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde and 10% sucrose in PBS for 20 min

at room temperature, then kept in PBS at 4˚C.
After rinsing in PBS, agarose RoCs or RO were cryoprotected in graded sucrose/PBS (10% for

30 min, 20% for 1 hr, 30% overnight), embedded in cryomatrix (Tissue-Tek O.C.T. Compound,

Sakura, Netherlands) and frozen in liquid nitrogen. Cryosections (14 mm) were cut on a Leica CM

3050 s Cryocut, mounted on Superfrost glass slides, and stored at !20˚C.

Transmission electron microscopy
For transmission electron microscopy, agarose RoCs with ROs and RPE were fixed in the chambers

with Karnovsky buffer (2.5% glutaraldehyde, 2% paraformaldehyde, 0.1 M sodium cacodylate buffer,

pH 7.4) (Electron Microscopy Sciences, Germany) for 12 hr at 4˚C. After fixation, the samples were
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rinsed three times in 0.1 M sodium cacodylate buffer (pH 7.4, Electron Microscopy Sciences, Ger-

many) for a total of 30 min, and postfixed in 1% OsO4 (Electron Microscopy Sciences, Germany) for

1.5 hr at room temperature. After three additional washes in cacodylate buffer and dehydration in

50% ethanol, tissues were counterstained with 6% uranyl acetate dissolved in 70% ethanol (Serva,

Germany) followed by graded ethanol concentrations of ethanol (80% and 96% for 15 min each,

100% for two times 10 min, acetone 100%, 15 min). The dehydrated samples were incubated in a

2:1 and 1:1 mixture of acetone and Epon resin (Serva, Germany) for 1 hr each, on a shaker. Finally,

organoids were infiltrated with pure Epon and polymerized by overnight incubation at 60˚C. The

next day, ROs and RPE were punched out of the chambers. Upon punches containing RPE-filter and

ROs were embedded in fresh resin in flat molds (Science Services, Germany) and cured 12 hr at 60˚C

followed by 2 hr at 90˚C.
Ultrathin sections (50 nm) were cut on a Reichert Ultracut S (Leica, Germany), collected on copper

grids and counterstained with Reynolds lead citrate. Sections were analyzed with a Zeiss EM 900

transmission electron microscope (Zeiss, Germany) equipped with a 2k ! 2 k CCD camera.
Images were used for quantification of outer segment density using an image analysis software

(iTEM, Olympus Soft Imaging Solutions, Germany). To calculate the ratio of outer segments per mm

organoid surface, a line was drawn and measured along the outer limiting membrane of the orga-

noid and outer segment structures visible along the line were counted.

Immunohistochemistry
For in situ chip staining, whole-mount staining was performed using a blocking solution of 5% or 10%

normal donkey serum (Millipore, USA) with 0.2% triton-X (Carl Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany) for permea-

bilization, twice for 1 hr. Primary antibodies were added to the blocking solution for 1 or 2 days at 4˚C,

then secondary antibodies were added in blocking solution overnight at 4˚C. Next, RoC were counter-

stained with HOECHST 33342 for 10 min at room temperature (1:2000, Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA).

Washing steps to remove residual antibodies were performed with PBS, three times for 2 hr at room

temperature after incubation of primary and secondary antibodies, as well as after HOECHST staining.
Cryosections from agarose-chips and ROs were rehydrated in PBS for 15 min and incubated in a

blocking solution of 10% normal donkey serum in PBS with 0.2% triton-X for 1 hr. Wholemount ROs

were incubated in a blocking solution of 10% normal donkey serum in PBS with 0.2% triton-X for 1 hr.

Primary antibodies were diluted in blocking solution and incubated overnight at 4˚C. Secondary anti-

bodies were diluted in 1:1 blocking solution:PBS and incubated for 2 hr at room temperature. Mount-

ing was performed with ProLong Gold Antifade Reagent with DAPI (Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA).

Washing steps to remove residual antibodies were performed with PBS, three times for 3 min at room

temperature after primary and secondary antibodies.
Cells grown on glass coverslip were washed with PBS and fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde and

10% sucrose in PBS for 20 min at room temperature, then kept in PBS at 4˚C. For blocking and per-

meabilization, cover slips were incubated with 5% normal donkey serum and 0.2% triton-X for 1 hr.

Primary antibodies were diluted in blocking solution and incubated overnight at 4˚C. Secondary anti-

bodies were diluted in blocking solution and incubated for 2 hr at room temperature. Mounting was

performed with ProLong Gold Antifade Reagent with DAPI (Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA). Washing

steps to remove residual antibodies were performed with PBS, three times for 5 min at room tem-

perature after primary and secondary antibodies.
For LAMP-2 stainings, 0.5% saponin (Millipore, USA) was used instead of Triton-X and washing

steps were performed using 0.1% saponin in PBS instead of using only PBS.
Antibodies used were:
Secondary Antibodies:

. Donkey anti-Mouse Alexa Fluor 488 (1:1000, R37114, Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA)

. Donkey anti-Mouse Alexa Fluor 568 (1:1000, A10037, Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA)

. Donkey anti-Mouse Alexa Fluor 647 (1:1000, A-31571, Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA)

. Donkey anti-Goat Alexa Fluor 488 (1:1000, A-11055, Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA)

. Donkey anti-Goat Alexa Fluor 568 (1:1000, A-11057, Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA)

. Donkey anti-Goat Alexa Fluor 647 (1:1000, A-21447, Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA)

. Donkey anti-Rabbit IgG (H + L) Alexa Fluor 488 (1:1000, R37118, Thermo Fisher Scientific,
USA)
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. Donkey anti-Rabbit IgG (H + L) Alexa Fluor 568 (1:1000, A10042, Thermo Fisher Scientific,
USA)

. Donkey anti-Rabbit IgG (H + L) Alexa Fluor 647 (1:1000, A12379, Thermo Fisher Scientific,
USA)

Primary:

. Alexa Fluor 647 Phalloidin (1:500, A12379,Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA)

. AP2a (1:100, sc-12726, Santa Cruz Biotechnology, USA)

. Arrestin 3 (Cone Arrestin, 1:50, sc-54355, Santa Cruz Biotechnology, USA)

. Brn-3b (1:50, sc-31989, Santa Cruz Biotechnology, USA)

. CHX10 (1:200, sc-21690, Santa Cruz Biotechnology, USA)

. CRALBP (1:250, ab15051, Abcam, USA)

. EEA1 (1:500, 14-9114-80, eBioscience, Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA)

. EZRIN (1:200, 3145S, Cell Signaling, USA)

. LAMP2 (1:50, sc18822, Santa Cruz Biotechnology, USA)

. Melanoma gp100 (1:100, ab787, Abcam, USA)

. MITF (1:500, X1405M, Exalpha Biologicals, USA)

. PAX6(1:100, PRB-278P-100, Covance, USA)

. PKCa (1:500, sc-208, Santa Cruz Biotechnology, USA)

. Rhodopsin (1:200, sc-57432, Santa Cruz Biotechnology, USA)

. ROM1 (1:200, 21984–1-AP, Proteintech, USA)

. RPE65 (1:100, ab78036 Abcam, USA)

. Anti-Opsin, blue (1:200, AB5407, Merck Millipore, USA)

. ZO-1 (1:100, 61–7300, Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA)

TUNEL assay
TUNEL Assay (Click-iT TUNEL Alexa Fluor 488 Imaging Assay; Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA) was

performed according to the manufacturer’s manual.

Gene expression analysis using Fluidigm qRT-PCR
Total RNA isolation and gene expression analysis was performed as previously described

(Raab et al., 2017). For quantification of the gene expression of the genes of interest, Taqman

assays were purchased from Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA.

Calcium imaging
RoCs were incubated overnight with BRDM containing 9-cis-Retinal (Sigma-Aldrich, USA), 0.27 mM

Fura-2-AM and 0.1% pluronic acid (Invitrogen, USA) at 37˚C and 5% CO2. Afterwards, the RoCs

were perfused with BRDM (5 ml) to wash out the excess dye. Ratiometric calcium-imaging record-

ings were performed utilizing an upright fluorescence microscope (BX50WI, Olympus, Germany)

equipped with a 40x water immersion objective (LUMPlan FL, 40X/0.80W, ¥/0, Olympus), a poly-

chromator (VisiChrome, Till Photonics, Germany) and a CCD camera (RETIGA-R1, 1360 ! 1024 pixel,

16 bit). During the calcium-imaging recordings, stacks (single-plane two-channel) of the Fura-2 fluo-

rescence at the focal plane of the ROs photoreceptors were acquired at 10 Hz (lexc = 340 and 380

nm; Olympus U-MNU filter set, 30 milliseconds exposure time, 8-pixel binning) using the VisiView

software (Till Photonics, Germany). The calcium-imaging ratio-stacks were generated by dividing the

fluorescence images recorded at the excitation wavelengths of F340 and F380 (ImageJ, RatioPlus,

https://imagej.nih.gov/). To detect the calcium signals in the RoCs, fluorescent-labeled cells were

manually encircled by regions of interest (ROIs) and the obtained ROIs coordinates were used to

extract corresponding calcium traces from the ratio-stacks. Average frames of pre- and post-stimulus

frames substituted ratio frames during the light stimulation period (using the ImageJ building func-

tion Z-projection (‘Average intensity’).

Fluorescence intensity quantification
The fluorescence intensity of the propidium iodid signal was quantified using ImageJ (https://imagej.

nih.gov/) before and after PI labeling using ROI selection and mean intensity pixel values. Signal

intensities of images taken before PI labeling were considered as background and subtracted from
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the measured PI values. The mean PI fluorescence intensity of only the RO in the RoC IRO! " was cal-

culated via:

IRO # IRO$RPE % IRPE

where by IRO$RPE is the mean PI signal intensity in the RO area (ARO) from both RO as well as RPE
and IRPE is the mean PI signal intensity of solely the RPE. IRPE was thereby calculated via:

IRPE #
IRoC &ARoC % IRO$RPE &ARO

ARoC %ARO

with IRoC representing the mean PI intensity of the entire RoC area (ARoC).

Microscopy
All microscopic images were as indicated in the individual panels either taken by an Imager.M2 Apo-

tome1 (Carl Zeiss, Germany), LSM 710 Confocal microscope (Carl Zeiss, Germany) or by the EVOS

FL Imaging System.

Simulation of the fluidic transport processes
The free and porous fluid flow, as well as the transport of diluted species, was modeled according to

work previously described (Loskill et al., 2017). Briefly, we created a simplified model of the RoC

consisting of the media channel and the four tissue chambers, each with a diameter of 2 mm and a

height of 1 mm. The porous PET membrane, between the media channel and tissue chambers, was

modeled with a thickness of 10 mm. The incompressible stationary free fluid flow was modeled by

the Navier-Stokes equation with the properties of water (dynamic viscosity m = 1&10–3 m2/s, density

r = 1000 kg/m3) and a flow rate of 20 ml/h. Fluid flow from the media channel through the isoporous

membrane into the tissue channel was modeled using Darcy’s law (porosity = 0.056, hydraulic per-

meability k = 1.45&10–14 m2). The transport of diluted species was described by the time-dependent

convection-diffusion with a diffusion coefficient 1 & 10–9 m2/s and an initial concentration of 1 mol/

m3.

Statistical analysis
To analyze differences between samples conditions, the two-sided student’s t-test (Figure 4g), the

one-way-ANOVA with a Bonferroni post-hoc test (Figure 6h), the one-way-ANOVA with a Dunnet

post-hoc test (Figure 8b,f,g) or a two-way-ANOVA with a Bonferroni post-hoc test (Figure 8h) was

used. Statistical analysis was performed with GraphPad Prism 7.04 (San Diego, California). Data are

presented as mean ± S.E.M. p-value is indicated in the respective graphs.

Data availability
The authors declare that the main data supporting the findings of this study are available within the

article and its Supplementary Information files.
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Abstract: 
Obesity and its numerous adverse health consequences have taken on global, pandemic 

proportions. White adipose tissue (WAT) – a key contributor in many metabolic diseases 

– contributes about one fourth of a healthy human’s body mass. Despite its significance, 

many WAT-related pathophysiogical mechanisms in humans are still not understood, 

largely due to the reliance on non-human animal models. In recent years, Organ-on-a-

chip (OoC) platforms have developed into promising alternatives for animal models; these 

systems integrate engineered human tissues into physiological microenvironment 

supplied by a vasculature-like microfluidic perfusion. Here, we report the development of 

a novel OoC that integrates functional mature human white adipocytes. The WAT-on-a- 

chip is a multilayer device that features tissue chambers tailored specifically for the 

maintenance of 3D tissues based on human primary adipocytes, with supporting 

nourishment provided through perfused media channels. The platform’s capability to 

maintain long-term viability and functionality of white adipocytes was confirmed by real-

time monitoring of fatty acid uptake, by quantification of metabolite release into the 

effluent media as well as by an intact responsiveness to a therapeutic compound. The 

novel system provides a promising tool for wide-ranging applications in mechanistic 

research of WAT-related biology, in studying of pathophysiological mechanisms in 

obesity and diabetes, and in R&D of pharmaceutical industry. 
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WAT-on-a-chip integrating 
human mature white adipocytes 
for mechanistic research and 
pharmaceutical applications
Julia Rogal1,2, Carina Binder1, Elena Kromidas1,2, Julia Roosz1, Christopher Probst1, 
Stefan Schneider1, Katja Schenke-Layland2,3,4 & Peter Loskill1,2*

Obesity and its numerous adverse health consequences have taken on global, pandemic proportions. 
White adipose tissue (WAT) – a key contributor in many metabolic diseases – contributes about one 
fourth of a healthy human’s body mass. Despite its significance, many WAT-related pathophysiogical 
mechanisms in humans are still not understood, largely due to the reliance on non-human 
animal models. In recent years, Organ-on-a-chip (OoC) platforms have developed into promising 
alternatives for animal models; these systems integrate engineered human tissues into physiological 
microenvironment supplied by a vasculature-like microfluidic perfusion. Here, we report the 
development of a novel OoC that integrates functional mature human white adipocytes. The WAT-on-a-
chip is a multilayer device that features tissue chambers tailored specifically for the maintenance of 3D 
tissues based on human primary adipocytes, with supporting nourishment provided through perfused 
media channels. The platform’s capability to maintain long-term viability and functionality of white 
adipocytes was confirmed by real-time monitoring of fatty acid uptake, by quantification of metabolite 
release into the effluent media as well as by an intact responsiveness to a therapeutic compound. The 
novel system provides a promising tool for wide-ranging applications in mechanistic research of WAT-
related biology, in studying of pathophysiological mechanisms in obesity and diabetes, and in R&D of 
pharmaceutical industry.

!e global obesity pandemic poses one of today’s biggest challenges to public health. Each year, 2.8 million people 
die from causes related to overweight or obesity1. Since the 1970s, the worldwide prevalence of obesity has nearly 
tripled, also leading to an upsurge in associated comorbidities such as type 2 diabetes (Fig."1a)2. Future projec-
tions reveal the gravity of this public health crisis: the prevalence rates of childhood obesity are increasing at an 
alarming pace3, and by 2030, more than 50% of U.S. adults are predicted to be obese4. White adipose tissue (WAT) 
is the principal organ in obesity. In healthy human adults, WAT comprises approximately 20–25% of the total 
body mass, thus constituting the second largest organ, a#er the skin. In obese individuals, WAT’s contribution to 
the total body mass may become as high as 50% (Fig."1b)5.

WAT is tightly involved in the two most important functions of an organism – energy homeostasis and repro-
duction6. In energy homeostasis, not only does WAT act as the main storage site of excess dietary energy (Fig."1c), 
it also performs crucial endocrine and metabolic functions (Fig."1d)7,8. WAT can sense the body’s energy status, 
and respond appropriately, either by storing fuel, in the form of triacylglycerides, or by releasing it as glycerol and 
fatty acids, for ultimate delivery to organs in need. While this classically described role of WAT already entailed 
extensive crosstalk between WAT and other organs, its inter-organ communications extend beyond simple feed-
back loops activated by fed- or fasted states. Endocrine functions of white adipocytes, and other WAT-resident 
cells in the stromal vascular fraction, are performed by the release of a variety of adipokines (adipose-associated 

1Fraunhofer Institute for Interfacial Engineering and Biotechnology IGB, Nobelstrasse 12, 70569, Stuttgart, 
Germany. 2Department of Women’s Health, Research Institute for Women’s Health, Eberhard Karls University, 
Calwerstrasse 7, 72076, Tübingen, Germany. 3NMI Natural and Medical Sciences Institute at the University of 
Tübingen, Markwiesenstr. 55, 72770, Reutlingen, Germany. 4Department of Medicine/Cardiology, Cardiovascular 
Research Laboratories, David Geffen School of Medicine at UCLA, 675 Charles E. Young Drive South, MRL 3645, Los 
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cytokines) which a!ect the functioning of the brain, liver, pancreas and immune system9. Besides managing 
nutritional homeostasis, WAT contributes to the regulation of the hypothalamic-pituitary-gonadal axis by secret-
ing and metabolizing sex steroids7. Especially adipose tissue intracrinology, i.e., the modulation of sex steroid 
levels by signi"cant numbers of locally expressed enzymes that activate, convert, or inactivate circulating steroid 
hormones, plays important roles in human reproductive function7,10,11. Given its prominent endocrine functions 
and extensive cross-talk with other organs, it comes as little surprise that abnormal amounts, or altered function-
ing of WAT may result in wide-ranging disorders, including hepatic and cardiovascular diseases12,13, diabetes and 
cancer14–16.

In line with its important roles in metabolism, in#ammation and cancer, WAT has emerged as a drug tar-
get with major therapeutic potential for a variety of diseases17–19. Additionally, storage metabolism by WAT can 
have a major impact on the e$cacy of drug therapies, such as those for cardiovascular diseases and cancer20,21. 
For instance, adipocytes may metabolize and inactivate the chemotherapeutic Daunorubicin21, which strongly 
a!ects the e$cacy of this anticancer therapeutic. Furthermore, the capacity of WAT to sequester hydrophobic 
compounds, gives the tissue a prominent role in absorption, distribution, metabolism, and excretion (ADME) 
processes.

Even though WAT plays such a signi"cant role in many diseases, surprisingly little is known about patho-
physiological processes of WAT, especially when considering the ever-increasing prevalence of obesity and its 
co-morbidities. An important reason for this lacking insight is that mechanistic studies in humans o%en involve 

Figure 1. Relevance of research on WAT. (a) &e worldwide prevalence of obesity has nearly tripled since 1975; 
in 2016, almost 40% of adults aged 18 and over could be classi"ed as overweight, 13% of them were even obese. 
&is developments has coincided with a rising prevalence of diabetes, which in 2016 a!ected approximately 
9% of adults worldwide. T2DM – the most prevalent form of diabetes – o%en develops during chronic 
positive energy balance, e.g., by a combination of excessive energy intake and physical inactivity1,2. (b) WAT’s 
contribution to body mass is 20–25% in healthy individuals, and up to 50% in the obese5. (c) Traditional view 
of WAT as an organ primarily for energy storage. (d) Additional, modern-day concepts of WAT functionality, 
including extensive endocrine functions.
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unacceptable health risks. Hence, most research depends on clinical observation, genome-wide association stud-
ies (GWAS) as well as animal studies22. Although animal models have led to many insights in obesity and diabe-
tes, they o!en are lacking in predictive validity for human body functioning, "rst because of important species 
di#erences in nutrition and metabolism, and second because the distinct, unique physiological and pathophysio-
logical roles of WAT in humans23. Alternatively, conventional, cell culture-based in vitro models have been widely 
utilized and are signi"cantly less controversial ethically. Typically, researchers have used a variety of cell sources, 
ranging from (immortalized) murine, to primary human (pre-)adipocytes, each featuring distinct advantages 
and limitations24. In vitro di#erentiation of adipogenic progenitor cells, i.e., either pre-adipocytes or multipo-
tent stem cell lines, or (induced) pluripotent stem cells, is o!en the method of choice due to the availability of 
donor-speci"c information, and the capacity of these cells to undergo expansion and cryopreservation while 
retaining their characteristic fat depot. Yet, the in vitro use of di#erentiated adipocytes has two major drawbacks: 
unlike their in situ matured congeners, (i) their lipid contents never reach a state of unilocularity, but remain 
distributed among multiple small lipid vacuoles, and (ii) their gene expression and secretome di#ers signi"cantly 
in the relative proportions of adipose-associated hormones25–27. Both phenomena re$ect a pre-mature state of 
the in vitro di#erentiated adipocytes, which strongly suggests that mature human adipocytes provide the best 
recapitulation of a mature human adipocyte physiology. Yet, the ex vivo culture of primary human adipocytes is 
extremely challenging, due to issues with the cells’ buoyancy, fragility and de-di#erentiation, which so far have 
hindered development of robust protocols for long-term culturing. Similarly, studies using whole WAT explants 
are restricted to short culture durations. Additionally, inter-individual variability complicates the interpretation 
of study results based on samples from di#erent donors28.

Overall, it is of upmost importance to develop microscale platforms that provide microphysiological environ-
ments for the long-term culture of white adipocytes in structures that may recapitulate in vivo physiology, and 
functionality based on a minimal amount of cells. By combining modern techniques in microfabrication, bioma-
terials and tissue engineering, organ-on-a-chip technology has enabled the construction of promising platforms 
for mechanistic and pharmaceutical studies, that have great potential for disease modeling as well as the optimi-
zation of personalized medical treatments of obesity and diabetes29–32. %e integration of tissues with in vivo-like 
structure and functionality in perfused microenvironments is of particular interest when studying endocrine tis-
sues and multi-factorial diseases, due to the possibility to combine individual chips into multi-organ systems33,34. 
However, although organ-on-a-chip research has burgeoned in recent years, and numerous platforms have been 
developed for many organs and tissues, WAT appears to have been largely overlooked, and only a few relevant 
e#orts have been undertaken25. Several research groups injected pre-adipocytes from murine35,36 or human37–39 
sources into micro$uidic chambers, and were able to subsequently induce adipogenesis. Others directly intro-
duced primary adipocytes from mice into mesoscopic, perfused reservoirs40. In a recently introduced elegant 
approach, Harms et al. cultured mature human white adipocytes in multiwell plates underneath membranes in 
a transwell format41. All of these innovative approaches, however, did not enable the generation of human white 
adipose tissue-like structures with in vivo-like physiology.

Here, we present the "rst OoC platform that integrates human primary mature adipocytes into a perfused 
micro$uidic chip. %e human WAT-on-a-chip consists of multiple, tissue-speci"c chambers that are $uidically 
connected to a vasculature-like microchannel, while being shielded from the shear forces of the perfusion $uid. 
Using speci"cally tailored isolation and injection protocols, 3D microtissues based on freshly isolated adipocytes 
are generated inside a series of individual chambers. %us, a large number of independent replicate cell cultures 
from individual donors can be produced and kept viable – as well as functional – for over one month. By analyz-
ing media e&uents and taking advantage of the optical accessibility of the tissue chambers, the patency of cells 
as well as key cell-physiological aspects, e.g., fatty acid metabolism and drug responsiveness, could be monitored 
successfully.

Materials and Methods
Fabrication and characterization of microfluidic platforms. Chip fabrication by so! lithography and 
replica molding. %e micro$uidic platform is a custom-designed three-layered hybrid device featuring two 
micro-patterned polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS; Sylgard 184, Dow Corning, USA) layers, which are separated by 
an isoporous semipermeable membrane. %e media channel and tissue chamber microstructures in the PDMS 
slabs were generated using two di#erently patterned master wafers that served as positive molding templates. %e 
intricately structured masters were fabricated by commonly used photolithographic processes described pre-
viously36. %e chips’ PDMS structures were created using two di#erent molding techniques: standard molding 
to obtain thicker slabs with closed structures, and exclusion molding to obtain thin layers with open structures 
(cf. “Replica molding of PDMS parts” in the supplements section). To prepare the semipermeable membranes, 
commercially available polyethylene terephthalate (PET) membranes (rP = 3 µm; !P = 8 " 105 pores per cm2; 
TRAKETCH® PET 3.0 p S210 " 300, SABEU GmbH & Co. KG, Northeim, Germany) were functionalized by a 
plasma-enhanced, chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) process (cf. “Membrane functionalization” in the supple-
ments section). In a "nal step, chips were assembled in three subsequent O2-plasma activation (15 s, 50 W; Diener 
Zepto, Diener electronic GmbH + Co. KG, Ebhausen, Germany) and bonding steps, followed by an overnight 
exposure to 60 °C for bonding enhancement (cf. “Chip assembly” in the supplements section).

Chip preparation for experiments. On the day before cell injection, chips were O2-plasma sterilized (60 s, 
50 W) and subsequently filled with Dulbecco’s phosphate-buffered saline without MgCl2 and CaCl2 (PBS#; 
Sigma-Aldrich Chemie GmbH, Steinheim, Germany), under sterile conditions. %en, the PBS# "lled chips were 
kept overnight at 4 °C in PBS# to allow evacuation of residual air from the channel systems.
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Numerical modeling. To model !uid !ow and transport of a diluted species, COMSOL Multiphysics (COMSOL, 
Stockholm, Sweden) so"ware was used. #e process was based on a numerical model which was previously 
published for our previous murine WAT-on-a-chip36. Brie!y, the incompressible stationary free !uid !ow was 
modeled by the Navier-Stokes equation with the properties of water (dynamic viscosity µ = 1 ! 10"3 m2/s, density 
# = 1000 kg/m3) at a !ow of 20 µl/h. Fluid !ow from the media channel through the isoporous membrane into 
the tissue channel was modeled using Darcy’s law (porosity = 0.056, hydraulic permeability $ = 1.45 ! 10"14 
m2). #e transport of diluted species was described by the time-dependent convection-di$usion with a di$usion 
coe%cient 1 ! 10"9 m2/s and an initial concentration of 1 mol/m3.

Di!usive transport. To visualize di$usion of compounds from the media microchannels over the isoporous 
membrane into the tissue chamber inside the micro!uidic platform, we monitored the perfusion of a 0.5 mg/ml 
!uorescein isothiocyanate–dextran (FITC-dextran; 150 kDa, 46946, Sigma-Aldrich Chemie GmbH) solution in 
PBS" in the system. Prior to the di$usion experiment, the tissue chambers were &lled with the collagen hydrogel 
matrix commonly used to encapsulate the adipocytes (cf. “Injection of human mature adipocytes into the micro-
!uidic platform”). #e !ow rate was set to 40 µl/h and the !uorescence intensity was measured every 6.2 s for three 
positions in the chip – the media channel, the top of the underlying tissue chamber, as well as the bottom of the 
same tissue chamber.

Isolation and culture of primary human adipocytes. Human tissue samples. Human adiposetis-
sue biopsies were obtained from plastic surgeries performed by Dr. Ulrich E. Ziegler (Klinik Charlottenhaus, 
Stuttgart, Germany), approved by the local medical ethics committee: Patients gave an informed consent accord-
ing to the permission of the “Landesärztekammer Baden-Württemberg” (IRB#: F-2012-078; for normal skin from 
elective surgeries). All procedures were carried out in accordance with the rules for medical research of human 
subjects, as de&ned in the Declaration of Helsinki. All primary mature adipocytes were isolated from biopsies 
that were taken from female, pre-obese donors (BMI 25.0 - 29.9, as per the WHO classi&cation), aged 45 to 55.

Isolation of primary human adipocytes. Primary mature adipocytes were isolated from subcutaneous adipose 
tissue samples. #e isolation protocol was performed as previously described42,43, with slight modi&cations. In 
brief, the subcutaneous adipose tissue was rinsed twice with Dulbecco’s phosphate bu$ered saline with MgCl2 and 
CaCl2 (PBS+; Sigma-Aldrich Chemie GmbH), and visible blood vessels, as well as connective-tissue structures, 
were thoroughly removed. #e remaining adipose tissue was cut into &ne pieces of approximately 1 cm3, and 
digested with a collagenase solution [(0.13 U/ml collagenase type NB4 (Serva Electrophoresis GmbH, Heidelberg, 
Germany) in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM/Ham’s-F12; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, 
USA), with 1% bovine serum albumin (BSA; Sigma-Aldrich Chemie GmbH)] for 60 min at 37 °C on a rocking 
shaker (50 cycles/min; Polymax 1040, Heidolph Instruments GmbH & CO. KG, Schwabach, Germany). Next, the 
digested tissue was passed through cell strainers (mesh size: 500 µm), and subsequently washed three times with 
DMEM/Ham’s-F12. For each washing step, adipocytes and medium were mixed, and le" to rest for 10 min to 
allow separation of the buoyant adipocytes and the medium; this was followed by aspiration of the liquid media 
from underneath the packed layer of adipocytes.

Injection of human mature adipocytes into the micro"uidic platform. Immediately a"er the isolation of white 
adipocytes from tissue samples, the adipocytes were prepared for injection into the micro!uidic platforms. Sixty 
µl of densely packed adipocytes were mixed with 24 µl of a dispersion of 10 mg/ml collagen type 1 (from rat tail, 
provided by Fraunhofer IGB), 6 µl neutralization bu$er [DMEM/Ham’s F-12 (10!); Biochrom GmbH, Berlin, 
Germany), and 50 mM NaOH in Aqua dest (1:1) with 0.2 M NaHCO3 and 0.225 M HEPES (Carl Roth GmbH 
+ Co. KG, Karlsruhe, Germany)] and immediately injected into the chip’s tissue-chamber system by manual 
pressure. Each system of connected tissue chambers was loaded individually at a steady pace, to ensure that the 
collagen hydrogel reached the tissue chambers before the onset of gelation.

On-chip culture of adipose tissue. During on-chip culturing, the WAT-chips were maintained in a humid-
ified incubator at 37 °C and a 5% CO2 atmosphere. The adipocytes were supplied with a 20–40 µl/h flow of 
Subcutaneous Adipocyte Maintenance Medium (AM-1; BioCat GmbH, Heidelberg, Germany) maintained by 
positive pressure from an automated syringe pump (LA-190, Landgraf Laborsysteme HLL GmbH, Langenhagen, 
Germany). Under sterile conditions, media reservoirs were re-&lled with fresh media every other day, and the 
media e'uents were collected from the media-systems’ outlets once every 1–2 days (depending on the experi-
ment), and stored at "80 °C for subsequent analysis of metabolites.

Structural and functional characterization of on-chip adipose tissues. Fluorescent dou-
ble staining of intracellular lipid vacuoles and nuclei. To visualize the structure of on-chip adipose tis-
sues, intracellular lipid vacuoles and nuclei were stained using the neutral lipid stain BODIPY™ 493/503 
(4,4-Di!uoro-1,3,5,7,8-Pentamethyl-4-Bora-3a,4a-Diaza-s-Indacene; D3922, #ermo Fisher Scienti&c) and 
4%,6-Diamidin-2-phenylindol (DAPI;D8417, Sigma-Aldrich Chemie GmbH). All &xation- and staining solutions 
were !ushed through the chip at a rate of 80 µl/h by a syringe pump. #e in-chip adipocytes were &xed overnight 
with 4% phosphate-bu$ered formaldehyde solution (Roti®-Histo&x 4%, P087, Carl Roth GmbH + Co. KG). 
Next, permeabilization was achieved by !ushing the chip for 3 h with PBST [PBS+ with 0.1% Tween-20 (P7949, 
Sigma-Aldrich Chemie GmbH)]. Then, the fluorescence staining solution – PBST with 1 µg/ml BODIPY™ 
493/503 and 1 µg/ml DAPI – was pumped through the system for 2 h, and &nally washed out with PBS+ for at 
least 30 min to remove residual staining solution. To stain explants, chunks of approximately 100 mm3 were cut o$ 
from the biopsy, washed with PBS + twice and &xed for 1 h with 4% phosphate-bu$ered formaldehyde solution. 
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A!erwards, the "xed explants were washed with PBS+, permeabilized and stained as described above (1 h of 
incubation time for each step). Finally, the explants were washed three times in PBS+ to remove residual staining 
solution and stored in PBS+ until imaging.

Imaging of the stained adipocytes was performed and processed by a laser scanning microscope (Zeiss LSM 710, 
Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany) with specialized so!ware (ZEN 2012 SP1 (black edition), Release Version 8.1)).

Live/dead staining of integrated white adipose tissue. To assess the viability of the adipocytes on-chip, a live/
dead-assay based on #uorescein diacetate (FDA; F1303, $ermo Fisher Scienti"c) and propidium iodide (PI; 
P3566, $ermo Fisher Scienti"c) was performed. Prior to staining, the culture medium was removed from the 
chip by #ushing the media channels with PBS, using gravitational #ow. $e staining solution containing FDA 
("nal concentration 27 µg/ml) and PI ("nal concentration 135 µg/ml) diluted in PBS, was #ushed into the media 
channel by gravitational #ow, and incubated for 25 min in a humidi"ed incubator at 37 °C and 5% CO2. $e stain-
ing solution was then removed by #ushing PBS through the media channels using gravitational #ow. Right a!er 
that, imaging was performed by an inverted #uorescence microscope (Leica DMi8, LEICA Microsystems GmbH, 
Wetzlar, Germany).

Monitoring and analysis of fatty acid uptake and release. For online monitoring of fatty acid uptake by the adi-
pocytes, 4 µM of the #uorescently-labeled fatty acid analog, BODIPY™ 500/510 C1, C12 (4,4-Di#uoro-5-Methyl-
4-Bora-3a,4a-Diaza-s-Indacene-3-Dodecanoic Acid;D3823, $ermo Fisher Scienti"c), was added to the culture 
medium for a duration of 60 min and pumped through the media systems at 80 µl/h via positive pressure provided 
by a syringe pump. Next, the culture medium was switched to AM-1 only, to visualize the release of the #uores-
cent fatty acid analog. During the experiment, the chips were placed under complete darkness in an incubator 
chamber that was "tted to the microscope stage, and set to 37 °C. Imaging was performed using the inverted Leica 
DMi8 #uorescence microscope. During the 120 min running time of the experiment, images of both bright-"eld 
(BF) and FITC-channels were captured every two minutes from each tissue chamber on the chip. As a reference, 
each position was imaged at time point 0 min (t0).

To quantify the patterns of #uorescence intensity during the uptake and release of the #uorescent fatty acid 
analog, the mean gray value of the #uorescence of the individual tissue chambers and the #uorescence of the back-
ground were measured for each time point using ImageJ 1.50i so!ware (National Institute of Health, Bethesda, 
USA). A!er subtracting the background levels from the #uorescence intensities measured in the chambers, the 
o%set was calculated by setting the intensity measured at t0 to a #uorescence intensity of 0 A.U. $en, the intensi-
ties for each chamber were expressed as a percentage of the highest recorded intensity from that chamber during 
the experiment. Note: Normalization on the chamber-level was considered to be necessary, because the amount 
of injected adipocytes varied between the chambers with the used WAT-chip design.

Responsiveness to !-adrenoreceptor agonistic drugs. To assess the effect of !-adrenergic agonist drugs on 
fatty acid metabolism, AM-1 medium was supplemented with 10 µM isoproterenol hydrochloride (I6504, 
Sigma-Aldrich Chemie GmbH). Fluorescence intensity was measured for 60 min with, and then for 60 min with-
out addition of 4 µM BODIPY™ 500/510 C1, C12 to the conditioned medium at 37 °C with an inverted #uores-
cence microscope (LEICA DMi8, LEICA Microsystems GmbH) to assess the dynamics of fatty acid uptake and 
release. Measurement and analysis of #uorescence was performed as described above.

Non-invasive analysis of cytotoxicity from media e!uents. $e release of lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) was 
quanti"ed from the media e&uents to non-invasively assess the adipocytes’ on-chip viability. $e medium e&u-
ents were collected for a sampling time of 24 h on di%erent days of on-chip culture. For analysis of the medium 
e&uents, we used the CytoTox 96® Non-Radioactive Cytotoxicity Assay (G1780; Promega GmbH, Walldorf, 
Germany) and followed the manufacturer’s instructions for performing the assay in a 384-well plate format. $is 
assay allows for colorimetric the detection of necrotic and late-stage apoptotic cells. For a Target Cell Maximum 
LDH Release Control, adipocytes were injected into two chips as described above. A!er injection, the adipocytes 
were perfused with lysis bu%er for 2 h until all adipocytes were lysed. $e mean of the acquired absorbance was 
assumed to be the maximum LDH release possible for the given experimental setup including chip design and 
adipocyte donor. All other acquired LDH data were normalized to this value.

Analysis of adipose-associated metabolites. $e non-esteri"ed fatty acid (NEFA) contents of medium e&uents 
were determined by enzymatic analysis, using the ACS-ACOD-MEHA method (NEFA-HR(2) Assay, FUJIFILM 
Wako Chemicals Europe GmbH, Neuss, Germany). E&uents were thawed and centrifuged at 10,000 x g for 
10 min. $en, 25 µl of sample [i.e. the e&uents’ supernatant, or AM-1 as blank, or oleic acid for a standard curve 
(270-77000, FUJIFILM Wako Chemicals Europe GmbH)] were supplemented with 100 µl of the R1 solution (434-
91795, FUJIFILM Wako Chemicals Europe GmbH) and 50 µl of the R2 solution (436-91995, Wako Chemicals 
GmbH), incubating 10 min at 37 °C a!er each addition. NEFA concentrations were determined by measuring 
absorbance at 550 nm (In"nite® 200 PRO, Tecan Trading AG, Switzerland). To assess the in#uence of albumin 
on NEFA release, 0.2% human serum albumin (HSA; A1653, Sigma-Aldrich Chemie GmbH) was added to the 
culture medium for 24 h. To ensure that increases in the measured NEFA concentrations could not be attributed 
to the presence of HSA during assay performance, we performed NEFA-measurements on the oleic acid stand-
ard with and without HSA. No di%erences were observed in the detected NEFA-concentration between the two 
conditions (Fig.'S4).

As another readout for lipolysis, glycerol concentrations were determined using a colorimetric assay. Media 
e&uents were thawed and centrifuged at 10,000 " g for 10 min. $en, 40 µl of sample [i.e. the e&uents’ super-
natants, or AM-1 as blank, or Glycerol Standard Solution for a standard curve (G7793, Sigma-Aldrich Chemie 
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GmbH)] were supplemented with 60 µl of the Free Glycerol Reagent (F6428, Sigma-Aldrich Chemie GmbH). 
A!er a 5-min incubation at 37 °C, absorbance at 540 nm was recorded.

Statistical analysis. All graphs show raw data means ± standard deviation (unless otherwise indicated). We 
annotated or sample size n as follows:

t� For analyses pertaining to data at tissue chamber level (e.g. from fatty acid transport assays), n denotes the 
number of tested tissue chambers.

t� For analyses pertaining on tissue system level only, i.e., the collectivity of eight chambers connected via one 
media channel, (e.g. metabolite measurements), n denotes the number of tested tissue systems.

For statistical analysis of di"erences, we performed independent two-sample t-tests using OriginPro 2018 
so!ware (OriginLab, Northhampton, MA, USA). Unless otherwise indicated, a p-value threshold for signi#cance 
of 0.05 was used.

Results and Discussion
Concept and characterization of the microfluidic platform. In order to generate a microphysiological 
environment capable of generating a human WAT-model, and maintaining tissue viability and functionality dur-
ing long-term culture, we developed a speci#cally tailored micro$uidic platform featuring a footprint comparable 
to the size of a stamp (2 ! 2 cm). %e essential features of the platform, depicted in Fig.&2a, are 3D-tissue chambers 
and perfusable microchannels that are separated by an isoporous membrane. Each chip platform houses two 
identical, independent systems each featuring eight individual tissue chambers. All tissue chambers are located 
at the end of individual branches of a main channel, which can be accessed via a common inlet for cell injection. 
%e tissue chambers are speci#cally designed to accommodate adipose tissue, particularly its large-sized, fragile 
and buoyant adipocytes: they are cylindrical structures with a diameter of 720 µm and a height of 200 µm. %e 
tissue-chamber microstructures are encased by transparent glass (cover slip or microscope slide) at the bottom, 
enabling easy visual inspection of the tissues with most current types of microscope, and by an isoporous mem-
brane on the top side. %e membrane was speci#cally functionalized (Supplement S2) to ensure a tight sealing 
of chip components, and to provide a porous barrier to the adjacent media microchannels. %e channels can be 
connected to external devices (e.g. syringe- or peristaltic pumps), to achieve a vasculature-like perfusion with 
media. %is allows for a precisely controllable convective transport of nutrients, metabolites, and other dissolved 
molecules towards, as well as away from, the tissue chambers, mimicking the in vivo circulation of blood. It 
also opens up the possibility to administer compounds with high temporal resolution. %e membrane further 
ensures that convective transport is restricted to the media channels, thereby shielding the tissue chambers from 
non-physiological shear forces (Fig.&2b). %rough the micropores, dissolved molecules may di"use quickly in and 
out of the tissue chambers, as con#rmed by computational modeling and by dynamic tracking of a $uorescent 
dye in di"erent channel- and chamber locations (Fig.&2b). In sum, the membrane constitutes an endothelial-like 
barrier that separates perfused media from the chip-embedded tissues. Although this arti#cial barrier admittedly 
does not recapitulate active transport processes occurring in vivo, it does provide a potential sca"old for the inclu-
sion of endothelial cells in future generations of the platform.

Generation and functional validation of human white adipose tissue on-chip. Two major di'cul-
ties of mature adipocytes – their buoyancy and fragility – have traditionally hampered the in vitro culture of WAT. 
We developed speci#cally optimized cell-isolation and -injection protocols to enable the integration of freshly 
isolated, mature primary adipocytes from humans into the tissue chambers of our microphysiological platform. 
By suspending the isolated cells into a collagen hydrogel before injection, their viability and integrity could be 
preserved. %e use of the hydrogel ensures both the protection and the 3D arrangement of the fragile cells dur-
ing the formation of the microtissue. Moreover, the hydrogel and the location of the cell-injection inlets on the 
bottom of the tissue chambers (Figs.&2a and 3) help to overcome the issue of adipocyte buoyancy. Successful cell 
loading generates 8 independent, parallel 3D WAT-like microtissues per system (and 16 per platform).

Due to the microscale footprints of chambers and platform, only a small number of cells are required per 
chamber. %is is of particular importance, as the tissues are based on primary, non-proliferating cells, and multi-
ple chips (independent replicates) can be loaded with cells from a single biopsy, enabling testing under multiple 
experimental and control conditions of microtissues from the same donor. %is is of crucial advantage when 
dealing with inter-donor variability, while it also enables patient-speci#c experiments.

Structural analysis of adipocytes on-chip. To investigate the structural arrangement of the generated 
adipose tissue, we established a staining protocol that enabled the on-chip visualization of intracellular lipid vac-
uoles using a neutral lipid stain. A!er six days of on-chip culturing, confocal imaging con#rmed the formation 
of dense, 3D tissues composed of large unilocular adipocytes (Fig.&3a). %e observable, mature phenotype of adi-
pocytes suggests that the tissue-generation and -culture methods were capable of creating and maintaining phys-
iological microenvironments and conditions. Inappropriate culture conditions have been frequently reported to 
induce cell dedi"erentiation43,44 which would lead to highly proliferative dedi"erentiated fat cells (DFAT) with 
multilineage character45. One of the #rst hallmarks of dedi"erentiation is the re-organization of lipids into multi-
ple lipid droplets (i.e., a multilocular phenotype) and an increased rate of lipolysis44.

Moreover, we analyzed the micro$uidic platform for a potential selectivity in terms of adipocyte structure by 
comparing the size of the lipid vacuoles of adipocytes on-chip to that of the respective donor-speci#c explants 
(Fig.&3b). Due to the unilocularity of mature adipocytes, determining lipid droplet size is an indirect measure 
for the adipocytes’ size. %e quantitative analysis revealed that both average size as well as the distribution of 
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Figure 2. Concept of the microphysiological platform and micro!uidic perfusion. (a) Schematic of the 
chip platform featuring two independent systems with eight tissue chambers each. As shown in the cross-
sectional zoom-in, tissue chambers, which feature tissue channel inlets at the bottom, are located right below 
the perfusable media channels, and separated from them by a microporous membrane. (b) During !ow, the 
chip’s circuitry imposes a separation of the two transport processes, convection and di"usion. Convective !ow 
is con#ned to the vasculature-like media channels, as con#rmed by computational modeling (i). $e tissue 
chambers are supplied by a di"usive transport as con#rmed by observable di"usion of a !uorescent dye from 
the media channel into a hydrogel-#lled tissue chamber (ii), as well as by computational modeling (iii).
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individual cell sizes are very similar between explant and on-chip culture. !is indicates that the WAT-on-a-chip 
does indeed recapitulate the morphological heterogeneity of mature adipocytes in WAT in vivo.

Validation of adipocyte functionality on-chip. To assess the capability of the WAT-on-a-chip system to maintain 
viability and functionality of the integrated tissues, we deployed a comprehensive toolbox of chip-speci"c, func-
tional readout methods. First, the viability and integrity of the vast majority of cells a#er eight days of on-chip 
culture was con"rmed using a FDA/PI-based live/dead-staining protocol tailored speci"cally for the chip’s con"g-
uration (Fig.$4a). In addition, to verify that the objective of any microphysiological OoC system – the recapitula-
tion of in vivo functionality – was indeed attained, we examined multiple functional endpoints. Taking advantage 
of the optical accessibility and continuous medium perfusion through our system, we performed non-invasive 
imaging and analysis of media e%uents under several conditions.

To monitor fatty acid metabolism in real-time, we added the &uorescently tagged fatty dodecanoic acid 
(C12H24O2) analog (BODIPY™ 500/510 C1, C12) to the perfusion medium, and characterized the dynam-
ics of fatty acid in&ux into, and e%ux from, the WAT-model. !is assay represents a powerful tool that allows 
non-invasive assessment of the cellular uptake of fatty acids, their accumulation in intracellular lipid vacuoles, and 
their release from adipocytes when the fatty-acid analog is removed from the medium. Utilizing time-resolved 
&uorescence microscopy, we were able to observe these characteristic uptake and secretion kinetics in the adipo-
cytes cultured on-chip (Fig.$4b).

!e continuous, convective transport by the perfusion &ow of metabolized and secreted factors away from 
the tissues, provides opportunities for e%uent sampling in a time-resolved manner, allowing the dynamics of 
e.g. metabolism, secretion, and endocrine functionality to be measured. Using colorimetric assays, we charac-
terized the levels of oleic acid, a representative of non-esteri"ed fatty acids (NEFAs), and of glycerol in the e%u-
ent medium, and found that their concentrations remained very stable for several days of culturing (Fig.$4c). 
!e measured NEFA and glycerol levels were comparable to levels from human subcutaneous adipose tissue 
explants immediately a#er biopsy46. In a similar approach, we examined the impact on fatty acid release of a 0.2 
(w/v)% supplementation of the perfusion medium with human serum albumin (HSA). A#er 24 h of perfusion, 
we observed a signi"cant increase of NEFA levels in the e%uent (Fig.$4d). !us, in our system, e%uent sampling 
provided a powerful, non-invasively obtained readout of secretome and metabolome dynamics with high tem-
poral resolution (depending on the sensitivity of the employed assay). !is constitutes an e'ective link for the 
cross-correlation with clinical data and biomarker development. !e general applicability of e%uent sampling, 
however, is restricted by the base material PDMS, which is utilized for the majority of micro&uidic platforms 
and also for our WAT-on-a-chip. !e major limitation of many polymers and especially PDMS is the absorp-
tion of small hydrophobic molecules, which is especially an issue in microfabricated devices due to the large 
surface-to-volume ratio47. Hence, many hormones as well as adipokines can partition into the polymer leading 
to an uncontrolled reduction of their concentration in the e%uent down to undetectable amounts. !is is, for 
instance, the case for the important adipokine adiponectin (Supplement S5). To account for this, future genera-
tions of the WAT-chip are envisioned to employ alternative materials or surface coatings.

Long-term functionality of integrated white adipose tissue. One of the main challenges of con-
ventional adipocyte in vitro culture is the long-term maintenance of functional stability. As discussed above, 
issues related to buoyancy, fragility and de-di'erentiation of adipocytes typically limit the duration of integ-
rity of in vitro cultures to a couple of days at most46,48. Our structural and functional characterization of the 

Figure 3. Structural characterization of human WAT-on-a-chip. (a) On day 6 of on-chip culture, intracellular 
lipid vacuoles (green; neutral lipid stain BODIPY™ 493/503) and nuclei (blue; DAPI) were visualized by confocal 
imaging. As shown by a 3D-rendered Z-stack of one WAT-chamber (i) (steps on the scale in 100 µm) and the 
corresponding maximum intensity projection with two sectional planes (ii), the individual adipocytes were 
unilocular and formed a densely packed 3D microtissue throughout the tissue chamber. (b) Comparison of lipid 
vacuole size of adipocytes on-chip versus explants (two replicates per condition). Scale bar equals 150 µm.
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WAT-on-a-chip indicated that this microphysiological platform is capable of maintaining stable culture con-
ditions over prolonged time periods. However, to investigate the potential of the platform to support a robust, 
long-term culture, we non-invasively monitored cell viability for a culture time of 36 days (Fig.!5a) by analyzing 
the release of lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) to the medium e"uents. #roughout the culture, LDH levels were 
below 5% of LDH levels measured in the target cell maximum LDH release control (positive control) indicating 
a good overall on-chip viability. #ese $ndings were further supported by a live/dead-staining performed as an 
endpoint analysis of the long-term culture. To additionally investigate the long-term functionality, we performed 
fatty acid uptake assays on the tissues a%er 6 days, as well as a%er 36 days of on-chip culture (Fig.!5b). We observed 
that even a%er more than a month of in vitro culture, adipocytes still showed functional uptake and accumulation 
of fatty acids. Interestingly, a di&erence in initial uptake rates emerged, which might be related to size limitation 
of the “long-term-fed” cells on day 36. Still, these $ndings highlight that the WAT-on-a-chip is indeed capable 
of maintaining the functionality of adipose tissue for much longer periods than are conventional methods. #is 
brings within reach a variety of novel opportunities for in vitro studies, e.g. of long-term e&ects of nutrition, 
repeated exposure of potential toxicants, or of long-term endocrine dynamics49.

Applicability of WAT-on-a-chip for drug testing. Since an important area of application for the 
organ-on-a-chip technology is drug development, we conducted a proof of concept compound test to assess the 
applicability of our WAT-on-a-chip for pharmaceutical research. A%er 6 days of on-chip culture, we exposed 
the WAT-chip to the !-adrenergic agonist isoproterenol, which is known to induce lipolysis. By additionally 
supplementing the medium with the 'uorescently tagged fatty acid analog (BODIPY™ 500/510 C1, C12) for 
60 minutes, we were able to monitor isoproterenol-related e&ects on fatty acid uptake and release by adipocytes, 
using standard 'uorescence microscopy (Fig.!6). While media with 'uorescently tagged fatty acids was perfused, 
the normalized 'uorescent intensity in the isoproterenol-treated systems increased signi$cantly more slowly than 
in non-treated control systems. A%er switching to media without the 'uorescently tagged fatty acid analog, the 
'uorescent intensity decreased much quicker in the isoproterenol-treated systems. Taken together, this means 
that the isoproterenol exposure induced a reduction of the net uptake rate of fatty acids and an increase of their 
release rate. Both $ndings are in line with the expected lipolysis-inducing e&ect of isoproterenol.

Figure 4. Functional validation of the human WAT-on-a-chip. (a) Live/dead-staining of adipocytes on day 8 of 
on-chip culture. FDA (green) marks live adipocytes by con$rming membrane integrity and esterase activity in the 
vast majority of the integrated adipocytes. PI (red) staining indicates a very low number of apoptotic/necrotic and 
dead adipocytes. Scale bar equals 150 µm. (b) On-line monitoring of fatty acid transport on day 6. Monitoring of 
fatty acid uptake and accumulation was realized by the addition of a 'uorescent fatty acid analog (4 µM BODIPY™ 
500/510 C1, C12) to the perfused medium for one hour, followed by measurement of the mean 'uorescence 
intensity. Upon removal of the fatty acid analog from the medium, fatty acid release could be observed (n = 47 
individual tissue chambers). Scale bar equals 150 µm. (c) Evaluation of fatty acid metabolites in media e"uents. 
Using colorimetric assays, glycerol and oleic acid (representative of non-esteri$ed fatty acids) concentrations were 
found to be stable for the $rst three days of on-chip culture (n = 8 systems with 8 tissue chambers each). (d) Upon 
addition of 0.2% w/v human serum albumin (HSA) to the culture medium for 24 h, fatty acid release signi$cantly 
increased compared to that during previous days (p < 0.005; n = 11 systems with eight tissue chambers each).
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Figure 5. Long-term viability and functionality of the human WAT-on-a-chip. (a) Long-term viability determined 
via (a.i)) non-invasive measurement of LDH release from medium e!uents (absence of bars indicates no detectable 
di"erence to 0) as well as (a.ii)) live/dead staining at day 36. Scale bar equals 150 µm. (b) Dynamic measurement of the 
normalized #uorescence intensity in tissue chambers perfused with medium containing a #uorescent fatty acid analog 
(4 µM BODIPY™ 500/510 C1, C12) revealed functional fatty acid uptake and accumulation in the WAT-model a$er 
(b.i)) 6 as well as (b.ii)) 36 days of on-chip culture (n = 6 individual tissue chambers). Scale bars equal 150 µm.

Figure 6. Applicability for drug testing illustrated by the e"ect of isoproterenol on fatty acid uptake and release. 
Normalized mean #uorescence intensity obtained by time-lapse #uorescence microscopy of WAT-on-a-chip 
systems perfused with medium supplemented with the #uorescently tagged fatty acid analog (4 µM BODIPY™ 
500/510 C1, C12) during the %rst 60 minutes. Kinetics in systems exposed to 10 µM Isoproterenol (red circles) 
show signi%cant di"erences to non-treated controls (grey polygons) (n = 7 and n = 8 individual tissue chambers; 
mean #uorescence intensities ± SEM are presented).
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Evidently, the used approach based on standard microscopy provides facile and non-invasive read-outs for 
drug screening, with a very high time-resolution, which is amenable for massive parallelization and automation. 
One noteworthy limitation is the requirement for normalization of readings from individual tissue chambers. 
Absolute quantitative values would provide even more information and potential for cross-correlation; it is, there-
fore, planned to address this in future generations of chips and readout-infrastructure. Overall, the successful 
proof of concept highlights the applicability of the WAT-on-a-chip system for screening purposes and the poten-
tial the system can have for drug development purposes.

Conclusion
Due to the lack of suitable experimental human model systems, research in adipose tissue biology and obe-
sity has so far relied mostly on animal models, non-physiological in vitro systems, GWAS studies and (clinical) 
epidemiology. !e "rst two approaches have major limitations in terms of their translatability to humans; the 
latter two require complex statistical analyses of large data sets and do not permit strong conclusions on patho-
physiological mechanisms or e#cacy of therapeutic interventions in individuals. !e human WAT-on-a-chip 
platform presented here provides a novel tool that enables the maintenance, monitoring and manipulation of 
human adipocytes in a durably stable, tissue-like microphysiological environment. As an engineered model sys-
tem, there are naturally still di$erences compared to complex in vivo tissue, which could be further reduced in the 
future, e.g. by the integration of WAT-resident immune cells and further cells from the stromal vascular fraction. 
Nevertheless, the vasculature-like perfusion provides opportunities for biomarker evaluation and “liquid biop-
sies” that can be cross-correlated with clinical endpoints, as well as a potential connection link for integration 
with other organ-on-a-chip platforms34. Multi-organ-chips integrating WAT-models are likely to be of major 
interest e.g. for ADMET, diabetes or non-alcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH) studies.

Overall, the introduced WAT-on-a-chip system o$ers new perspectives and opportunities in mechanistic 
studies, pharmaceutical development and testing, as well as in personalized medicine.
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2Isolation, Integration, and Culture of Human Mature
3Adipocytes Leveraging Organ-on-Chip Technology

4Julia Rogal, Julia Roosz, and Peter Loskill

5Abstract

6Research on white adipose tissue (WAT), which constitutes one-fifth to one-half of the total body mass of a
7human’s body, has gained more and more interest and attention in the era of “diabesity.” In vitro research
8on mature human WAT is hampered by many challenges and, hence, a majority of WAT-related research is
9conducted using animal models as well as clinical observations and genome-wide association studies
10(GWAS), both featuring limitations in terms of translatability and potential for experimental interventions,
11respectively. Here, we describe methods to isolate primary mature human adipocytes from biopsies and to
12fabricate tailored organ-on-chip platforms for the long-term culture of WAT constructs.

13Keywords Organ-on-chip, Microphysiological systems, Primary adipocytes, Microfluidics, White
14adipose tissue, Fat-on-chip, WAT-on-chip

15

161 Introduction

17White adipose tissue (WAT) makes AU1up one-fifth to one-fourth of a
18healthy adult human’s body mass [1]. In obese individuals, WAT
19can even amount to half of the total body mass. As a highly
20specialized organ, it is not only responsible for storage and release
21of energy but it is also a key regulator of metabolism in its endocrine
22function. An abnormal amount and/or function of WAT, as is the
23case in obesity, for instance, predisposes the affected individuals to
24developing a myriad of severe comorbidities including metabolic
25diseases, especially type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) [2], cardiovas-
26cular diseases [3], and cancer [4]. Therefore, it comes as no surprise
27that, especially in the era of “diabesity,” with 1.9 billion people
28worldwide being overweight and 422 million being affected by
29diabetes [5, 6], research on WAT has gained more and more
30interest and attention within the past few decades.

Marco Rasponi (ed.), Organ-on-a-Chip: Methods and Protocols, Methods in Molecular Biology, vol. 2373,
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31Due to the unique characteristics of adipocytes including their
32large size, fragility as well as buoyancy in aqueous solutions, in vitro
33research on mature human WAT is hampered by many challenges.
34This is why, to date, most of the gained insights on (patho)-
35physiology of WAT are based on (1) animal studies as well as
36(2) clinical observations and genome-wide association studies
37(GWAS). The latter enable the analysis of systemic interdependen-
38cies rather than molecular or cellular mechanisms and pathways.
39Animal models, on the other hand, enable mechanistic research on
40a (sub)cellular level; findings, however, are often not translatable to
41human physiology because of massive interspecies differences when
42it comes to metabolism.
43To study human WAT in vitro, the sources for cells range from
44immortalized cell lines and adipose progenitor cells to primary
45human stem cells and mature adipocytes. In vitro differentiated
46adipocytes show a premature state, which does not recapitulate
47physiological conditions; especially with regard to the unilocularity
48of their lipid contents as well as their gene expression and secre-
49tome, which differ significantly in the relative proportions of
50adipose-associated hormones. Therefore, the best choice of cells
51for studying human mature WAT remain human primary mature
52adipocytes—despite their rather complicated handling
53requirements.
54Biopsies of WAT are easily available from plastic surgery as
55resections of excessive skin and subcutaneous WAT, enabling the
56isolation of primary mature adipocytes. To overcome the scarcity of
57suitable culture conditions, fluidic platforms providing a microen-
58vironment with physiological cues can enable the long-term culture
59and studies of WAT in the context of pathomechanisms and com-
60pound testing. Those organ-on-chip platforms combine microfab-
61rication, biomaterials and tissue engineering to embed mature
62adipocytes in a microphysiological environment. WAT-on-chip
63platforms, for example, in the form of disease models hold great
64potential for mechanistic and pharmaceutical studies as well as the
65optimization of personalized medical treatments of obesity and
66diabetes [7–9].
67Here we present detailed methods for the isolation of human
68mature adipocytes and their integration into a tailored perfused
69microphysiological platform amenable for long-term culture
70[10]. The WAT-on-chip is based on a polydimethylsiloxane
71(PDMS) microfluidic platform comprising multiple, tissue-specific
72chambers and a vasculature-like microchannel. The chambers are
73fluidically connected to the constantly perfused channels via a
74porous membrane, allowing for a diffusive supply of soluble factors
75while shielding the cells from the shear forces of the perfused
76liquid. The specifically tailored isolation and injections protocols
77enable creation of 3D microtissues based on freshly isolated mature
78adipocytes. The microtissues can be kept viable on chip for over
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791 month. Optical accessibility and analyzing of effluents allow for
80monitoring the patency of the cells as well as key cell-physiological
81aspects, for example, fatty acid trafficking and drug responsiveness.

822 Materials

2.1 Chip Fabrication 831. Photoresist (e.g., SU-8 50 and SU-82010).

842. Photoresist developer (e.g., SU-8 developer).

853. Wafer: 400 Si-Wafer; test grade.

864. Silane: chlorotrimethylsilane.

875. PDMS: Polydimethylsiloxane.

886. Desiccator.

897. Glass slides: 76 ! 26 mm, height 1 mm.

908. PET membranes: TRAKETCH® PET 3.0 p S210x300
91(SABEU GmbH & Co. KG); SIOx coated via plasma-
92enhanced, chemical vapor deposition (PECVD).

939. Biopsy punch: diameter of 0.75 mm.

9410. Release liner: (3 M Scotchpak™ 1022 Release Liner Fluoro-
95polymer Coated Polyester Film, 3 M ID 70000200280).

9611. Plasma cleaner.

9712. UV exposure unit.

9813. Hot plate.

9914. Spin coater.

10015. Foldback clamps.

10116. Stainless steel tweezers.

10217. Isopropanol for cleaning.

10318. Acetone for cleaning.

10419. Pressurized N2-gas for blow drying.

10520. Household adhesive tape.

10621. Ethanol 70% (v/v).
107

2.2 Adipocyte
Isolation

1081. Transportation box for biopsy.

1092. Transportation buffer for biopsy: Dulbecco’s phosphate-
110buffered saline with MgCl2 and CaCl2 (PBS+) containing 1%
111(v/v) Penicillin/Streptomycin (10.000 U/ml).

1123. Enzymatic digestion solution: DMEM/Ham’s F-12 (1:1), 1%
113(w/v) Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA) and 0.13 U/ml collage-
114nase (see Note 1).

1154. Strainer (pore size 500 !m).
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1165. Reservoir cup with matching diameter to strainer (depicted in
117Fig. 4f).

1186. Petri dishes.

1197. Stainless steel tweezers.

1208. Scalpel.

1219. Conical falcon tubes.

Fig. 4 Overview of the main steps in adipocyte isolation, using resected skin with subcutaneous adipose tissue
as cell source. Collecting and dissecting of WAT (depicted in a–c), digestion of collagen in WAT by enzymatic
digestion (d, e), followed by straining of digested WAT (f), washing off of remaining enzymatic digestion
solution (g, h). Prior to injection of the adipocytes into the microfluidic platform, the cells are transferred to a
15 ml conical tube (i) as it creates a higher packed layer of adipocytes and thereby facilitates adipocyte
handling
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12210. Plate shaker.

12311. Incubator.
124

2.3 Adipocyte
Injection

1251. 10 mg/ml Collagen Type I (see Note 2).

1262. Neutralization buffer for collagen dispersion (see Note 3).

1273. Blunt pipette tips for transferring of adipocytes (see Note 4).

1284. Stainless steel plugs: diameter 0.7 mm, length approximately
1298 mm (see Note 5).

1305. Microcentrifuge tube.
131

2.4 Adipocyte on-
Chip Culture

1321. Adipocyte culture medium: AM-1 (BioCat GmbH) containing
1331% (v/v) penicillin–streptomycin (10.000 U/ml).

1342. Tubing: 0.762 ! 2.286 mm.

1353. Connector needles: 21 GA needle (see Note 6).

1364. Syringes.

1375. Syringe pump (see Note 7).
138

1393 Methods

3.1 Chip Fabrication 140The WAT-on-chip is specifically designed to accommodating
141human mature white adipocytes and is fabricated via UV lithogra-
142phy and replica molding [11]. The microfluidic platform is made
143from two PDMS pieces featuring media channels and tissue cham-
144bers respectively and a isoporous TRAKETCH® PET-membrane
145sandwiched in-between. To facilitate microscopic accessibility, the
146tissue compartments of the chips are bonded to conventional glass
147slides. To avoid including particles or lint throughout the chip
148fabrication process, all steps should be carried out in a clean room
149or on clean benches.
150

3.1.1 Chip Design and

Wafer Fabrication

151To obtain the two PDMS pieces, two microstructured master
152wafers are required. The layouts were designed using a CAD soft-
153ware (Fig. 1a) and then converted into photomasks by an external
154service. The wafers are produced via a two-step UV lithography
155process (Fig. 1b), described in details for the tissue layer wafer in
156the following:

1571. Clean the silicon wafers (4 in.) first with acetone and then with
158isopropanol for 2 min each and subsequently dehydrate them
159for 15 min on a hot plate (150 "C).

1602. Spin coat the first layer of photoresist to generate 100 !m
161(10 !m for media wafers) thick layers using the parameters
162provided by the photoresist manufacturer.
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Fig. 1 Master wafer fabrication. (a) Chip and mask designs. (b) Microfabrication process using two-step UV
lithography
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1633. Bake the wafer for 10 min at 65 !C and 30 min at 95 !C (solely
1643 min at 95 !C for media wafers) on a hot plate and then let it
165cool down at RT.

1664. Place the wafer and the respective mask #1 under the exposure
167unit and expose according to the photoresist manufacturer’s
168specification.

1695. Bake the wafer for 1 min at 65 !C and 10 min at 95 !C (solely
1704 min at 95 !C for media wafers) on a hot plate and then let it
171cool down at RT.

1726. Repeat steps 1–5 to pattern the second layer of 100 !m height
173(85 !m for media wafer) using the respective mask #2.

1747. Immerse the wafer for 10 min (8 min for media wafers) in
175photoresist developer and then twice in isopropanol for 2 min.

1768. Bake overnight at 150 !C on a hot plate.

1779. Functionalize the wafers with chlorotrimethylsilane via vapor-
178deposition by placing them together with 200 !l of silane in an
179evacuated desiccator for 2 h.
180

3.1.2 PDMS Mixture

Preparation

1811. Pour 30 g of prepolymer and 3 g of curing agent (included in
182the PDMS box kit) in a cup.

1832. Thoroughly mix pre-PDMS mixture using a plastic stirrer.

1843. Degas the pre-PDMS mixture with a desiccator until all air
185bubbles are removed (see Note 8).
186

3.1.3 Replica Molding of

the Media Layer

187The PDMS layer featuring the media channels seals the chip to the
188top leaving only access through the ports. The PDMSmedia layer is
189produced by standard molding (Fig. 2a; see Note 9):

1901. Pour 25 g of the prepared PDMS mixture on top of the media
191wafer (see Note 10).

1922. Make sure the PDMS covers the entire surface of the wafer by
193tilting it (see Note 11).

1943. Cure the PDMS in a convection oven set to 60 !C overnight by
195placing the wafer on a levelled surface.

1964. On the next day, let the PDMS-wafer complex cool down to
197room temperature.

1985. Peel the PDMS off the wafer.

1996. Using a scalpel, cut the individual pieces (see Note 12) and
200punch the access ports at the indicated positions using a
2010.75 mm-diameter biopsy punch (see Note 13).
202

3.1.4 Replica Molding of

the Tissue Layer

203The chip’s tissue layer is an open-structured PDMS piece, which is
204bonded to a glass coverslip. This ensures maximal optical accessibil-
205ity of the on-chip tissues as the only distance to be overcome when
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206imaging with an inverted microscope is the coverslip thickness (see
207Note 14). To produce the tissue layer pieces, PDMS is exclusion-
208molded (Fig. 2b).

2091. Pour ~1.25 g of the prepared PDMS mixture on top of the
210media wafer.

2112. Thoroughly spread the PDMS across the wafer until all struc-
212tures are covered by gently rotating and tilting it.

2133. Degas the PDMS on the wafer by applying vacuum in a desic-
214cator for a few minutes.

2154. Cut release liner to the size of the wafer and carefully lower it
216with the treated surface facing the PDMS onto the wafer. Make
217sure to not include air bubbles.

2185. Clamp the ensemble between two smooth surfaces (e.g.,
219unpatterned wafers or Plexiglas discs) by applying even pres-
220sure using clamps.

2216. Cure the PDMS in a convection oven set to 60 !C overnight.

2227. On the next day, let the clamped PDMS–wafer ensemble cool
223down to room temperature.

2248. Remove the clamps and clamping surfaces.

2259. Peel off the PDMS (it will adhere to the release liner) from the
226wafer.

Fig. 2 Replica molding of PDMS pieces. (a) The media layer is produced by standard molding. PDMS structures
are closed to the top. (b) The tissue chamber PDMS layers are produced by exclusion molding. This process
leaves open PDMS structures. (Reproduced from Rogal et al. [10] CC BY 4.0)
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22710. Using scissors cut the individual pieces and microscopically
228examine if all structures are opened. Remove residues of
229PDMS adhering to the foil closing off the open structures
230using tweezers. Be thorough to open up the chambers entirely.
231Leftover PDMS pieces in the chambers will disturb on-chip cell
232culture.
233

3.1.5 Chip Assembly 234Chip assembly includes cleaning of all parts, three subsequent
235bonding steps as well as finishing and quality control (Fig. 3):

2361. Thoroughly clean all PDMS parts, the membrane as well as the
237coverslip by rinsing with isopropanol and blow-drying with
238pressurized N2. (The tissue layer still adheres to the release
239liner. It is only removed in step 5.)

2402. Clean all PDMS pieces further by repeated pressing and peeling
241with strips of household adhesive tape.

2423. Bonding step 1: Activate the PDMS-side of the tissue layer–
243release liner ensemble as well as the surface of the coverslip
244with O2-plasma (15 s, 50 W). Immediately after activation,
245press the activated surfaces together. Enhance the bonding by
246clamping the bonded part between two glass slides using fold-
247back clips and place it in a 60 !C convection oven for 30 min.
248Afterward, let the part cool down to room temperature before
249using it in bonding step 3.

2504. Bonding step 2: Activate one side of a SiOx-coated
251PET-membrane as well as the structured surface of the
252standard-molded media layer (O2-plasma—15 s, 50 W).
253Immediately after activation, insert the membrane into the
254designated inlay and press the activated surfaces together.
255Directly proceed with bonding step 3.

2565. Bonding step 3: Remove the release liner from the exclusion-
257molded tissue layer. Activate the PDMS surface of the
258exclusion-molded tissue layer on the coverslip as well as the
259membrane–media layer ensemble (O2-plasma—15 s, 50 W).
260Immediately after activation, align structures carefully and
261press the activated surfaces together. To enhance bonding,
262clamp the chip between two glass slides using foldback clips
263and place it in a 60 !C convection oven overnight. Afterward,
264let the part cool down to room temperature before quality
265check.

2666. Test the bonding and fluidic continuity of the chip by injecting
26770% EtOH into the chip using a blunt 21 GA needle connected
268to a syringe. Since the tissue system has no outlet, start flushing
269the chip through the tissue port. Check if the liquid exits the
270chip through the media ports only. If liquid leaks anywhere
271else, the chip is defective. Place chips in the 60 !C convection
272oven to allow for a fast evaporation of the 70% EtOH.
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2733.2 Adipocyte
Isolation

274Isolation and culture of primary cells requires sterile practice and is
275therefore conducted in a laminar flow bench using sterile materials
276(see Note 15). The primary mature human adipocytes are isolated
277from subcutaneous adipose tissue in two key steps: enzymatic
278digestion as well as straining and washing of singularized mature
279adipocytes (Fig. 4).
280

3.2.1 Enzymatic

Digestion

2811. Prewarm custom-made enzymatic digestion solution and
282DMEM/Ham’s F-12 (1:1) in a water bath at 37 !C.

2832. Transfer a piece of the biopsy from transport container to petri
284dish and rinse twice with Dulbecco’s phosphate-buffered saline
285with MgCl2 and CaCl2 (PBS

+) (see Note 16).

2863. Remove the subcutaneous fat from the skin by cutting it off
287using tweezers and scalpel.

2884. Cut adipose tissue into fine pieces with approximate size of
2891 cm3 and transfer the pieces to a 50 ml conical tube. Per
290conical tube, collect 20 ml of adipose tissue pieces.

2915. Add 20 ml custom-made enzymatic digestion solution to the
292adipose tissue pieces (1:1) and incubate horizontal on plate
293shaker (50 cycles/min) in a humidified (95% rH) incubator at
29437 !C and 5% CO2 (see Notes 17 and 18).
295

Fig. 3 Overview of chip assembly workflow. Chip assembly involves three subsequent O2-plasma-activation
steps. After finishing, a quality control should occur. (Reproduced from Rogal et al. [10] CC BY 4.0)
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3.2.2 Straining and

Washing of Adipocytes

2961. Put the 500 !m strainer on the reservoir and pass suspension
297through the sieve, stirring slightly with a 10 ml plastic pipette
298(see Note 19).

2992. Transfer suspension to a 50 ml conical tube and wait for 5 min
300to allow phase separation of buoyant adipocytes (upper phase)
301and enzymatic digestion solution (lower phase).

3023. Aspirate off lower phase to discard enzymatic digestion solu-
303tion by using a glass Pasteur pipette as depicted in Fig. 4g, h.

3044. To wash off residual collagenases, add DMEM/Ham’s F-12
305(1:1) to adipocytes, wait for phase separation and aspirate off
306lower phase.

3075. Repeat steps 3 and 4 two more times.

3086. Immediately proceed with adipocyte injection (see Notes 20
309and 21).
310

3.3 Adipocyte
Injection

3.3.1 Chip Preparation

Prior to Injection

311On the day before cell injection, the microfluidic platform is ster-
312ilized and fully degassed.

3131. Sterilize the chips by placing them ports facing up into
314O2-plasma (60 s, 50 W). After this step, handle the chips
315under sterile conditions at all times.

3162. Fill the chips with Dulbecco’s phosphate-buffered saline with-
317out MgCl2 and CaCl2 (PBS

!) by pipetting the liquid through
318the tissue inlet. The PBS! should then exit the chip through
319both of the media ports.

3203. Transfer the PBS!-filled chips to 50 ml centrifuge tubes filled
321with PBS!. Make sure the chip is fully submerged.

3224. Keep the chips in the centrifuge tube overnight at 4 "C in PBS!

323to allow evacuation of residual air from the channel systems (see
324Note 22).
325

3.3.2 Tubing Preparation 326To connect the chips to a media perfusion, inlet and outlet tubings
327need to be prepared beforehand. Two different types of 21 GA
328needles are used: (1) stainless steel plastic hub dispensing needles
329and (2) bare blunt 21 GA needle (for connecting the ports of the
330chip).

3311. To prepare the inlet tubing, a blunt 21 GA needle is pushed
332into a 75 cm piece of Tygon tubing (0.762 # 2.286 mm, e.g.,
333Tygon® ND 100-80 Medical Tubing). A 21 GA dispensing
334needle is inserted into the other end of the tubing.

3352. For the outlet tubing, a bare blunt 21 GA needle is inserted
336into a 10 cm piece of Tygon tubing.

3373. Prior to use, the tubing is sterilized by autoclaving.
338
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3.3.3

Adipocyte Preparation Prior

to Injection

339Potential residues of the enzymatic digestion solution among the
340adipocytes need to be washed off as it can lead to bursting of the
341fragile cells. Set free oils will disturb culture of adipocytes in the
342microfluidic platform and need to be removed.

3431. Transfer isolated adipocytes in DMEM/Ham’s F-12 (1:1) to
34415 ml falcon tube to obtain packed layer of adipocytes.

3452. If injection does not follow subsequently to isolation, wash
346adipocytes to discard free collagenases, burst adipocytes and
347oil as described before (cf. adipocyte isolation steps 3 and 4).

3483. Additionally, aspirate burst adipocytes and remove oils from
349surface.
350

3.3.4 Injection 351Chip injection should occur directly after the isolation of cells. Due
352to the limited timeframe caused by hydrogel gelation, we recom-
353mend injecting only 1–2 chips at a time when learning the injection
354process (as described below). With more practice, injection of up to
3556 systems at a time can be possible. Repeat the following steps until
356all chips are filled with cells.

3571. Remove one chip submerged in PBS! and gently dry the
358bottom of the chip as well as the coverslip with a lab wipe.
359Do not dry the upper surface of the chip to prevent air from
360entering the channels. Check if there are air pockets in the
361tissue structures of the chip despite the overnight submersion
362in PBS- (see Note 22).

3632. Place a pipette tip filled with approximately 50 !l PBS! into
364one of the media ports (see Note 23). By gently applying
365pressure onto the pipette tip with your thumb, push liquid
366through the chip until a liquid droplet is covering the tissue
367inlet (see Note 24). Repeat for the other system.

3683. In a microcentrifuge tube, thoroughly mix 60 !l of the
369prepared adipocytes from the packed adipocyte layer (see
370Note 25) with 24 !l of the 10 mg/ml collagen type 1 (see
371Note 2) dispersion by gently pipetting up and down.

3724. Add 6 !l neutralization buffer (see Note 3) to the adipocyte–
373collagen mixture and thoroughly mix by gently pipetting up
374and down. At this point, it is crucial to work quickly to inject
375the adipocyte–collagen mixture before the collagen gels
376entirely.

3775. Take 20 !l of the adipocyte–collagen–neutralization buffer
378mixture into a pipette tip. Remove the tip from the pipette,
379and create a droplet of the mixture at the tip of the pipette tip
380using your thumb.

3816. Let the PBS! droplet over the tissue inlet port and the droplet
382at the pipette tip’s tip coalesce. Then gently push the pipette tip
383into the tissue inlet (see Note 23).
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3847. Creating a steady pace, gentle manual pressure onto the pipette
385tip’s top with your thumb, push the adipocyte–hydrogel mix-
386ture into the first tissue system until the chambers are filled
387evenly (see Note 26). Move on to the next system or prepare a
388new adipocyte–collagen–neutralization buffer mixture if the
389hydrogel is too solid already.

3908. Using tweezers, gently plug the tissue inlet using the sterile
391metal plugs (see Note 5).

3929. Intermediately, supply the on-chip adipocytes with AM-1
393medium by inserting an empty pipette tip into the media outlet
394port and a tip filled with 100 !l medium into the media
395inlet port.

39610. Keep the injected chips in a humidified (95% rH) incubator at
39737 !C and 5% CO2 until they are connected to constant media
398perfusion after all systems were injected.
399

3.4 Connection to
Media Perfusion and
on-Chip Culture

400Constant perfusion of the chip is realized via pushing the culture
401medium through tubing which connects the microfluidic platform
402to a syringe mounted to a syringe pump. Perfused media is exiting
403the platform through the outlet tubing in the outlet port and
404collected as effluent in microcentrifuge tubes. The flow rate is set
405to 20 !l/h.

4061. Fill syringes with prewarmed AM-1 medium containing 1%
407(v/v) penicillin–streptomycin (10.000 U/ml) (see Notes 27
408and 28).

4092. Connect tubing via needle hub to Luer Lock™ adaptor of the
410syringe and fill tubing with media from the syringe, creating a
411droplet of media at the outlet of the tubing (see Note 29).

4123. Insert needle carefully into media inlet port through the drop-
413let of media to avoid introduction of air to the system.

4144. If connected correctly, very slight pressure on the plunger of
415the syringe creates drop of media on the outlet port of the
416media channel. Insert outlet tubing through the liquid droplet.
417Place end of tubing into microcentrifuge tube to collect efflu-
418ent (see Notes 30 and 31).

4195. Mount the syringe to the syringe pump, set flow rate, syringe
420diameter for the specific syringe being used and incubate
421microfluidic platform over culturing period in a humidified
422(95% rH) incubator at 37 !C and 5% CO2 (see Note 32).
423

4244 Notes

4251. For preparation of the enzymatic digestion solution, weigh 1%
426(w/v) of bovine serum albumin (BSA) and slowly add
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427DMEM/Ham’s F-12 (1:1). Incubate on a plate shaker with
428slow agitation to facilitate dissolving of BSA. As soon as BSA is
429dissolved, add 0.13 U/ml collagenase and incubate on plate
430shaker again until collagenase is dissolved. The solution can be
431stored at !20 "C; we recommend preparing a stock solution in
432aliquots of 40 ml.

4332. For encapsulating the singularized adipocytes prior to injec-
434tion, a highly concentrated collagen type I dispersion is
435required (we use an in-house made collagen dispersion with
436concentration of 10 mg/ml, commercially available is, for
437example, Corning® Collagen I, High Concentration, Rat Tail).

4383. Neutralization buffer for collagen dispersion: DMEM/Ham’s
439F-12 (10#) and 50 mM NaOH in aqua dest (1:1) with 0.2 M
440NaHCO3 and 0.225 M HEPES.

4414. For gentle transfer of adipocytes cut tips should be used. To
442achieve a wider opening of the tips, the ends of 100 !l pipette
443tips are cut off too. This will minimize shear stress on the
444adipocytes during transfer. Prior to use, cut tips are sterilized
445by autoclaving.

4465. Plugs for closing the injection ports of the chips are cut from a
447stainless steel alloy wire with a diameter of 0.7 mm to a length
448of approximately 8 mm using pliers. Prior to use, plugs are
449sterilized by autoclaving.

4506. Bare blunt needles can be purchased or made from the dispens-
451ing needles by removing the plastic hub after dissolving the
452glue overnight in a 70% ethanol solution.

4537. Controlled media perfusion is realized by connecting the
454injected chips to a syringe pump, such as a 12-channel pump
455using the prepared tubings and Luer Lock™ style syringes.

4568. After degassing, be very gentle when opening the valve for
457ventilation to prevent PDMS spilling and breaking of wafers
458due to the sudden change in pressure.

4599. For standard molding, we clamp the wafers in custom-made
4603D printed molds.

46110. Prevent formation of air bubbles while pouring PDMS by
462having the opening of the mixing cup close to the wafer and
463a wide stream of PDMS, instead of far away and a thin stream
464of PDMS.

46511. If air bubbles are created around the structures of the wafer
466during PDMS pouring, degas the PDMS on the wafer before
467curing.

46812. When cutting PDMS, use a ruler or a glass slide as a cutting
469guidance. For nice edges, do not cut entirely through the
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470PDMS but make a shallow incision only. Then bend the PDMS
471along the incisions to break the pieces apart.

47213. We recommend examining suited pipette tips for the ports
473punched beforehand. Usually 100–200 !l pipette tips should
474fit nicely into 0.75 mm-diameter ports. However, we experi-
475enced significant variations in the tip diameters depending on
476manufacturer. Note that tips that are too wide for the port
477might rupture the port and cause leakages.

47814. We recommend bonding the PDMS pieces to glass coverslips
479to enable best conditions for imaging of the on-chip tissue.
480However, the coverslips are extremely fragile and might easily
481break throughout the fabrication, injection and culture steps.
482We therefore suggest to fix a coverslip to a standard glass slide
483by applying scotch tape at the two shorter edges of the slides.
484This technique facilitates handling of the chip. For high quality
485imaging, the tape and the glass slide can be easily removed from
486underneath the coverslip.

48715. Isolation should occur on the day of surgery. Storing of biop-
488sies overnight at 4 !C leads to solidifying of the fat tissue and
489thereby dying of adipocytes.

49016. If the resected biopsy is too big to put in a petri dish, lifting it
491out of transport box using tweezers with teeth and cutting
492suitable piece off with scissors can be helpful.

49317. Adipocytes need to be handled carefully without shaking and
494rigorous pipetting, as they are fragile and burst easily, which, in
495turn, leads to unwanted oils set free among them.

49618. Sealing off the lids of conical tubes containing fat and enzy-
497matic digestion solution with Parafilm avoids spilling during
498the incubation time on the plate shaker.

49919. To facilitate the straining of the adipocytes after collagen diges-
500tion, the sieve can be tilted slightly so that stirring and flow of
501the sieved suspension can be observed.

50220. If injection to microfluidic platform is not performed
503subsequent to adipocyte isolation, transfer adipocytes in
504DMEM/Ham’s F-12 (1:1) to cell culture flask (75 cm2) and
505incubate in a humidified (95% rH) incubator at 37 !C and 5%
506CO2. The maximum culture period of isolated adipocytes in
507flasks should not exceed overnight periods.

50821. When not needed, the isolated adipocytes should be kept at
50937 !C during the injection process. If the injection process
510takes a long time, we recommend intermediate extra washing
511steps to maintain the cells’ viability.

51222. If there are air pockets remaining in the chips’ tissue chambers
513despite the overnight submersion in PBS", it can help to
514centrifuge the chips in the centrifuge tubes.
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51523. Be careful to not rupture the PDMS around the ports when
516pushing liquids/the adipocyte–hydrogel mixture into the sys-
517tem using manual pressure. We recommend holding the tip
518between index and middle finger ensuring to not push the tip
519itself further into the chip.

52024. Introduction of air into microfluidic platforms needs to be
521avoided at any time.

52225. For transferring the adipocytes, we recommend to prepare
523pipette tips with cutoff tips. This will minimize shear forces
524on the adipocytes during pipetting. Moreover, pipet very
525slowly from the adipocyte layer to collect as many adipocytes
526as possible. We usually take 30–60 s to take up the 60 !l of
527adipocyte suspension needed for the injection mixture. If
528pipetting occurs too fast, there is a high risk to take up more
529medium than adipocytes. If there is a lot of oil on top of the
530adipocyte layer, aspirate it off to not contaminate the outside of
531the pipette tip with the oil.

53226. To control the injection process of the adipocyte–collagen–
533neutralization buffer mixture, we recommend either monitor-
534ing filling status of the chambers using a bright field micro-
535scope (preferred option), or placing the chip toward a dark
536background for contrast enhancement to make the injection
537macroscopically visible.

53827. One source of air bubbles could be syringes if the air is not
539removed from the syringes prior to connection of tubing.
540Therefore filling the syringe with media already takes caution.
541Ventilate syringe, place in media reservoir and try to aspirate in
542media without perturbation and aspirating air in. Wet inside of
543the barrel of syringe by tilting movements. Hold syringe verti-
544cally with plunger facing toward your working bench. Air
545bubbles will accumulate in upper region of the barrel. By
546pressing plunger in and holding the syringe still vertically, air
547will escape through the opening. Tipping on side of the barrel
548can move air bubble to the center and ease their removal.

54928. Installing more than one syringe in the same syringe pump
550requires same volume in each syringe. Pulling out plungers
551for making them fit into pump will result in introducing air
552into the platform.

55329. Inlet tubing need to be filled completely with media prior
554inserting into the platform. Coalescing droplets of media on
555inserting needle and inlet port assures that no air is introduced
556by connecting tubing to port.

55730. As collection tubes for effluents, holes with size of outlet
558tubing can be drilled into caps of microcentrifuge tubes. This
559will diminish evaporation of sampled effluents.
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56031. For ease of handling, molds with storage space for platforms
561and racks for collection tubes can be 3D-printed in a custo-
562mized manner.

56332. Length of tubing needs should be adjusted to given conditions
564(e.g., if pump can be placed inside the incubator or needs to be
565stored outside the incubator).
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Abstract: 
In recent years, organ-on-chip (OoC) systems have provoked increasing interest among 

researchers from different disciplines. OoCs enable the recreation of in vivo-like 

microenvironments and the generation of a wide range of different tissues or organs in a 

miniaturized way. Most commonly, OoC platforms are based on microfluidic modules 

made of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS). While advantageous in terms of biocompatibility, 

oxygen permeability, and fast prototyping amenability, PDMS features a major limitation 

as it absorbs small hydrophobic molecules, including many types of test compounds, 

hormones, and cytokines. Another common feature of OoC systems is the integration of 

membranes (i) to separate different tissue compartments, (ii) to confine convective 

perfusion to media channels, and/or (iii) to provide mechanical support for cell 

monolayers. Typically, porous polymer membranes are microstructured using track-

etching (e.g., polyethylene terephthalate; PET) or lithography (e.g., PDMS). Although 

membranes of different biomechanical properties (rigid PET to elastic PDMS) have been 

utilized, the membrane structure and material remain mostly artificial and do not resemble 

in vivo conditions (extracellular matrix). Here, we report a method for the reliable 

fabrication and integration of electrospun membranes in OoC modules, which are made 

of laser-structured poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA). The choice of PMMA as base 

material provides optical parameters and biocompatibility similar to PDMS while avoiding 

the absorption problem. Using electrospinning for the generation of 3D membranes, 

microenvironments resembling the native extracellular matrix (ECM) can be generated. 

We tested two different kinds of electrospun membranes and established processes for 

a tight integration into PMMA modules. Human (microvasculature) endothelial as well as 

(retinal pigment) epithelial cell layers could be successfully cultured inside the systems 

for up to 7 days, while being either directly exposed to (endothelial cells) or protected 
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(epithelial cells) from the shear flow. Our novel method enables the versatile fabrication 

of OoC platforms that can be tailored to the native environment of tissues of interest and 

at the same time are applicable for the testing of compounds or chemicals without 

constraints.  
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ABSTRACT: In recent years, organ-on-chip (OoC) systems have provoked increasing interest among researchers from di!erent
disciplines. OoCs enable the recreation of in vivo-like microenvironments and the generation of a wide range of di!erent tissues or
organs in a miniaturized way. Most commonly, OoC platforms are based on micro"uidic modules made of polydimethylsiloxane
(PDMS). While advantageous in terms of biocompatibility, oxygen permeability, and fast prototyping amenability, PDMS features a
major limitation as it absorbs small hydrophobic molecules, including many types of test compounds, hormones, and cytokines.
Another common feature of OoC systems is the integration of membranes (i) to separate di!erent tissue compartments, (ii) to
con#ne convective perfusion to media channels, and/or (iii) to provide mechanical support for cell monolayers. Typically, porous
polymer membranes are microstructured using track-etching (e.g., polyethylene terephthalate; PET) or lithography (e.g., PDMS).
Although membranes of di!erent biomechanical properties (rigid PET to elastic PDMS) have been utilized, the membrane structure
and material remain mostly arti#cial and do not resemble in vivo conditions (extracellular matrix). Here, we report a method for the
reliable fabrication and integration of electrospun membranes in OoC modules, which are made of laser-structured poly(methyl
methacrylate) (PMMA). The choice of PMMA as base material provides optical parameters and biocompatibility similar to PDMS
while avoiding the absorption problem. Using electrospinning for the generation of 3D membranes, microenvironments resembling
the native extracellular matrix (ECM) can be generated. We tested two di!erent kinds of electrospun membranes and established
processes for a tight integration into PMMA modules. Human (microvasculature) endothelial as well as (retinal pigment) epithelial
cell layers could be successfully cultured inside the systems for up to 7 days, while being either directly exposed to (endothelial cells)
or protected (epithelial cells) from the shear "ow. Our novel method enables the versatile fabrication of OoC platforms that can be
tailored to the native environment of tissues of interest and at the same time are applicable for the testing of compounds or
chemicals without constraints.
KEYWORDS: organ-on-chip, microphysiological systems, electrospinning, membranes, PMMA, biomaterials, microfabrication,
micro!uidics, microvascular endothelial cells, hiPS RPE

! INTRODUCTION

Culturing complex human 3D tissues embedded in a
microphysiological environment and nourished through a
continuous laminar media "ow can be achieved by using
advanced novel micro"uidic tissue platforms, also known as
organ-on-chip (OoC).1 Every platform can be individually
tailored to the speci#c tissue microenvironment and require-
ments. To achieve this, the systems normally comprise tissue
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channels and media channels, which are often separated by
microchannels or porous membranes with or without cell
lining, mimicking a vascular-like barrier or the extracellular
matrix (ECM).2 To be able to generate a physiologically
relevant microenvironment for the cells, the properties of the
membrane are pivotal. Up to now, most OoC systems integrate
polymeric porous membranes, such as polydimethylsiloxane
(PDMS), polycarbonate (PC), or polyethylene terephthalate
(PET) membranes.2 These membranes are commonly used
because of their commercial availability (PC and PET), !exible
fabrication processes (PDMS membranes), as well as the easy
integration into PDMS-based chips. However, due to their 2D
planar surfaces, these membranes lack dimensionality and
structure to mimic the physiological 3D environment of the
native ECM. Furthermore, their surfaces usually have to be
pretreated or coated to facilitate cell adhesion.2 A further
current challenge of OoC platforms is the common choice of
PDMS as base material. PDMS shows many advantages such as
its biocompatibility, transparency, and !exibility and can be
easily structured by replica molding to fabricate micro!uidic
systems.3 Yet, PDMS is also known to absorb small molecules
because of its hydrophobic polymer network.4 The absorption
behavior of OoC base materials is important because many
pharmacological compounds and chemicals that are to be
tested are hydrophobic, but also crucial factors in the medium
to promote cell nutrition and functionality can have a
hydrophobic character. Uncontrolled, unspeci"c absorption
into the PDMS leads to highly variable compound levels and
limited system robustness, impeding the generation of dose!
response curves and leading to potential underestimation of
toxicities.5,4 As a result, the "eld of OoC development has
begun to shift away from PDMS and toward exploring
alternative materials.5 PMMA is a promising alternative for
OoC fabrication, overcoming the disadvantages of PDMS
while featuring similar optical parameters and biocompatibility.
To address the disadvantages of conventionally used porous

membranes, electrospun membranes o#er great potential.
Electrospun membranes are sca#olds of micro- or nano"bers
that are randomly stacked onto each other to form a 3D
structure with a high surface-area-to-volume ratio.6 These
characteristics enable the creation of microenvironments with
structural, biochemical, and biophysical properties highly
similar to the native ECM.7 Electrospun sca#olds can therefore
facilitate physiological cell!cell and cell-ECM crosstalk,
enhancing tissue functionality closer to the native tissue.8

Properties, such as "ber diameter, porosity, mechanical
strength, and thickness can easily be tailored to the
requirements of the native ECM speci"c to the respective
tissue.9 Another advantage is the possibility to blend the
polymer solution for electrospinning with proteins to avoid the
necessity for subsequent coating procedures and to enable
location-speci"c cell attachment.10,11 So far, electrospun
sca#olds are widely utilized for tissue engineering applica-
tions,7 such as vascular grafts12 and nerve regeneration
guidance conduits.13 Moreover, electrospinning has also been
applied to guide neurite outgrowth,14 bone and cartilage tissue
generation,15 for repairing tendons and ligaments,16 as well as
wound dressings,17 just to list a few. Despite the advantages
over conventional membranes, only few OoC platforms
integrate electrospun membranes so far. This might be due
to di$culties in the integration and bonding of membranes
into micro!uidic chips to achieve a tight sealing without any
leakages.18 In recent years, however, a number of promising

"rst approaches have been introduced: Kim et al.,19 for
instance, recently developed a micro!uidic chip containing a
bottom chamber for the integration of 3D electrospun
constructs prepared from polycaprolactone (PCL) to emulate
the ECM’s in vivo-like environment for human liver
hepatocellular carcinoma cells. The chip was designed with
an open well, which was sealed after insertion of the
electrospun sca#old. With the culture of Hep2G cells for 14
days, they showed the successful generation of engulfed
aggregates, indicating the 3D culture-speci"c morphology. In
2018, Yang et al. created a lung-on-chip with a poly(lactic-co-
glycolic acid) (PLGA) electrospun membrane directly spun
onto a PDMS-slab incorporating an open channel.20 The
attachment of the "ber mat onto the PDMS chip not only
sealed the channel, but the electrospun membrane also served
as an air!liquid interface, important for the recapitulation of
the lung alveoli. To analyze whether the adhesion of the "bers
to the PDMS during the electrospinning process evoked
su$cient bonding to tightly seal the chip, a rhodamine dye was
!ushed into the channel, and subsequently, the channel was
imaged. However, no data regarding the long-term stability of
the chip sealing was provided. Furthermore, Budhwani et al.
developed a so-called blood-vessel “lab-on-a-brane”.21 There,
three di#erent kinds of electrospun membranes based on either
a synthetic material (Nylon), a biological material (collagen),
or a hybrid combination of collagen and poly-L-lactide (PLA)
were integrated into a PDMS platform containing two
chambers. The membranes were either directly spun onto
the PDMS or integrated at a later stage of the chip fabrication
process. The aim of this project was to establish in vivo-like
vessel-tissue physiology, whereby the success was evaluated by
showing barrier functionality of a coculture of smooth muscle
cells and endothelial cells. Finally, Moghadas et al. developed
an electrospun membrane from a blend of PDMS and
poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) for an easy and tight
bonding process into PDMS chips.18 Although the study
established a robust fabrication process, the membrane showed
some restrictions for cell adhesion because of its hydrophobic
character.
The common theme of all introduced approaches to

integrate electrospun membranes into OoC platforms is that
they are based on PDMS-platforms, which feature several
limitations as discussed above. To address both the challenge
of unspeci"c absorption as well as the physiological
representation of the microenvironment, we established a
novel fabrication process to incorporate electrospun mem-
branes into PMMA-based OoC platforms. The produced
PMMA-chips integrate di#erent types of electrospun mem-
branes in a tightly sealed manner and show greatly reduced
absorption of hydrophobic molecules. As a proof-of-concept,
we demonstrated that the chips are amenable for both in-!ow
as well as shear-force protected culture of cell layers, using
human primary microvasculature endothelial cells (mvECs)
and human induced pluripotent stem cell (iPSC)-derived
retinal pigment epithelial cells (RPE). In the future, the system
could serve as platform for barrier models such as pulmonary
air!liquid interfaces, blood!brain barriers, and blood!retinal
barriers. The versatile and robust fabrication process could also
be applied to generate further types of in vivo-like micro-
environments tailored to cell or tissue needs o#ering a
promising alternative to conventionally used membranes in
OoC devices.
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! MATERIALS AND METHODS
Chip Fabrication. Chip Design. The developed chip was designed

using the CorelCAD 2018 software. The chip consists of four layers in
total. The three bottom layers!!oor plate, lower and upper channel
layers!were cut out from a 175 !m thick PMMA sheet
(PLEXIGLAS Resist, 99524 GT, Evonik). Both channels feature a
width of 300 !m, and the central area with both channels overlapping
has a length of 2300 !m. The top layer, cut from a 3 mm thick
PMMA plate (0133466, Modulor), seals the chip and provides
accesses to the in- and outlets of both channels. In- and outlet ports
are designed with a diameter of 1.36 mm to accurately "t Tygon
tubing (VERNAAD04103, VWR international GmbH). All PMMA
layers were structured using a lasercutter with a 10 W CO2-laser
(Universal Laser Systems, VLS2.30) and the following laser
parameters: The 175 !m PMMA layers were cut twice with 10%
power, 10% speed, and 1000 pixel per inch (PPI), while the 3 mm
PMMA was cut using 100% power, 2% speed, and 1000 PPI.
Membrane Fabrication. The membranes were fabricated using

either bare PLA or PLA with gelatin methacryloyl (PLA-GM2). 12%
w/v PLA (81273, Sigma-Aldrich) and a 12% w/v blend of PLA with
GM2 (90:10% w/w) (GM2, generated as described previously by
Hoch et al.22) were dissolved in 1,1,1,3,3,3-Hexa!uoro-2-propanol
(HFIP, 105228, Sigma-Aldrich) overnight using a magnetic stirrer.
The membranes were electrospun using a device from IME medical
electrospinning (EC-CLI apparatus). The distance between needle
and collector was 18 cm. A small needle with a diameter of 0.4 mm
(4657705, B. Braun) was used during the spinning process to generate
thin "bers. A 1 mL syringe was "lled with polymer solution and
constantly pumped with a !ow rate of 1.5 mL h!1 for 2.5 minutes at
ambient conditions of 23 °C and humidity of 30%. Di#erent voltages
were set depending on the polymer solution: +16/!0.5 kV for PLA
and +18/!4 kV for PLA-GM2. The membranes were directly spun
onto the PMMA layer that was attached to the collector together with
a PDMS piece below ensuring even "ber distribution. Before
electrospinning, the PMMA and PDMS parts were wrapped together
in aluminum foil with the majority of the material on the left and right
side of the chip to create a localized conductivity. Subsequently, a
scalpel was soaked with HFIP and guided along the edge of the
PMMA and aluminum foil. The chips were then placed in a fume
hood overnight. In the last step, the lasercutter was used to weld the
membrane with the PMMA by cutting around the channel outline
with low laser power settings (parameters: 2% power, 10% speed,
1000 PPI; repeated twice).
Chip Assembly. For the assembly of the chips with the membrane,

all individual layers were aligned on top of each other and "xed with
scotch tape on two edges of the chip to avoid a misalignment of the
chip during the subsequent bonding steps. For thermal fusion
bonding, the chip was placed in between two conventional glass slides
and clamped with two small foldback clips (2141999; Jakob Maul
GmbH) on each side and then placed for 15 minutes in a convection
oven that was preheated to 130 °C. Subsequently, the chip was
allowed to cool down to room temperature (RT) at which point the
clips and glass slides were removed.
Chip Characterization. Membrane Characterization. Scanning

electron microscopy (SEM, ZEISS Auriga 40) was used to examine
the e#ects of temperature and pressure on membrane characteristics
and "ber morphology during chip fabrication. From the SEM images,
the "ber diameter and the pore size were analyzed by using the
software ImageJ 1.52p (National Institute of Health, Bethesda, MD).
The diameter of at least 40 "bers was measured manually, and
afterward, the mean diameter and standard deviation were calculated.
To appraise the values for the pore sizes, thresholding was applied,
and the pores were then analyzed using particle analysis from three
images per membrane.
Chip Sealing and Absorption Characterization. To assess

absorption of hydrophobic molecules, the fully assembled PMMA
chip was compared to a control chip made from PDMS. Since the
goal was to assess the absorption into the bulk chip material, the
PDMS chip did not contain any membranes. The PDMS chip was

prepared by, "rst, fabricating two negative masters!one from the
PMMA bottom channel layer and another from the top channel layer,
which were adhered onto conventional Petri dishes. PDMS (Sylgard
184, Dow Corning) was mixed in a ratio 10:1 base to curing agent and
degassed prior to pouring the mixture into the Petri dishes. The
PDMS polymer was added until the layers were completely covered.
Then, the polymer was cured in the oven at 60 °C overnight. On the
next day, the PDMS masters were removed and coated with
chlorotrimethylsilane (386529, Sigma-Aldrich) for 2 hours by vapor
deposition. The chlorotrimethylsilane coating allows the treated
PDMS to be used as master molds for replica molding with fresh
PDMS. Therefore, the treated PDMS was placed into fresh Petri
dishes, and again PDMS molds were produced from the master molds
by pouring PDMS onto them and curing. The slabs were peeled o#,
and the edges of the PDMS slabs were cut with a scalpel to the chip
size. Then, the PDMS layer containing the top channel layer was
punched at the locations of the in- and outlets with a biopsy punch
(504529 World Precision Instruments) to be able to access the
channels. Both parts were cleaned with isopropanol and scotch tape to
remove the remaining dust and then bonded to each other by
activating the surfaces with O2 plasma (15 s, 50 W; Zepto, Diener)
and placing them into the oven for at least 4 hours to stabilize
bonding.

For the di#usion experiment, a solution of Rhodamine B (83689,
Sigma-Aldrich) at a concentration of 5 mg/mL in distilled water was
prepared and further diluted to 1:100 in PBS, similar to the protocol
from Virumbrales-Mun!oz et al.23 Pipette tips, "lled with a volume of
50 !L of the working solution were placed into the inlets, while empty
pipet tips were placed at the outlets to collect waste. Both the control
PDMS chip and the developed PMMA chip incorporating the
electrospun membrane were tested at the same time for direct
comparison. After the chips were connected to Rhodamine B-"lled
pipet tips, images were taken every 10 minutes for 2 hours using an
inverted !uorescence microscopy (Leica DMi8, LEICA Microsystems
GmbH) at a 10! magni"cation, capturing the overlapping area of
both channels. ImageJ was used to analyze the mean gray intensity of
a selected square with even representing area of the channel and of
the bonded region of the chip. The background of each mean gray
value measurement was subtracted, and the relative region of interest
(ROI) mean intensity was plotted as a function over time using
Origin 2019 (OriginLab).

To investigate the absorption behavior of the PLA membranes, the
chips were exposed for 2h with Rhodamine B solution as described
above. Subsequently, the chips were washed by !ushing 12 ! 50 !L of
PBS through the channel. Right after exposure as well as after 6 and
12 !ushes respectively, de"ned channel sections of the chips were
imaged using constant microscope settings. For analysis, the mean
gray value of the channel intensity was measured, and the background
was subtracted from each image using the software ImageJ. The graph
was then plotted using Origin 2019 (OriginLab).

Cell Culture. MvECs Isolation and Culture. Human skin-derived
microvascular endothelial cells (mvECs) were isolated from human
skin tissue biopsies. The biopsies were obtained from plastic surgeries
performed by Dr. Ulrich E. Ziegler (Klinik Charlottenhaus, Stuttgart,
Germany), approved by the local medical ethics committee. Patients
gave an informed consent according to the permission of the
“Landesa "rztekammer Baden-Wu"rttemberg” (IRB#: F-2012-078; for
normal skin from elective surgeries). All procedures were carried out
in accordance with the rules for medical research of human subjects,
as de"ned in the Declaration of Helsinki. All mvEC-related
experiments utilized cells harvested from the same donor (abdomen
skin tissue of a 53-year old female; BMI of 29).

The isolation of mvECs from the human skin biopsies was
conducted as follows: First, the subdermal layer comprising adipose
tissue and connective tissue was carefully removed from the cutis.
Then, the cutis was cut into 1!2 mm wide strips and incubated in a
dispase solution (2 U/mL in PBS!, Serva Electrophoresis) at 4 °C
overnight. On the next day, the epidermis was removed, and the
dermis strips were digested in 0.05% trypsin in EDTA (59418C,
Sigma-Aldrich; 15040033, ThermoFisher) at 37 °C for 40 minutes.
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The reaction was stopped by adding 1% v/v fetal calf serum (FCS,
SH3006603, ThermoFisher) to the trypsin/EDTA solution. Using a
cell scraper, mvECs were scratched o! of the dermis into prewarmed
endothelial cell growth medium (ECGM, C-22010, PromoCell)
supplemented with 1% gentamicin (15710049, ThermoFisher). The
resulting cell suspension was "ltered twice through cell strainers
(mesh sizes: 100 and 70 !m) and then centrifuged at 209g for 5
minutes. The cells were then resuspended in ECGM and seeded into
T175 culture #asks at a density of (4!5) ! 104 cells/cm2. During the
"rst week of culture, the cells were rinsed with PBS! and subsequently
treated with the EDTA-solution (15040033, ThermoFisher) (6!10
minutes at 37 °C) every 2 days to detach any remaining "broblasts
from the culture.
hiPSC-RPE Culture. Retinal pigment epithelial (RPE) cells

di!erentiated from human induced pluripotent stem cells (hiPSC)
were kindly provided by the Institute of Neuroanatomy at the
University of Tu!bingen. Details regarding the cell di!erentiation
protocol for the cells can be found in a previous publication from
Achberger et al.24 All procedures followed the Helsinki convention
and were approved by the Ethical Committee of the Eberhard Karls
University Tu!bingen (Nr. 678/2017BO2). Cells were cultured using
B27-based retinal di!erentiation medium (BRDM) (Dulbecco’s
modi"ed Eagle’s medium (DMEM) (41965039, ThermoFisher):
DMEM/F12 (10565018, ThermoFisher) (1:1) with 2% B27 (w/o
vitamin A, 12587-010, ThermoFisher), 1! minimum essential media-
non essential amino acids (NEAA, 11140-050, ThermoFisher), and
1! antibiotics-antimycotics (AA, 15240-062, ThermoFisher)).
T-Cell Isolation. The cell sourcing follows the Helsinki convention

and was approved by the ethical Committee of the Eberhard Karls
University Tu!bingen (Nr. 495/2018-BO02 for the isolation of
PBMCs from whole blood). Primary human PBMCs (peripheral
blood mononuclear cells) were isolated from whole blood collected
up to 1 hour before isolation using standard density gradient
centrifugation (Biocoll, Merck), according to manufacturer instruc-
tions. After isolation, PBMCs were stained with CellTracker Deep
Red Dye (Thermo"sher Scienti"c) at 1 !M in X-vivo medium
(Lonza) for 45 minutes, at 37 °C, protected from light. The PBMCs
were cultured at the concentration of 0.5 ! 106 cells/mL for both chip
perfusion and plate controls, in the total volume of 1 mL. T cell
activation was achieved with anti-CD3/CD28 antigens using 10 !L of
TransAct (Milteny Biotec) per 0.5 ! 106 cells.
On-Chip Culture. Prior to cell seeding, all chips were sterilized by

#ushing with 70% EtOH and subsequently washed with PBS. To
enhance cell attachment to the PLA membranes, a coating protocol
was adapted from Achberger et al.24 Brie#y, a 0.01% poly-L-ornithine
solution (P4957, Sigma-Aldrich) was injected into the chips for 30
minutes at RT, following by a wash with PBS. Next, the PLA
membranes were coated with laminin (11243217001, Roche) at a
concentration of 50 !g/mL in cell culture medium (DMEM/F12 for
RPE and ECGM for mvECS) for 2 hours in the incubator (37 °C, 5%
CO2, 95% humidity).
RPE was detached and singularized using Accumax (A7089-100

ML, Sigma-Aldrich). For the static culture, the RPE cells were
cultured in a supplemented BRDM medium containing 20 !g/mL
EGF (GFH26-100, Cell Guidance Systems), 20 !g/mL FGF2
(GFH146-50, Cell Guidance Systems), 2 !g/mL heparin (H3149,
Sigma-Aldrich), 10 !M ROCK-inhibitor Y-27632 (S1049, Selleck
Chem) and 10% FCS (SH3006603, ThermoFisher). For the
perfusion, medium was replaced again by BRDM without
supplementation.
The mvECs were detached by rinsing the #ask with PBS! and

incubating with 0.05% trypsin in EDTA (59418C, Sigma-Aldrich;
15040033, ThermoFisher) at 37 °C for 3!5 minutes. The enzymatic
reaction was stopped by adding 1% v/v FCS (SH3006603,
ThermoFisher). The cell suspension was then centrifuged at 209g
for 5 minutes, and the cell pellet was resuspended in ECGM + 1%
penicillin/streptomycin (P/S; 15140!122, ThermoFisher) to reach
the desired cell concentration. For on-chip culture, ECGM + 1% P/S
medium was perfused.

Both cell types were adjusted to a "nal concentration of 1 000 000
cells/mL in cell-speci"c medium. Prior to on-chip seeding, three
empty pipet tips were placed in the two outlet ports of both channels
and at the inlet of the lower channel. The fourth pipet tip was used to
load 100 !L of the mvECs or RPE suspension into the upper
channel’s inlet. After incubating for 2 hours, the cell suspension had
equilibrated to the same "lling level in the four pipet tips. To ensure a
proper nutrition of the cells for 2 days of static culture, each pipet tip
was "lled up to a volume of 100 !L/pipet tip. To connect the chips to
external pumps, all pipet tips were removed, and the in- and outlet of
the not-perfused channel were sealed with a piece of sterile PCR tape
(EN83.1, Carl Roth). The chip was perfused in push mode using a
syringe pump (LA-190 Landgraf HLL). For the mvECs, it was
important to set a very low #ow rate at the beginning and to slowly
ramp up the #ow as the cells were directly exposed to the applied
#ow. Therefore, for mvEC chips, the pump rate was set to 5 !L/h for
the "rst 24 hours and ramped up to a #ow rate of 10 !L/h after 48 h.
Finally, after 96 hours, the pump was set to a constant #ow of 20 !L/
h. For the RPE cells, a constant #ow rate of 20 !L/h was used from
the beginning.

On-Chip Viability Assay. Live/dead staining solution was
prepared by diluting #uorescein diacetate (FDA, 1 mg/mL in
acetone, F7378 Sigma-Aldrich) and propidium iodide (PI, 1 mg/mL
in PBS!, P4170, Sigma-Aldrich) in PBS! in a ratio of 3:8:100. One of
the chips in each experimental round was used as control while the
other chips were connected to the pump. The control chips were "lled
with 20 !L of live/dead-staining solution by placing a pipet tip in the
upper channel inlet, resulting in a hydrostatic pressure driven #ow.
After 15 minutes of incubation, the channels were washed with PBS!

and then imaged. Images were taken with a laser scanning microscopy
(Zeiss LSM 710, Carl Zeiss). Maximum intensity projections of the
images were generated with the software ImageJ.

Cell Morphology and Phenotype Analysis. To analyze the
morphology of the mvEC layer, the cells were stained with an anti-
CD31 antibody on day 7 of on-chip culture. Thereto, the chips were
washed with PBS! once and then incubated for 15 minutes at RT
with a CD31-APC conjugated antibody (REA730, Miltenyi Biotec),
which was diluted 1:50 in PBS! + 0.5% bovine serum albumin (BSA,
A9418, Sigma-Aldrich). Afterward, the chips were washed with PBS!

twice, "xed at RT for 10 minutes with 4% solution of Roti-Histo"x
(P087, Carl Roth), and then washed again twice with PBS!. For each
staining step, the pipet tips in the endothelial channel were gently
removed from the ports. An empty tip was inserted into the outlet and
a tip containing 20 !L of the step-speci"c solution was placed into the
inlet of the channel.

For the characterization of the cell phenotype of the RPE tissues,
the cells were "xed with 4% solution of Roti-Histo"x (P087, Carl
Roth) on day 4 at RT for 20 minutes. The tissues were blocked and
permeabilized with 3% bovine serum albumin (BSA, A9418, Sigma-
Aldrich) and 0.1% Triton X-100 (28314, ThermoFisher) for 1 hour,
followed by a washing step with PBS. The chips were then incubated
with a solution of phalloidin for staining actin "laments (A22283,
invitrogen, 1:50 in PBS!) and DAPI (1 mg/mL stock solution;
D9542 Sigma-Aldrich; diluted to working solution of 1:500 in PBS!)
for 1 hour at RT and washed with PBS!.

Finally, Z-stack images of both cell layer types were obtained with
the LSM. Maximum intensity projections of the images were
generated with the software ImageJ. In the experiment, three chips
of each experimental setup were stained, of which representative
images are shown. To assess cell alignment, images were analyzed
using the ImageJ plugin OrientationJ.

Immune Cell Migration On-Chip. To prepare them for the
immune cell migration experiments, the chips were "rst sterilized and
#ushed with PBS! as described above. To stimulate migration, we
"lled the bottom channel with a hyaluronan-based hydrogel (Hystem-
C, CellSystems GmbH) containing the chemoattractant CCL19
(CCL19/MIP-3", R&D Systems) in a "nal concentration of 250 ng/
mL and Lipopolysaccharide (LPS, eBioScience, ThermoFischer,
500!, added 1:1000 to the hydrogel). To add the hydrogel, the in-
and outlets of the top channels were sealed using sterile tape. Then,
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20 !L of the hydrogel was pushed through the bottom channel until it
reached the outlet. The pipet tips were removed, and the chips were
placed in the incubator for 15 minutes to allow the hydrogel to cross-
link. After 15 minutes, the tape was removed from the in- and outlets
of the top channels, and the bottom channel inlets were sealed in
return. To prevent clogging of the top channel, it was brie!y !ushed
with 20 !L of sterile PBS!. Tubing was connected to the channel
outlet while a "lter pipet tip with 150 !L of PBMC suspension (cell
concentration 500,000 cells/mL) was inserted into the inlet. To
generate a de"ned !ow, the cell suspension was drawn through the
channel by a syringe pump in “pull mode” with a !ow rate of 5 !L/h.
After 17 hours, the pump was stopped, and the chips were "xed,
permeabilized, and stained for DAPI as described above. For

evaluation, z-stacks with an LSM were recorded and plotted using
the software ZEN Black (version 2.1).

! RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
1. Chip Concept and Fabrication. We developed a novel

microphysiological system (MPS) that incorporates an electro-
spun membrane to mimic an in vivo-like surface for cell growth.
The chip is made from PMMA as the main material, which
displays a lower absorption of hydrophobic molecules
compared to the broadly used alternative PDMS.25 The chip
consists of multiple PMMA layers that feature two parallel
straight channels (width of 300 !m, height of 175 !m)

Figure 1. Chip design and fabrication: (A) left: photography of a PLA-GM2 chip; center: bright "eld microscopy image of the membrane (scale
bar: 500 !m); right: confocal image of the auto!uorescence (DAPI channel) of the "bers on-chip (scale bar: 50 !m); (B) Schematic of all layers of
the chip design; (C) Electrospinning process showing the "ber deposition setup featuring an additional distance created by nonconductive PDMS
pieces indicated by “d” for the creation of a !at membrane above the substrate. (D) Chronological sequence of images during the membrane
fabrication: (i) Packing of the structured PMMA-piece (together with a PDMS-slab below) into aluminum foil. Aluminum foil is located on the
sides to create a "ber orientation along the channel; (ii) Membrane spun onto the entire part; (iii) Membrane after having been cut along the
interface of the PMMA part with the aluminum foil using a scalpel wetted with HFIP, thereby creating a localized bonding of the membrane to the
PMMA; (iv) Membrane on structured PMMA after removing PDMS; (v) Membrane after lasercutting around the channels; vi) Final geometry of
membrane for bonding process with the minimal necessary membrane size; (E) E#ect of the lasercutting process to the "bers; (i) PLA membrane;
(ii) PLA-GM2 membrane (scale bars: 100 !m).
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separated by an electrospun membrane over a length of 2300
!m (Figure 1A,B). This chip design serves as proof of concept
model for the integration of electrospun membranes into OoC
platforms and can be further adapted to the tissue of interest in
a !exible way.
To generate thin and homogeneously distributed mem-

branes in between the channels, we established the following
procedure: membranes were spun directly onto the bottom
side of the layers containing the top channels (refer to Figure
1B). As the layer is very thin (175 !m) and has open channel
structures, an additional nonconductive material, a 2 mm thick
square PDMS slab, was placed below prior to electrospinning
to prevent locally focused conductivity in the channel
structures (Figure 1C). Further, the PMMA module was
covered with aluminum foil on the left and right side of the
layer to produce a membrane with a directional "ber
orientation along the channel direction (Figure 1D (ii)).26

To avoid excessive spinning beyond the chip area, the edges of
the chip were covered with a nonconductive tape.

During the electrospinning process, "bers are directed from
the needle tip toward the conductive collector when an electric
"eld is applied. Therefore, the "bers tend to be located
wherever conductive material can be reached. The non-
conductive PDMS slab, hence, played an important role in the
electrospinning process: Without it, the "bers were located and
highly concentrated inside the channel, because the cut
structures provided a direct path to the collector. As a result,
it was not possible to create a homogeneous "ber mat on the
PMMA layers. The separation provided by the PDMS slab,
however, facilitated the fabrication of homogeneous mem-
branes.
After the spinning process, we could successfully remove

excess "bers by guiding a scalpel brie!y soaked in HFIP along
the border of PMMA and aluminum foil. The HFIP solvent
fused the membrane edges into the PMMA layer; otherwise,
the membrane would be lifted o# the smooth PMMA surface
during the subsequent removal of aluminum foil and PDMS
slab (Figure 1D (iii) and (iv)).

Figure 2. Morphological changes of the membrane during the chip preparation: (A,C) Representative image of PMMA layer with electrospun
membranes before bonding; (B,D) Representative image of PMMA chip after bonding; (E) Bright"eld microscopy of the PLA membrane before
and (F) after bonding; (G) Bright"eld microscopy of the PLA-GM2 membrane before and (H) after bonding; (I) SEM image of the morphology of
the PLA membrane before and (J) after temperature treatment; (K) SEM image of the morphology of the PLA-GM2 membrane before and (L)
after temperature treatment; (M,N) Changes in morphology and contact angle of the PLA membranes due to coating: (M) Before coating,
featuring high hydrophobicity; (N) After coating, featuring low hydrophobicity; Microscopy images; scale bar: 500 !m (E!H); SEM images; scale
bar: 20 !m (I!N).
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In a last step of the membrane fabrication, an engraved line
that melted both materials with each other surrounding the
channels was generated to reduce the size of the membranes to
the necessary minimum (Figure 1D (v)). Thereby, the !bers of
the membrane were melted with the PMMA material and the
surrounding !bers could be easily removed with a wipe (Figure
1D (vi)). Depending on the material of the electrospun
membranes, the welded structures can look slightly di"erent
(Figure 1E). However, we did not observe any e"ects of these
di"erences in terms of chip sealing or membrane integrity.
Finished chips were obtained by assembling, aligning and then
thermally bonding all the layers (cf. Figure 1B).
Membranes based on two di"erent polymer solutions were

integrated: PLA and a blend of PLA-GM2. PLA was chosen for
several reasons: First, it is known as a biocompatible material
that has already been used for the fabrication of electrospun
sca"olds with endothelial cell adhesion and growth.27 In
addition, the material has a low degradation time because of its
strong hydrophobic character. Further, PLA has a high melting
point of 180 °C,28 which was crucial to prevent melting of the
membranes during the thermal bonding step.
Lastly, PLA has been approved by the US Food and Drug

Administration (FDA) for biomedical applications, such as a
surgical suture material.29 However, as the hydrophobicity of
the material may lead to poor cell adhesion, subsequent
treatments of the membrane are usually necessary. One
possible treatment procedure is to coat the membrane with a
natural ECM component prior to cell seeding. Another elegant
and time-saving method is to prepare a blended polymer
solution containing a natural polymer alongside the PLA to
reduce the hydrophobicity and add cell recognition sites on the
!bers.11 For this reason, a solution of PLA was prepared in
combination with a biopolymer component. As high temper-
atures are applied on the membranes during the fabrication
process (130 °C, 15 minutes), gelatin methacryloyl (GM) was
chosen as biopolymer. Gelatin has already been exposed to
high temperatures during its fabrication through the partial
denaturation of native collagen and is accordingly considered
to be stable in the bonding step. Furthermore, gelatin features
a very high protein content of 85!92% making it a suitable

material for the insertion of several cell recognition sites into
the membrane.30 It has been shown earlier that GM can be
successfully electrospun and shows improved cell viability
compared to conventional gelatin.31 Moreover, an improved
cell density on the !ber mat could also be achieved by blending
with uncross-linked GM.32 Therefore, GM2 with a 2-fold
excess of methacrylic anhydride was chosen, as UV-cross-
linking was not planned to be performed on these membranes.
However, when cross-linking the !bers, a GM with a higher
amount of methacrylic anhydride could be chosen.22

2. Platform Characterization. Membrane Character-
ization. To analyze the e"ect of thermal fusion bonding on the
membrane !ber morphology, bright !eld microscopy and SEM
images were taken before and after the bonding step (Figure
2A!D). The bright !eld images show that the channel remains
covered by a homogeneous !ber mat, and the membranes are
not damaged. Along the interfaces between membrane and
PMMA module, a white border becomes apparent after
bonding, indicating a tight sealing of the chip (Figure 2E!H).
Comparing the images before and after bonding, it can be
clearly seen that the PLA membranes start to slightly wrinkle
during this bonding process by forming curled !bers (Figure
2I, J). The analysis of the !ber diameter revealed that the
membranes consist of nano!brous constructs with median
!ber diameter of 0.6 ± 0.2 !m and 0.6 ± 0.3 !m for the PLA
membranes and the hybrid membranes with gelatin,
respectively. Interestingly, prior to heat and pressure treatment,
the membranes had a larger !ber diameter of 3 ± 1 !m and 2.1
± 0.8 !m for PLA and PLA-GM2 respectively. During the heat
treatment, the membranes become slightly wavy as the
temperature is above the glass transition temperature;
therefore, the !bers are stretched, resulting in the reduction
of !ber size and a curved structure, which was predominantly
observed for the PLA-membranes. In comparison, the
membranes with gelatin did not seem to be a"ected by heat
or pressure treatment as shown by the !bers that stay linear
during the bonding process (Figure 2K, L). However, the
reduced !ber size indicated the morphological change and a
slight sagging of the membranes. In general, the !bers are
preferentially aligned in one direction because of the

Figure 3. Di"usion pro!le of Rhodamine B in the PMMA chips in comparison to control chips made from PDMS; (A) Fluorescence microscopy
images of the di"usion of the dye at the start and end of the experiment (scale bars: 100 !m); (B) Relative mean ROI intensity over a period of 120
minutes; The values (mean values w/standard deviation) were obtained from rectangular regions that were centrally positioned at the edge
between channels and bulk material, whereby half of the rectangle covered the inside of the channel and the other half the outside of the channel.
Thus, the starting value was 50% intensity.
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anisotropic placement of the aluminum foil covers. In cases
where nonaligned !bers are desired, simply covering all sides of
the chips with aluminum will be su"cient (Supplementary
Figure S1).
Further, the pore size of the membranes is important as it

determines if the !ber constructs are dense enough to support
the cells. Measurement of pore sizes using image analysis
revealed that PLA membranes had an average pore size of
5 !m, while the PLA-GM2 membranes had a slightly smaller
average pore size of about 1 !m. In suspension, endothelial
cells have a diameter of 13!14 !m,33 and human retinal
pigmented epithelial cells have a similar cell center-to-center
spacing of 14!15 !m measured on excised retinas34). With
consideration of the cells’ shape, the !ber mat seems to be
dense enough to capture the cells. When comparing with other
conventionally used cell culture membranes, the achieved pore
sizes of the electrospun membranes are in a similar range.
However, it has to be noted that the analysis of the !ber mat
via image analysis is not very precise as the pores are not
conventional circular pores but measured as a result of a batch
of stacked nano!bers. Therefore, this measurement solely gives
an orientation whether the membranes are dense enough to
capture the cells. In addition, by coating the PLA membranes
with laminin, the surface becomes more homogeneous and the
pores are !lled with the coating substance (Figure 2M,N).
Chip Sealing and Absorption Behavior. The leakage of

solutes from micro#uidic channels can occur via two routes:
leakage of the entire media due to nonproper chip sealing or
the absorption of the solute into the bulk chip material. A
proper chip sealing is particularly an issue when integrating
membranes into thermoplastic chips.18 The absorption of
hydrophobic molecules is particularly a problem of PDMS-
based systems4 but can occur in other polymers too. To
con!rm the tightness of our chip as well as the low absorption
characteristics, we incubated a hydrophobic #uorescent dye
(Rhodamine B) containing media for several hours inside the
chip as described previously.23 As a control for the absorption
aspect, a conventional PDMS chip was treated the same way as
the PMMA chip. In the fully assembled PMMA chip, the
#uorescent intensity at the border of the channel remained
constant over a period of 2 hours of exposure with the
#uorescent dye (Figure 3). This indicated both that the
PMMA chips are tightly sealed and that the chip material itself
does not absorb the dye molecules. The lack of a #uorescent
signal outside the channel revealed that no liquid entered the
joint between PMMA layers and membrane, indicating a
bonding between PMMA and membrane strong enough to
create a proper tightness. Additionally, it demonstrated that no
absorption of the #uorescent dye into the bulk PMMA is
occurring, which is especially apparent when compared to the
rapid partitioning into the PDMS control, similar to
observations in previous work.23,35

Since PLA constitutes the basis for the electrospun
membranes and is a hydrophobic polymer as well, we also
assessed the absorption of Rhodamine B into the PLA !bers.
Indeed #uorescent dye remained in the membranes after 2
hours of incubation but was released quickly by subsequently
#ushing the channel with PBS! (Supplementary Figure S2).
However, compared to the use of PDMS as a bulk chip
material featuring a large volume and small surface-to-volume
ratio, the bulk absorption by the PLA nano!bers featuring a
much smaller total volume and higher surface-to-volume ratio
is negligible.

In summary, these experiments demonstrate a proper
PMMA chip sealing while highlighting the prevention of
small molecules absorption into the bulk chip material.

3. On-Chip Cell Culture. To evaluate the suitability of the
PMMA-chips with integrated electrospun membranes for cell
and tissue culture, two di$erent cell types were injected into
the micro#uidic channels: Both human skin-derived primary
mvECs and hiPSC-derived RPE were seeded into chips with
two types of membranes, PLA-only and PLA-GM2. The limited
transparency of the membranes provides a challenge for cell
monitoring using bright!eld microscopy; however, using
#uorescence microscopy, it was possible to image cells on
either sides of the membrane. Special attention had to be paid
to the oxygen supply, since, unlike PDMS, PMMA is not
oxygen permeable leaving the tissues on-chip dependent on
oxygen supply via the media (perfusion). This is especially
critical during the initial seeding and layer formation step,
during which only a static media supply and no perfusion yet is
applied. Hence, to assess cell viability on-chip after 2 days with
static media supply, the chips were stained for FDA and PI
(Figure 4). For both mvECs as well as RPE, the live/dead

assay revealed dense layers on both membrane types, showing
a predominantly viable (green) cell layer with only a few dead
(red) cell nuclei. These !ndings indicated that even without
perfusion, su"cient oxygen supply is ensured. To demonstrate
the suitability for both in-#ow as well as shear-force protected
culture of cell layers, two di$erent culture con!gurations were
chosen for RPE and mvECs.
Since endothelial cells in vivo are constantly exposed to shear

#ow and shear forces, the mvECs were injected into the same
channel as assigned for the perfusion during culture (Figure
5A). Following the initial static cell attachment and layer
formation step, the media #ow was slowly ramped up in three
steps to avoid cell detachment. Subsequently, the #ow rate was

Figure 4. Live/dead staining of di$erent cell types cultured on
membranes prior to onset of perfusion; green (FDA - indicating viable
cells); red (PI - indicating dead cells); white dotted lines mark the
area where both channels are overlapping; the cells beyond channel
overlap are due to misalignment of the chips; A: mvECs on a PLA-
membrane; B: mvECs on a PLA-GM2 membrane; C: RPE on a PLA-
membrane; D: RPE on a PLA-GM2 membrane (scale bars: 100 !m).
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kept constant at 20 !L/h. Immuno!uorescence staining for
PECAM-1 (CD31) after 7 days of on-chip culture revealed the
preservation of the cell layer and of the phenotype of the
endothelial cells (Figure 5B,C). Moreover, the cells appeared
to be preferentially aligned with the "ber orientation, which
was especially evident for less dense cell layers (cf.
Supplementary Figure S3A). Image analysis of the distribution
of the cell orientation con"rmed this observation (Figure 5G).
This is consistent with previous studies that showed that
endothelial cell orientation can be guided using electrospun
substrates.36

Contrary to endothelial tissue, most epithelial tissue is
protected from shear !ow and forces in vivo. Hence, we
cultured the RPE in the nonperfused channel, separated from
the media !ow by the electrospun membrane (Figure 5D). As
this con"guration also avoids the danger of !ow-induced cell
detachment, the media perfusion through the RPE-chips was
initiated 2 days after the seeding without ramping up the !ow
rate. Immuno!uorescence staining of the F-actin in epithelial
cells with phalloidin after 4 days showed that RPE cell layers
maintained intact (Figure 5E,F). Even after 2 weeks of on-chip
culture, RPE cells maintained viability (Supplementary Figure
S3B), demonstrating the applicability of the chips for long-
term culture. In general, for RPE cells, electrospun membranes
have been employed previously to mimic the Bruch’s
membrane below the RPE and found to be an appropriate
substrate for tissue transplantation.37!39 Research groups have
mostly focused on the suitability of these membranes for
implantation to patients with a damaged RPE. Popelka et al.,38

for instance, used a membrane produced from PLA to show a
successful in vitro cell attachment.
To analyze whether cells can migrate through the

membranes, immune cells were perfused through one of the

channels, and their in"ltration in the other channel was
assessed. PBMCs isolated from fresh human whole blood and
activated via anti-CD3/CD28 antigens were !ushed through
chips featuring a chemoattractant containing hyaluronan-based
hydrogel in the nonperfused channel. After 17 hours, it can be
clearly seen that cells migrated through the membranes and
in"ltrated the hydrogel in the bottom layer (Figure 5H),
highlighting that both types of membranes are porous enough
for cells to migrate through.
Comparing the two di#erent membranes types, we did not

observe any fundamental di#erences in the cell migration
behavior and in cell attachment, neither for mvECs nor for
RPE. However, the PLA-membranes had to be coated prior to
cell seeding; otherwise, they were strongly hydrophobic and
did not present any recognition sites for cell adhesion. Coating
with cell type-speci"c matrix component is a reliable method
often employed to promote cell adhesion. It is, however, a
time-consuming process that requires several working steps
prior to cell seeding. Moreover, the coating does usually not
exclusively cover the membrane but the entire channel.
Consequently, the cells can adhere not only to the membrane
but also to the channel walls. Depending on the targeted
con"guration, this can limit the accuracy of the emulation of
certain tissues. Unlike the PLA membranes, the PLA-GM2

membranes intrinsically contain cell recognition sites as a
modi"ed gelatin was already integrated into the membranes
during the fabrication process. These membranes can, hence,
overcome the disadvantages of a conventional coating process
and provide a facile way of providing localized adhesion areas
for cells.

Figure 5. Chips cultured with perfusion. (A) Schematic of mvEC-perfusion: Flow and shear forces are directly applied onto cell layer, perfused
channel is showed in the cross section and indicated by the circle. (B) mvECs onto PLA-membrane after 7 days of on-chip culture (C) mvECs onto
PLA-GM2 membrane after 7 days of on-chip culture (red: CD31; blue: DAPI); (D) Schematic of RPE-perfusion: cells are protected from direct
shear forces through the membrane; (E) RPE onto PLA membrane after 4 days of on-chip culture; (F) RPE onto PLA-GM2 membrane after 4 days
of on-chip culture (green: phalloidin; blue: DAPI; scale bars: 50 !m); (G) Distribution of cell orientation depending on material and cell type
showing a preferred orientation along the "ber direction (0°); (H) Confocal microscopy z-stacks of the lower hydrogel "lled channel (175 !m
height) after perfusing immune cells through the upper channels, revealing cell migration through the membranes (both PLA-GM2 and PLA).
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! CONCLUSIONS
For many years, electrospinning techniques have been
employed to create in vivo-like sca!olds, especially for
regenerative medicine. In the "eld of OoC, however,
electrospinning has been barely applied, and the few existing
approaches are PDMS-based systems. Since the use of PDMS
as a chip material becomes more and more limiting owing to
the material’s absorption of small hydrophobic molecules, we
have developed an alternative fabrication process to generate
PMMA-platforms integrating two di!erent types of electro-
spun membranes with a PLA backbone. The fabricated systems
showed the feasibility of producing, customizing, and
incorporating di!erent kinds of electrospun membranes into
thermoplastic-based OoCs. Further, it presents a tunable and
#exible fabrication process to create an adaptable environment
for the cells by adjusting (visco)elasticity or porosity of the
membranes along with the application of natural materials
(e.g., native proteins of the ECM).
The principle suitability of this approach to serve as a basis

for OoC systems was demonstrated by the integration of two
di!erent cell types!mvECs and RPEs. Both indicated good
viability. MvECs also expressed cell-speci"c markers in on-chip
culture. One essential advantage of electrospun membranes is
its morphology as a 3D stack of "bers; therefore, the cells can
adhere, integrate into the membrane, and eventually remodel
the microenvironment. Looking ahead, diseases could be
initiated, such as the formation of choroidal neovascularization,
where blood vessels start growing in an uncontrolled way,
migrate toward the epithelial barrier, and "nally disrupt the
epithelial layer. In contrast, with a conventional membrane,
this could not be emulated as no membrane disruption could
happen through the rigid membrane with de"ned pore sizes.
From the technical perspective, this robust fabrication method
for the integration of electrospun membranes into OoCs is a
promising approach to overcome the disadvantages of
synthetic, rigid membranes and to create an improved cell
environment emulating several ECM-properties.
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Abstract: 
Organ-on-chip (OoC) systems have become a promising tool for personalized medicine 

and drug development with advantages over conventional animal models and cell assays. 

However, the utility of OoCs in industrial settings is still limited, as external pumps and 

tubing for on-chip fluid transport are dependent on error-prone, manual handling. Here, 

we present an on-chip pump for OoC and Organ-Disc systems, to perfuse media without 

external pumps or tubing. Peristaltic pumping is implemented through periodic 

compression of a flexible pump layer. The disc-shaped, microfluidic module contains four 

independent systems, each lined with endothelial cells cultured under defined, peristaltic 

perfusion. Both cell viability and functionality were maintained over several days shown 

by supernatant analysis and immunostaining. Integrated, on-disc perfusion was further 

used for cytokine-induced cell activation with physiologic cell responses and for whole 

blood perfusion assays, both demonstrating the versatility of our system for OoC 

applications.  
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Organ-on-chip (OoC) systems have become a promising tool for personalized medicine and drug

development with advantages over conventional animal models and cell assays. However, the utility of

OoCs in industrial settings is still limited, as external pumps and tubing for on-chip fluid transport are

dependent on error-prone, manual handling. Here, we present an on-chip pump for OoC and Organ-Disc

systems, to perfuse media without external pumps or tubing. Peristaltic pumping is implemented through

periodic compression of a flexible pump layer. The disc-shaped, microfluidic module contains four

independent systems, each lined with endothelial cells cultured under defined, peristaltic perfusion. Both

cell viability and functionality were maintained over several days shown by supernatant analysis and

immunostaining. Integrated, on-disc perfusion was further used for cytokine-induced cell activation with

physiologic cell responses and for whole blood perfusion assays, both demonstrating the versatility of our

system for OoC applications.

Introduction
Microfluidic organ-on-chip (OoC) systems can be used to
culture cells under vasculature-like perfusion in a precisely
controllable microenvironment to achieve physiological
relevant in vitro models of human tissues and organs.1 Several
on-chip organ and tissue models have been introduced and
provide alternatives to ethically challenging animal testing
and non-physiological 2D cell culture, for more efficient drug
development and personalized medicine.2–5 Especially OoCs
featuring unidirectional, circulatory pumping that
recapitulate human vascular flows are highly sought after.

External pumps are able to achieve microfluidic, closed-
loop perfusion: i) peristaltic pumps allow for a circulatory,
unidirectional fluid flow when connected in-line with a
shared reservoir for ingoing and outgoing media.6 ii) Pressure
pumps that combine multiple external valves and air-
pressurized reservoirs can also sustain unidirectional
circulation.7,8 However, external pumps are often bulky and
require tubing to couple fluids into the chips, which increases
the required manual handling, risk of leakage, dead volumes
and unspecific surface-binding of small molecules.9

External pumps and tubing can be avoided, for instance,
by using gravity-driven pumping, whereby flow is induced by
hydrostatic pressure difference of fluid levels in connected
reservoirs. Fluid levels and hence the pressure gradient can
be maintained over a longer period by tilting of the chip.10

Gravity-driven, unidirectional circulation, however, requires
considerable adaptions to the chip and the overall process as
e.g. including a bypass between reservoirs,11,12 limiting
unidirectional flow to a short-cut channel13 or pumping
effluent back to inlet reservoirs.14

Therefore, the integration of peristaltic pumps on-chip is
popular when flexibility in chip design and application are
important. Here, fluid is displaced by mechanically actuating
a film or flexible channel structure. A popular method for
actuating on-chip peristaltic pumps is using pneumatics, as
e.g. implemented in a perfused multiwell system15 or multi-
OoC platform.16,17 Such pneumatic actuation of a flexible

Lab ChipThis journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2021
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film requires multiple lines to supply external pressure to
switch periodically between different pressure levels on-chip.
Alternatives for pneumatic actuation, directly integrated or in
close proximity to the chip, are braille pins,18 piezoelectric
discs,19 electromagnets20,21 or permanent magnets.22

Especially magnets are attractive for peristaltic pump
actuation, as they allow implementation of relatively simple
systems, such as e.g. magnetically dragged steel balls for fluid
displacement.23,24

Peristaltic on-chip pumping requires a flexible material,
such as the elastomer polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), to allow
for mechanical fluid displacement. PDMS continues to be a
popular material for microfluidic devices due to ease of
fabrication.25 However, PDMS-related absorption of small
hydrophobic molecules,26 high water vapor permeability27

and leaching of uncured PDMS-components28 is popularizing
alternative materials, especially for cell-based and OoC
applications.29 A promising alternative to PDMS is
thermoplastic elastomer (TPE), which combines
thermoplastic and elastic characteristics.30 TPE can be
structured e.g. by hot embossing31,32 and allows for thermal
fusion bonding to other thermoplastic substrates.32–34 TPE
subtypes based on styrenic block copolymer formulations
without oil additives show reduced absorption of small
molecules as well as lower water permeability in comparison
to PDMS and provide a biocompatible chip material.32,35

In this study, we present a novel TPE-based on-chip
pumping technology for microfluidic cell culture and OoC
applications. Advancing the capabilities of the recently
introduced organ-on-a-disc technology,36 we integrated a
compact peristaltic pump on the “Organ-Disc”. Avoiding
suboptimal chip materials such as PDMS and providing
compatibility to industry-scale fabrication processes, our disc
consists of microstructured, thermoplastic foils and hot
embossed, flexible TPE films. For media perfusion through
our platform, steel balls compress flexible pump channels in
the central TPE pump module and are rolled around the
central disc axis by a magnetic actuator underneath the disc.
Media is stored in a reservoir on top of the disc, perfused
through the disc cell culture channels, and transported back
into the same reservoir compartment. Thereby, we introduce
an entirely new approach that allows cultivation of
microphysiological tissues under a closed-loop media
perfusion with tunable, unidirectional flow and continuous
access to the supernatant for further analysis. Paving the way
for automated workflows and increased throughput, our
platform features multiple independent systems per disc that
run in parallel and eliminates the need for external pumps
and error-prone tubing connections. We demonstrate the
utility of this technology through microphysiological
perfusion experiments culturing endothelial cells under
controllable shear stress. Leveraging the simple access to the
circulating media throughout the cultivation, evaporative
media loss as well as cell metabolism was monitored over
several days. Cytokine-induced activation of endothelial cells
resulted in physiologic cell responses and demonstrated the

functionality of cells cultured under on-disc perfusion. Finally,
we showed the applicability of our platform for perfusion of
endothelial lined channels with human whole blood and
monitoring of platelet adhesion to the endothelium.

Materials and methods
Disc materials

Discs were fabricated from several layers of approx. 750 !m
thick thermoplastic elastomer (TPE; Mediprene OF400M,
based on oil-free styrene–ethylene/butylene–styrene
elastomer, HEXPOL TPE AB) extruded by an external service
provider (Fraunhofer Institute for Process Engineering and
Packaging IVV) and 175 !m polymethyl methacrylate foils
(PMMA; PLEXIGLAS Film 99 524, Röhm). Each disc consists
of TPE-based “pump” and “pump support” layers and PMMA-
based “port”, “cell channel” and “bottom” layers (Fig. 1a).
Reservoirs for media storage were made from polypropylene
(PP), fabricated by an external service provider (CNCTeile24)
and connected to discs with laser cut (VLS2.30, Universal
Laser Systems) biocompatible, double-sided adhesive tape
(ARcare 90 106, Adhesives Research).

Epoxy master fabrication

The epoxy master fabrication started with the generation of
SU-8 (SU-8 2075, Kayaku Advanced Materials) microstructures
on 150 mm silicon wafers (Siegert Wafer) by standard
ultraviolet (UV) light lithography. SU-8 was spin coated with a
final speed of 1500 rpm at room temperature and soft baked
(7 min at 65 °C then 30 min at 95 °C). Photomasks were
designed (CorelCAD 2018, Corel Corporation) and purchased
from an external provider (KOPP-desktopmedia). SU-8 layers
were exposed to UV light (275 mJ cm!2, ABM Series 60
Exposure Systems, ABM, Inc.) using the photomask, post-
exposure baked (5 min at 65 °C then 12 min at 95 °C)
developed for 16 min (SU-8 developer, Kayaku Advanced
Materials), washed with isopropanol and hard baked (30 min
at 160 °C). Subsequently, wafers were treated using 100 !L
trichloro(1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorooctyl)silane (448 931, Sigma-
Aldrich) in a desiccator overnight at reduced pressure.

Fluoroelastomer-based O-rings (138 ! 2 mm FPM 75,
Dichtelemente arcus) were placed concentrically on the
wafers, both clamped between two 5 mm thick PMMA plates
(Oroglas cast acrylic glass, Trinseo) and 50 mL syringes (BD
Plastipak, BD) connected to the upper PMMA plate featuring
two ports. PDMS (Sylgard 184, Dow Corning) was mixed (10 :
1 base : curing agent mass ratio), degassed and injected into
the cavity above the SU-8 microstructures. For this, PDMS
was filled into one syringe without plunger connected to the
upper PMMA plate while pulling the plunger of the other
syringe and generating a small vacuum for PDMS injection
into the cavity. Subsequently, PDMS was cured overnight at
60 °C (Universal Oven UN110, Memmert), peeled off of both
PMMA plates and the wafer, cleaned with isopropanol and
blow-dried with compressed nitrogen.
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An aluminum-based molding tool was designed
(Solidworks 2019, Dassault Systèmes) and manufactured by
an external service provider (CNCTeile24). The base plate of
the tool has an integrated vacuum chuck structure and a

hose connector for connecting a vacuum pump (Fig. 1b)
allowing for vacuum-assisted fixation of the mold and
removal of air bubbles trapped during epoxy injection
(Fig. 1c).

Fig. 1 Microfluidic disc design and fabrication. a) Individual disc layers: pump and pump support layer are based on 750 !m thick, flexible TPE,
while port, cell channel and bottom layer are fabricated from 175 !m thick PMMA foils. b–d) Epoxy mold based hot embossing: b) custom tool
designed for transferring structures from PDMS molds into epoxy. c) Application of vacuum underneath the PDMS mold removes trapped air and
allows for complete cavity filling. d) Epoxy molds were used for structuring of TPE layers using a hot press. e) Plotting: PMMA layers were
structured by cutting with a drag knife. f and g) Thermal fusion bonding: f) custom bonding tool for bonding of up to seven stacks of
thermoplastic materials; each having a 10 cm diameter footprint. g) PMMA layers are stacked into the tool featuring pins for correct alignment,
which is afterwards transferred into a hot press for bonding. h) TPE bonding: after thermal fusion bonding of PMMA layers, TPE layers are bonded
one after each other on top by plasma activation, lamination and subsequent thermal bonding in an oven. i) Precise TPE structuring: microscopy
images and measured dimensions of channel side cuts of PDMS-molds both from initial SU-8 structures and from epoxy stamp as well of the
respective TPE after hot embossing. For imaging purposes, the flexible TPE is supported on a microscope slide. Scale bar: 300 !m. N = 4 channels,
two analyzed cross sections per channel.
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For epoxy molding, the replica molded PDMS was placed
onto the vacuum chuck with a pump (!100 mbar max.
absolute pressure, LABOPORT N 86 KN.18, KNF) constantly
generating a contact vacuum. An aluminum-ring, defining
the dimensions of the final epoxy master (8 mm height, 110
mm diameter), was placed onto the PDMS mold and an
O-ring (120 ! 2 mm FPM 75, Dichtelemente arcus) was placed
around the PDMS. A 5 mm PMMA plate (Oroglas cast acrylic
glass, Trinseo) with two ports for syringe connection was
screwed onto the aluminum ring and sealed with an O-ring
(125 ! 2 mm FPM 75, Dichtelemente arcus).

A two-component (“part A” and “part B”) epoxy resin
(EpoxAcast 670 HT, Smooth-On) modified with an epoxy
thinner (Epic Epoxy Thinner, Smooth-on) reducing the
viscosity was mixed (part A : thinner : part B = 100 : 10 : 17.6
mass ratio), degassed in a desiccator at reduced pressure for
3 min and placed in an ultrasound bath (JP-031S, RS PRO)
for another 10 min.

Identically to the described PMDS injection, the epoxy
mixture was flushed into the tool using syringes connected to
the PMMA plate. After partial curing for 24 h at room
temperature and constantly applied contact vacuum, the tool
was disconnected from the pump and transferred to an oven
for 24 h at 60 °C (Universal Oven UN110, Memmert) for
complete curing. Afterwards, the cured epoxy was removed
from the tool and tempered in an oven (Universal Oven
UN30, Memmert) for 2 h at 80 °C followed by 3 h at 150 °C
and slowly cooled to room temperature overnight in the
closed, switched off, oven.

Vacuum-assisted air bubble removal by gas diffusion
through the PDMS mold, was exemplary visualized by filling
de-ionized water into the molding cavity with the vacuum
pump turned on and imaged with a USB microscope (UM038,
Conrad Electronic SE).

TPE hot embossing

TPE layers (11 ! 11 cm2) were laminated on a 250 !m thick
polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) foil (High-tech-flon films and
fabrics) as temporary support layer using a handheld
pressure roller (Steinel). The epoxy master was placed in the
center of the TPE sheet and both were transferred on a 150
mm silicon wafer (Siegert Wafer) into a preheated hot press
(LabManual 300, Fontijne Presses) (Fig. 1d).

At a plate temperature of 140 °C, the epoxy was pressed into
the TPE at a pressure of 0.4 MPa for 10 min, then the plates
were water cooled below 40 °C in 4–5 min before opening the
press. The TPE was peeled off of the epoxy and PTFE with a few
drops of isopropanol. TPE layers were then cut to the respective
size, ports were either punched (504647, World Precision
Instruments) or drilled (1.2 mm, RoNa Werkzeuge), cleaned
with isopropanol and blow-dried with compressed nitrogen.

Plotting

PMMA-based channels were fabricated with a vinyl cutter
(Graphtec CE6000-40 Plus, Graphtec) by 2D-structuring

(Fig. 1e). After plotting, all cutouts were removed and the
PMMA layers were cleaned with isopropanol and blow-dried
with compressed nitrogen.

Thermal fusion bonding

An aluminum-based bonding tool was designed (Solidworks
2019, Dassault Systèmes) and manufactured by an external
service provider (MAAS Vorrichtungsbau) (Fig. 1f). Two
aluminum plates build the basis of the tool with the bottom
plate featuring pins (DIN 427 M5 screws, Reidl) for the
alignment of PMMA layers. For a homogenous pressure
distribution, 1 mm thick silicone mats (Elastomer plate VMQ
50 Shore A, Angst+Pfister) were placed between aluminum
plates and mirror polished stainless steel plates (0.8 mm,
TGA GmbH). For bonding, the respective PMMA layers were
stacked between the polished steel plates and the tool was
transferred into a preheated hot press (LabEcon 150, Fontijne
Presses) (Fig. 1g). PMMA layers were bonded in two steps:
first 20 min at 103 °C and 0.18 MPa and then 30 min at 103
°C at 1.9 MPa. Afterwards, the tool was removed from the hot
press, slowly cooled down to room temperature overnight
and then opened for removing the bonded PMMA modules.

TPE bonding

Both TPE layers were bonded after each other on the thermal
fusion bonded PMMA modules. For each bonding step, the
respective TPE layer was oxygen (O2) plasma treated (1 min,
<2 mbar, 3.3 sccm O2, 50 W; Zepto, Diener) and laminated
on top of PMMA or previously added TPE using a handheld
pressure roller (Steinel) (Fig. 1h). Afterwards, a fluoropolymer
coated polyester film (3M Scotchpak 1022 Release Liner, 3M)
was temporarily laminated on the TPE and a small weight
placed (2–5 kg or 6–15 kPa) on top during subsequent
bonding at 95 °C for 1 h in an oven (Universal Oven UN30,
Memmert).

Burst pressure test

For bonding strength assessment, burst pressure tests using
compressed nitrogen gas were conducted. Epoxy glue (UHU
PLUS ENDFEST, UHU) was used for both attaching luer
connectors (BDMFTLL-9, Nordson MEDICAL) to channel
inlets and sealing the channel outlets. After at least 24 h for
complete curing of the epoxy glue, a nitrogen line was
attached to the luer connectors and the disc submerged in
water for monitoring gas leakage. A manual pressure
controller (DR 022-00-3, Landefeld Druckluft und Hydraulik)
was used for increasing the nitrogen gas pressure until either
the disc layers delaminated or the maximum output pressure
(3.5 bar) of the controller was reached.

Microstructure analysis

For microstructure analysis, side cuts from channel
structures in various materials (specified in each case) were
obtained by cutting with scalpels or scissors. The cross
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sections were imaged using a stereomicroscope (SteREO
Discovery.V8, Carl Zeiss MicroImaging) and analyzed with Fiji
(ImageJ version 1.53c).37

Pumping setup

For peristaltic pumping, discs were placed on a PMMA rack
equipped with a stepper motor (SY42STH38-1684A, Pololu
Corporation). A PMMA-based magnet holder with eight
magnets (S-10-05-N52N, maximum adhesion 32.4 N,
remanence 1.42–1.47 T, Webcraft) was connected to the
motor to rotate underneath the mounted disc. The pumping
setup was placed in an incubator (Heraeus BBD 6220,
Thermo Scientific) for perfused on-disc cell culture. All other
electronic components required for controlling the motor
remained outside the incubator and were connected with a
thin cable to the motor. The stepper motor was controlled by
a motor driver (2128, Pololu Corporation) and a
microcontroller (ATmega328P Board, Eckstein) with a display
(I2C 16 ! 2 LCD Display Module, Eckstein) and a rotary
encoder (KY-040, reichelt elektronik) user interface to set
motor parameters. On top of the disc, eight steel balls
(diameter 5 mm, stainless steel 1.4034, HSI-Solutions) were
placed above the magnets. A grooved ring of a thrust ball
bearing (S51204, CQ GmbH) and another PMMA-based
magnet holder with another eight, less strong, magnets (S-05-
05-N, maximum adhesion 9.22 N, remanence 1.32–1.37 T,
Webcraft) were placed on top of the steel balls. The magnets
on top were less strong than the magnets connected to the
motor shaft, which provided a suitable compromise between
sufficient compression and an acceptable level of friction
between steel balls and disc.

Flow rate measurements

Flow rate measurements were conducted at room temperature
within a period of three days using de-ionized water
supplemented with watercolor (Ecoline Liquid Watercolour,
Royal Talens) for improved visualization. Luer connectors
(BDMFTLL-9, Nordson MEDICAL) were connected to the inlet
and outlet using 2 mm thick, laser cut (VLS2.30, Universal Laser
Systems) PMMA (Oroglas cast acrylic glass, Trinseo) adapters
equipped with adhesive tape (ARcare 90106, Adhesives
Research). Syringes with volume scale (1 mL, Omnifix-F, B.
Braun Melsungen) were attached to the luer connectors, filled
with equal amounts of liquid. Using a 5 s ramp time to the
respective, final motor speed, the time needed for changing the
volume in both syringes (0.05 mL per measurement) was taken.
The volume flow rate was averaged from in total two systems
from independent discs, each system was measured three times.

Cell culture

Commercially available, cryopreserved human umbilical vein
endothelial cells (HUVEC), from pooled donors were acquired
from Lonza (C2519A) and cultured in endothelial cell growth
medium (EGM-2 BulletKit, CC-3162, Lonza) with 1% (v/v)
gentamicin (10 ng mL!1, Gibco). HUVECs at passage three were

thawed and seeded in 175 cm2 filter cap cell culture flasks
(CELLSTAR, Greiner Bio-One). After 24 h, the cell culture media
was exchanged and the HUVECs were expanded for the
following 3 days before cell loading into the disc.

For generating a cell suspension for subsequent cell
loading, adherent cells were washed with PBS (Dulbecco's
phosphate buffered saline w/o calcium w/o magnesium,
Biowest), detached by a 3 min incubation step at 37 °C using
0.05% (v/v) trypsin (Trypsin-EDTA Solution 10!, SIGMA Life
Science) in Versene solution (Versene 1 : 5000 1!, Gibco). The
cell suspension was transferred into a centrifuge tube (50 mL
CELLSTAR polypropylene tube, Greiner Bio-One), trypsin
inactivated by adding 10% (v/v) fetal bovine serum (FBS;
Thermo Fisher Scientific) and centrifuged for 5 min at 1000
rpm or 216g (Multifuge 3S-R, Heraeus). Cells were counted
using trypan blue (trypan blue 4 g l!1 in aqueous solution,
VWR chemicals) using a hemocytometer (C-Chip Neubauer
improved DHC-N01, NanoEnTek).

Cell loading and cell channel lining

Discs were sprayed with 70% (v/v) ethanol and plasma
activated (4 min, <2 mbar, 3.3 sccm O2, 50 W; Zepto, Diener)
after drying. Each system of a disc was flushed using 100 !L
of 70% (v/v) ethanol and then three times using 100 !L of
PBS for the removal of ethanol.

For cell adhesion, channels were coated using 100 !L of
0.1 mg mL!1 collagen-I (FibriCol, Catalog #5133, Advanced
BioMatrix) in PBS for 1 h at 37 °C. Subsequently, channels
were flushed using 100 !L of PBS and afterwards filled with
cell culture media.

For cell seeding, pipette tips containing 75 !L of cell
suspension with 6 ! 106 cells per mL were connected to each
cell channel. To prevent cells from entering the pump
channel during injection, they were introduced through the
outlet of the system in opposite direction of media perfusion.
Brightfield microscopy (Leica DMi1, Leica Microsystems) was
used to confirm that cells did not enter into the TPE module.

Unless otherwise specified, discs were turned upside down
after cell injection for 1 h at 37 °C to promote cell adhesion
to the cell channel ceiling. The seeding density for the cell
channel with a volume of 15 !L and 84 mm2 large ceiling is
approx. 1000 cells per mm2. Afterwards, the discs were turned
reservoir side up, and each reservoir compartment was filled
with 5 mL cell culture media, sealed with a breathable tape
(Z380059, Sigma-Aldrich) and HUVECs were cultured for 72 h
at 10 revolutions per hour (rph) motor speed under standard
cell culture conditions (37 °C, 95% humidity, 5% CO2,
Heraeus BBD 6220, Thermo Scientific) for complete channel
lining with cells. Before conducting experiments, the motor
was stopped, the tape removed, media exchanged and a new
breathable tape applied to seal the reservoir.

Ion, glucose and lactate measurements

Cell loading and initial on-disc culture for cell attachment for
solute analysis differed slightly compared to standard cell
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injection. After collagen-I coating and cell injection (day !1),
each reservoir compartment was filled with 5 mL cell culture
media, sealed with a breathable tape (Z380059, Sigma-
Aldrich) and cells were kept under static conditions for 1 h
for cell adherence. Subsequently, the motor was ramped
slowly to 100 rph over a period of 4 h. After 24 h (day 0), the
cell culture media was exchanged to remove all non-adhering
cells and to provide a reference base line for subsequent
supernatant monitoring.

Subsequently, every 24 h a 110 !L sample from the
supernatant of each system was taken and stored at !80 °C
until further analysis. The withdrawn sample volume was
replaced with an equal amount of cell culture media. Every 72
h (day 3 and day 6), the cell culture media was exchanged
completely in all reservoir compartments. For media exchange
or sampling, the motor was stopped, the breathable tape
replaced and the motor ramped up to 100 rph again in 1 h.

For sample analysis, a bioanalyte analyzer was used (Vi-
CELL MetaFLEX, Beckman Coulter): potassium (K+), sodium
(Na+), chloride (Cl!) and calcium (Ca2+) concentrations were
analyzed in samples from a system without HUVECs
(“reference system”) for evaporation monitoring. Glucose and
lactate concentrations were analyzed in five systems culturing
HUVECs. For day 1 and day 2, one sample was excluded from
the analysis due to a sensor response error reported from the
bioanalyte analyzer (day 1 and 2: N = 4, all others: N = 5).
Fresh cell culture media was identically analyzed for
measuring the concentrations of all considered components
(N = 4).

CD31/nuclei staining

Each channel was washed three times using 100 !L PBS+
(Dulbecco's phosphate buffered saline with MgCl2 and CaCl2,
Sigma-Aldrich). Afterwards, channels were filled with fixation
solution (Roti-Histofix 4%, Carl Roth). After 15 min of
incubation at room temperature, channels were washed again
with PBS.

“Permeabilization/diluent buffer” containing 30 mg mL!1

bovine serum albumin (BSA; A9647, Sigma-Aldrich), 0.1% (v/
v) Triton X-100 (Sigma-Aldrich) in PBS was used for cell
permeabilization, blocking of unspecific binding and as
diluent for antibodies and dyes. For cell permeabilization
and blocking, channels were filled with this buffer and
incubated for 15 min at room temperature. Subsequently,
primary CD31 antibody (M0823, mouse anti-human, Agilent
Technologies), diluted 1 : 50, was injected into cell channels
and washed out after 2 h incubation at room temperature
using PBS. Staining solution containing secondary antibody
(A-11003, goat anti-mouse, Alexa Fluor 546, Invitrogen),
diluted 1 : 100, and 1 !g mL!1 of Hoechst (62249, Hoechst
33342, Thermo Scientific) was flushed into cell channels,
incubated for 1 h at room temperature and subsequently
washed three times using 100 !L of PBS.

Stained HUVECs were imaged using a confocal laser-
scanning-microscope (LSM 710, Carl Zeiss MicroImaging).

Tile scan images were stitched with ZEN (ZEN black edition
2.3 SP1, Carl Zeiss Microscopy). Z-stacks were transferred into
maximum intensity projections using Fiji (ImageJ version
1.53c)37 and into 3D renders using Fiji in combination with
the Volume Viewer plugin (Volume Viewer 2.01.2, https://
github.com/fiji/Volume_Viewer).

Live/dead staining

Before live/dead staining, channels were washed three times
using 100 !L PBS+. Afterwards, 100 !L of staining solution
with 27 !g mL!1 of fluorescein diacetate (FDA; F7378, Sigma-
Aldrich) for labeling viable cells and 135 !g mL!1 of
propidium iodide (PI; P4170, Sigma-Aldrich) for labeling dead
cells in PBS+ was filled into the channels. The staining
solution was incubated for 5 min at 37 °C. Chips were
washed three times using 100 !L PBS+ and imaged
immediately. Images of stained HUVECs were acquired at 37
°C using a fluorescence microscope with heated enclosure
(Leica DMi8, Leica Microsystems).

Endothelial cell activation and readout of cytokine secretion

After cell loading and 48 h of perfusion at 10 rph motor
speed for cell channel lining, media was exchanged to
determine baseline cytokine secretion to the supernatant over
a 24 h period (“pre-treatment” condition, N = 8).
Subsequently, perfusion media was replaced by cell culture
media containing either 20 ng mL!1 (“24 h treated”
condition, N = 4) or no (“24 h untreated” condition, N = 4)
tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF-"; SRP3177, Sigma-Aldrich)
and perfused for another 24 h at 10 rph motor speed.

Subsequently, HUVECs were stained for CD106 to visualize
endothelial activation. For this, cell channels were first
flushed using 100 !L PBS+ with 10 mg mL!1 BSA.
Subsequently, channels were filled with conjugated CD106
antibody (130-104-164, CD106 Antibody, anti-human,
REAfinity, APC, Miltenyi Biotec), diluted 1 : 10 in PBS+ with
10 mg mL!1 BSA, and incubated for 30 min at 37 °C. After
washing three times using 100 !L PBS+, HUVECs were
imaged at 37 °C using a fluorescence microscope with heated
enclosure (Leica DMi8, Leica Microsystems).

To determine cytokine content from supernatants,
samples of the supernatant were taken for all conditions at
the respective time points, centrifuged for 5 min at 3000 rpm
or 1942g (Multifuge 3S-R, Heraeus) for removal of debris and
then stored at !80 °C until further analysis. We quantified
concentrations of the proinflammatory cytokines interleukin
6 (IL-6), interleukin 8 (IL-8) and angiopoietin-2 (Ang-2) under
baseline conditions as well as in response to inflammatory
stimulation using a fluorescent bead-based multiplex
sandwich immunoassay (LEGENDplex Human Angiogenesis
Panel 1, 740697, BioLegend) read by flow cytometry (Guava
easyCyte 8HT, Merck) following the manufacturer's manual.
In short, the stored supernatants were thawed and, in
technical duplicates for each condition, incubated with a
cocktail of target-specific capture beads with unique
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respective sizes and internal fluorescence for 2 h.
Subsequently, biotinylated detection antibodies were added
for 1 h to allow formation of capture bead-analyte-detection
antibody sandwiches. By finally incubating the captured and
detected analytes with streptavidin–phycoerythrin, the
amount of bound cytokines was quantified via fluorescence
signal intensities. To correlate fluorescence signal intensity

to cytokine concentration, a standard curve for all analyzed
cytokines was generated in the same assay. Flow cytometry
data were analyzed using the LEGENDplex cloud-based data
analysis software suite (BioLegend). All gates were adjusted
manually to find optimal differentiation between capture
bead populations, and the same gating strategy applied to all
assay runs.

Fig. 2 Integrated, peristaltic pumping. a) Circular closed-loop perfusion concept: i) media from the reservoir enters the TPE pump module. ii) Steel
balls rolling over flexible channels pump media from the reservoir and push it further to the cell channel. iii) Endothelial cells lining the inner walls
of the cell channel are cultured under constant media perfusion. Media exiting a cell channel, is pumped back into the reservoir creating a closed
loop media perfusion. b) Pumping mechanism: magnets moving underneath the disc pull down and drag steel balls over microchannels in the TPE
pump module. Thereby, liquid is pushed through the connected PMMA module. A reservoir with individual compartments for each system on the
disc is connected on top. c) Pumping setup: photography of a disc with steel balls, bottom and top magnet holder and connected reservoir filled
with colored liquid. For pumping, the disc is mounted on a spinner featuring a stepper motor for rotation of the bottom magnet holder underneath
the disc. d) Tunable perfusion: flow rate measurements and calculated wall shear stress (WSS) at different motor speeds. Data from two systems
from independent discs, each measured three times using de-ionized water.
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Whole blood perfusion and analysis of platelet adhesion

Collection of whole blood was carried out in accordance with
the rules for investigation of human subjects as defined in
the Declaration of Helsinki. Patients gave a written
agreement according to the permission of the ethical
Committee of the Eberhard Karls University Tübingen (Nr.
495/2018-BO02).

Blood was collected in tubes with sodium citrate
(VACUETTE TUBE 9 mL 9NC Coagulation sodium citrate
3.2%, Greiner Bio-One), supplemented with 1% (v/v)
conjugated CD41 antibody (MHCD4104, CD41 Monoclonal
Antibody, PE, Invitrogen) for fluorescent platelet labeling and
kept at room temperature for 10 min in the dark. Prior to
blood perfusion, 1% (v/v) of HEPES (4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-
piperazineethanesulfonic acid, 1 M, Gibco) containing 63.2
mM CaCl2 (Sigma-Aldrich) and 31.6 mM MgCl2 (Invitrogen)
was added to the blood sample in order to add ions required
for blood coagulation.

Experiments were performed using cell channels lined
with HUVECs cultured for 96 h at 10 rph motor speed for
media perfusion before blood perfusion experiments. Empty
pipette tips (300 !L, Greiner Bio-One) and pipette tips filled
with 300 !L blood were connected to the inlet and outlet of
the reservoir, respectively. Cell culture media was filled in the
reservoir compartments for the subsequent flushing of the
blood out of the channels. For linear blood perfusion from
the blood-filled pipette tip to the empty pipette tip, the motor
was ramped up in 1 min to a final speed of 800 rph
maintained for 5 min. Fresh blood was refilled during this
initiation step to avoid draining of the blood-filed pipette tip.
For flushing blood out from the channels, all pipette tips
were removed while the motor was kept running for another
5 min to displace blood with the media previously loaded
into the reservoir compartments. During flush-out, 1 mL of
cell culture media was exchanged. Subsequently, the motor
was stopped, and the channels were additionally flushed
manually using PBS+.

After complete blood removal, HUVECs were fixed and
stained for CD31 and nuclei as described previously,
however, applying overnight incubation at 4 °C for the
primary antibody and using a different secondary antibody
for fluorescent labeling of CD31 (A32723, goat anti-mouse,
Alexa Flour 488 Plus, Invitrogen). After washing with PBS,
stained HUVECs and platelets were imaged using a
fluorescence microscope (Leica DMi8, Leica Microsystems).

Data presentation and statistical analysis

If not stated otherwise, data is presented as mean ± standard
deviation in text and diagrams with sample sizes stated in
each case. OriginPro (Version 2021, OriginLab Corporation)
in combination with OriginPro's Paired Comparison Plot
plugin (version 3.6) was used for testing statistical
significance of different cytokine concentrations using
Tukey's range test. OriginPro was also used for linear

regression of measured flow rates produced by on-disc
pumping.

Results and discussion
Design, fabrication and pumping mechanism

The peristaltic Organ-Disc features an integrated on-disc
pump and is constructed from a total of five polymer layers:
TPE pump and pump support layers as well as PMMA port,
cell channel and bottom layers (Fig. 1a). Each disc features
four individual microfluidic networks symmetrically arranged
around its central axis. The TPE pump layer contains 400 !m
wide and 100 !m high channels and forms the basis for the
integrated peristaltic pump together with the pump support
layer (cf. Fig. S1† showing the complete 2D Organ-Disc
layout). Three PMMA layers (175 !m thick) enclose the cell
channels (1000 !m wide) in a similar configuration as the
previously reported centrifugal organ-on-a-disc sytem.36

Hot embossing of microstructures into TPE layers uses
custom epoxy stamps fabricated by replica molding.38,39 Our
custom injection-molding tool allows for the fabrication of
temperature stable epoxy stamps via replica molding from
PDMS masters.32 Air bubbles trapped in-between
microstructures during injection of the epoxy can be removed
by vacuum-assisted gas diffusion through the PDMS mold (cf.
Video S1† demonstrating the process using water). Side cuts
obtained from PDMS-molds of both the initial SU-8
structures and the epoxy stamp as well as the final TPE,
confirmed a precise transfer of microstructure dimensions
(Fig. 1i). After complete curing and tempering, the epoxy
molds can be used for a large number of hot embossing
cycles; this is a considerate advantage over hot embossing
directly using SU-8 structures, which typically brake off the
silicon wafer already after few cycles.

PMMA layers are structured by plotting and thermal
fusion bonding. For robust and high-throughput thermal
fusion bonding, a custom bonding tool was used to align and
bond up to seven stacks of thermoplastic foils (footprint of a
4! wafer) simultaneously. A general challenge for thermal
fusion bonding of thermoplastics is the optimization of heat,
pressure and bonding time. If heat and pressure are too low,
an insufficient bonding is achieved, whereas too high
temperatures and forces lead to channel distortion.40 For the
PMMA used in this study, bonding 10 °C below the material's
glass transition (TG = 113 °C) with 1.9 MPa of pressure allows
for stable bonds with minimal impact on microchannels: the
PMMA bonds withstood a nitrogen pressure of at least 3.5
bar (maximum pressure of the used gas pressure controller)
without channel failure (N = 3 discs). After bonding, the
channel height was reduced only by 2.7%, from original 175
!m (thickness of the PMMA foil) to 170 ± 15 !m. Similarly,
the channel width was only reduced by 3.7% from 1000 !m
(CAD design) to 963 ± 28 !m (N = 4 channels).

After thermal fusion bonding of the PMMA layers, the
flexible TPE layers were added on top. TPE already displays
good but reversible adhesion to PMMA at room temperature.
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To achieve robust and stable bonding, TPE surfaces were
plasma activated41 and bonded to PMMA under heat and
pressure (95 °C and 15 kPa for 1 h). Burst pressure tests of
fully assembled discs resulted in a failure at the TPE-TPE
interface at 3.1 ± 0.3 bar of nitrogen pressure (N = 3 discs; cf.
Fig. S2† showing cross sections of a PMMA cell channel and
a TPE pump channel after bonding).

To enable on-disc pumping, a peristaltic pumping
mechanism was implemented allowing for a closed-loop
perfusion through the system (Fig. 2a): medium is pumped
from the reservoir into the pumping module, then pushed
further into the cell culture channel and subsequently back into
the reservoir. Steel balls on top of the pump module are pulled
into the pump channels by magnets underneath the disc
(Fig. 2b). This results in localized channel collapse and sealing.
To perfuse liquid through the channels, the magnets are rotated
around the central axis by a stepper motor. Thereby, the steel
balls roll over the pump channels and push liquid through the
system; whereby, the flow rate is controlled by the rotation
speed of the steel balls. An open, PP-based cell culture media
reservoir with one compartment for each system is added on
top of the disc (Fig. 2c). A grooved ring from a thrust ball
bearing and further magnets integrated in a PMMA ring are
added on top during operation for better positioning of the steel
balls and to sustain higher compression forces.

Closed-loop perfusion for cell culture and cell monitoring

Tunable perfusion rate. During peristaltic, on-disc
pumping, eight steel balls travel sequentially over a pump
channel and push liquid through the system. Volume
displacement over time was quantified by recording syringe
volume changes of syringes attached to in- and outlets. We
observed a linear relationship between motor speed and
resulting flow rate with a coefficient of determination close
to one (R2 = 0.99999) (Fig. 2d). Rotation speeds of 100–800
rph induced average flow rates of 0.32–2.6 mL h!1. Observed
flow rates were in good agreement with theoretical flow rate
calculations (Fig. S3†), which allow for an estimation of the
peristalsis of the Organ-Disc pump (Fig. S4†). Flow
measurements indicated a good pump channel compression
and an appropriate sealing by the steel balls preventing back
flow. (Fig. S5†). Flow measurements were conducted on three
consecutive days with comparable flow rates over this period
(Fig. S6†). Throughout long-term cultures under closed-loop,
peristaltic perfusion, we checked the peristaltic pump every
day by attaching a pipette tip to the reservoir outlet-port.
Thereby, we tested the presents of fluid flow by a rising
media level in the pipette tip.

The wall shear stress (WSS) ! generated in the cell channel
with width W and height H can be estimated by

! ! 6"Q
H2W

;

with viscosity " (= 1 mPa s for water at RT) and laminar flow

rate Q. In the Organ-Disc, average flow rates of 0.32–2.6 mL

h!1 translated in 0.19–1.5 dyn cm!2 at 100–800 rph motor
speed respectively. In our system, the ratio H/W equals 0.18
for the cell channel (cf. Table S1†). In principle, the applied
relation for WSS is only valid for flow between infinite
parallel plates. Therefore, WSS will not be completely
homogenous over the full cell channel and slightly higher in
the channel center. Theoretically, the WSS can be increased
up to 14% in the channel center for H/W = 0.18 if the
influence of the channel side walls is considered as well.42

Further information about the hydraulic resistance, pressure
drop and Reynolds number of our system are provided in the
ESI† (Table S2).

Evaporation monitoring. Standard cell culture at 37 °C
proceeds in a humidified environment to limit evaporation
from cell culture dishes or plates. However, preventing
evaporative loss in microwell plates or microfluidic systems
with open reservoirs can be challenging, due to high surface-
to-volume ratios.43 In the presented disc, evaporative loss can
occur via diffusion of water vapor through the gas permeable
reservoir tape cover, or through the microchannel walls. To
quantify evaporation, ion concentrations were measured in a
long-term disc perfusion experiment (100 rph or 0.32 mL h!1)
without cells (Fig. 3a). Media exchange and supernatant
sampling for analysis were the only processes that affected
total solute amounts in the media. Monitoring of ion
concentrations therefore quantifies media volume changes
(ESI†). In average, the total media volume in the reference
system was reduced by 4.4 ± 2.5% (N = 4 ions) per day. This
amounted to about 13.2 ± 3.0% in total volume loss (approx.
0.66 mL) during a three day window, which was hence set as
the critical incubation time for media exchange.

Evaporation estimates were based on the average
evaporation taking all types of ions into account. Calculated
evaporations differed slightly depending on which type of ion
was considered. Quantified rates were as high as 6.3% per
day for potassium, as low as 2.7% per day for calcium and
about 4.2% and 4.3% per day for sodium and chloride
respectively. A similar divergence was observed previously
when evaporative loss was monitored via salt concentrations
during cell culture.44

Condensation on the reservoir sealing tape can also affect
cell-culture media concentrations as small volumes are
inevitably removed together with the tape during reservoir
sampling. Sampling, including removal of the sealing tape, is
conducted the same way for all conditions; therefore, the
accompanying impact on solute concentrations is
comparable. A continued three-day media exchange regiment
results in an overall sawtooth profile, around a desired steady
state throughout the experimental run.

Monitoring of cell metabolism. Levels of metabolite and
nutrients, such as glucose and lactate, were monitored in
discs containing endothelial cells (HUVECs). Beginning 24 h
after onset of perfusion, a reduction in glucose concentration
was clearly detectable for all time points (Fig. 3b, upper
panel). Repeated media exchanges resulted in a characteristic
sawtooth kinetic profile with substrate glucose and the
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product lactate following inverted trajectories (Fig. 3c, upper
panel). Cells can produce lactate either through glycolysis
under aerobic or anaerobic conditions.45 Aerobic glycolysis is
reported for tumor cells or proliferating cells, as a result of
the so-called Warburg effect.46 Endothelial cells have been
shown to be highly glycolytic even when in contact with
sufficient oxygen levels.47 Furthermore, complete anaerobic
conditions are not expected in our disc as the gas permeable
sealing tape on top of the reservoir can accommodate gas
exchange.48–51 However, oxygen concentrations in proximity
to the cells are unknown. Given the short dwell time of
media in the channel of approx. 4.5 min at 0.32 mL h!1,
oxygen depletion should be minimal (cf. Table S3†). Future
disc generations, could integrate oxygen sensors52 to allow
for simultaneous monitoring of oxygen levels and cell
metabolism.

To derive actual glucose and lactate consumption and
production rates, we normalized the measured
concentrations against the salt ion derived evaporative water
loss quantifications (Fig. 3b and c, central and lower panel).
Total amounts of nutrients and metabolites are balanced the

same way as for the reference system making the same
assumptions of homogenous mixing and representative
sampling. Absolute amounts N of solutes i are calculated as

Nt(i) = Vtct(i)

with V being the salt ion derived total media volume and c
being the concentration of i in the drawn sample at day t.
Comparing absolute solute changes within !t = 24 h using

Nt i! " !Nt!1 i! "j j
!t

results in a production or consumption rate per day. The

cumulative production or consumption over time then is

Nt i! " !N0 i! "j j
t!t

:

Average glucose consumption was 2.5 ± 2.2 "mol per day, while

7.5 ± 3.5 "mol per day lactate was produced. Each molecule of
glucose can at most form two lactate molecules. For HUVECs, a

Fig. 3 On-disc perfusion with cell culture media. a–c) Monitoring of metabolic activity of HUVECs cultured under flow (media exchanged every
three days, marked by the “exchange” label and a dash-dotted, grey line. Dashed, black line with the label “media” refers to the fresh cell culture
media): a) evaporation monitoring: symbols refer to ion concentrations in relation to fresh media for four different types of ions in a perfused,
reference system without cells. Black line shows the mean, relative volume of media in a reservoir compartment calculated from ion
concentrations. b and c) Monitoring of cell metabolism during culture by measuring b) glucose and c) lactate concentrations in the perfused
media: the derived media volume and concentration kinetics (raw data; upper panels) allow for calculation of glucose consumption and lactate
production for each day (rate; central panels) or cumulative over the full culture period (cumulative; lower panels) that are not falsified by
evaporation (day 1 and 2: N = 4, all others: N = 5).
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glycolytic index of 1.74 was reported previously, which is the
ratio of produced lactate molecules for each consumed glucose
molecule.53 Hence, resulting rates are in reasonable agreement,
considering the standard deviation. The discrepancy between
the calculated consumption and production stems from the
measured nutrient and metabolite concentrations. Overall high
glucose content in the media results in absolute concentration
changes close to the standard deviation, whereas, fresh media
is almost lactate-free and, hence, already small changes to
lactate content clearly observable. Additionally, the media
volume Vt strongly affects the calculated solute amounts as it is
also subject to measurement errors and therefore leads to error
propagation. However, at the same time, this demonstrates the
importance of monitoring evaporation in microfluidic cell
culture and organ-on-chip systems.

Confluent endothelial cell lining of disc channels

Endothelial cells (HUVECs) were injected into the disc with sub-
confluent seeding densities and cultured for 72 h while gently
circulating media (10 rph, corresponding to approx. 30 !L h!1

or 0.02 dyn cm!2). During this period, HUVECs expanded,
adhered to all inner channel surfaces and reached confluency.

Using the tunable on-disc perfusion, the flow rate was
subsequently raised to either 2.6 mL h!1 or 0.32 mL h!1

(shear stress of 1.5 dyn cm!2 or 0.19 dyn cm!2 respectively)
for varying shear stress on endothelial cell lined cell channels
during another 24 h. Fluorescence microscopy revealed a
confluent lining of all channel walls with endothelial layers
positive for CD31 (platelet endothelial cell adhesion molecule
1, PECAM1) over the entire length of the channels
(Fig. 4a and b). Endothelial layers cultured in the higher
shear rate condition (1.5 dyn cm!2) displayed more cell–cell
contacts than layers cultured with the 8-fold lower shear
stress (Fig. 4b). Nevertheless, under both flow conditions,
cells were viable as confirmed by live/dead staining with only
minimal amount of PI-positive cells (FDA/PI, Fig. 4c). No
distinct cell alignment in flow direction was observed. This is
in agreement with previous reports of HUVEC alignment
under shear-flows of 7.2 dyn cm!2 and higher.54–56 Flow rates
required for shear stress induced HUVEC alignment can in
principle be achieved by the peristaltic on-disc pump, either
through increased motor speeds or suitably configured pump
channel layouts. However, a common problem of peristaltic
pumping is the friction associated with high actuation
speeds. In our case, pumping at rotation speeds higher than
800 rph resulted in premature TPE degradation and pump
failure. Channel designs that increase the actuated volume
per duty cycle without increasing mechanical stresses on the
disc hence seems to be the more attractive approach to
achieve higher flow and shear rates.

Tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF-!)-induced endothelial cell
activation

Physiological function of the endothelium on-disc can be
accessed by monitoring the response to stimulation. Thereto,

after 72 h of culture with gentle media circulation (approx. 30
!L h!1 or 0.02 dyn cm!2), the HUVEC-lined channels were
perfused with 20 ng mL!1 TNF-" for another 24 h without
changing the flow rate. TNF-" treated cells show an increased
presence of vascular cell adhesion protein 1 (VCAM1, CD106)
compared to non-treated cells (Fig. 4d), at comparable
channel cell density. This response is in agreement with
previous studies showing an increased CD106 expression due
to TNF-" treatment.57,58

In addition to analysis of CD106 expression, cytokines
released into the perfused media in response to endothelial
activation were monitored. Analysis of cytokines in the
effluent before and after the 24 h TNF-" treatment
demonstrated a significant increase in IL-6, IL-8 and Ang-2
levels (Fig. 4e). Compared to untreated systems, the
concentration of IL-6 was increased 12-fold, of IL-8 38-fold,
and of Ang-2 2.5-fold, respectively. Media from non-treated
systems before and after 24 h incubation showed stable levels
of all tested cytokines.

Increased IL-6 and IL-8 release from HUVECs upon TNF-"
stimulation is well charcterized;59,60 therefore, demonstrating
the physiological response to stimulation of an endothelium
cultured in our system. Similarly, the upregulation of Ang-2
expression in HUVECs after TNF-" activation has been
reported previously.61 Fiedler et al. showed that Ang-2 is
stored in Weibel–Palade bodies of endothelial cells and
released after stimulation into the media.62 Interestingly,
Fiedler et al. did not detect Ang-2 in the supernatant after
TNF-" stimulation; however, the authors performed only
short-term release experiments. In our case, cytokines were
released over 24 h into circulating media containing TNF-"
and accumulated over time. Therefore, the disc configuration
is suitable to investigate circulating stimuli treatments over
longer periods and time-dependent cell response
assessments.

On-disc perfusion of whole blood and platelet adhesion

Lining the microchannels with confluent endothelial layers
minimizes the exposure of the perfused media to the
polymeric chip material and enables artificial, blood-
perfused capillaries.63,64 Demonstrating an important step
for on-disc blood perfusion, we injected fresh human whole
blood into discs featuring HUVEC-lined channels (pre-
cultured on-disc for 96 h at approx. 30 !L h!1 or 0.02 dyn
cm!2). Immediately prior to injection, whole blood collected
in citrate tubes was supplemented with ions required for
coagulation processes and CD41 antibody for fluorescent
labeling of platelets.

In contrast to previous closed-loop media circulation,
blood was directly passed from inlet to outlet pipette tips that
were attached to the respective ports in the reservoir
compartment (Fig. 4f, Video S2†). Subsequent pumping of
cell culture media evacuated the perfused blood from the cell
culture channel (Video S3†). All four channels remained
structurally intact and no blood clots or clogging formed.
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Antibody staining revealed a strong CD31 signal at cell–cell
contacts indicating an intact cell morphology after 96 h of
culture and whole blood perfusion (Fig. 4g). Fluorescent

CD41 labeling revealed domains of platelets adhering to the
endothelium. Platelet adhesion is an important process
during thrombosis and stroke.65 The capability of the

Fig. 4 On-disc perfusion of endothelial cell-lined microchannels. a) Confocal microscopy images of entire channels lined with endothelial layers
stained with CD31 antibody and Hoechst (1.5 dyn cm!2 condition). Maximum intensity projection, scale bar: 10 mm. Inset with a 3D render
obtained from a z-stack acquired in the channel center. b) Fluorescence microscopy images of endothelial monolayers lining top and bottom of
cell channels labeled with CD31 antibody and Hoechst for different flow rate conditions. Maximum intensity projection, scale bar: 300 !m. c)
Monitoring of viability via fluorescence microscopy imaging of endothelial layers labeled with FDA and PI (viable and dead cells respectively) for
different flow rate conditions. Scale bars: 300 !m. d) Phase contrast image and CD106 antibody staining of endothelial layers treated for 24 h with
TNF-" and untreated control. Scale bar: 300 !m. e) Cytokine measurement by flow cytometry: after 24 h of TNF-" treatment (N = 4)
concentrations of IL-6, IL-8 and Ang-2 in the perfused medium are significantly (p < 0.001) higher compared to cytokine concentrations in
samples taken before the treatment (N = 8) or from untreated systems (N = 4). f) Photography of set-up enabling perfusion of fresh whole blood
through the discs by attaching pipette tips to in- and outlets of the reservoir ports. Media is filled in the reservoir compartments for subsequent
flush-out of blood when pipette tips are removed. g) Fluorescence microscopy images of channels after perfusion of blood featuring fluorescently
labeled platelets (CD41, right) and (left) labeled with CD31 antibody and Hoechst. Scale bar: 300 !m.
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presented platform to both generate a functional
endothelium and to provide an integrated, tunable perfusion
paves the way for further microphysiological experiments. As
we demonstrated that whole blood perfusion is possible in
our systems, future applications could aim at the study of
platelet adhesion under blood flows of different shear
stress66 and automated platelet aggregation monitoring.67

Conclusion
We engineered an Organ-Disc with integrated peristaltic
pumping for parallelized culturing of lumen-like endothelial
cell structures. Disc materials and fabrication readily translate
to scaled industrial settings. PDMS is completely avoided and
TPE is instead used for soft and flexible layers and
thermoplastic PMMA as highly transparent, rigid material. The
used microstructuring methods, plotting and hot embossing, as
well as the bonding processes are precise, parallelizable and
result in a highly robust microfluidic system.

The integrated, peristaltic pump of our disc achieves
accurate perfusion and supersedes expensive, external pumps
or problematic tubing connections. Media stored in a
reservoir and circulating through the system is easily
accessible throughout the whole experiment and allows for
user-friendly analysis. Ion, nutrient and metabolite
concentrations were assessed over multiple days of on-disc
HUVEC culture to monitor cell metabolism as well as
evaporation, an important yet often ignored aspect of
microfluidic engineering.

The proof-of-concept of our integrated platform technology
for Organ-Disc and OoC systems is achieved through
generating and culturing lumen-like structures of HUVECs
and conducting several on-disc experiments: we demonstrate
perfusion under varying shear stress, in vitro recapitulation of
endothelial activation and response to inflammatory stimuli,
as well as whole blood perfusion. Furthermore, our system
allows for versatile adaptions: e.g. transfer to other chip
geometries, programmable motor settings for oscillatory flow
patterns or co-culture applications. Overall, the presented
platform provides a user-friendly and automatable perfusion
technology for microphysiological systems and will help to
advance the field of OoC research.
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Abstract: 
Obesity and associated diseases, such as diabetes, have reached epidemic proportions 

globally. In the era of ‘diabesity’ and due to its central role for metabolic and endocrine 

processes, adipose tissue (specifically white adipose tissue; WAT) has become a target 

of high interest for therapeutic strategies. To gain insights in cellular and molecular 

mechanisms of adipose (patho-)physiology, researchers traditionally relied on animal 

models since in vitro studies on human WAT are challenging due to the large size, 

buoyancy, and fragility of mature white adipocytes. Leveraging the Organ-on-Chip 

technology, we introduce a next- generation microphysiological in vitro model of human 

WAT based on a tailored microfluidic platform featuring vasculature-like perfusion. The 

platform integrates a 3D tissue comprising all major WAT- associated cellular 

components in an autologous manner, including not only mature adipocytes but also 

organotypic endothelial barriers and stromovascular cells featuring tissue-resident innate 

immune cells, specifically adipose tissue macrophages. This microphysiological tissue 

model recapitulates pivotal WAT functions, such as energy storage and mobilization as 

well as endocrine and immunomodulatory activities. The combination of all individual cell 

types with extra cellular matrix-like hydrogels in a precisely controllable bottom-up 

approach enables the generation of a multitude of replicates from the same donors 

circumventing issues of inter-donor variability and paving the way for personalized 

medicine. Moreover, it allows to adjust the model’s degree of complexity to fit a specific 

purpose via a flexible mix-and-match approach with different cell component modules. 

This novel WAT-on-chip system constitutes a human- based, autologous and 

immunocompetent in vitro model of adipose tissue that recapitulates almost full tissue 

heterogeneity. In the future, the new WAT-on-chip model can become a powerful tool for 

human- relevant research in the field of metabolism and its associated diseases as well 

as for compound testing and personalized- and precision medicine applications. 
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Abstract 
Obesity and associated diseases, such as diabetes, have reached epidemic proportions globally. In the era of 
‘diabesity’ and due to its central role for metabolic and endocrine processes, adipose tissue (specifically 
white adipose tissue; WAT) has become a target of high interest for therapeutic strategies. To gain insights 
in cellular and molecular mechanisms of adipose (patho-)physiology, researchers traditionally relied on 
animal models since in vitro studies on human WAT are challenging due to the large size, buoyancy, and 
fragility of mature white adipocytes. Leveraging the Organ-on-Chip technology, we introduce a next-
generation microphysiological in vitro model of human WAT based on a tailored microfluidic platform 
featuring vasculature-like perfusion. The platform integrates a 3D tissue comprising all major WAT-
associated cellular components in an autologous manner, including not only mature adipocytes but also 
organotypic endothelial barriers and stromovascular cells featuring tissue-resident innate immune cells, 
specifically adipose tissue macrophages. This microphysiological tissue model recapitulates pivotal WAT 
functions, such as energy storage and mobilization as well as endocrine and immunomodulatory activities. 
The combination of all individual cell types with extra cellular matrix-like hydrogels in a precisely controllable 
bottom-up approach enables the generation of a multitude of replicates from the same donors 
circumventing issues of inter-donor variability and paving the way for personalized medicine. Moreover, it 
allows to adjust the model’s degree of complexity to fit a specific purpose via a flexible mix-and-match 
approach with different cell component modules. This novel WAT-on-chip system constitutes a human-
based, autologous and immunocompetent in vitro model of adipose tissue that recapitulates almost full 
tissue heterogeneity. In the future, the new WAT-on-chip model can become a powerful tool for human-
relevant research in the field of metabolism and its associated diseases as well as for compound testing and 
personalized- and precision medicine applications. 

 

Keywords: 
adipose tissue-on-chip, mature adipocytes, microfluidics, endothelial barrier, immunometabolism, adipokines, ATMs 
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Introduction 
Obesity, defined by a body mass index (BMI) of 30 or above, has reached epidemic proportions globally. About 13% of 
the world’s adult population was obese in 2016 (World Health Organization, 2021) – and this number has continued 
to rise. Marked by a state of low-grade chronic inflammation, obesity is a well-recognized risk factor for a myriad of 
co-morbidities, amongst them type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM), cardiovascular and neurodegenerative diseases, at 
least 13 different types of cancer (National Cancer Institute at the National Institutes of Health, 2020), and infectious 
diseases [e.g. COVID19 (Andrade et al., 2021; Hornung et al., 2021)]. Moreover, being obese directly impacts the 
immune system’s ability to respond to infections (Alarcon et al., 2021; Hornung et al., 2021). Therefore, in the era of 
‘diabesity’ and due to its central role for metabolic and endocrine processes, adipose tissue has become a target of 
high interest for therapeutic strategies against various diseases.  

Adipose tissues can be categorized into white adipose tissue (WAT), brown adipose tissue (BAT), brite/beige adipose 
tissue, and pink adipose tissue. Each tissue type is morphologically distinct and performs unique functions (Corrêa et 
al., 2019). In this study, we focus on WAT. White adipocytes are integral components of WAT and highly specialized to 
lipid metabolism. Unlike any other cell type, they can take up and store vast amounts of lipids without being damaged. 
Moreover, white adipocytes are well equipped to sense and govern the body’s energy status. These cells make up 
about 90% of WAT volume but less than 50% of cellular content (Corvera, 2021). The remaining WAT-associated cell 
populations are broadly pooled as stromal vascular fraction (SVF). These stromovascular cells include adipose-derived 
mesenchymal stem cells (AdMSCs), adipocyte and vascular progenitors, fibroblasts, as well as tissue-resident immune 
cells. Crosstalk between stromovascular cells and adipocytes considerably contributes to modulation of immune 
responses (Morigny et al., 2021; Sun et al., 2011). Dysfunction of both storage and endocrine WAT activity can have 
systemic consequences. The close connection between WAT and the immune system comes as no surprise. The most 
frequent immune cell populations in WAT are adipose tissue macrophages (ATMs), eosinophils, innate lymphoid cells, 
T cells, and B cells (Eberl et al., 2015; Guzik et al., 2017; Han et al., 2017; Patel et al., 2020; Srikakulapu and McNamara, 
2020). Typically, adipose tissue immune cells control integrity and hormone sensitivity of adipocytes (Reilly and Saltiel, 
2017). Yet, in response to overnutrition, adipocytes expand in number (hyperplasia) and size (hypertrophy) and 
eventually unleash a cascade of inflammatory events. Alongside adipocyte-associated functional changes, such as 
disturbed fatty acid (FA) metabolism or increased insulin resistance, this adipose tissue inflammation is marked by an 
accelerated immune cell infiltration. For instance, ATMs constitute about 5%-10% of the SVF in healthy humans but 
up to 50% in obesity (Russo and Lumeng, 2018; Weisberg et al., 2003). Consequently, WAT has become highly relevant 
for studies on systemic immunometabolism (Lercher et al., 2020).  

Gaining human-relevant cellular and molecular insights in adipose (patho-)physiology, however, has traditionally been 
limited by several aspects: (i) in vivo human studies on mechanistic pathways usually entail unacceptable health risks. 
Thus, a large part of our understanding regarding human WAT function builds on clinical, mostly systemic, observations 
and genome-wide association studies (GWAS). (ii) Even though in vivo animal models allow for more flexibility 
regarding depth of biological level and degree of experimental interventions, their predictive value for humans is 
limited. There are major discrepancies between mice and humans, especially when it comes to metabolism and 
immunology (Greek and Menache, 2013; Mestas and Hughes, 2004; Reitman, 2018; Remick, 2005; van der Worp et 
al., 2010). (iii) In vitro studies on human WAT can be challenging due to the large size, buoyancy, and fragility of mature 
white adipocytes; rendering conventional cell culture methods unsuitable. Additionally, studies using WAT explants 
frequently encounter difficulties caused by hypoxia or inflammation (Fain et al., 2010; Gesta et al., 2003). Thus, many 
adipose in vitro studies utilized in vitro differentiation of adipocyte progenitors. However, so far, the maturity of these 
differentiated adipocytes does not adequately reflect the biology and functionality of mature adipocytes (Bahmad et 
al., 2020; Li and Easley, 2018; Volz et al., 2019). 

As a consequence, compared to other organ systems, research on in vitro adipose tissue models has been rather 
sparse. Additionally, the predominant intention behind adipose tissue engineering has been the development of large-
scale tissue grafts for regenerative medicine, rather than studies on adipose (patho-)physiological mechanisms. Still, 
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several efforts have been made to come up with advanced long-term tissue culture models that can circumvent the 
restraints in mature adipocyte handling and culturability. 3D biomaterial scaffolds are often utilized to provide 
protection and a certain degree of structural stability (Abbott et al., 2018, 2016b, 2016a; Huber et al., 2016; Louis et 
al., 2019). Along the same line, structurally supported in vitro cultures have been achieved via sandwiching strategies, 
trapping mature adipocytes between SVF cell sheets (Lau et al., 2018), and sophisticated versions of ceiling cultures 
taking advantage of adipocyte buoyancy (Harms et al., 2019). While these approaches considerably contributed to the 
longevity of mature adipocytes in vitro, they still fall short on recapitulating key aspects of the adipose tissue 
microenvironment including vascular perfusion, cell-cell interactions as well as immune components.  

In recent years, the Organ-on-Chip (OoC) technology has become a powerful tool for building in vitro culture systems 
that are reflective of human physiology. Combining microfabrication techniques and tissue engineering, OoCs emulate 
in vivo functionality of a certain organ or tissue at the smallest possible scale in a microfluidic platform. Alongside 
organ-specific 3D microenvironments, physiological cell-cell and cell-matrix interactions, one of the key features of 
OoCs is the vasculature-like perfusion; an aspect that is especially important for WAT in vitro culture, in view of its high 
metabolic and endocrine activity. Nevertheless, the current landscape of WAT-on-chip models is still scarce and 
shaped by in vitro differentiated adipocytes (Bahmad et al., 2020; Li and Easley, 2018; McCarthy et al., 2020). Despite 
some efforts to reflect insulin resistance or WAT immunoregulatory function, almost all WAT-on-chip models turn to 
differentiating AdMSCs/pre-adipocytes (Kongsuphol et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2019; Yang et al., 2021, 2020) or even 
murine preadipocytes as fundamental cellular components (Loskill et al., 2017; Tanataweethum et al., 2021, 2018; Zhu 
et al., 2018). Notably, there is a variety of microanalytical fluidic systems, which aim to interrogate adipocyte 
functionality using microfluidics approaches (Godwin et al., 2015; Hu et al., 2020; Li et al., 2018). While these analytical 
platforms integrate mature adipocytes and are powerful means to assess highly time-resolved adipocyte secretions, 
they are less suited for long-term culture of adipose tissue. To our best knowledge, the only OoC system, which is 
based on mature human adipocytes and adapted for long-term culture, is our previously published adipocyte-on-chip 
model (Rogal et al., 2020). Yet, this model integrates only adipocytes and thereby falls short on reflecting WAT’s full 
heterogeneity and consequent endocrine activities. 

Here, we introduce a next-generation human WAT-on chip platform, which integrates all major WAT-associated 
cellular components in an autologous manner (figure 1). Mature adipocytes, together with stromovascular cells, or 
tissue-resident immune cells extracted from SVF, were encapsulated in a hydrogel matrix and injected into the 
microfluidic device’s tissue chambers. Media-perfused channels supplying the tissue chambers via diffusive exchange 
across a porous membrane were lined with tight layers of endothelium and served as travelling route for circulating 
immune cells (figure 1a). Besides the holistic reflection of the cellular composition of WAT, most importantly its 
immunocompetency, a key feature of our system is its fully autologous character (figure 1b). From skin biopsies with 
subcutaneous fat, we isolated mature adipocytes, SVF as well as microvascular endothelial cells (mvECs). In a further 
step, CD14+-cells, i.e., monocytes and macrophages, were separated from the SVF using magnetic activated cell sorting 
(MACS). For experiments on immune cell infiltration, T cells and CD14+-cells were derived from peripheral blood 
mononuclear cells (PBMCs), which were isolated from the biopsy donors’ blood. The individual cell types enabled us 
to build up a WAT model via a precisely controllable bottom-up approach that recapitulates pivotal WAT functions, 
such as energy storage and mobilization as well as endocrine and immunomodulatory activities. To adjust the model’s 
degree of complexity to fit a specific purpose, we introduce a flexible mix-and-match WAT-on-chip with different cell 
component modules. 
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Figure 1. Concept of the human patient-specific WAT-on-chip model. (a) Schematic of WAT in vivo anatomy and integration of 
all cellular components into the microfluidic platform: Mature adipocytes, progenitors, stem cells, and tissue-resident immune 
cells are encapsulated in a hydrogel and cultured in the chips’ tissue compartment. Microvascular endothelial cells (mvECs) are 
seeded via the media channel onto the membrane shielding tissue chambers from the constant perfusion. To study immune cell 
recruitment, circulating immune cells were perfused through the media channels. (b) Patient-specific cell sources for building the 
WAT-on-chip model: Mature human adipocytes, mvECs as well as cells from the stromal vascular fraction (SVF), including tissue-
resident immune cells such as CD14+-cells, are isolated from skin biopsies with subcutaneous fat. Circulating immune cells, such 
as T-cells, are retrieved by isolating PBMCs from the patients’ blood. Scale bars equal 100 µm (adipocytes, CD31, CD45 and T cell 
visualization) or 50 µm (SVF and CD14+-cell visualization). *CD14+-cells are isolated using magnetic activated cell sorting (MACS) 
and could therefore not be stained for CD14 but for CD86, another marker expressed on macrophages.   
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Results and Discussion 
Microfluidic platform specifically tailored to accommodate adipose tissue 
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Figure 2. Characterization of the microfluidic platform. (a) Key characteristics of the WAT-on-chip platforms are (i) a parallel 
media perfusion channel to ensure equal media supply for each tissue chamber and (ii) a tissue compartment with eight separate 
tissue chambers. The design of the tissue compartment enables sequential injection of the tissue chambers. Computational fluid 
dynamic modeling revealed (b) a convective flow confined to the media channel, (c) low shear forces (~ 0.002 – 0.006 dyn/cm2) 
on the membrane and (d) ensured diffusion of diluted species from the media flow into the tissue chambers. For all simulations, 
the flow rate was set to 2.5 µL/h per parallel channel, which results in 20 µL/h total flow rate, and the tissue compartment was 
assumed to be filled with a hydrogel. 

The microfluidic platform used in this study is a customized system specifically tailored to the integration of WAT (cf. 

figures 1a and 2a). The device was fabricated from two microstructured polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) layers that are 

separated by a semipermeable, porous polyethylene terephthalate (PET) membrane. The lower PDMS layer was 

patterned with channel- and chamber microstructures to form the tissue compartment. It is comprised of eight 

individual tissue chambers branching off a common injection channel at a 45° angle and a thin, high-resistance channel 

towards the outlet port of the tissue compartment. Via the micropores in the PET membrane, the tissue chambers are 

connected to a constant media perfusion through media channels molded into the upper PDMS layer (media 

compartment). To the other side, the tissue chambers are encased by glass coverslips to enable optimal visual 

accessibility of on-chip tissues. The tissue chambers are 1 mm in diameter and feature a height of 0.2 mm each, 

resulting in a total tissue volume of 1.26 µl for the eight tissue chambers (for detailed dimensions cf. table 1, Materials 

and Methods section). In addition to the cylindrical shape of the tissue chambers, all edges in the tissue compartment 

were rounded to avoid cell damage. The media perfusion was realized by a parallel arrangement of media channels 

bifurcating from a common media inlet port that later merge to meet in a common media outlet port. We chose a 

parallel media perfusion over a serial media perfusion to avoid crosstalk among the individual chambers.  

Besides housing the media channel compartment, the upper PDMS layer contains ports for tissue loading as well as 

media in- and outlet ports. Through the connection to an external syringe pump, we were able to precisely control the 

convective transport of substances, i.e., nutrients or drugs/compounds, to the tissue chambers as well as removal of 

metabolites or waste products from the on-chip tissues. 

A key design feature of the platform is the architecture of the tissue compartment system, which enables a sequential 

injection procedure (figure 2a). Upon injecting the cell suspension through the tissue compartment’s inlet port, the 

chambers fill one after another following the path of lowest resistance (figure 2a); provided that the ports of the media 

compartment above are open. These injection properties are particularly favorable for handling human mature 

adipocytes: Owing to their large size and high lipid contents, these cells are extremely fragile. The sequential loading 

process prevents “overloading” of tissue chambers. Thereby, it protects the adipocytes from high pressures and 

potential damage during injection. Moreover, the technique facilitates a uniform loading and equal filling states among 

the chambers. The outlet of the tissue compartment is not only essential to the sequential injection principle; it also 

enables a clearing of the injection channel from surplus cells that did not fit into the tissue chambers anymore. For 

these remnant cells, a sufficient media supply could not be guaranteed, and cell death signals secreted by these 

remnant cells could negatively impact the perfused cells in the tissue chambers. 

The separation of tissue chambers from the constant flow in the media channels by the porous membranes shields 

the tissue compartment from shear forces, as confirmed by computational fluid dynamics (CFD) modelling (figure 2b). 

The wall shear stress (WSS) on top of the membrane, above the hydrogel-filled tissue chambers, ranges between 3x10-

3-4x10-3 dyn/cm2 (figure 2c). Yet, despite the membrane’s warding the tissue chambers from shear stress, sufficient 

nutrients reach the entire tissue chamber through diffusive transport across the membrane (figure 2c). 
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Characterization of mature adipocytes-on-chip 

 
Figure 3. Characterization of on-chip human mature adipocytes. (a) On-chip visualization of mature adipocytes (fixed on d5) 

confirmed (i) 3-dimensional distribution of adipocytes inside the chips’ tissue chambers, and preservation of (ii) lipid content 

unilocularity as well as (iii) adipose-specific markers such as perilipin A. Scale bars equal 200 µm (orthogonal view) and 100 µm 

(maximum intensity projection of zoom-in/visualization of perilipin A). (b) For functional validation, we assessed (i) basal energy 

storage and release properties by monitoring uptake of medium- and long-chain fatty acid (FA) analogs (on d12) (MCFA n=14; 
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LCFA n=16) and its dependency on glucose (on d4-d5) (no glucose n=3; high glucose n=6) (i). We further analyzed (ii) basal 
adipokine secretion (on d4) (donor 1 n=4; donor 2 n=6) as well as (iii) the adipocytes’ response to ß-adrenergic stimulation (on d4-
d5). (c) Cytokine release in response to proinflammatory stimulation for 24 h with TNF-α (20 ng/ml) or LPS (100 ng/ml) on d5. 
Cytokine secretion is depicted relative to the secretion determined for the 24 h-period before stimulation (two independent chips 
per donor for each condition). 

After a general characterization of the microfluidic platform per se, we sought to investigate its suitability for the 
integration of human mature adipocytes suspended in a hydrogel matrix.  

Human mature adipocytes were isolated from skin biopsies with subcutaneous adipose tissue and cultured overnight 
in flask-format. Prior to injection, the adipocytes were suspended in a hydrogel matrix and then injected into the tissue 
compartment. The hydrogel added a protective surrounding during injection and prevented buoyant adipocytes from 
floating to the top of the tissue chambers. Importantly, the integration of an adipocyte-surrounding matrix is 
physiologically relevant: in vivo, alterations in adipose tissue extracellular matrix (ECM) can lead to metabolic changes. 
An excess deposition of ECM, as is the case in obesity, was found to lead to an aggravation of insulin sensitivity (Lin et 
al., 2016), for instance. In our model, a synthetic hydrogel was used to achieve higher control and reproducibility 
compared to natural alternatives. Since collagens comprise the main ECM component in adipose tissue (Ruiz-Ojeda et 
al., 2019), we chose the HyStem®-C hydrogel, which is rich in denatured collagens providing cell attachment sites. 
Moreover, as a recent study reported that adipocytes in stiffer 3D matrices had increased pro-fibrotic gene expression 
profiles (Di Caprio and Bellas, 2020), we decreased the stiffness of the resulting hydrogel matrix by tailoring ratios of 
its components. 

We characterized the adipocytes’ viability, morphology and functionality on-chip at different time points. 
Furthermore, we studied their response to ß-adrenergic- as well as pro-inflammatory stimulation. To assess impact of 
donor-variability, we also compared how cells from different donors (table 2, Materials and Methods) perform in the 
same experimental set-up. 

The viability of adipocytes on-chip was assessed non-invasively via monitoring the release of lactate dehydrogenase 
(LDH) into the media effluents (supplementary figure S1). Therefore, effluents were collected every 24 h over a 12-
day culture. While at the beginning of the culture low levels of LDH were detected (below 10% relative to expected 
maximum release), LDH was not detectable after d5 anymore. These findings indicated a good overall on-chip viability 
of adipocytes. Culture monitoring via bright field microscopy further backed the evidence of a stable adipocyte long-
term culture on-chip (supplementary figure S2).  

To characterize the morphology of adipocytes further, we stained lipid droplets (with a BODIPY neutral lipid stain), 
perilipin A (via immunofluorescence staining) and nuclei on d5 of on-chip culture (figure 3a). Confocal imaging of this 
staining revealed a dense, 3-dimensional arrangement of adipocytes throughout the entire chamber. Moreover, it 
confirmed the preservation of key morphological features of adipocyte maturity such as (i) unilocularity (i.e., storage 
of lipid content in one larger lipid vacuole instead of several smaller lipid vacuoles) and (ii) expression of the lipid 
droplet-coating protein perilipin A.1  

Unilocularity is a vital hallmark of the mature adipocyte phenotype. Many mature adipocyte in vitro culture methods, 
such as different variants of ceiling cultures (Sugihara et al., 1989; Zhang et al., 2000; Fernyhough et al., 2004), 
eventually induce a dedifferentiation of adipocytes to fibroblast-like progenitor states. Along the dedifferentiation 
process, the adipocytes undergo intracellular reorganization such as loss of the large lipid droplet, instead being 
multilocular, and spreading of cytoplasm (Côté et al., 2019). The dedifferentiation might be induced by an exposure 
to physical stressors (Yiwei Li et al., 2020), such as the presence of an adhesion surface as in the case of ceiling culture. 
The readiness of mature adipocytes to dedifferentiate has high potential for regenerative medicine (Côté et al., 2019), 

 
1 Notably, conventional 3D volumetric imaging is particularly complicated for adipose tissue. Since obscuring effects from light 
scattering majorly occur at lipid-aqueous interfaces, imaging of adipocytes is highly susceptible to these effects, especially in 
deeper layers of the tissue. 
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and elucidation of the underlying mechanisms of de- and redifferentiation is of utmost importance for understanding 
tumor progression (Yiwei Li et al., 2020, p.). Yet, this change in cell identity would be more than unfavorable when 
studying mechanisms of adipose tissues. Perilipin A, also called PLIN1, is expressed abundantly in mature adipocytes. 
It functions as a stabilizer of larger lipid droplets (usually < 10 µm) and plays an important role in hormone-induced 
lipolysis (Itabe et al., 2017). More recent studies in mice even suggest a major contribution of PLIN1 to anti-
inflammatory processes and prevention of insulin resistance by restricting uncontrolled lipolysis (Sohn et al., 2018). 

Adipocyte function on-chip was confirmed by analyzing its energy storage and mobilization capacities (figure 3bi). 
Upon administering fluorescently tagged fatty acids (FAs) to the adipocytes via the media perfusion, FAs were taken 
up by the adipocytes as indicated by an increase in intracellular fluorescence intensity. This uptake was monitored in 
real-time by imaging the individual tissue chambers every 3 minutes and quantified by plotting the fluorescence 
intensities against time of FA administration. Both fluorescent analogs of dodecanoic acid, also called lauric acid [with 
12 carbon (C) atoms a representative of a medium-chain fatty acid (MCFA), BODIPY-C12], and hexadecanoic acid, also 
called palmitic acid [with 16 C atoms a representative of a long-chain fatty acid (LCFA), BODIPY-C16], were administered 
to capture potentially different FA uptake mechanisms. While short-chain fatty acids and MCFAs can freely diffuse 
across the cell membrane into the cytosol, the uptake of LCFAs, which are the most abundant among the three FA 
types, appears to be more complex (Schönfeld and Wojtczak, 2016). Despite still being under discussion, LCFA uptake 
might be realized through combination of passive diffusion and protein-accelerated entry into the membrane as well 
as desorption at the inner side of the membrane (Glatz and Luiken, 2020; Jay et al., 2020; Thompson et al., 2010).  

Of note, the MCFA analog has two fluorophores attached (in positions C1 and C12), as compared to the LCFA analog, 
which has the BODIPY-fluorophore only in the C16 position. Therefore, the higher final fluorescence intensity signal 
obtained when feeding the MCFA analog could be attributed to the double amount of fluorophore. It is noteworthy 
that through the attachment of these two fluorophores, the MCFA analog might be comparable to a LCFA regarding 
its size. Hence, its trafficking properties could resemble that of a LCFA as well (Kolahi et al., 2016). 

Leveraging the established FA uptake assay, we further investigated the dependency of BODIPY-C12 uptake rates on 
glucose concentration in the perfused medium. We found FA uptake rates to be higher, when the medium contained 
a high glucose concentration (17.5 mM) as compared to medium with no glucose added (except for glucose contained 
in fetal calf serum). These findings are in line with the need for glucose to form glycerol-3-phosphate for the backbone 
of triacylglycerides (TAGs) in lipogenesis (Morigny et al., 2021). Another reason might be the inhibition of fatty acid 
release by glucose uptake (Wolfe, 1998). 

Furthermore, basal lipolytic activity during on-chip culture was determined by measuring glycerol concentration in 
media effluents for three different adipocyte donors. While a release of glycerol was detected for all donors, we found 
considerable inter-donor variations concerning the released concentrations (supplemental figure S3). These variations 
were found to be higher than intra-donor variations on different days of analysis as well as variations from different 
independent chips of the same donor on the same day of analysis.  

This donor-specific cell behavior was also present when we determined basal adipokine release from the on-chip 
adipocytes (figure 3bii). While the release of retinol binding protein 4 (RBP4) was similar between the two donors, the 
secretion of adipsin varied. Generally, the adipokine release by the adipocytes on-chip demonstrates an endocrine 
functionality in addition to the metabolic functionality. Interestingly, adiponectin and leptin release into media 
effluents was not detectable for our adipocyte-only on-chip cultures; in co-culture with other WAT cell components, 
however, the release of these two important adipokines could be verified (cf. Autologous full complexity WAT-on-
chip). Of note, adipose endocrine signaling occurs not only through peptides, such as adipokines and other cytokines 
but also through fatty acids (‘lipokines’) as well as exosomal microRNAs (Morigny et al., 2021; Scheja and Heeren, 
2019).  

The findings from our adipocyte-only chip culture experiments indicate that the platform is well suited for the culture 
of this demanding cell type. Adipocyte buoyancy and fragility is managed by encapsulation in a hydrogel matrix for cell 
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anchorage and by very gentle injection and culture properties (sequential injection and protection from shear). 
Through a range of assays, we could show that a mature adipocyte phenotype as well as key in vivo functions were 
preserved in our in vitro model. Importantly, our on-chip culture concept was able to capture inter-donor differences 
concerning general adipocyte function, which could also be observed when studying responsiveness to external 
stimulations.  

Next, we sought to study the adipocytes’ drug responsiveness. Due to its lipolytic effects, we selected the ß-
adrenoreceptor agonist isoproterenol and administered 1-100 µM via the media perfusion (figure 3biii). As other 
catecholamines, this synthetic noradrenaline-derivative induces the breakdown of TAGs and its release from 
adipocytes. When introducing the drug after feeding the tissues with the BODIPY-C12 FA, we observed different FA 
release rates. The higher the isoproterenol concentration, the faster the intracellular fluorescence intensity signal from 
the BODIPY-C12 decreased. Another readout backing the adipocytes’ lipolytic response to ß-adrenergic stimulation was 
the determination of glycerol secretion during a 24 h drug treatment, which revealed a dose-dependent response; 
higher glycerol levels associated with higher doses of the drug. 

Finally, we evaluated the adipocytes’ proinflammatory response to an acute 24 h TNF-α or LPS stimulation (figure 3c). 
We observed an increase in monocyte chemoattractant protein-1 [MCP-1, alternatively CC-chemokine ligand 2 
(CCL2)], interleukin-8 [IL-8, alternatively C-X-C motif chemokine ligand 8 (CXCL8)] and interleukin-6 (IL-6) secretion for 
both TNF-α and LPS treatment. These findings were expected since adipocytes are responsive to both TNF- α and LPS, 
and have been shown to produce any of the three analyzed cytokines (Bruun et al., 2001; Hoch et al., 2008; Meijer et 
al., 2011). Again, we performed this experiment for two different adipocyte donors and found considerable differences 
in the degree of response as well as between the two stimulants. We further investigated the impact of inflammatory 
stimulation on adipocytes’ FA uptake as well as glycerol release; using the abovementioned methods, no difference in 
the examined properties were registered (data not shown).  
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Characterization of on-chip endothelial barrier from mvECs 

 
Figure 4. Characterization of on-chip endothelial barrier. (a) Microvascular endothelial cells (mvECs) seeded onto the membrane 

in the medium channel formed uniform, tight monolayers as visualized by CD31 staining (fixed on d7). Scale bars equal 2 mm (tile 

scan of entire chip) and 200 µm (one-chamber view). (b) Endothelial barrier integrity determined by fluorescence macromolecule 

tracing. We measured time difference in 4 kDa FITC-dextran signal equilibria in tissue chambers vs. media channels for chips with 

endothelial barrier vs. chips without endothelial barrier. Endothelial barriers were less permeable than plain, acellularized 

membranes. (c) Exposure of the on-chip endothelial barrier to inflammatory stimuli lead to (i) a significant increase in CD106 

expression for TNF-a stimulation (unpaired t test with p-value ≤ 0.05; scale bar equals 200 µm), (ii) altered inflammatory cytokine 

secretion (n=2 for each stimulus) and (iii) decreased uptake/intracellular retention of acetylated low-density lipoprotein (AcLDL) 

(unpaired t test with p-value ≤ 0.05; scale bar equals 200 µm).  
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Next, we established protocols to line the perfused media channels, particularly the membrane forming the interface 
to the tissue chambers, with endothelium [microvascular endothelial cells (mvECs)]. Through this step, the transport 
from the media channel across the membrane into the tissue compartment was upgraded from passive diffusion to 
dynamic transport regulated by endothelial cells.  

To characterize this on-chip endothelial barrier, we ran a series of experiments with endothelial barrier-only chips, i.e., 
no other cell type included in the tissue chambers. However, to maintain on-chip mechanical properties, the tissue 
compartment was filled with the hydrogel matrix prior to mvEC seeding into the media channels. After seeding, the 
cells were allowed to adhere overnight (under static, diffusion-driven nutrient supply) before connecting the chips to 
constant media perfusion. The flow rate was then ramped up to the final flow rate (20 µL/h) in a stepwise manner 
(increase by 5 µL/h every 2 h) to avoid mvEC detachment. 

The mvECs quickly formed a dense monolayer that remained viable for at least one week of on-chip culture (figure 
S4a). We confirmed endothelial identity by verifying the expression of CD31 [alternatively platelet endothelial cell 
adhesion molecule 1 (PECAM1); a junctional molecule highly expressed on the surface of ECs] (figure 4a) as well as 
CD309 [alternatively vascular endothelial growth factor receptor 2 (VEGFR-2) or kinase insert domain–containing 
receptor (KDR)] and endothelial nitric oxide synthase [eNOS; alternatively nitric oxid synthase 3 (NOS3)] (figure S4b). 
Besides confirming EC identity, the anti-CD31 staining also demonstrates the formation of tight endothelial barriers 
with pronounced intercellular junctions throughout the entire chip. CD31 functions as a mechano-sensor, controls 
leukocyte trafficking and maintains the integrity of EC junctions (Privratsky and Newman, 2014). However, we did not 
observe any alignment of the mvECs in the direction of flow. This can be attributed to the shear forces on the 
membrane being considerably lower than in vivo (figure 2c) [here ~ 3x10-3-4x10-3 dyn/cm2, figure 2c, in vivo usually 
0.1–60 dyn∕cm2 (Park et al., 2011)]. An increase in flow rate was not possible: a flow rate higher than 20 µL/h diluted 
metabolites and messenger molecules secreted by the adipocytes into the effluent media to a concentration below 
detection limits of determination assays used in this study.  

The permeability of the mvEC barrier was tested by analyzing the transport of a fluorescently labeled dextran across 
the endothelial barrier in comparison to an acellular membrane (figure 4b and figure S4c). We found that 4 kDa FITC-
dextrans (figure 4b) are retained longer in the medium channel in the presence of a vascular barrier; in chips without 
this barrier, an equilibrium in fluorescence signal between media channel and tissue chamber was reached notably 
faster. Repeating this permeability assay using 40 kDa and 150 kDa FITC-dextrans suggested similar differences in 
macromolecule transport across the endothelial barrier (figure S4c).  

Finally, we investigated the response of the endothelium to pro-inflammatory stimuli (figure 4c). We found, that the 
CD106 [alternatively vascular cell adhesion molecule 1 (VCAM-1)] expression by mvECs was significantly increased in 
response to TNF-a, but not to LPS. Compliant with this result, we found the endothelial release of proinflammatory 
cytokines (IL-6, IL-8 and angiopoietin 2) after stimulation to be most increased after the TNF-a treatment. While the 
LPS treatment induced an increased release of IL-6, releases of IL-8 and angiopoietin 2 were minimally increased by 
the proinflammatory challenge. Moreover, TNF-a stimulation affected the uptake (or intracellular retention) of 
acetylated low-density lipoprotein (Ac-LDL) by the endothelial cells resulting in almost twice as high fluorescence 
intensity.  

Overall, these findings show that a tight endothelial barrier could be successfully established on-chip and key 
endothelial functions maintained for at least one week of culture. The vasculature is a dynamic barrier that can rapidly 
respond to changes in the circulation. Amongst other ways of such response, ECs take the part of metabolic gate 
keepers. They regulate and adjust transport rates of nutrients and hormones, including FAs, glucose and insulin, from 
the vessel lumen into tissues (Hasan and Fischer, 2021). Another important aspect of the endothelial barrier is its role 
as traveling route for immune cells and, potentially, recruiters thereof. 

Besides the systemic endothelial tasks, ECs also contribute to organ-specific functions depending on their site of 
operation. Generally, owing to the adipose tissue’s enormous plasticity, adipogenesis is strongly dependent on 
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angiogenesis (Augustin and Koh, 2017). Yet, the quiescent endothelium is as important as the active one: Adipose 
mvECs, for instance, were shown to directly crosstalk with adipocytes to regulate peroxisome proliferator activated 
receptor γ (PPARγ) pathways and thereby the adipocytes’ ability to take up and store lipids (Gogg et al., 2019). Notably, 
even though adipose mvECs take up lipids as well, they cannot undergo a full adipogenic differentiation when exposed 
to cues of adipose differentiation (Gogg et al., 2019). In this project dermal instead of adipose-derived mvECs were 
used owing to the limited amount of subcutaneous adipose tissue, which had to serve as a source for adipocytes, 
general SVF as well as tissue-resident immune cells. These dermal mvECs were isolated from the dermis of the skin/fat 
biopsy. Yet, despite the difference in origin tissue, it was shown previously that skin-derived and adipose-derived 
mvECs are very similar: they showed the same expression of endothelial markers, migration and sprouting behavior 
as well as response to inflammatory stimulation (Monsuur et al., 2016). 
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Autologous full complexity WAT-on-chip: fit-for-purpose mix-and-match toolbox 
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Figure 5. Modular mix-and-match toolbox to build fit-for-purpose autologous WAT-on-chip models. (a) To create WAT-on-chip 
models specifically tailored to certain scientific questions, we propose a spectrum of on-chip culture conditions with varying 
degrees of complexity ranging from simple adipocyte-only systems (A) to highly complex full WAT-on-chip models (ASE). (b) 
Structural characterization of the full WAT-on-chip model (ASE) on d12. Anti-CD31 immunofluorescence staining showed a tight 
endothelial barrier on the chip’s membrane. To visualize the membrane area over the adipocyte-filled tissue chambers, the chip 
had to be inverted (i). Adipocytes were displayed by staining of their lipid droplets. To uncover stromovascular cells, SVF was 
labelled with a cell tracker prior to injection into the chip. SVF was 3-dimensionally distributed among the adipocytes in the tissue 
chamber (adipocytes not shown for better visibility of SVF) (ii; orthogonal view). Moreover, a tracking of SVF motion within the 
first 6 h after injection revealed dynamic migration for some of the labelled cells while others remained stationary (ii; video). Scale 
bars equal 200 µm (one-chamber view) and 100 µm (zoomed-in orthogonal view and video). (c) Monitoring of FA trafficking 
properties for A, AS and AE systems uncovered noticeable differences in FA uptake comparing A and AS to AE. Representative 
images of A and AE conditions at time points 0 min, 10.5 min, 38.5 min and 52.5 min. (d) Comparison of adipokine release by 
different co-/multi-culture WAT-on-chips from the same patient, measured from media effluents collected for 24 h from d10 to 
d11 of on-chip culture. Even though the analyzed adipokines are exclusively produced by adipocytes, there were considerable 
differences in their release regarding the models’ cellular composition. (e) Identification of on-chip ATMs by visualizing CD11c and 
Trem2 (i), CD86 and CD45 (ii) and CD206 and CD45 (iii) expression. Lipid scavenging properties and formation of crown-like 
structures were visualized. Z-stack imaging data are represented as videos to ensure full elucidation of all events in one stack. 
Frames of videos are individual planes of acquired Z-stacks. Scale bars equal 50 µm.  

To further enhance the physiological relevance of our model, we sought to integrate stromovascular cells in addition 
to the adipocytes and endothelial barrier. The SVF is a dynamic, heterogeneous cell population with variable degrees 
of maturity and varying functions. It is the sum of all adipose tissue nucleated cells except for adipocytes themselves, 
and it includes mesenchymal stem cells, adipocyte and vascular progenitors, mature vascular cells as well as fibroblasts 
and various types of immune cells. Since the cellular composition was reported to change greatly when culturing and 
passaging SVF (Nunes et al., 2013; Sun et al., 2019; Szöke et al., 2012), we injected the cells together with the 
adipocytes the day after isolation. 
Notably, combining patient-specific adipocytes and mvECs presented a bigger logistical challenge: while adipocytes 
cannot be cultured properly in conventional cell culture formats and need to be injected into the microfluidic platform 
within 24 h after isolation, the mvEC yield after isolation is not sufficient for prompt injection. Instead, mvECs need to 
be expanded and purified from other cell types, such as fibroblasts, in adherent cell culture for at least seven days. 
Therefore, adipocytes were (co-)cultured with or without SVF/CD14+-cells on-chip for one week before ECs were set 
for seeding on d7 (figure 7, Materials and Methods section).  

We created a physiologically relevant, autologous in vitro model of human WAT by integrating adipocytes, SVF and 
mvECs, all derived from the same tissue donor. To provide a fit-for-purpose model that allows researchers to choose 
the cell types of interest and the level of complexity depending on the actual research question, we established the 
following co- and multi-culture models (figure 5a): adipocyte-only systems (culture condition hereinafter dubbed “A”), 
adipocyte-endothelial co-culture systems (“AE”), adipocyte-SVF multi-culture systems (“AS”) and adipocyte-SVF-
endothelial multi-culture systems (“ASE”). Due to the high importance of adipose-immune interactions, we further 
established a method to build adipocyte-CD14+ cell co-culture systems (“AM”) to enable directed studies on adipocyte-
monocyte/macrophage crosstalk. To characterize the various co- and multi-culture WAT models, we analyzed on-chip 
viability, physiological structure, cytokine release as well as FA trafficking properties.  

The platform was able to maintain good overall viability of all cell types for at least 12 days of on-chip culture, as 
demonstrated by low LDH release into the media effluents (figure S1).  

To confirm a physiological tissue structure, we fluorescently stained and imaged an ASE-chip after 12 days of on-chip 
culture (figure 5b). Endothelial cells – marked by an anti-CD31 staining – formed an interconnected monolayer (figure 
5bi), comparable to our endothelial-only experiments (figure 4a). Adipocytes in the ASE chip also displayed large 
unilocular lipid droplets indicating preservation of adipocyte maturity. Because of their heterogeneity, there is no 
single specific marker to identify SVF. The location of the stromovascular cells could, nevertheless, be monitored by 
labelling them with a cell tracker prior to injection, demonstrating a homogeneous distribution across the tissue 
chamber among the adipocytes (figure 5bii). Moreover, tracing of SVF migration on-chip for 6 h after injection revealed 
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that some cells moved dynamically throughout the tissue chamber while most cells appeared to have settled in defined 

locations, pointing to the heterogeneity in function (figure 5bii video). 

Characterization of FA transport properties via the BODIPY-C12 FA uptake assay showed similar uptake rates between 

A and AS conditions. The AE systems, however, displayed a noticeably (approx. 50%) lower fluorescence intensity 

(figure 5c), hinting at a lower FA uptake and/or actively controlled transport through the EC barrier. From the results 

of the EC barrier integrity characterization using a 4 kDa FITC-dextran (10x bigger than the BODIPY-C12 FA analog; figure 

4b), a convergence of fluorescence intensity signals would have been expected within the duration of the assay, 

assuming comparable intracellular FA uptake by adipocytes across the three conditions and merely passive 

transendothelial transport of the BODIPY-C12 FA analog. Yet, after 50 min, the fluorescence intensity signal for AE was 

still at approx. 50% of the one for A and AS. This suggests that either the FA uptake is downregulated by the interaction 

of ECs and adipocytes or that the endothelial-mediated FA transport is not passive, diffusive transport but an actively 

controlled process. Indeed, in its function as metabolic gatekeeper, the endothelium is presumed to actively adjust its 

barrier function in order to regulate FA and lipoprotein transport by involving a complex signaling machinery 

(Mehrotra et al., 2014; Pi et al., 2018). Furthermore, in line with previous reports (Gogg et al., 2019), the increased 

background fluorescence signal for the AE condition, as compared to A/AS, indicates an uptake of FAs by ECs. 

Next, we compared the adipokine (adiponectin, leptin, adipsin and RBP4) release from four different culture systems 

(figure 5c). Interestingly, the ASE condition showed the highest release for all four adipokines. On the contrary, for AE 

and A, adipokine release was overall much lower than for ASE: adiponectin and leptin release was hardly detectable 

while adipsin and RBP4 levels were only approx. 8-10% and 35-45%, respectively. This outcome highlights how crucial 

the contribution of the other cell populations in adipose tissue is to adipocyte function and how important it is to 

integrate them to model adipose tissue: each of the analyzed factors has been reported to be predominantly produced 

by adipocytes (except for RBP4, which is also produced by hepatocytes); no other adipose-associated cell type was 

described to release any of the four cytokines in significant amounts (Scheja and Heeren, 2019). Hence, given the four 

adipokines are indeed exclusively secreted by the adipocytes, the increase in secretion for the ASE condition stems 

from the interaction of the adipocytes with the other cell types.  

Finally, we established an adipose-on-chip model that integrates solely adipocyte and macrophages (AM) amenable 

for studies specifically targeted at the interaction of these two cell types. We visualized immune cell phenotypes on 

d5 after injecting a mixture of adipocytes and CD14+ cells isolated from patient-specific SVF (figure 5e). CD14 is a co-

receptor to the LPS receptor and is strongly expressed on monocytes and macrophages. Adipose tissue macrophages 

(ATMs) exhibit a great phenotypic plasticity, that is much more complex than the binary M1/pro-inflammatory- vs. 

M2/anti-inflammatory classification and include populations such as metabolically activated ATMs (MMe) or oxidized 

ATMs (Mox) (Yunjia Li et al., 2020; Russo and Lumeng, 2018). Additionally, a new subset of lipid-associated 

macrophages (LAMs), highly expressing the lipid receptor Trem2, was found in adipose tissue from obese humans. 

Trem2 was discovered to be essential for LAMs to exert their protective functions such as counteracting adipocyte 

hypertrophy and inflammation. (Jaitin et al., 2019) Moreover, many macrophages have a mixed activation state and 

harbor both M1 and M2 markers, such as the hybrid CD11c+ (classically M1) CD206+ (classically M2) ATMs associated 

with insulin resistance (Wentworth et al., 2010).  

After five days of on-chip culture, we could observe ATMs in the tissue expressing the commonly occurring markers of 

human ATMs CD11c, CD206 as well as CD86, the general leukocyte marker CD45 as well as LAM-specific marker Trem2 

(figure 5e). The ATMs were positioned in 3D among the adipocytes with clusters of ATMs frequently attaching to 

individual adipocytes or even wrapping around them as crown-like structures (e.g., video 5e). Visualization of lipid 

droplets via both neutral lipid staining and bright field microscopic imaging, moreover, revealed an uptake of lipids by 

ATMs indicating a lipid scavenging activity (e.g., video 5e). We also investigated monocyte/macrophage phenotypes 

under inflammatory stimulation: Via immunofluorescence staining, we did not observe any obvious differences in ATM 

marker expression between the stimulation conditions (LPS, TNF-a, NT). Effluent analysis with respect to secretion of 
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pro-inflammatory cytokines, however, revealed an upregulation of several typical pro-inflammatory cytokines during 
TNF-a or LPS treatment (figure S5). 

This capacity of the model to integrate ATMs is of particular importance, since with WAT’s recognition as an endocrine, 
immunoregulatory organ, adipose tissue immune cells, specifically ATMs, have become a prominent research topic. 
As described above, ATMs are extremely plastic and adapt to different adipose tissue physiological states. In the 
healthy state, they regulate tissue homeostasis while in diseased conditions, such as obesity, ATMs play a major role 
in the low-grade, chronic inflammation and dysregulated metabolism (Caslin et al., 2020). Their tasks are as 
multifaceted as their appearance, but one of the main ATM functions seems to be engulfing dead adipocytes. Being 
under severe metabolic stress predisposes hypertrophic adipocytes to pyroptosis (i.e., a pro-inflammatory form of 
programmed cell death), a process attracting macrophages (Giordano et al., 2013). Aside from ingesting entire cells, 
ATMs are attributed to fulfill substrate buffering activities: Given their ability to handle variable substrate loads 
throughout their lifetime, ATMs can incorporate lipids, catecholamines and iron to modulate the availability of and 
protect other cell types from a surplus of these substances in the adipose tissue microenvironment (Caslin et al., 2020; 
Caspar-Bauguil et al., 2015).  

There is also evidence for an active, direct crosstalk between adipocytes and ATMs. Adipocyte-derived FAs are an 
important modulator of macrophage metabolism; for instance, ATM uptake of FAs was found to be coupled to 
lysosome biogenesis (Xu et al., 2013). Moreover, adipocytes were found to release exosome-sized, lipid-laden vesicles 
(AdExos) that were found to induce a differentiation of macrophage precursors into ATMs. Hence, AdExos might not 
only be an alternative lipid release mechanism from adipocytes but also a directed technique for adipocytes to 
modulate macrophage function. (Flaherty et al., 2019) Another important example of adipocyte-macrophage crosstalk 
is the recently discovered intercellular transfer of mitochondria: in an in vivo rodent study, mitochondria were found 
to be transferred from adipocytes to neighboring macrophages, potentially to support the survival of metabolically 
compromised cells (Brestoff et al., 2021). 

While adipocytes’ dysregulated metabolism still appears to be the main drivers of WAT immune responses (Morigny 
et al., 2021), ATM contributions should not in the least be disregarded; their close and manifold crosstalk with the 
adipocytes still makes them key players of all adipose-associated pathologies and therefore a potential therapeutic 
target. Here, we have shown that our WAT-on-chip model can incorporate ATMs that maintain physiological 
phenotypes even after five days of on-chip culture and recapitulate key ATM functions such as scavenging lipids and 
phagocyting adipocytes and thereby serve as a powerful platform to further enlighten adipocyte-ATM interactions. 
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Immunocompetency of the WAT-on-chip 

 
Figure 6. Immunocompetency of different WAT-on-chip culture conditions. (a) Baseline (i.e., non-stimulated) cytokine release 
from culture conditions ASE, AS, AE and A measured for 24 h from d10-d11. (b) Cytokine release in response to pro-inflammatory 
challenge (with TNF-a or LPS) for 24 h from d11-d12 on-chip. Cytokine concentrations are presented relative to the respective 
baseline cytokine release for each individual chip. (c) Recruitment of autologous T-cells perfused through the media channels for 
18 h from d12-d13 of on-chip culture. Prior to perfusion, T cells were labeled with a cell tracker. Within the 18 h, T cells infiltrated 
the tissue chambers from the media channels, shown exemplarily in 3D renderings of an entire tissue chamber (side view) and of 
a zoom-in (top view). Recruitment was quantified by comparing fluorescence intensity in the tissue chambers (unpaired t test with 
p-value ≤ 0.05). Both fluorescence images show T-cell recruitment into AS chambers. All experiments were conducted 
simultaneously and with cells from the same donor. 

After verification of the WAT-chip’s suitability to integrate macrophages, we expanded experiments on 
immunocompetency by elucidating immunomodulatory cytokine release and responsiveness to inflammatory threats. 
As already addressed, on-chip adipocytes and endothelial barriers respond to TNF-a as well as LPS stimulation by 
ramping up their release of pro-inflammatory cytokines (figures 3c and 4cii). Here, we examine the participation of (i) 
the other adipose tissue components and (ii) intercellular crosstalk in immune responses. Intriguingly, we already 
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registered differences in basal (i.e., unstimulated) cytokine release between the different culture modes although all 
cells for all modes were derived from the same donor to maximize comparability (figure 6a). Generally, cytokine 
expression was lowest from adipocyte-only chips, indicating major contributions of the other adipose tissue-
associated cells. While the MCP-1 concentration was comparable between ASE, AS and AE, IL-8 and IL-6 concentrations 
were highest for AS. It is surprising that the interleukin secretion from ASE is lower than the secretion from AS, since 
ASE contains the same number of adipocytes and SVF as the AS condition. This points to a damping impact of EC 
presence regarding IL-6 and IL-8 release into the medium compartment in the ASE condition and might be an example 
of the necessity for a holistic view when modeling intercellular communication. Overall, the measured cytokine 
concentrations fall in the same range as determined for other in vitro studies. WAT is a main source of circulating IL-
6, with an about 35% contribution to basal circulating IL-6 (Wueest and Konrad, 2020). Besides adipocytes, adipose-
derived mesenchymal stem cells were previously found to produce loads of IL-6, too (Blaber et al., 2012); hence, the 
elevated IL-6 release for the ASE and AS on-chip conditions is not surprising. While IL-6 has a context-dependent role 
and can act both pro- and anti-inflammatory, IL-8 and MCP-1 secretion is usually associated with inflammation and 
obesity (Cimini et al., 2017; Kim et al., 2006). Surprisingly, we still detected a basal release of both cytokines in the 
supposedly ‘healthy’ condition, which could lead back to the tissue origin – fat-removal procedures often occur in case 
of donor obesity. However, when adding external inflammatory stimuli their secretion was massively (up to 70-fold) 
increased (figure 6b). Hence, it remains obscure whether the registered ‘basal’ cytokine release is already, to some 
extent, shifted into an inflammatory state due to an obesogenic ground state of donor cells, or whether IL-8 and MCP-
1 are released from adipose tissue in moderation in a healthy state as well.  

As anticipated, in response to proinflammatory stimulation, cytokine release was upregulated in all culture conditions 
in comparison to non-treated systems (figure 6b). The increase of cytokine secretion relative to the 24 h period before 
treatment is highest for the ASE and particularly AE conditions implying a strong involvement of ECs to the 
inflammatory reaction. Moreover, the ASE and A chips appeared to respond stronger to the LPS treatment while AS 
and AE tended to release higher concentrations of the cytokines when stimulated with TNF-a. Notably, the temporal 
resolution of cytokine measurement in response to stimulation (here 24 h) could in the future be increased by 
sampling effluents, e.g., every 30 min to capture secretion kinetics. 

Finally, we evaluated the suitability of our WAT-on-chip platform for studying immune cell perfusion and recruitment 
to adipose tissue. From d12-d13, autologous CD3/CD28 co-stimulated and fluorescently labelled T cells were perfused 
through the media channels of different adipose tissue culture mode chips for 18 h (figure 6c). By confocal imaging, 
we could confirm the infiltration of cell tracker-labelled cells into the adipose tissue compartment. This analysis 
indicated a significantly higher recruitment to the AS condition compared to both ASE multi-culture chips and A culture 
chips. A potential reason for this finding might be the elevated IL-8 and IL-6 release we registered from the AS cultures; 
both interleukins were shown to locally mediate T cell attraction (Bruun et al., 2001; McLoughlin et al., 2005; Taub et 
al., 1996; Weissenbach et al., 2004).  

Additionally, we investigated the recruitment of PBMC-derived CD14+-cells to on-chip adipocytes upon perfusion 
through the media channels. While perfused CD14+-cells were not able to transmigrate through 3 µm pore-sized 
membranes, we were able to register scarce CD14+-cell infiltration into adipocyte-only systems when using 5 µm pore-
sized membranes instead (figure S6). A potential reason for the low recruitment compared to T cell recruitment might 
be that the chemotactic cues produced by adipocytes were too low to attract monocyte-masses. However, these are 
just preliminary findings, and they would require more in-depth analysis.  

Generally, these findings show that our platform is well suited to recapitulate T cell infiltration into adipose tissue. 
Importantly, it is not only the tissue-resident immune cells that seem to provide the necessary chemotactic cues; 
mature adipocytes themselves were able to attract T cells, too, which is in line with previous findings (Poloni et al., 
2015). Incorporating T cells in adipose tissue models is of importance since T cells were recently discovered to play a 
major role in immunometabolism. WAT has been implicated in serving as a reservoir for tissue-resident memory T 
cells, which have distinct functional and metabolic profiles (Han et al., 2017). Furthermore, obesity has been associated 
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with increased T cell populations, particularly adaptive CD8+ T cells, residing in WAT (Wang et al., 2021). Obesity might 
cause adipose tissue T-cell exhaustion (Porsche et al., 2021) and lead to unusual, T-cell mediated pathogeneses upon 
infection (Misumi et al., 2019).  

Conclusion 
Here, we introduce, to the best of our knowledge, the first human, fully autologous immunocompetent WAT-on-chip 
platform integrating almost all in vivo WAT-associated cell types in mature states. Given the high complexity and 
associated logistical requirements, which accompany a full WAT in vitro model, we propose a mix-and-match WAT-
on-chip toolbox that allows researchers to build a flexible, fit-for-purpose platform. As key component, mature human 
adipocytes are combined with patient-specific stromovascular cells, endothelium and/or different types of immune 
cells. The developed system enables long-term culture of human WAT in vitro while it preserves key functional features 
of not only adipocytes but at all other WAT-associated cellular components. More precisely, the system enabled a 
preservation of mature phenotypes alongside key responsibilities such as energy storage and mobilization functions, 
and basal endocrine activity. We further confirmed the on-chip WAT’s drug- and inflammatory responsiveness, and 
suitability for studies on immune cell infiltration. 

The system is based on a specifically tailored microfluidic platform integrating several injection and on-chip culture 
features, such as the sequential loading and shielding from shear stress, that make it particularly favorable for the 
integration of human WAT. Thereby, the system is well equipped to overcome two major difficulties arising from 
working with human mature adipocytes: buoyancy and fragility. In the future, technological refinements could aim at 
scale-up and sensor integration: To achieve parallelized platforms with increased throughput, a combination with 
enabling technologies might be worthwhile; e.g., the WAT-on-chip design could be transferred to the organ-on-disc 
platform (Schneider et al., 2020; Stefan Schneider et al., 2021). To enable in-line monitoring of adipose tissue 
secretions, on-chip sensors based on different technologies could be integrated (Fuchs et al., 2021; Hu et al., 2020; 
Zhu et al., 2018, 2021). 

To set up the WAT model, we established protocols and processes that allow to source all the different cell types from 
one individual donor; more specifically, from tissue samples of subcutaneous adipose tissue with skin that are readily 
available in most hospitals. The choice of a human cell source is an integral part for human-centered research. Even 
though findings from animal models have shed light into many aspects of WAT (patho-)physiology in the past, they 
are stretched to their limits regarding human-relevant mechanisms with increasing frequency. Despite efforts on 
humanization of animal models, there are still dominant discrepancies between rodents and humans, especially when 
it comes to studying metabolism and functioning of the immune system (Greek and Menache, 2013; Mestas and 
Hughes, 2004; van der Worp et al., 2010). Moreover, the capability to isolate all cell types from one individual, the 
bottom-up approach of tissue generation and the microscopic footprint of the WAT-on-Chip, enable not only fully 
autologous models but also the creation of a large number of tissue models from one donor; the latter allows 
circumventing the challenge of inter-donor differences as well as the study of patient-specific WAT responses, paving 
the way for future applications in personalized medicine. 

When addressing patient-specificity, an aspect that is of particular interest is the immune system, which is closely 
interwoven with adipose tissue biology. Here, the autologous character of our WAT-on-Chip is of notable relevance 
especially when studying the adaptive immune system. The findings on WAT immunomodulatory functions on-chip 
back the suitability of our platform for research on adipose tissue inflammation and its underlying mechanisms. 
Especially the precisely controllable administration of inflammatory agents and the potential for highly time-resolved 
readouts of tissue response make our platform a powerful tool to study immune responses.  

Besides demonstrating its competency to build a WAT-on-chip with highest physiological relevance integrating almost 
all cell types existing in in vivo WAT, we introduced a modular WAT-on-chip toolbox. When deciding on a suitable 
model for probing a specific scientific question, the rule should always be “as simple as possible but as complex as 
necessary”. In other words, the full WAT-on-chip model might be too complex for certain questions, and complexity 
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might generate noise and off-target signals. The modular approach allows for an adjustable degree of complexity and 

enables end users to select those cellular components required for their specific question creating a fit-for-purpose, 

customized WAT-on-chip. For proof-of-principle, we characterized several combinations of mature adipocytes with 

stromovascular cells, ECs, and tissue-resident innate immune cells. Interestingly, we did not encounter any differences 

in adipocytes’ phenotype or energy storage function when comparing the different multi-culture conditions, but their 

endocrine function appeared to be strongly impacted by the co-culture with other cell types. Adipokines, presumably 

exclusively produced by adipocytes themselves, were found in highest concentrations in the full WAT model – notably 

higher than in the adipocyte-only condition. Furthermore, we found the response to proinflammatory threats 

modulated by influence of other adipose tissue-associated cells. Overall, the outcome of our study indicates that the 

full WAT model with all in vivo components indeed reflects adipocyte endocrine function best. 

In conclusion, our novel WAT-on-chip system provides a human-based, autologous and immunocompetent in vitro 

model of WAT. It recapitulates almost full tissue heterogeneity by integrating not only mature adipocytes but also 

organotypic endothelial barriers and stromovascular cells, with optional separation of tissue-resident innate immune 

cells, specifically ATMs. Therefore, the new WAT-on-chip model can be a powerful tool for future, human-relevant 

research in the field of metabolism and its associated diseases as well as for compound testing and personalized- and 

precision medicine applications. 
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Materials and methods 
Chip fabrication and characterization 

Chip design and dimensions 
The microfluidic platform used for integrating human WAT and associated immune components is a custom-made 
device consisting of two layers of micro-patterened polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS; Sylgard 184, Dow Corning, USA) 

sandwiching an isoporous, semipermeable polyethylene terephthalate (PET)-membrane (3 µm poresize: rP = 3 μm; 
ρP = 8 × 105 pores per cm2; TRAKETCH® PET 3.0 p S210 × 300, or 5 µm poresize: rP = 4.6 μm; ρP = 0.6 × 105 pores per 

cm2; TRAKETCH® PET 5.0 p S210 × 300, SABEU GmbH & Co. KG, Northeim, Germany). While the lower micro-patterned 
PDMS layer accommodates human WAT, the upper PDMS-layer, separated from the lower one by the membrane, 
serves as media compartment for constant media perfusion. To assure best optical accessibility of the tissues, the 

tissue compartment is secured to a glass coverslip (AN-21-000627; 25 mm x 75 mm, thickness 1¸Langenbrinck GmbH, 
Emmendingen, Germany). The architecture of the microstructures in the PDMS layers was specifically designed to 
house human mature adipocytes, and it was drafted using CorelCAD [Corel Corporation, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada]. 

Table 1 and figure 2a provide an overview of the most important chip dimensions and resulting volumes.  

Table 1: Dimensions of microfluidic WAT-on-chip platform. 
Tissue compartment 

Entire compartment 
Area [mm2] 21.59 
Volume [µl] 2.80 

Dimensions of one 
chamber 

Radius [mm] 0.50 
Area [mm2] 0.79 
Height [mm] 0.20 
Volume [µl] 0.16 

Sum of eight 
chambers 

Area [mm2] 6.28 
Volume [µl] 1.26 

Media compartment 

Entire compartment 
Area [mm2] 39.81 
Height [mm] 0.10 
Volume [µl] 3.98 

Chip fabrication by soft lithography and replica molding 
The microfluidic platforms were fabricated using the soft lithographic as well as replica molding protocols described 
in our previous publications (Loskill et al., 2017; Rogal et al., 2020, 2021). In brief, media channel- and tissue chamber 

microstructures in the PDMS layers were generated by using two differently patterned master wafers functioning as 
positive molding templates. These master wafers were produced by common soft lithography techniques first 
introduced by Xia and Whitesides (Xia and Whitesides, 1998). To achieve different heights for injection channels and 

tissue chambers in the tissue compartment layer, or a membrane inlay with media channel on top in the media 
compartment layer, respectively, each of the two master wafers was fabricated in two consecutive patterning steps. 
We recently described our procedures for a two-step master wafer fabrication in detail (Rogal et al., 2021). The PDMS 

layers were then generated by deploying two different replica molding techniques: (i) To create thin tissue layers with 
chambers and injection port structures opened to both sides, we used a technique called ‘exclusion molding’. By 

placing a release liner [Scotchpak™ 1022 Release Liner Fluoro- 94 polymer Coated Polyester Film; 3M, Diegem, Belgia] 
onto the uncured PDMS on the wafer and applying uniform pressure onto the construct, curing of the PDMS resulted 
in 200 µm-high PDMS layers, as defined by the 200 µm tissue chamber height. Consequently, microstructures were 

open to both sides. (ii) The PDMS layer patterned with the media compartment was generated by standard replica 
molding; the amount of PDMS yielding a layer of approximately 5 mm was poured onto the master wafer and released 
after curing. Then, the PDMS slabs resulting from the molding processes were cut to the size of the chip and ports to 

access the chips were pierced using a biopsy punch (Disposable Biopsy Punch, 0.75 mm diameter; 504529; World 
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Precision Instruments, Friedberg, Germany). To enable O2-plasma-based bonding of the PET-membrane, commercially 
available membranes were functionalized by a plasma-enhanced, chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) process (Rogal 
et al., 2020). In a three-step O2-plasma activation- (each 15 s, 50 W, 0.2 cm3m-1 O2; Diener Zepto, Diener electronic 
GmbH + Co. KG, Ebhausen, Germany) and bonding sequence, the chip was assembled: (i) bonding of exclusion-molded 
tissue compartment layer to a glass coverslip, (ii) bonding of functionalized PET-membrane into membrane inlay of 
media compartment layer, and (iii) full chip assembly by bonding the media compartment layer with membrane to the 
tissue compartment layer on the coverslip. To enhance bonding, the assembled chips were kept at 60°C overnight. To 
assure quality of bonding, chips were then flushed with DI-water and observed for any leakages or discontinuities in 
liquid flow. One day prior to cell injections, the chips were sterilized and hydrophilized by a 5-minute O2-plasma 
treatment. Under sterile conditions, they were then filled with PBS- and kept overnight fully immersed in Dulbecco’s 
phosphate buffered saline without MgCl2 and CaCl2 (PBS-; Merck KGaA) to allow for any residual air to evacuate from 
the channel system.  

Numerical modeling 
To model fluid flow, its associated shear forces as well as transport of diluted species, we used COMSOL Multiphysics 
(COMSOL Vers.5.5, Stockholm, Sweden). The numerical model was based on simulations we previously published for 
our murine as well as our precursor adipocyte-on-chip models (Loskill et al., 2017; Rogal et al., 2020). In brief, we 
coupled the Free and Porous Media Flow and Transport of Diluted Species in Porous Media physics modules. We 
included the presence of hydrogel in the tissue compartment for all simulations since it significantly affects the 
convective and diffuse flow regimes. We used the Navier-Stokes equation with the properties of water (dynamic 
viscosity μ = 1 × 10−3 m2/s, density ρ = 1000 kg/m3) to model incompressible stationary free fluid flow at a general flow 
rate of 20 µl/h (equivalent to a flow rate of 2.5 µl/h in each of the eight parallel media channels over the tissue 
chambers). To model fluid flow from the media channel through the porous PET-membrane into the tissue chamber 
as well as through the hydrogel, Darcy’s law was used (membrane - porosity = 0.056, hydraulic permeability κ = 1.45 
× 10−14 m2; hydrogel - porosity = 0.99, hydraulic permeability κ = 1.5 × 10−16 m2 (McCarty and Johnson, 2007)). Using 
the time-dependent convection-diffusion with diffusion coefficients of 1 × 10−9 m2/s (water) and 1 × 10−11 m2/s 
(hydrogel) and an initial concentration of 1 mol/m3, we described transport of diluted species.  

Isolation and culture of primary adipose tissue- and blood-derived cells 

Human tissue samples 
All cell types [i.e., adipocytes (‘A’), cells from SVF (‘S’), microvascular endothelial cells (‘E’), different types of immune 
cells (CD14+-cells, i.e., monocytes/macrophages ‘M’, and PBMCs activated towards T-cells ‘T’)] used in experiments for 
this publication are human primary cells which were isolated from subcutaneous skin biopsies and donor-specific 
blood samples. In case of co- and multi-cultures, experiments were always conducted in an autologous manner. Table 
2 provides an overview of patient demographics and relevant medical records. Weight statuses were ranked according 
to World Health Organization (World Health Organization, n.d.). 

Table 2. Overview of cell source and donor demographics itemized per experiment. 
Figure Donor 

sex 
Donor 
age 

Source of 
biopsy 

BMI at 
time of 
surgery 

Weight 
status 
according 
to WHO 

BMI at 
highest 

Weight 
status 
according 
to WHO 

Diagnosed 
metabolic disease 
(incl. diabetes) 

3a 
morphology 

F 39 Thigh 29.33 Pre-obese N/A N/A N/A 

3b i 
MCFA/LCFA 
uptake 

F 30 Abdomen 23 Normal 44.9 Obesity 
class III 

Not diagnosed 

3b i glucose-
dependent FA 
uptake 

F 57 Upper arm 31.2 Obesity 
class I 

58.3 Obesity 
class III 

Not diagnosed 
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3b i glycerol 
release over 
time donor 1 

M 33 Gluteal 21 Normal N/A N/A Not diagnosed 

3b i glycerol 
release over 
time donor 2 

F 29 Inner 
thigh 

29.71 Pre-
obesity 

N/A N/A Not diagnosed 

3b i glycerol 
release over 
time donor 3 

F 48 Upper arm 40 Obesity 
class III 

N/A N/A Not diagnosed 

3b ii endocrine 
function & 3c 
donor 1 

f 43 Abdomen 25.39 Pre-
obesity 

45.44 Obesity 
class III 

Not diagnosed 

3b ii endocrine 
function & 3c 
donor 2 

F 43 Thigh 21 Normal N/A N/A Not diagnosed 

3b iii ß-
adrenergic 
stimulation FA 
release 

F 57 Upper arm 31.2 Obesity 
class I 

58.3 Obesity 
class III 

Not diagnosed 

3b iii ß-
adrenergic 
stimulation 
glycerol 
release 

F 39 Thigh 29.33 Pre-obese N/A N/A N/A 

3c cytokine 
release donor 
1 

F 43 Abdomen 25.39 Pre-
obesity 

45.44 Obesity 
class III 

Not diagnosed 

3c cytokine 
release donor 
2 

F 43 Thigh 21 Normal N/A N/A Not diagnosed 

4 all data F 53 Abdomen 29 Pre-obese N/A N/A N/A 
5bi ASE 
staining 

F 50 Back 29.74 Pre-obese 61.01 Obesity 
class III 

N/A 

5bii SVF 
tracking 

F 41 Abdomen  29 Pre-obese 29.74 Pre-obese Not diagnosed 

5c FA 
trafficking 

F 37 Thigh 30.86 Obesity 
class I 

57.52 Obesity 
class III 

Not diagnosed 

5e 
Trem2/CD11c 

F 43 Thigh 21 Normal N/A N/A Not diagnosed 

5e CD45/CD86 
CD45/CD206 

F 42 Thigh 26 Pre-obese N/A N/A N/A 

6 all data F 43 Thigh 21 Normal N/A N/A Not diagnosed 

Human subcutaneous skin and adipose tissue biopsies were obtained from plastic surgeries performed by Dr. Wiebke 
Eisler (BG Klinik Tübingen, Tübingen, Germany) and Dr. Ulrich E. Ziegler (Klinik Charlottenhaus, Stuttgart, Germany), 
approved by the local medical ethics committee: Patients gave an informed consent according to the permission of 
the “Landesärztekammer Baden-Württemberg” (No. 495/2018BO2 and F-2020-166). All procedures were carried out 
in accordance with the rules for medical research of human subjects, as defined in the Declaration of Helsinki. 
Collection of human whole blood samples was performed in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. Healthy blood 
donors and patients gave informed consent as approved by the Ethical Committee of the Eberhard Karls University 
Tübingen (No. 495/2018-BO02 for the isolation of PBMCs from whole blood). 

Throughout the isolation, injection and chip culture processes, different cell-type specific cell culture media were used. 
All media, except for the endothelial cell medium, are defined compositions. Table 3 provides an overview of the 
different types of cell culture media used for cell-type specific isolations, pre-chip and on-chip cultures. 

Table 3. Overview of different types of enzymatic digestion solutions and cell culture media used in this study. 
Name of solution/medium Use Ingredients 
Adipose tissue digestion 
solution 

- Digestion of adipose tissue for 
adipocyte and SVF isolation 

DMEM/F-12 + 0.13 U/mL collagenase 
type NB4 + 1% (w/v) BSA 
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A wash medium - Wash adipocytes during isolation 

- Wash adipocytes prior to injection 

DMEM/F-12 + 100 U/mL Pen/Strep 

A base medium - Overnight flask culture of adipocytes 
(A) between isolation and chip 
injection 

DMEM/F-12 (incl. glutamine) + 10% 
(v/v) FCS + 10 µM HEPES + 100 U/mL 
Pen/Strep  

S/M base medium - Overnight flask culture of SVF/CD14+ 
cells between isolation and chip 
injection 

- First seeding of PBMC-derived 
CD14+-cells 

A base medium + 10 ng/mL GM-CSF 

Skin digestion solution - Digestion of dissected skin for mvEC 
isolation 

PBS-+ 2.0 /mL Dispase II  

mvEC expansion medium - Expansion of isolated mvECs in cell 
culture flask format 

ECGM + 10 mg/mL Gentamicin 

PBMC culture medium - For PBMC thawing process X-VIVOTM 15 + 10% (v/v) autologous 
serum + 100 U/mL Pen/Strep 

PBMC freezing medium - For freezing PBMCs after isolation 10% (v/v) dimethylsulfoxid (DMSO) in 
FCS 

PBMC thawing medium - Overnight plate culture of thawed 
PBMCs 

PBMC culture medium + 10 U/ml IL-2 

T cell activation medium - In plate culture medium for 
activation of thawed PBMCs prior to 
chip loading 

PBMC culture medium + 1% (v/v) T 
Cell TransActTM human 

 

2X Monocyte/macrophage 
culture medium 

- Maintenance of PBMC-derived 
CD14+ cells for 5 days 

A base medium + 20 ng/mL GM-CSF 

A medium - On-chip cultures of adipocyte (A)-
only chips 

A base medium + 60 nM Insulin + 
100 nM Rosiglitazone 

E medium - On-chip cultures of mvEC (E) layer-
only chips 

ECGM + 100 U/mL Pen/Strep 

E TNF-α stimulation medium - 24 h pro-inflammatory stimulation 
with TNF-α of mvEC (E) layer-only 
chips 

E medium + 20 ng/mL TNF-α 

E LPS stimulation medium - 24 h pro-inflammatory stimulation 
with LPS of mvEC (E) layer-only chips 

E medium + 100 ng/mL LPS 

AE co-culture medium - On-chip co-cultures of adipocytes 
(A) and endothelial layer (E) 

A medium:E medium 1:1 

AS/AM co-culture medium - On-chip co-cultures of adipocytes 
(A) and SVF (S) or CD14+-cells (M) 

- Perfusion of monocytes 

A medium + 10 ng/mL GM-CSF 

ASE multi-culture medium - On-chip multi-culture of adipocytes 
(A), endothelial layer (E) and SVF (S) 

AE co-culture medium + 10 ng/mL 
GM-CSF 

A TNF-α stimulation medium - 24 h pro-inflammatory stimulation 
with TNF-α of adipocyte (A)-only 
chips 

A base medium + 20 ng/mL TNF-α 

AS/AM TNF-α stimulation 
medium 

- 24 h pro-inflammatory stimulation 
with TNF-α of on-chip co-cultures of 
adipocytes (A) and SVF (S) or CD14+-
cells (M) 

A base medium + 10 ng/mL GM-CSF + 
20 ng/mL TNF-α 
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ASE TNF-α stimulation 
medium 

- 24 h pro-inflammatory stimulation 
with TNF-α of on-chip multi-culture 
of adipocytes (A), endothelial layer 
(E) and SVF (S) 

A base medium:E medium 1:1 + 
10 ng/mL GM-CSF + 20 ng/mL TNF-α 

A LPS stimulation medium - 24 h pro-inflammatory stimulation 
with LPS of adipocyte (A)-only chips 

A base medium + 100 ng/mL LPS 

AS/AM LPS stimulation 
medium 

- 24 h pro-inflammatory stimulation 
with LPS of on-chip co-cultures of 
adipocytes (A) and SVF (S) or CD14+-
cells (M) 

A base medium + 10 ng/mL GM-CSF + 
100 ng/mL LPS 

ASE LPS stimulation medium - 24 h pro-inflammatory stimulation 
with LPS of on-chip multi-culture of 
adipocytes (A), endothelial layer (E) 
and SVF (S) 

A base medium:E medium 1:1 + 
10 ng/mL GM-CSF + 100 ng/mL LPS 

T-cell perfusion medium - Overnight perfusion of circulating 
immune cells 

X-VIVO 15 + 100 U/mL Pen/Strep 

 

Isolation and pre-chip culture of mature adipocytes 
Primary mature adipocytes were isolated from human skin and subcutaneous adipose tissue biopsies on the same day 
of surgery. We recently described our isolation process at length in a methodical book chapter (Rogal et al., 2021). In 
brief, the skin was separated from the subcutaneous adipose tissue and used for isolation of endothelial cells. The 
adipose tissue was then rinsed with Dulbecco’s phosphate buffered saline with MgCl2 and CaCl2 (PBS+; Merck KGaA, 
Darmstadt, Germany) twice, and macroscopically visible blood vessels and connective tissue structures were carefully 
removed. The remaining adipose tissue was cut into small pieces of approximately 1 cm3 and subsequently 
enzymatically digested by incubation in a collagenase solution (adipose tissue digestion solution) for 60 min at 37°C on 
a rocking shaker (50 cycles/min; Polymax 1040, Heidolph Instruments GmbH & CO. KG, Schwabach, Germany). Finally, 
the digested adipose tissue was strained through a mesh size of 500 µm and washed three times with DMEM/F-12, no 
phenol red (21041025; Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., Waltham, MA) with 100 U/mL Penicillin/Streptomycin (Pen/Strep) 
(A wash medium). For each washing step, adipocytes and medium were gently mixed, and left to rest for 10 min. After 
separation of the buoyant adipocytes and the medium, the liquid medium from underneath the packed layer of 
adipocytes was aspirated. Adipocyte isolation was performed on the day before injection into the chips. The freshly 
isolated adipocytes were cultured overnight, by adding equal volumes of packed adipocytes and A base medium to a 
culture flask kept in a humidified incubator at 37°C and a 5% CO2 atmosphere. 

Isolation and pre-chip culture of mvECs 
Human microvascular endothelial cells (mvECs) were isolated from resected skin from plastic surgeries. A piece of 
approximately 8 cm2 was washed and submersed in Phosphate Buffered Saline without calcium chloride and 
magnesium chloride (PBS-; L0615; Biowest, Nuaillé, France). Subcutaneous fat as well as big blood vessels were 
removed, and the remaining skin was cut in strips of approximately 4 cm length and 1 mm width and finally incubated 
in 10 ml skin digestion solution (2.0 U/mL dispase D4693, Merck KGaA, in PBS-) at 4°C overnight. The following day, the 
epidermis was peeled off using tweezers and the remaining strips of dermis were washed twice in PBS-. After a short 
incubation in Versene Solution (15040066; Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc.), dermis strips were incubated for 40 min in 
0.05% Trypsin in EDTA Solution (59418C; SAFC) at 37 °C [trypsin reaction stopped by adding 10% Fetal Calf Serum 
(10326762; HyCloneTM, Cytiva Europe GmbH, Freiburg, Germany)] to loosen the cells from the tissue. The strips were 
transferred to the lid of a petri dish containing 10 mL pre-warmed PBS-. Processing each dermis strip at a time, the 
dissociated cells were scraped out with a scalpel. After each strip was scraped for at least 8 times, the resulting cell 
suspension was strained (mesh size 70 µm) into a centrifuge tube and the petri dish lid was rinsed two more times 
with PBS-. To obtain a cell pellet, the cell solution in the centrifuge tube was centrifuged at 209 rcf for 5 minutes. The 
supernatant was discarded, and the pellet was resuspended in pre-warmed 10 mL Endothelial Cell Growth Medium 
(ECGM; C-22010, PromoCell GmbH, Heidelberg, Germany) with 10 mg/mL Gentamicin (mvEC expansion medium), 
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seeded into two T25 cell culture flasks and incubated at 37°C, 5% CO2 and 95% rH overnight. On the next day, dead 
cells and debris were washed off by rinsing with PBS- followed by addition of fresh mvEC expansion medium. 

To remove fibroblasts from the expansion flask, the cells were washed with PBS- and incubated in Versene Solution at 
37°C, 5% CO2 and 95% rH until the fibroblasts detached. Following the aspiration of the Versene Solution, the cells 
were washed once again with PBS- and pre-warmed mvEC expansion medium was added. Versene treatment was 
repeated accordingly throughout the first days of culture when needed. Else, media was changed every 3 days until 
the cells were injected into the microfluidic platform. 

To (i) achieve sufficient cell count for chip injection and to (ii) purify isolated mvECs from fibroblast contamination as 
described above, mvECs must be expanded in flask format for at least 6 days after isolation. For experiments on 
endothelial layer-only chips (no donor-specificity required), mvECs from one donor were cryopreserved and re-used 
for the whole series of the experiment. 

Isolation and pre-chip culture of SVF 
Stromal vascular fraction (SVF) was isolated from human subcutaneous adipose tissue biopsies on the same day of 
surgery. The adipose tissue sample was rinsed with PBS+ twice, large blood vessels were carefully removed and then 
cut into small pieces of approximately 1 cm3. The adipose tissue pieces were then enzymatically digested by incubation 
in adipose tissue digestion solution (in equal volumes of adipose tissue and digestion solution) for 30 min at 37°C on a 
rocking shaker. After digestion, the tissue was passed through a strainer (mesh size: 500 µm) and left to rest for 10 min 
to allow for a separation of buoyant mature adipocytes, medium and non-buoyant cells. The packed layer of adipocytes 
was carefully aspirated, and the remaining cell suspension centrifuged for 5 min at 350 rcf. To lyse erythrocytes, 
supernatant was carefully decanted, and the cell pellet was gently re-suspended in Red Blood Cell Lysis Solution 
(freshly prepared according to manufacturer’s instruction; 130-094-183; Miltenyi Biotec B.V. & Co. KG, Bergisch 
Gladbach, Germany) which was incubated for 3 min at room temperature. Then, the cell suspension was strained 
through a 100 µm mesh size, collecting the filtrate in a centrifuge tube, and centrifuged for 5 min at 350 rcf. After 
decanting the supernatant, the cell pellet was resuspended in S/M base medium and cells were counted using Trypan 
blue and a hemocytometer. Cells from the SVF were cultured overnight in flask format in S/M base medium (seeding 
density of ~1x105 cells/cm2) or directly sorted via MACS to isolate CD14+-cells. 

Peripheral blood mononuclear cell (PBMC) isolation, freezing and autologous serum collection 
Isolation of fresh human PBMCs was initiated within 1 h after blood collection using Histopaque® 1077 (10771; Merck 
KGaA) and standard density centrifugation (800 rcf, 20 min, no brakes). After centrifugation, PBMCs were washed 
twice in PBS- supplemented with 0.1% BSA and 2 mM EDTA. PBMCs were used directly for isolation of CD14+-cells or 
immediately frozen at 10x106 cells/mL in PBMC freezing medium using a CoolCell® Container (Corning).  

For collection of autologous serum, whole blood was collected in S-Monovettes® containing serum gel with clotting 
activator (Sarstedt) followed by serum separation through centrifugation. 

Isolation and pre-chip culture of CD14+-cells from SVF or PBMCs 
CD14 is a co-receptor to the LPS receptor (lacking a cytoplasmatic domain, antibody binding, such as the MACS 
antibody, to CD14 alone does not provoke signal transduction) and is strongly expressed on monocytes and 
macrophages. To maintain cell identity and promote a monocyte-to-macrophage differentiation, we supplemented 
the cell culture medium with granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor (GM-CSF) for the entire culture 
period. CD14+-cells were isolated by magnetic activated cell sorting (MACS) with positive selection using CD14 
MicroBeads (130-050-201; Miltenyi Biotec B.V. & Co. KG) from freshly isolated SVF or PBMCs according to supplier’s 
instructions. In brief, MACS buffer was prepared freshly before each isolation by diluting MACS BSA Stock Solution 
(130-091-376; Miltenyi Biotec B.V. & Co. KG) 1:20 in autoMACS Rinsing Solution (130-091-222; Miltenyi Biotec B.V. & 
Co. KG). For degassing, the MACS buffer was sonicated for 10 min. Counted, freshly isolated cell suspension from SVF 
(cf. Isolation and pre-chip culture of SVF) or from PBMCs was centrifuged for 10 min at 350 rcf at 4°C to avoid activation 
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of monocytes. Then, the supernatant was aspirated completely, and the cell pellet was resuspended in 80 µl of MACS 
buffer and 20 µl of CD14 MicroBeads per ≤1x107 total cells. After incubating for 15 min at 4°C, the cells were washed 
by adding 2 ml of MACS buffer per ≤1x107 total cells and centrifuged for 10 min at 350 rcf at 4°C. In the meantime, an 
LS column (130-042-401; Miltenyi Biotec B.V. & Co. KG) was placed into the magnetic field of an QuadroMACS 
Separator (130-090-976; Miltenyi Biotec B.V. & Co. KG) and primed by rinsing with 3 ml of MACS buffer. Flow-through 
was collected in a 15 ml centrifuge tube underneath the column. For separation, the cell pellet was resuspended in 
500 µl of MACS buffer per ≤1x108 total cells and applied onto the column. Unlabeled cells were collected by 
subsequently washing the column by adding 3x 3 ml of MACS buffer. Then, the column was removed from the 
magnetic field and placed onto a new collection tube, 5 ml of MACS buffer were added onto the column, and 
magnetically labeled cells were flushed out by firmly pushing the plunger into the column. The cell suspension was 
centrifuged for 10 min at 350 rcf at 4°C. SVF-derived CD14+-cells were resuspended in S/M base medium, cells were 
counted and seeded at a density of ~1x106 cells/cm2 for overnight culture. PBMC-derived CD14+-cells were 
resuspended in S/M base medium and cultured at a density of ~3x105 cells/cm2. Every two days, 50 % of medium was 
exchanged with 2X Monocyte/macrophage culture medium.  

Thawing of PBMCs and activation of T-cells prior to chip culture 
To thaw frozen PBMCs, cryopreserved cells were shortly placed at 37 °C, resuspended in prewarmed PBMC culture 
medium (X-VIVOTM 15 medium (BE02-060F; Lonza Group AG, Basel, Switzerland) supplemented with 10% autologous 
serum and 100U/mL Pen/Strep), centrifuged and cultured at ~1.5x106 cells/cm2 in PBMC thawing medium overnight. 
PBMCs were washed and cultured in PBMC culture medium at a density of 0.5 – 1x106 cells/mL in a total volume of 
1 ml. CD3/CD28-mediated activation of T cells was conducted by using 10 μl of T cell TransActTM (130-111-160; Miltenyi 
Biotec B.V. & Co. KG) according to manufacturer’s instructions (T cell activation medium). T cells were activated for 3 
days prior to injection. 

On-chip culture of adipose tissue 

 
Figure 7. Overview of WAT-on-chip experiment timeline. On d-1, adipocytes, SVF and mvECs were isolated from 
skin/subcutaneous fat biopsies, and PBMCs were isolated from patients’ blood samples. D0 denotes the day of adipocyte (plus 
tissue chamber-resident cell types) injection. mvECs had to be expanded in culture flasks and could only be seeded onto the chips’ 
membranes on d7. After each injection, chips were supplied gravitationally overnight, before connecting to constant media 
perfusion on the next days. Media in pumping reservoirs were exchanged every other day. Most endpoint analyses were 
performed on d5 and d12.  
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General remarks on injection, handling and readouts 
Figure 7 provides an overview of the general timeline of WAT-on-chip experiments. Adipocyte-only as well as 
adipocyte-SVF and adipocyte-CD14+-cell co-culture chips were injected on the day after isolation. Day of chip injection 
is defined as day 0 (d0) for all experiments. After injection, on-chip tissues were supplied with respective culture media 
(cf. table 3) via gravity-driven flow overnight. On d1, chips were then connected to constant media perfusion via an 
external syringe pumping system (LA-190, Landgraf Laborsysteme HLL GmbH, Langenhagen, Germany). For connecting 
the chips to the syringe pump, we used Tygon tubing (0.762 x 2.286 mm, e.g. Tygon® ND 100-80 Medical Tubing, Saint-
Gobain Performance Plastics Pampus GmbH, Willich, Germany), 21 GA stainless steel plastic hub dispensing needles 
(e.g., KDS2112P, Weller Tools GmbH, Besigheim, Germany; connected to Luer Lok™ style syringes) and blunt 21 GA 
stainless steel needles (made from the dispensing needles by removing the plastic hub after dissolving the glue 
overnight in a 70% ethanol solution). Media perfusion was realized in push mode, flow rate set to 20 µL/h. Unless 
stated otherwise, medium was changed every other day by re-filling inlet tubing and syringe reservoirs with fresh, pre-
warmed culture medium. Endpoint analyses were conducted on d5 (d6, respectively, for monocyte perfusion) or d12 
(d13, respectively, for T cell perfusion). In the case of stimulation experiments, effluents were collected for the 24 h-
period prior to stimulation in order to assess basal secretion for each chip. Stimulation then occurred for 24 h from d4 
to d5, or from d11 to d12, respectively. 

Injection of adipose tissue into the microfluidic platform 
Adipocytes were prepared by washing three times with A wash medium as described above (cf. Isolation and pre-chip 
culture of mature adipocytes). HyStem-C (GS313; CellSystems®, Troisdorf, Germany) hydrogel components were 
reconstituted and mixed according to manufacturer’s instructions (except for the crosslinker). Chips were prepared as 
described above (cf. Chip fabrication by soft lithography and replica molding) on the day before adipose tissue 
injection. Prior to injection, the chips were removed from PBS- storage and a pipette tip filled with 100 µL PBS- was 
inserted into the tissue compartment’s outlet to create a liquid droplet over the tissue inlet. Then, 60 µL of adipocytes 
from packed adipocytes layer were gently mixed with 25 µL of hydrogel components and 0.63 µL of Extralink (i.e., 40:1 
hydrogel components:crosslinker). Then, 10 µL of the mixture were immediately injected into the chip’s tissue-
chamber system by manual pressure. To avoid inclusion of air, the PBS-droplet over the tissue inlet port and adipocyte-
hydrogel mixture were let coalesce before inserting the pipette tip into the port. Each tissue compartment system was 
loaded individually at a steady pace, to ensure that the adipocyte-hydrogel mixture reached the tissue chambers 
before the onset of gelation. When all tissue chambers were filled with adipocyte-hydrogel mixture, the injection 
channel was flushed with hydrogel by mixing 25 µL of hydrogel components with 6.25 µL of Extralink (i.e., 4:1 hydrogel 
components:crosslinker) and injecting 10 µL/chip via the tissue inlet ports into the tissue system. The injection ports 
were then closed using plugs. On-chip adipocytes were intermediately supplied by a gravitational media perfusion: an 
empty pipette tip was inserted into the media outlet port and a pipette tip filled with 100 µL of A medium was inserted 
into the media inlet port. Approximately 50 µL were manually pushed through the chip immediately to avoid 
crosslinking of the hydrogel inside the media channel. Using the method described above, up to 8 chips could be 
injected with one mixture before gelation of the hydrogel occurred. After overnight gravitational media supply, chips 
were connected to constant media perfusion of 20 µL/h. Media changes were performed every 3 days unless 
otherwise stated. 

For injection of adipocyte-SVF or adipocyte-CD14+-cell co-culture chips, the above protocol was slightly adapted: 
adherent cells (i.e., SVF or CD14+-cells) were detached (see instructions below) and cell pellets of 0.5x106 cells in 0.5 mL 
microcentrifuge tubes were prepared. Cell pellets were then resuspended in 25 µL of hydrogel components mix before 
adding 60 µL adipocytes and 0.63 µL of Extralink. Cell mixture injection, injection channel flushing, intermediate media 
supply and connection to constant media perfusion (using AS/AM co-culture medium) was done as described above 
for adipocyte-only chips. 

Cells from the SVF were detached in sequential incubation steps with TrypLE™ Select Enzyme (1X) (12563011; Thermo 
Fisher Scientific Inc.): the growth area was rinsed once with PBS-. Then, the cell layer was incubated (37°C, 5% CO2 and 
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95% rH) for 5 min with 1:1 TrypLE™:PBS-, for 3 min with TrypLE™, and finally for another 8 min with TrypLE™. After 
each incubation step, the detachment solution was collected, and the enzymatic reaction was stopped by adding 10% 
(v/v) FCS to the cell suspension. Finally, the surface of the culture vessel was thoroughly rinsed to further detach cells. 
CD14+-cells were detached in a similar manner: 4 mg/mL lidocaine hydrochloride (L5647; Merck KGaA) were solved in 
Versene Solution freshly for each detachment. The growth surface was rinsed with PBS- once, and then the cells were 
detached by sequential incubation (37°C, 5% CO2 and 95% rH) in lidocaine solution for 3 min and 15 min. After each 
incubation step, the culture vessel was gently tapped from the bottom, and then the detachment solution was 
collected. After cell detachment, collected cell suspensions were pooled per cell type and centrifuged at 350 rcf for 
5 min. After resuspension in S/M base medium, cells were counted, and transferred to microcentrifuge tubes as 
mentioned above. 

Seeding of endothelial barriers in the microfluidic platform 
Seven days after isolation, the mvECs were injected into the media channels of the microfluidic platforms to establish 
an endothelial barrier on the membrane separating tissue compartments from media perfusion.  

For on-chip monoculture of endothelial layers, the chips’ tissue compartments were filled with HyStem-C (GS313; 
CellSystems®, Troisdorf, Germany) prior to mvEC seeding. Chips were prepared as described above (cf. Chip fabrication 
by soft lithography and replica molding) on the day before mvEC seeding. Prior to seeding, hydrogel components were 
reconstituted and mixed according to manufacturer’s instructions. The chips were removed from PBS- storage and a 
pipette tip filled with 100 µL PBS- was inserted into the tissue compartment’s outlet to create a liquid droplet over the 
tissue inlet. Finally, 10 µL of hydrogel mixture were injected into the tissue compartment inlet port (to avoid enclosure 
of air during injection, liquid droplet over the inlet port and injection mixture were let coalesce before inserting the 
pipette tip into the PDMS). To avoid crosslinking of the hydrogel inside the media channel, 50 µL of PBS were flushed 
through the media compartment after hydrogel injection. 

In case of multi-culture with other adipose tissue components, mvECs were added on d7 of adipocyte on-chip culture 
due to the required mvEC-expansion and -purification period described above. Immediately before EC injection into 
the co-culture systems, the media perfusion was disconnected by carefully removing the inlet and outlet tubing from 
the media ports of the system. 

For mvEC detachment, medium was aspirated, and cells were washed with PBS-, and incubated with 0.05% Trypsin in 
EDTA solution (2 ml solution in T25 culture flask) for 5 min at 37°C, 5% CO2 and 95% rH. After 5 min, the enzymatic 
reaction was stopped by adding 10% FCS and the cell suspension was transferred to a centrifuge tube. The cell culture 
flask was rinsed once with PBS-. The cell suspension was centrifuged for 5 min at 209 rcf and the cell pellet resuspended 
in pre-warmed mvEC expansion medium. The cells were counted manually using a hemocytometer and the cell 
concentration was adjusted to 4x106 cells/mL. A 100 µL filter tip was filled with 10 µL of the mvEC suspension and the 
tip was removed from the pipette. Carefully, the tip was inserted into the media inlet port of the chip. Introduction of 
air into the system was avoided by inserting the tip through a liquid droplet over the media inlet. An empty 100 µL 
filter tip was inserted into the media outlet and flow from the filled tip to the empty tip was ensured. The system was 
incubated for 2 h at 37°C to allow attachment of the mvECs. Within these 2 h, the mvEC suspension was gently moved 
inside the chip to increase membrane coverage by gently applying manual pressure on the pipette tips. After 2 h, the 
tips were removed carefully and 100 µL filter tips filled with 100 µL culture medium as defined by on-chip cell 
components (e.g., E medium for mvEC-only chips or AE co-culture medium) were inserted into media in- and outlet to 
provide static media supply at 37°C overnight. On the following day, the systems were (re-)connected to constant 
media perfusion. During the first 4 h, the media perfusion was ramped starting at 5 µL/h over the first 2 h, then 10 µL/h 
for 2 h, and finally set to 20 µL/h. Media changes were performed every 3 days unless otherwise stated. 

Inflammatory stimulation 
Inflammatory stimulations were performed by treating the chips for 24 h from d4-d5 or d11-d12 with TNF-α (final 
concentration of 20 ng/mL; SRP3177; Merck KGaA) or LPS (final concentration of 100 ng/mL; 00-4976-93; Thermo 
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Fisher Scientific Inc.) added to the respective media for each culture mode (table 3). To determine cytokine and 
metabolite concentrations in response to inflammatory stimulation, effluents were collected for the 24 h before 
treatment (baseline release for each chip) and after the 24 h-treatment.  

Perfusion of immune cells 
Activated T-cells were perfused for 18 h from d12-d13 of on-chip culture, and recruitment to different adipose tissue 
culture modes was studied (A, AS, ASE). T-cells were detached by (i) removing half of the culture medium, (ii) gently 
pipetting and collect already detached cells in a centrifuge tube, (iii) rinsing the growth surface with PBS-, gently 
pipetting and collecting the cell suspension again. Then, the cell suspension was centrifuged at 300 rcf for 5 min. 
Before perfusion, T-cells were labeled with CellTracker™ Deep Red Dye (C34565; Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc.) by 
resuspending the cell pellet in CellTracker Solution (reconstituted according to manufacturer’s instructions and further 
diluted to 2 µM in DMEM + 100 U/mL Pen/Strep) and incubating for 60 min (37°C, 5% CO2 and 95% rH). Labeled cells 
were then centrifuged at 300 rcf for 5 min, resuspended in X-VIVOTM 15 + 100 U/mL Pen/Strep, counted and adjusted 
to a cell concentration of 375,000 cells/mL (à 275 µL/chip, i.e., circa 100,000 cells/chip). T-cells were perfused 
through the chips media channel by inserting a pipette tip containing 275 µL cell suspension into the media outlet and 
withdrawing the suspension with a flow rate of 10 µL/h. T cell recruitment to different adipose culture modes was 
quantified by determination of cell tracker fluorescence intensity in the tissue chambers. 

Circulating monocytes derived from PBMCs were perfused for 24 h from d5-d6 of on-chip culture, and recruitment to 
one culture mode (A) was studied comparing 3 µm- and 5 µm membrane pore sizes. Before detachment, the CD14+-
cells were labelled with CellTracker™ Deep Red Dye by incubating CellTracker Solution (reconstituted according to 
manufacturer’s instructions and further diluted to 2 µM in DMEM + 100 U/mL Pen/Strep) for 60 min (37°C, 5% CO2 
and 95% rH). Afterwards, cells were washed by adding S/M base medium. Detachment was performed as described 
above (cf. Injection of adipose tissue into the microfluidic platform), and the cell concentration was adjusted to 
112,500 cells/mL (250 µL/chip --> 28,125 cells/chip) in AS/AM co-culture medium. CD14+-cells were perfused through 
the chips media channel by inserting a pipette tip containing 250 µL cell suspension into the media outlet and 
withdrawing the suspension with a flow rate of 10 µL/h. 

Structural characterization of adipose tissue components on-chip 

Endothelial barrier function assessment 
Endothelial barrier integrity was assessed for the endothelial layer-only culture mode using a macromolecular tracer 
approach. For comparison, chips without endothelial barrier, only with a hydrogel gel-filled tissue compartment were 
measured. On d5 of on-chip culture, media supplemented with 100 µg/mL FITC-dextran with sizes of 3-5 kDa (FD4; 
Merck KGaA) or 40 kDa (FD40; Merck KGaA) were perfused through the chip at a flow rate of 20 µL/h for 60 min. Using 
a confocal Laser-Scanning-Microscope (LSM 710, Carl Zeiss Microscopy GmbH, Jena, Germany), fluorescence intensity 
was determined for 3 different focal planes (lower tissue chamber, upper tissue chamber and media channel) every 
5 s. For analysis, we measured the mean grey value for each focal plane position for each time point using Fiji (Image J 
version 1.53c) (Schindelin et al., 2012), subtracted the background mean grey value and adjusted the offset in time it 
took for the tracer to reach the medium channel. Mean grey values were then normalized to the mean grey value 
measured at the final time point in the media channel. 

Labelling for cell tracking 
To trace and visualize the SVF, cells were labeled with a cell tracker prior to injection. Before detaching the cells, they 
were incubated in CellTracker™ Deep Red Dye solution (reconstituted according to manufacturer’s instructions and 
further diluted to 2 µM in DMEM + 100 U/mL Pen/Strep) for 60 min (37°C, 5% CO2 and 95% rH). Afterwards, cells were 
washed by replacing the labelling solution by S/M base medium. 
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(Immuno-) staining 
A variety of (immuno-) staining procedures were performed on d5 or d6 (only for monocyte recruitment experiment), 
respectively, or d12 or d13 (only for T-cell recruitment experiment), respectively. We used conjugated and 
unconjugated antibodies.  

All conjugated antibodies (table 4) were stained prior to fixation (except for CD11c and eNOS) by washing the chips 
once with PBS+ and twice with PBS+ with 0.5% (w/v) BSA. Then the antibody was diluted in PBS+ with 0.5% (w/v) BSA 
and 20 µM Hoechst 33342 Solution (62249; Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc.) and incubated for 30 min (37°C, 5% CO2 and 
95% rH), followed by two washing steps with PBS+ with 0.5% (w/v) BSA. Afterwards, chips were imaged within 45 min 
(Leica DMi8 with incubation unit, Leica Microsystems) or fixed directly for further staining. CD11c and eNOS 
conjugated antibodies were added to secondary antibody solutions at concentrations listed in table 4. 

For all types of unconjugated staining, on-chip tissues were fixed, permeabilized and blocked prior to antibody 
incubation. In brief, the chips were washed by flushing the media channels three times with PBS+ before fixing the on-
chip tissues with ROTI®Histofix 4% (P087.6; Carl Roth GmbH + Co. KG, Karlsruhe, Germany) for 60 min at room 
temperature (RT) under gentle rocking on a rocking shaker. After fixation, the chips were washed three times with 
PBS-, permeabilized with 0.2% (w/v) Saponin in PBS+ for 20 min at RT and blocked with 0.3% (v/v) Triton-X and 3% 
(w/v) BSA in PBS- for 30 min at RT. All primary and secondary antibodies were diluted in antibody diluent (S3022; 
Agilent Technologies, Inc, Santa Clara, CA) to concentrations listed in table 4. Primary antibodies were incubated at RT 
overnight. Secondary antibody solutions were supplemented with 1 µg/mL DAPI solution (MBD0015; Merck KGaA) 
and 1 µg/mL BODIPY™ 493/503 dye (D3922; Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc.) and incubated for 1 h at RT. Finally, the chips 
were washed three times with PBS- and imaged within the next 48 h using a confocal Laser-Scanning-Microscope (LSM 
710, Carl Zeiss MicroImaging). Importantly, to confirm endothelial coverage over the tissue chambers, the chips had 
to be inverted for imaging, or else the adipocytes in the tissue chamber obscured the EC barrier.  

Table 4. Overview of antibodies used for on-chip staining. 
 Staining with unconjugated antibodies 
 Primary antibody Coupled with secondary antibody 
Staining 
target 

Antibody Specifics Final 
concentration/ 
dilution 

Antibody Specifics Final 
concentration/ 
dilution 

Perilipin A  Anti-Perilipin A 
antibody 
produced in 
rabbit 

P1998 [Merck 
KGaA] 

12 µg/ml F(ab')2-Goat anti-Rabbit 
IgG (H+L) Cross-Adsorbed 
Secondary Antibody, 
Alexa Fluor 555 

A-21430 
[Thermo 
Fisher 
Scientific 
Inc.] 

20 µg/ml 

CD31 Monoclonal 
Mouse Anti-
Human CD31, 
Endothelial Cell 
(Dako Omnis) 

M0823 [Agilent 
Technologies, 
Inc.] 

1:50 Goat anti-Mouse IgG 
(H+L) Cross-Adsorbed 
Secondary Antibody, 
Alexa Fluor 546 

A-11003 
[Thermo 
Fisher 
Scientific 
Inc.] 

20 µg/ml 

CD68 Purified Mouse 
Anti-Human 
CD68 

556059 
Clone Y1/82A 
(RUO) [BD] 

5 µg/ml Goat anti-Mouse IgG 
(H+L) Cross-Adsorbed 
Secondary Antibody, 
Alexa Fluor 488 

A-11001 
[Thermo 
Fisher 
Scientific 
Inc.] 

20 µg/ml 

CD86 Recombinant 
Anti-CD86 
antibody 
[EPR21962] 

ab239075 
[Abcam] 

11.38 µg/ml F(ab')2-Goat anti-Rabbit 
IgG (H+L) Cross-Adsorbed 
Secondary Antibody, 
Alexa Fluor 555 

A-21430 
[Thermo 
Fisher 
Scientific 
Inc.] 

20 µg/ml 

CD206 Recombinant 
Anti-Mannose 
Receptor 
antibody 
[EPR6828(B)] 

ab125028 
[Abcam] 

3.6 µg/ml F(ab')2-Goat anti-Rabbit 
IgG (H+L) Cross-Adsorbed 
Secondary Antibody, 
Alexa Fluor 555 

A-21430 
[Thermo 
Fisher 
Scientific 
Inc.] 

20 µg/ml 

Trem2 TREM2 
Recombinant 
Rabbit 
Monoclonal 

702886 [Thermo 
Fisher Scientific 
Inc.] 

5 µg/ml F(ab')2-Goat anti-Rabbit 
IgG (H+L) Cross-Adsorbed 
Secondary Antibody, 
Alexa Fluor 555 

A-21430 
[Thermo 
Fisher 
Scientific 
Inc.] 

20 µg/ml 
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Antibody 

(9H4L26) 

 Staining with conjugated antibodies 
 Antibody Specifics Final 

concentration/ 
dilution 

Staining prior to fixation Staining post fixation 

CD31 CD31 Antibody, 

anti-human, 

REAfinity™ 

130-110-807 

[Miltenyi Biotec 

B.V. & Co. KG] 

1:25 Yes No 

CD106 CD106 (VCAM-

1) Antibody, 

anti-human, 

REAfinity™ 

130-104-164 

[Miltenyi Biotec 

B.V. & Co. KG] 

1:10 Yes No 

CD309 CD309 (VEGFR-

2) Antibody, 

anti-human, 

REAfinity™ 

130-117-984 

[Miltenyi Biotec 

B.V. & Co. KG] 

1:35 Yes No 

eNOS eNOS Antibody, 

anti-human, 

APC, REAfinity™ 

130-106-840 

[Miltenyi Biotec 

B.V. & Co. KG] 

1:10 No Yes 

CD45 CD45 Antibody, 

anti-human, 

APC, REAfinity™ 

130-110-771 

[Miltenyi Biotec 

B.V. & Co. KG] 

1:25 – 1:10 Yes No 

CD11c CD11c 

Antibody, anti-

human, APC, 

REAfinity™ 

130-114-110 

[Miltenyi Biotec 

B.V. & Co. KG] 

1:25 No Yes 

Functional characterization of adipose tissue on-chip 

Live-/dead staining 
To evaluate the viability of the mvECS forming the vascular barrier on chip, a live-/dead staining was performed and 
imaged via fluorescence microscopy. The cytosol of living cells was stained with fluorescein diacetate (FDA) (F7378; 

Merck KGaA); the nuclei of dead cells with propidium iodide (PI) (P4170; Merck KGaA). A stock solution of FDA was 
prepared by dissolving the powder in aceton (1 mg/mL). PI powder was dissolved in PBS- (1 mg/mL). Stock solutions 
were stored protected from light and diluted right before the staining process. FDA and PI stocks were diluted in 838 µL 
PBS+, adding 27 µL of PI and 135 µL of FDA. To stain the mvEC barrier-on-chip, the chip was disconnected from tubing 
and the media channel was flushed with PBS+ via hydrostatic pressure created by inserting a filled pipette tip into the 
media inlet port and an empty tip into the media outlet port. After equilibration of the PBS+ level in the tips, they were 
replaced by a tip filled with 50 µL live-/dead-staining solution. After another incubation of 5 min at 37°C, 5% CO2 and 
95% rH, the tips were removed, and the media channel was flushed two times with PBS+ as described above. 
Fluorescent imaging was conducted immediately after the staining using a Leica DMi8 (with incubation unit, Leica 
Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany). 

Fatty acid uptake monitoring of adipocytes 
To assess fatty acid uptake properties of on-chip adipocytes, a medium-chain fatty acid (Dodecanoic Acid, C12; 
BODIPY™ 500/510 C1, C12; D3823, Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc.) or a long-chain fatty acid (Hexadecanoic Acid, C16; 
BODIPY™ FL C16, D3821, Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc.) were added at a concentration of 4 µM to the culture medium 
as defined by culture mode (table 3). The uptake of the fatty acids was monitored in real-time using a fluorescence 
microscope with incubation (Leica DMi8 with incubation unit, Leica Microsystems) for 60 min. Fluorescence images 
were acquired every 3 min for each position. To quantify fatty acid uptake, for each time point per position, we 
measured mean grey values in the tissue chamber and in the plain media channel as background using Fiji software.  

Responsiveness to ß-adrenoreceptor agonists 
ß-adrenergic stimulation was performed by adding (−)-Isoproterenol hydrochloride (I6504; Merck KGaA) to culture 
medium as defined by culture mode (table 3). Final concentration ranged from 1 µM to 100 µM. For each final 
concentration, a corresponding 1000X stock solution was prepared by dissolving the isoproterenol in PBS-. 
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Isoproterenol responsiveness was read out after a 2 h feeding phase of on-chip adipocytes with the fluorescently 
labeled fatty acid (BODIPY™ 500/510 C1, C12; D3823, Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc.) by analyzing the release of fatty 
acids from the adipocytes. Moreover, glycerol secretion after 24 h of stimulation was determined (cf. Analyses of 
effluents). 

Acetylated low density lipoprotein (AcLDL) uptake by endothelial layer 
Low Density Lipoprotein from Human Plasma, acetylated and coupled to a DiI complex (DiI AcLDL; L3484; Thermo 
Fisher Scientific Inc.) was added to E medium or E TNF-α stimulation medium (following a 24 h-stimulation) at a final 
concentration of 1 µg/mL. Uptake solutions were pre-heated and administered to the chips via gravitational flow 
(empty pipette tip in media outlets, pipette tip filled with 50 µL uptake solution in media inlets) for 3 h at 37°C, 5% CO2 
and 95% rH. Afterwards, nuclei were stained by adding Hoechst 33342 Solution (62249; Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc.) 
to the uptake solutions for 20 min at 37°C, 5% CO2 and 95% rH. Uptake solutions were removed from the chips by 
gravitationally washing with E medium or E TNF-α stimulation medium. Uptake was imaged within 45 min (Leica DMi8 
with incubation unit, Leica Microsystems). 

Analyses of effluents (cytotoxicity, glycerol release and cytokine secretion) 
For all experiments involving analyses of effluents, we used chips without cells (but with hydrogel-filled tissue 
compartments) as negative controls. These chips were run in parallel to tissue-laden chips and handled identically. 
Media effluents were collected over 24 h periods. 
After collection, effluents were centrifuged at 1942 rcf for 10 min. Supernatants after centrifugation were directly 
processed for viability assessment and afterwards stored at -80°C for up to 4 months. They were not thawed more 
than twice. Prior to performing assays, effluents from storage and all required assay reagents were brought to RT.  
To quantitatively assess the on-chip tissues’ viability, we measured the release of lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) into 
the media effluents using the CytoTox 96® Non-Radioactive Cytotoxicity Assay (G1780, Promega GmbH, Walldorf, 
Germany). The assay was performed in a 384-well plate according to the manufacturer’s instructions. To determine a 
Target Cell Maximum LDH Release Control, we lysed the on-chip tissues for the different culture conditions (A, AS, 
ASE; biological duplicates per condition) by incubating 1X Lysis Solution in the respective culture media for 2 h. The 
mean of the measured absorbance values was assumed to be the maximal LDH release possible for the given 
experimental set-up and set to 100%.  
For quantitative enzymatic determination of glycerol secretion, we used Free Glycerol Reagent (F6428; Merck KGaA), 
and Glycerol Standard Solution (G7793; Merck KGaA) for a standard curve. In technical duplicates, 60 µL of effluent 
were mixed with 40 µL of Free Glycerol Reagent in a 96-well plate. After 10 min incubation at 37°C, 5% CO2 and 95% 
rH, absorption at 540 nm was measured using a plate reader (Infinite® 200 PRO, Tecan Trading AG, Männedorf, 
Switzerland). For each assay run, a standard curve was generated to correlate absorbances to glycerol concentrations). 
Cytokines were determined by fluorescent bead-based multiplex sandwich immunoassays (LEGENDplex™ Human 
Angiogenesis Panel 1, 740697 and LEGENDplex™ Human Adipokine Panel, 740196; BioLegend, Inc., San Diego, CA) 
read by flow cytometry (Guava easyCyte 8HT, Merck KGaA) following the manufacturer’s manual. In brief, effluents 
were analyzed in technical duplicates and incubated with a cocktail of target-specific capture beads followed by an 
incubation with biotinylated detection antibodies and finally with streptavidin-phycoerythrin (SA-PE). For each assay 
run, a standard curve was generated to correlate fluorescence intensities to cytokine concentrations. Flow cytometry 
data were evaluated with the LEGENDplex Cloud-Based Data Analysis Software Suite (BioLegend). Gates were adjusted 
manually to find optimal differentiation between capture bead populations, and the same gating strategy applied to 
all assay runs. 

Image processing, data presentation and statistical analysis 
Images were processed using Fiji (Image J version 1.53c) (Schindelin et al., 2012) to adjust brightness and contrast, 
create maximum intensity projections or orthogonal views of Z-stacks and to insert scale bars. For 3D rendering and 
stitching of tile scans, we used the ZEN software (ZEN 2.3 (blue edition), Carl Zeiss Microscopy GmbH). 
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All data is presented as mean ± SE if not stated otherwise with sample sizes (n) stated for each case individually. For 
quantifications feasible on chamber level, such as optical readout, n denotes number of chambers covered in analyses. 
For quantifications feasible on chip level only, such as all kinds of effluent analyses, for instance, n denotes number of 
chip replicates. Descriptive statistics and graphs were generated using OriginPro (Version 2021, OriginLab 
Corporation). For testing statistical significance, we performed unpaired t tests using the online t Test Calculator tool 
provided by GraphPad (https://www.graphpad.com/quickcalcs/ttest1/?format=50). P value and statistical significance 
are indicated for each case individually. 
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